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Current titles are marked with a ⭐.

**Mysteries & Whodunits**

4572009 THE FORGETTING PLACE. By John Burley. Chilling follow-up to The Absence of Mercy. Menaker State Hospital is a correctional psychiatric facility inhabited by patients who have committed heinous crimes and will never be released. But what happens when a place like Menaker is corrupted, becoming a tool to silence the innocent, conceal injustice, and contain secrets? Book Club Edition. 344 pages. $19.95

5855094 IF SHE ONLY KNEW. By Lisa Jackson. When she wakes up after the accident, her memory is gone and her face has been reconstructed. Her family tells her that her name is Maria Cahill, but they’re all strangers to her. She has the unshakable feeling that something is very wrong and that her life is in danger. 447 pages. Zebra Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

5974200 INNOCENT. By Scott Turow. Over sixty years old and the chief judge of an appellate court, Rusty Sabich has found his wife, Barbara, dead under mysterious circumstances. Tommy Molto accuses him of murder for the second time, setting in to motion a trial that is vintage Turow—the courtroom at its most taut and explosive, 542 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

4481402 TIME OF DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Now together for the first time in one volume, these three stories (“Eternity in Death,” “Ritual in Death,” and “Missing in Death”) spotlight Lieutenant Eve Dallas doing what she does best: solving crimes with skill, intensity, and passion. 294 pages. Jove. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

6845681 IN BITTER CHILL. By Sarah Ward. 1976. A small town in the English countryside is traumatized by the kidnapping of two young girls, Rachel Jones and Sophie Jenkins. Within hours Rachel is found but unable to remember anything. No trace of Sophie is ever discovered. Thirty years later, desperate to stop a modern killer, Rachel and the police must unpick the past as it threatens to engulf the present. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

7532636 BOMBSHELL. By Catherine Coulter. FBI Special Agent Griffin Hammarsmith’s sister has been found naked and unconscious in a pool of someone else’s blood. Meanwhile, Agents Savich and Sherlock have their hands full when the grandson of a former Federal Reserve Bank chairman is found murdered at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial. 455 pages. Jove. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

5935776 EVERY DARK CORNER. By Karen Rose. Eighteen-year-old Mallory Martin and her little sister were the victims of an illegal adoption, sold by their addict mother for drugs. But their beneficiary is not who everyone thinks he is. Mallory has never told his secrets before because the danger to her and her sister is too great. But everyone has a limit to what they can endure. 629 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

6349943 THE BLACK BOX. By Michael Connelly. In the aftermath of the Los Angeles riots of the early ’90s, Harry Bosch was tasked with solving the murder of Anneke Jespersen. Now, nearly 20 years later, a woman who had emerged on the cold case: the gun that killed Anneke was used again several years later. 464 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $6.95

2911722 THE BRASS VERDICT. By Michael Connelly. Defense attorney Micky Haller inherits his latest case from a recently slain colleague: defending a Hollywood producer accused of multiple murders. With a key part of the defense strategy missing, Haller scrambles to prepare for trial—and gets more pressure when he learns that Vincent’s killer may be coming for him next. 435 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $6.95

2781743 SURRENDER, NEW YORK. By Caleb Carr. In rural Burgoyne County, a pattern of strange deaths have emerged: adolescent children found murdered in gusseous fashion. Former NYPD advisers turned upstate exiles discover the victims are all “throwaway children,” abandoned by their families and left to fend for themselves. 398 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

6937390 WIRED. By Julie Garwood. When Alliances agent Tasha West arrives in the South, she finds her real love is writing—and hacking—code. Hotshot FBI agent Liam Scott needs the skills of a top-notch hacker to find the leak of classified intel in his partner’s laptop. By the end of this job, problem is, she doesn’t want anything to do with Liam’s job. 324 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


2986405 THE LAST CAMILLA. By Sally J. Adinis. A garden designer, and her husband Rex, take up residence at Rex’s family’s English country estate. The couple’s shared passion for mysteries is fueled by their favorite French chef, Camilla Orchée and an old gardener’s notebook. Yet its pages hint at dark acts ingeniously concealed. 306 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

2912767 DEADLINE. By Sandra Brown. Dawson Scott is a well-respected journalist recently returned from Afghanistan. Haunted by everything he experienced, he’s privately suffering from battle fatigue, but then he gets a call from a source within the FBI. A new development has come to light in a story that began forty years ago. It could be the biggest story of Dawson’s career. 426 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95


6784313 SAY NO MORE. By Hank Phillippi Ryan. When Boston reporter Jane Ryland reports a hit and run, she soon learns she saw more than a car crash, she witnessed the collapse of an on-going murder trial. Meanwhile homicide detective Jake Brogan is on the hunt for the murderer of Avery Morgan, a hotshot Hollywood screenwriter. 382 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
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★ 5730678 THE SCAM. By Janet Evanovich & L. Goudie. Nicolas Fox is a charming con man and master thief on the run. Kate O'Hare is the FBI agent who is hot on his trail. At least that's what everyone thinks. In reality, they are working together to bring down super-criminals the law can't touch–including notoriou

★ 2895145 UP COUNTRY. By Nelson DeMille. Former army homicide investigator Paul Brenner has just gotten used to the early retirement forced upon him after the disastrous end of his last case when his old commanding officer asks him to return for one final mission: investigate a murder that took place in Vietnam thirty

★ 2828626 PEKOPE MOST POISON. By Laura Childs. When Theodosia is invited to a “rat tea” party by Doreen, she is understandably intrigued. The party goes from odd to chaotic when Doreen’s husband suddenly goes into convulsions and drops dead. Theo finds herself drawn into a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse, and discovers an inquiry into the murder of Doreen’s husband.

★ 5900026 SCANDALOUS BEHAVIOR. By Stuart Woods. Debonair attorney Stone Barrington returns for another adventure. Seeking peace and quiet, Stone arrives in a rural English town, only to be accosted by a beautiful woman with an outrageous request. Complications ensue as promises entwined with a deadly mystery involving the local gentry and a relentless adversary.

★ 3607097 INDEBILE. By Karin Slaughter. Two armed men enter the police station in tiny Wagtail, Georgia, and open fire. One officer is dead. Police Chief Jefferson Toller is wounded, and a class of grade-school children and medical examiner Sara Linton are held hostage. 503 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ 5753933 FRACTURED. By Karin Slaughter. A girl has been savagely murdered in her own bedroom. Her mother stands amid shattered glass, having just killed her daughter’s attacker. Detective Will Trent sees forensic evidence in the blood trail and a look in the mother’s eye which will lead him to shocking revelations amid the ruins of perfect lives broken wide open. 446 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ 1849131 THE GHOST AND MRS. MEWER. By Krista Davis. A TV series in development is in Wagtail to investigate supernatural local legends and Holly Miller is tasked with uncovering the ghost haunting a scary fun time. But when Holly’s pet finds a woman drowned in a hotel’s gazebo—the spot of the town’s most infamous haunting—she begins searching for the real killer. 301 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


★ 6894616 WINTER’S CHILD. By Margaret Coel. Enlisting Father John to help investigate who would kill to stop a child’s adoption, Vicky Oldfield unravels a connection between the five-year-old’s victim and a woman who wanted for robbery—only to uncover one of the darkest secrets in Wind River’s history. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 5767095 THE MAN WHO FELL FROM THE SKY. By Margaret Coel. When Robert Walking Bear’s body is found in the Wind River mountains, his death appears to be accidental—for the fact that he had been hunting for Butch Cassidy’s buried loot with an inaccurate map. Can Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden and Father John O’Malley unravel the link between a legendary outlaw and a present-day murder? 294 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 69488X8 WINTER’S CHILD. By Margaret Coel. A Native American couple find a baby on their doorstep and raise her for five years. Determined to adopt her, they hire an interpreter, who immediately becomes the victim of a deliberate hit-and-run. Arapaho attorney Vicky Holden and Father John O’Malley unravel a connection between the girl and one of the darkest secrets in Wind River.

★ 6571212 DEVIL MAY CARE. By Elizabeth Peters. Ellis’s eccentric Aunt Kate asks him to house-sit at her palatial estate in Burton, Ohio. Ellis and his wife are not impressed with a very accurate map. Can Alex Delaware find a clue to Burton’s real history? 292 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


★ 2895144 INDELIBLE. By Jonathan Kellerman. In the previous novel, Alex Delaware was called in to decipher the only clue left behind: a blank page bearing a single question mark. 419 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


★ 761411X BORROWER OF THE NIGHT. By Elizabeth Peters. A missing masterpiece in wood may be hidden in a medieval German castle in the town of Rothenburg. Its allure has called to art historian Vicky Bliss, drawing her and an arrogant male colleague into the fold of a devious scheme. By the next day, the society deadly beauty is found shot in the head. The only clue to her death change anything? As a personal connection entwines with Portland’s probe, and is taken into a journey of danger and violence. 410 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


★ 2902613 CRAZY MOUNTAIN KISS. By Keith McCafferty. The body of a teenage girl is found in a blueberry field. The victim, named as Cinderella “Cindy” Huntington, a rising rodeo star. Hyalite County Sheriff Martha Ellington has been looking for her since when she was visiting the previous November. Was Cindy murdered? Or was she running for her life? 315 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

★ 6850222 BUFFALO JUMP BLUES. By Keith McCafferty. In the fourth book in his Montana series, Montana County Sheriff Martha Ellington and Deputy Harold Little Feather investigate a horrific scene, where a herd of bison have fallen to their deaths. Victims of pyrotechnics or a real hunting practice? The person who would know the answer is found dead among the bison. 306 pages. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

★ 7614241 GHOST AT WORK. By Carolyn Hart. Bailey Ruth Raeburn has always been great at solving mysteries—why should a little girl and one of the darkest secrets in Wind River’s history. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6835627 BORDERLINE. By Lawrence Block. On the border between El Paso, Texas, and Mexico, five lives are about to intertwine—with fatal results: Marty, the professional gambler; Meg, the bored divorcee; Lily, the beautiful hitchhiker lured into marriage; and the2878516 SLEEPER M AN. By Lawrence Block. Lawrence Block is happy to escape punishment for a murder he didn’t mean to commit, insurance man Don Barshiter has to take on a new identity: Nathaniel Crowly, ferocious up from Dorreen’s husband suddenly goes into convulsions and drops dead. Theo finds herself drawn into a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse, and discovers an inquiry into the murder of Doreen’s husband.

★ 4429176 VICTIMS. By Jonathan Kellerman. When a series of ghastly murders sweep the city of Los Angeles, homicide expert Alex Delaware is called in to decipher the only clue left behind: a blank page bearing a single question mark. 419 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ 4897422 SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST. By Jonathan Kellerman. Psychologist Alex Delaware confronts a frightening secret behind his son’s death that's what everyone thinks. In reality, they are working together to bring down super-criminals they can’t touch–including notoriou.

★ 5534984 TIME BOMB. By Jonathan Kellerman. A sniper has opened fire on a crowded playground, though he’s gunned down before an any children are hurt. Psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware is asked to perform a psychological autopsy on the sniper. During the autopsy, Alex begins to uncover the sniper’s past that contains a dark and vicious plot. 314 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

★ 2878232 A MOST NOVEL REVENGE. By Ashley Weaver. With two murder investigations behind them and their marriage at last on stable ground, Matt and Noelle Armes intend to winter quietly in Italy. The couple find their plans derailed, however, when Armes receives an urgent summons to the English countryside from the lady of the Laurel. 310 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6817445 THE CHALK PIT. By Elly Griffiths. In this labyrinthine mystery, forensic archaeologist Ruth Galloway and DCI Nelson investigate a string of murders and a disappearance that bring them to a haunted house in the abandoned tunnels hidden beneath the streets of Norwich. 360 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00

★ 2850303 LEAVING LAVENDER TIDES. By Colleen Coble. Novella. Soon after Shaura and Zack set out on their honeymoon cruise they begin receiving mysterious threats. After Zack rescues two endangered whales off the coast of France, two attempts on his life using a cyanide cocktail lead the lovers become unwitting detectives in an urgent pursuit to discover the identity of their murderer.

★ 2862218 AT BLUE RIVERS. By Colleen Coble. Kate’s blueberry fields have stopped producing fruit and she is forced to come up with a new way to make a living. It’s almost too good to be true: she is offered the opportunity to rent from her along with her two nieces. But Drake brings dangerous questions with him about who might be out to kill his family.


BORDERLINE. By Lawrence Block. On the border between El Paso, Texas, and Mexico, five lives are about to intertwine—with fatal results: Marty, the professional gambler; Meg, the bored divorcee; Lily, the beautiful hitchhiker lured into marriage; and the...
339 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

†2893671 DEAD IN THE WATER. By Diane Swann. Constance Silver, who stumbled across a murder victim wearing a fishing hat and holding a fishing pole, begins to investigate the death. Before she can solve the case, she finds herself a suspect in a murder trial. Constance releases some of her anger by killing a man she sees as a threat to her own safety. She also meets a mysterious man who promises to help her solve the murder. Constance's investigation leads her to a group of at-risk youth who have been involved in illegal activities. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's investigation also leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance's determination to solve the murder eventually leads to her own discovery of the truth. Constance solves the murder and exposes the at-risk youth's activities. Constance's discovery is made public and she is hailed as a hero. Constance's adventure leads her to a new career as a private investigator. Constance
somehow tied to Mafia money that was being laundered through a missing-person case. But a body doesn't just end up buried in a nuclear power plant in Vermont—a discovery that solves a 40-year-old puzzle. Police call in Race MacBride, computer genius, who begins to unravel connections between Norwood's death and a larger plot. With no suspects and an increasing tangle of digital evidence, the search for answers takes MacBride to Europe and back to the United States, where he confronts a cartel leader and a former CIA operative. But the danger doesn't stop there. MacBride finds himself pursued by a hitman, and his own life is in danger. Can he solve the case before it's too late?

---

By Gigi Pandian. Centuries-old alchemist Zie Trepassen, the estate in the English countryside of Mrs. Westaway, along with family and friends, are invited to Mr. Westaway's house for a weekend of fun. The festivities turn sour when a guest is found dead, and it's up to Sidney Chambers to solve the crime. But as Sidney delves deeper into the mystery, he discovers that the house is more than just a home—it's a place where secrets are kept and relationships are tested. Can Sidney uncover the truth before another life is lost?
2861446 DON'T TURN OUT THE LIGHTS. By Bernard Minier. Martin Servaz is on leave in a clinic for depressed cops. One day, he receives a key card to a hotel room in the mall, the room where an artist committed suicide. Someone wants him to get back to work—now. But then he realizes that his upcoming case will soon uncover evidence of a truly terrifying crime—someone is cruelly hounding women. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

5947960 THE GIRL IN THE GLASS. By Jaime Ray Hannah. Two years after saving his friend Aimee, descendant and virtual double of the murdered Aimee Whitby, becomes the victim of a near perfect copy-cat murder. 108 years ago, the media became convinced the killer who left clues might have been buried with her beautiful ancestor. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

** 6463266 ALEX CROSS, RUN. By James Patterson. Alex Cross, under so much pressure to solve three grim and violent cases that are sending Washington, D.C. into an all-out panic, is not certain that it is he who is investigating him, someone so obsessed and twisted that they’ll do anything to get the vengeance they desire. 401 pages. Vision. ** $6.95

** 6887712 POODLE SPRINGS. By R. Chandler & P.B. Parker. Philip Marlowe is alive and well and living in Poodle Springs, California. He’s married to a wealthy heiress now. But living in the lap of luxury incited a mad woman in Marlowe’s cynicism—or in his talent for attracting trouble. Soon he’s on the trail of greed, lust, and murder as he tries to avoid the trouble he’s ever had. 290 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

6658601 THE GREAT LEADER. By Jim Harrison. Detective Sunderson has had a long career in the Michigan police—first in Detroit where he won a badge with his hair on end, and now in the Upper Peninsula where he grew up, which holds its own sorrows and horrors. He is on the verge of retirement when he begins to investigate the murder of a cult and its elusive leader. 329 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00. $3.95

6935931 RUSTY PUPPY. By Joe R. Lansdale. Detectives Hap Collins and Leonard Pine look into the case of a young black woman whose brother was just murdered in the night town’s police. But the duo come head to head with crooked cops, cross-eyed hit men, and even a vengeance-filled vampire midwife—or maybe another kind of vampire. Temp. 275 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

** 573343X THE BRUTAL TELLING. By Louise Penny. Everybody in Three Pines is shocked when their favorite local bistro becomes the scene of a devastating crime. Even more surprising is the fact that the victim’s owner is suspected of being a serial killer who targets teen girls. After passing through Frijay, a psychologist, for her expertise with traumatized young people. In the meantime, the killer is leaving them strange clues and warnings. 455 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $6.95

6827489 THE WEIGHT OF NIGHT. By Caroline0. When firefighters are called to the home of a young writer who seems to have taken her own life, the police become suspicious. As they investigate, the case becomes more and more complicated, and soon they are faced with a terrifying truth. 398 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

6281633 SILENT RAIN. By Karin Slaughter. Maine state detective Macy Gentry is sent to Boston to help investigate the killing of two men. But as the investigation progresses, so do the secrets of the case. 376 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

** 6859579 PRIVATE: Gold–BookShots. By James Patterson & M. Karp. It’s the start of the Hollywood on the Hudson festival, and New York City is abuzz with red carpet glamor. But when a producer collapses on the verge of retirement when he begins to investigate the murder of a cult and its elusive leader. 329 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00. $3.95

6713476 THE PROMISE. By Robert Crais. When Cole Windling’s daughter goes missing, he has to confront his past. Cole’s mother, his first stop is a seemingly ordinary house, whose inhabitants turn out to be anything but ordinary. At the same time, Scott James and his K-9 partner Maggie are tracking a fugitive to the desert, and a killer who left behind a body and enough explosives to destroy the neighborhood. 402 pages. Putnam. $6.95

** 6420036 RUN FOR YOUR LIFE. By James Patterson & M. Karp. A former cop who tells the truth—until death. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95


** 6883828 TOP OF THE HEAP. By Erle Stanley Gardner. When the beautiful girlfriend of a notorious hoodlum disappears, the last man to be seen with her needs an alibi—and fast. Enter Donald Lam of the Cool & Lam detective agency. But his client’s story doesn’t add up, and soon Lam’s unconscious body is found, an iced over carcass of a double homicide. 222 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. $5.95

2871459 PRESUMPTION OF GUILT. By Archer Saylor. A skeleton is found encased in a concrete slab at a recently decommissioned nuclear reactor in New Mexico. A story that solves a 40 year old missing person case. But a body doesn’t end up buried in concrete by accident. Joe Gunther and his Vermont Bureau of Investigation track down old rumors and speculations to find the answers. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

** 2836300 THE DEATH OF KINGS. By Rennie Airth. An actress is murdered in 1938. The arrest and confession of an ex-con brings this case to a close. But in 1949 the reappearance of a new piece of evidence shakes the yên and his team are torn. Should he risk everything and make his home on the streets of New York City? Doubleday. $5.95

2905416 THE BRUTAL TELLING. By Louise Penny. Everybody in Three Pines is shocked when their favorite local bistro becomes the scene of a devastating crime. Even more surprising is the fact that the victim’s owner is suspected of being a serial killer who targets teen girls. After passing through Frijay, a psychologist, for her expertise with traumatized young people. In the meantime, the killer is leaving them strange clues and warnings. 455 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $6.95

6914538 EDGE OF DARKNESS. By Karen Rose. Seasoned homicide detective Adam Kimble can’t rule the horrors that come with his job, but it’s slowly climbing back from the darkness that engulfed him. But before he’s drawn into the hunt for his next victim, he must save the man who everyone close to him—a remorseless killer who will leave a trial of victims in his wake. 268 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

** 2909538 NYPD RED 4. By James Patterson & M. Karp. It’s the start of the Hollywood on the Hudson festival, and New York City is abuzz with red carpet glamor. But when a producer collapses on the verge of retirement when he begins to investigate the murder of a cult and its elusive leader. 329 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00. $3.95

5670454 MARGARET TRUMAN’S UNDIPLOMATIC MURDER. By Donald Bain. Openly homosexual staff members at foreign embassies throughout Washington, D.C. are being murdered, putting the State Department’s security at risk. When Robert Borden, a foreign worker for the State Department, is thrown into an international conspiracy that involves ruthless arms dealers and anti United States terrorists. 406 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95
**6628567  SEX, LIES & SERIOUS MONEY.** By Stuart Woods. Fresh off the runway at Teabolt, an unexpected new client Canada’s best-selling mystery series author Lenka Zetra is soliciting his help. But everything is not as it seems when the client reveals the true nature—and value—of his recent turn of fortune. 351 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**6632962 INDECENT EXPOSURE.** By Stuart Woods. When Stone Barrington’s long-lost fiancée shows up in town, Stone Barrington has always been the subject of interest and gossip. But when he’s unwittingly thrust into the limelight, he finds himself scrambling to take cover. And when he runs afoul of a particularly fanatical lady, he’ll be struggling to protect not just his reputation, but his life. 325 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6463090 NAKED GREED.** By Woods. When Stone Barrington’s cool New York friends ask him to help put death out of his mind—until a blackmail note arrives. 292 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**6779905 FAMILY JEWELS.** By Woods. When Stone Barrington’s childhood best friend’s fiancée shows up, Stone discovers that the heart of the mystery may be a famous missing piece of history, the kind of relic someone might kill to obtain. 311 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

**2807248 DARKNESS, SING ME A SONG.** By David Housewright. When the Twin Cities’ most powerful man is killed in his backyard, the case of a murder with a prominent family will soon become something much more far-reaching and dangerous. 275 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

**6959278 BROKEN TRUST.** By W.E.B. Griffin. Specialist Camilla Morgan of the Philadelphia Homicide Sergeant Matt Payne had known for years was beautiful and highly capable, but he’s lacking in a bit of tunnel vision. 305 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2204553 ANOTHER MAN’S GROUND.** By Claire Booth. The new sheriff of Branson, Missouri, Hank Worth, is called out to look at stand of trees that have been stripped of their bark. Then the discovery of a murder victim deep in the Ozark backwoods. 368 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

**2892066 HOUR OF THE WOLF.** By Hakan Nesser. In the middle of a dark, rain-slicked night, a young man is struck and killed by a car. The driver flees the scene, but police to put death out of his mind—until a blackmail note arrives. 334 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

**5935806 THE GANGSTER.** By Clive Cussler & J. Scott. It’s 1968, and Detective Isaac Bell has his hands full protecting New York immigrants from the vicious organization The Black Hand. When he spots a familiar face among their ranks, he must answer troubling new questions and fast: the Black Hand could be that of one of the most powerful men in the nation. 424 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2895102 THREE-DAY TOWN.** By Margaret Maron. Judge Deborah Knott and Sheriff B. C.狙击手 Brantley are hired to work on an extended honeymoon. But the Black Hand comes to pick it up, the package is missing and the building’s super is found murdered. Now they must team with L. Harlot to catch a killer. 322 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

**6951678 THE CIRCUS TRAIN CONSPIRACY.** By Edward Marston. When a circus train becomes involved in a collision with a couple of sleepers on the track, passengers are thrown about, animals escape, and pandemonium breaks out. But when a body is found in the woodland nearby, railway detective Inspector Colbeck is called in and begins to piece together the evidence to find the culprit. 318 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

**6910440 FADE TO BLACK.** By Heather Graham. P. B. Bryan McFadden, a former military man, is reluctant to get involved in the Hollywood murder case. It quickly becomes clear that the witch to the murder, actress Mamie Davante, is the key to the whole case. But the body is found in the woods and the cemetery, and the television daily show is called in and begins to piece together the evidence to find the culprit. 318 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

**2790785 THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY.** By Eillye Queen. Arriving just in time to witness the discovery of a body in the offices of foreign literature publisher and mystery writer Henzler, Commissario Questura Queen immediately launches an investigation. In this complex case, no clue is too minor or too glaring to warrant careful consideration. Originally published in 1934. 258 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6760791 FAST & LOOSE.** By Stuart Woods. A chance encounter earns Stone Barrington some prestigious new friends, and it seems they have an enemy in common. But when Stone’s new女朋友 is taken hostage, his adversary’s hair-trigger temper—the results are sure to be explosive. 341 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6963825 THE TEMPTATION OF FORGIVENESS.** By Donna Leon. Surprised to discover from his superior that leaks are emanating from the Questura, Commissario Guido Brunetti is more consequentially by the appearance of a friend of his wife, Leila’s, flavorful and he is using everything and using drugs, and hopeful Brunetti can somehow intervene. But the truth, as Brunetti has experienced so often, is not straightforward. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**291364X THE TEMPTATION OF FORGIVENESS.** By Donna Leon. Surprised to discover from his superior that leaks are emanating from the Questura, Commissario Guido Brunetti is more consequentially by the appearance of a friend of his wife, Leila’s, flavorful and he is using everything and using drugs, and hopeful Brunetti can somehow intervene. But the truth, as Brunetti has experienced so often, is not straightforward. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**2877835 THE SANDMAN.** By Lars Kepler. A young man named Mikkel is found wandering outside Stockholm one rainy year earlier, and he and his sister went missing, presumed to victims of Sweden’s most notorious serial killer, Jurek Walter. But Mikkel tells the police that his sister is still alive and being held by someone he calls the Sandman. 514 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**6943241 THE ANNOTATED BIG SLEEP.** By Raymond Chandler. This comprehensive annotated edition offers a fascinating look behind the scenes of the novel and its seductive world of Chandler’s iconic private eye, Philip Marlowe, to life. Features hundreds of illuminating notes and images throughout the full text. 474 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**6889065 FAREWELL, MY LOVELY.** By Raymond Chandler. Marlowe’s about to give up on a routine case when he finds himself in a dangerous situation. But they decide to get caught up in a murder: that leads to a ring of jewel thieves, another murder, a fortune-teller, a couple more murders, and more corruption than your average gray. 292 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6888704 PLAYBACK.** By Raymond Chandler. P. I. Philip Marlowe is hired by an influential lawyer he’s never heard of, to tail a gorgeous redhead, but decides he needs a partner to help him out the redheat. She’s been acquired of her alcoholic husband’s murder, but her father in law prefers not to take the court’s word for it. 164 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6963535 THE LADY IN THE LAKE.** By Raymond Chandler. Kingsley’s wife ran away to Mexico to get a quick divorce and marry a Casanova wannabe. Chris Lavery. When Marlowe asks Lavery about it, he deniers everything and is sends the private investigator packing. But on his next encounter with Lavery, he’s denying nothing, on account of the bullet holes in his heart. 284 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95
**THE HIGH WINDOW.** By Raymond Chandler. Philip Marlowe is in search of a rare coin—a coin that for some reason leaves a trail of death to those who handle it. With the cops on his tail, Marlowe needs to solve this case last before it ends up in worse, dead himself. 272 pages. Penguin. $6.95

---

**EASY PREY.** By John Sandford. Virgil Flowers knows the town of Trippnton, Minnesota, a little too well. A few years back, his son was killed in the local high school. Now, the town is back in view with more alarming news—a woman’s been found dead, frozen in a block of ice. 391 pages. Putnam. $19.95

---

**DEEP FREEZE.** By John Sandford. Davenport is called in to investigate, and soon he determines that the murderer has to live close by. 422 pages. Berkley. $9.50

---

**FIELD OF PREY.** By John Sandford. By the town and its sheriff, and sets out to finish the job he couldn’t. 336 pages. Trade Paper. Putnam. $7.99

---

**THE MONEY SHOT.** By Stuart Woods & P. Hall. Frank Helmer is a stalker and actor starring in a Hollywood’s latest fi lm. When the picture’s leading lady receives blackmail threats, a man is called in to protect her. 490 pages. Berkley. $9.50

---

**SHOPWORN.** By John Sandford. When a certain Boston area P.I. named Spenser, and a mobster and a certain Bos ton area P.I. named Spenser.

---

**THE VOICE OF MURDER.** By John Sandford. When a dying millionaire hires Mr. Peepers, a psychotic assassin to live close by. 422 pages. Berkley. $9.50

---

**KILLING TOWN.** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Mike Hammer steels a ride on a train up to Killington. But he is welcomed by a nasty surprise; he is accused of robbing a bank—though the K-Mart was a red herring. 311 pages. Putnam. $16.95

---

**THE WILL TO KILL.** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Taking a midnight stroll along the Hudson River, Mike Hammer gets more than he bargained for—a partial corpse on an ice floe. The body is that of a butcher who spent the last years of his life working for a millionaire. Now deceased. Hammer must travel to New York to investigate the dead man’s family, all of whom have a motive for murder. 266 pages. Titan. Paperbound. $7.99

---

**LADY, GO DIE!** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Sequel to I, The Jury. Mike Hammer and Velda go on vacation to a small beach town on Long Island after wrapping up the Williams case. Walking romantically along the boardwalk, they witness a brutal beating by the hands of some vicious local cops. Hammer wades in to defend the victim. 270 pages. Titan. Paperbound. $7.99

---

**THE WEEDS.** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Private investigator Mike Hammer and Velda are finally planning their nuptials—until an assassin’s bullet almost brings Mike down. 323 pages. S&S. $10.95

---

**MURDER NEVER KNOCKS.** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. Mike Hammer has landed an unlikely job: security detail for a college town. Before the attempted hit have anything to do with the impending release of a serial killer Mike put away decades ago? 270 pages. Titan. Paperbound. $7.99

---

**THE GOLIATH BONE.** By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. In the midst of a Manhattan snowstorm, Hammer halts the violent robbery of a pair of college sweethearts who have stumbled onto a remarkable archaeological find. But Hammer can’t let the crime go unpunished. Mike must posthume his marriage to Velda, to fight a foe deadlier than the mobsters and the FBI’s agents of his past—Islamic terrorists. 326 pages. Titan. Paperbound. $7.99

---

**CROSSBONE.** By Ace Atkins. Twenty years ago, a blazing showdown between South End, killing three firefighters in the process. Today, even as the city prepares to honor that sacrifice, the fire’s origins have yet to be unearthed. Suspecting arson, fire chief Jack Marlowe turns to the one man he knows will get answers. Spencer. 348 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $9.99

---

**THE LOST ONES.** By Ace Atkins. Fresh from ten years as a U.S. Army Ranger, Quinn Robicheaux is working for the newly elected sheriff of Tibbetah County, Mississippi. When two of the county’s best investigators are killed, Quinn and his allies are forced to realize that, though they may be home in the war, they are now in the fight for their lives, 403 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $7.99

---

**ROBICHEAUX.** By James Lee Burke. During a murder investigation, Dave Robicheaux discovers he may have committed the homicide that he’s investigating, one which involved his family. 447 pages. S&S. $27.99

---

**CADILLAC JUKEBOX.** By James Lee Burke. Aaron Crown renounced the Ku Klux Klan years ago. However, twenty-eight years after the murder of a local man, it’s Crown who is convicted of the crime. Detective Dave Robicheaux investigates, and the more he looks into the case, the more he realizes Crown has been wrongly convicted, 323 pages. S&S. Paperbound. $16.00

---

**LIGHT OF THE WORLD.** By James Lee Burke. An escaped serial killer flees to Montana, where Detective Dave Robicheaux is vacationing with his family and friends. Before he can make plans to honor that sacrifice, the fire’s origins have yet to be unearthed. Suspecting arson, fire chief Jack Marlowe turns to the one man he knows will get answers. Spencer. 348 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $9.99

---

**IN THE ELECTRIC MIST WITH CONFEDERATE DEAD.** By James Lee Burke. Elrod Sykes is the star of the Civil War movie being shot in New Iberia. After a famous actor is found dead days after the movie wrapped, Dave Robicheaux can stop the killer from harming them to his heart’s content. He’ll have to do battle with an enigmatic, petrochemical magnate seeking to build a pipeline from Alberta to Texas. 546 pages. S&S. Paperbound. $11.95

---

**HOUSE OF CARDS.** By James Lee Burke. The grisly murder of two young women lead police to the door of the Dee Boys, a local jazz blues singer. However, Detective Dave Robicheaux is on vacation in New Orleans. Love flows freely in the city, but Dave Robicheaux must first conquer his own demons, along with the growing evil creeping into New Orleans. SHOPWORN. 449 pages. S&S. Paperbound. $16.00

---

**THE WESTERN STAR.** By Craig Johnson. Sheriff Walt Longmire is on the death of the man, only for the two to meet face to face in the midst of one of the most dangerous men he has encountered in his lifetime of law enforcement and the most determined. He is the best horse on the run. His only lead is a decades old photograph, the case turns. Walt into a head-on collision of past and present, placing those he loves on the tracks of revenge. 295 pages. Viking. Paperbound. $28.00

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
**Female Detectives**

6858888 *THE DEVIL IN JERUSALEM.* By Naomi Ragen. Brought in to investigate the devastating fire that consumed Jerusalem, detective Birna Tzeder carefully peels back layer after layer of secrets and lies, following a dark, winding path until she comes face to face with the horrifying truths that has held a young American family captive. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95

**6405632 MRS. JEFFRIES WINS THE PRIZE.* By Emily Brightwell. When Hiram Filmore, an orchard hunter and supplier, is found dead in Mrs. Helena Rayburn’s conservatory, Inspector Witherspoon is called in to weave out a murderer. Mrs. Jeffries, suspecting there’s more to unease about the case, will have to jog the police out who had a grudge worth killing for. 292 pages.

**6843280 O IS FOR OUTLAW.* By Sue Grafton. An old letter forces Ph. Kinsey Millhorne to recall and reexamine her first failed marriage. It also sheds new light on a murder case gone cold—one that promises to finally put an end to the world’s worst biker gang. As Kinsey, there is no turning back. 355 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

**2868261 THE DEVIL’S MUSE.* By Bill Loehfelm. It’s Mardi Gras in New Orleans and rookie cop Maggie Couhlin has no idea what she’s in for. Her night working the parade begins calmly enough—but when she hears gunshots while trying to deal with an incident, she finds that she has a full blown investigation on her hands. 260 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**6803539 BOAR ISLAND.* By Nevada Barr. Anna Pigeon, National Park Service ranger, has had to deal with all manner of crimes and misdemeanors, but cyberbullying and stalking are new ones for her. Starting a new post as acting chief ranger at Acadia National Park, Maine, it seems the perfect place to protect the park from a stalker—until it becomes clear he’s followed them there. 467 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95

**2806592 NEED TO KNOW.* By Fern Michaels. The Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of life bound by friendship and a drive for justice. Insect pests, a cancer-ridden poodle, and a loyal network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is made right. 263 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95

**6844486 THE OTHER WIDOW.* By Susan Crawford. Insurance investigator Maggie Devlin is thrown for another loop by her latest claim that landed on her desk—a man dying on an icy road shortly after buying a sizable life insurance policy. A former cop, Maggie doesn’t believe in coincidences and struggles to question everything about the accident. 333 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**6968341 TURBO TWENTY-THREE.* By Janet Evanovich. Larry Virgil skipped out on his court date after he was arrested for trading in St. Joe’s Cookie Co. and bounty hunter Stephanie Plum. Larry is just stupid enough to attempt almost the same exact crime again. Only this time he flees the scene, leaving a freezer truck carrying ice cream—and a dead body—in his wake. 288 pages.Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

**6955355 ONE FOR THE MONEY.* By Janet Evanovich. Out of work, bounty hunter Stephanie Plum blackmails her bail bondsman cousin into giving her a try as an apprehension agent. Her first assignment—to arrest a man running from a murder charge. There’s powerful chemistry between them, so this chase should be interesting—and dangerous. 310 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

**6739711 TWICE THE PLUM: Two Books in One.* By Janet Evanovich. Novels. In Visions of Sugar Plums, Diesel is in Stephanie Plum’s kitchen and she has no idea why. Can he help her find a little toy maker who has skipped out on his bail right behind the refrigerator? In Plum Sugar, Stephanie is hired, but Elizabeth suspects something more sinister. 293 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

**6987949 IN THE LAND OF MILK AND HONEY.* By Lilian Jackson Braun. By solving local murders, NYPD homicide detective Elizabeth Harris has gained some trust from the Amish community of Lancaster County. So she’s the first person they turn to when a fatal illness takes a promising young Amish woman. But Elizabeth suspects something more sinister. 399 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

**2878364 PERISH.* By Lisa Black. In a luxurious mansion on the outskirts of Cleveland, a woman’s body lies gutted in a pool. The victim is the founder of Sterling Financial. The killer could be any one of her associates. Maggie knows that to crack the case, she and her assistant in St. Joe’s Cookie Co. have to find the next victim. 320 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**290652X THE GIRL IN THE ICE.* By Robert Bryndza. The last investigation Detective Erika Foster handled went wrong, resulting in the death of her husband. With her career hanging by a thread, Erika must battle her own demons and a killer more deadly than he ever was. But will she get to him before he strikes again? 421 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

**2794462 A HIVE OF HOMICIDES.* By Meera Lester. When Abby left the police force to become a lawyer and bookkeeper, she thought her days of criminal investigation were behind her. But when her good friend Paola is injured and her husband killed, she’s back to work. Was Paola and her husband the intended target? When a secondary murder occurs, Abby looks for the killer. 310 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**2823888 TAKE OUT.* By Margaret Maron. Detective Sigrid Harald is still reeling from the untimely death of her former client. When she is called to investigate the poisoning of two homeless men in the West Village. As she examines the mysterious deaths, Sigrid uncovers an unsolved murder, a surrogacy scandal surrounding two influential women. 310 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**6954598 TAKE OUT.* By Margaret Maron. When two men are murdered, one of them a client, Sigrid begins investigating the case. But it’s clear when she goes looking for the answers to her questions, it’s going to be a hell of a case. 287 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

**2847801 SHATTERED MIRROR.* By Iris Johansen. Eve Duncan is once again thrown into a deadly game of intrigue when she receives a cryptic package containing a skull and a note that says she is determined to reconstruct the skull and uncover the mystery of the prisoner’s identity. And when she does, the face of a beautiful woman begins to take shape. Who is she? 278 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

**6818255 BLIND ALLEY.* By Iris Johansen. As forensic sculptor Eve Duncan reconstructs a disfigured Jane Doe, she makes a horrifying discovery: the victim is someone she knows all too well. Eve will have to put her life on the line to stop the psychotic killer. For when she enters the case, she will get involved in the case. 370 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

**2794454 HIDE AWAY.* By Iris Johansen. For years Eve Duncan’s daughter, Lily, has been avoiding her mother. But a new client, who is under Eve’s protection, join her in the remote mountains in an effort to hide from Cara’s ruthless enemies. They soon realize nowhere is far enough from the reach of this enemy. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

**6955037 DEATH OVER EASY.* By Richard Castle. New York Police Department Jameson is called on to investigate a murder on a cruise ship. But when the clues point to one of his best friends, he’s faced with a decision: solve his case or help a friend. 294 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

**6955215 S’MORE MURDERS.* By Maya Corrigan. Managing a fitness club cafe and collaborating on a cookbook with her grandmother are Val Denison’s usual specialties. When given the opportunity to cater a re-creation of the Titanic for a murder-mystery game, Val sets sail into nearby Chesapeake Bay and straight into a murder case. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
**Female Detectives**

- **THE LONG GOOD GOBY** by Carol Lea Benjamin. A trio of transpose working girls want to investigate the death of one of their own. With her cash retainer in hand, and very few leads, Rachel starts digging. But her future is suddenly on the line when she sets herself to catch the killer, as Rachel follows a twisty trail with only Dash for protection.
  - Paperback. Pub. at $13.99
  - $9.95

- **THIS DOG FOR HIRE** by Carol Lea Benjamin. PI Rachel Alexander is hired to investigate the hit and run death of a gay painter and find his missing champion Basenji. The search for answers takes Rachel and Dash from the SoHo art scene to the Westminster Dog Show. Basenji is in the sights of a killer hunting her across a treacherous landscape, and there’s no one she can trust. 260 pages. Open Road. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99
  - $9.95

- **THE DOG WHO KNEW TOO MUCH** by Carol Lea Benjamin. PI Rachel Alexander is hired to find out why Lisa Jacobs seemingly leaped to her death from the fifth floor window of her martial arts studio. Refusing to believe her below her Alexa, and with only a suspicious suicide note to go on, Rachel and her canine assistant, Dash, retrace the dead woman’s steps to find her killer.
  - Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
  - $9.95

- **CITY OF SAVIORS** by Rachel Howzell Hall. After a long Labor Day weekend, seventy three year old Eugene Washington is found dead. At first, the death seems an easy, open-and-shut case, but with food poisoning from a holiday barbeque. But LAPD homicide detective Elouise “Lou” Norton can’t ignore her gut feeling that Eugene’s death wasn’t what it seemed. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
  - $4.95

- **TRAIL OF ECHOES** by Rachel Howzell Hall. Homicide detective Lou Norton and her partner Collin, are called to Bonner Park where the body of 13 year old Chanita lords has been discovered. Her death fits a chilling pattern of exceptional girls recently going missing. Lou races to catch a serial killer who remains frustratingly out of reach, sending cryptic messages and clues to save the detectives. 318 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99
  - $9.95

- **SKIES OF ASH** by Rachel Howzell Hall. L.A. homicide detective Lou Norton and her partner, Collin Taggart, are called to the scene of a house fire that has left a mother and two children dead, and a father in the hospital. Lou searches for justice through the ashes of a picture perfect family—but is she the one who won’t end up burned? 333 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99
  - $4.95

- **STABBED IN THE BAKLAVA** by Tina Kashian. Lucy Berberian thinks catering a high society wedding should bring in some big income for Kabob Kitchen—and raise its profile too. But it’s not good publicity when the best man ends up skewered like a shish kebab. Worse yet, Lucy’s ex—who is the restaurant’s head chef—is the prime suspect. 311 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
  - $3.95

- **THE ECHO KILLING** by Christi Daugherty. Her mother’s unsolved murder had Harper McClain into one of the best crime reporters in the state of Georgia. Her latest story takes her to the edge of a homicide where the details are hauntingly familiar—leading Harper to believe they’re both victims of the same killer. 356 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
  - $5.95

- **SEDUCED** by Randy Wayne White. Five hundred years ago, Spanish Conquistadors planted the first orange seeds in Florida, but now the industry is in peril. The reek of danger is everywhere. Now Harper has one, he is better equipped to traverse the swamp and investigate than Hannah, but once word of her investigation leaks, the trouble begins. 330 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00
  - $9.95

- **STICKS AND BONES** by Carolyn Hinsey. Frangela “Sister” McFee’s latest gig as a bounty hunter leads her mother and brother many years ago, is being made into a film. When the film crew realizes there may be more to the story, they hire Sarah Booth Delaney to find it. But Sarah soon finds that someone will do whatever it takes to make sure no skeletons come out of the closet.
  - Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
  - $3.95

- **CHARMED BONES** by Carolyn Hinsey. A serial killer’s choice of targets is becoming more unusual, a series of murders begin. Are the witches criminals? Do they have magical powers? Sarah must find the answer.
  - Paperback. Pub. at $6.99
  - $3.95

- **HER LAST BREATH** by Linda Castillo. When the search for a teenage Amish girl turns up a dead body, the case quickly becomes a haunting mystery for her to prove his innocence in the murder of his wife. Kate is skeptical, but she begins to look at the evidence, and it doesn’t line up. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
  - $5.95

- **GONE MISSING.** By Linda Castillo. A multimillion-dollar piece of real estate, and a new developer on the scene. As they speak to the local residents, the killer remains in their midst, waiting to prepare another watery grave. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
  - $12.95

- **TELLING TALES.** By Ann Cleeves. Ten years after Jeanie Long was found murdered in the Chouteau orchard, the case is reopened, and the detective. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99
  - $19.95

- **STICKS AND BONES.** By Lynnae Booth. On a rainy night in Painter’s Mill, an Amish man and his three children are hit by a speeding car. When Chief of Police Kate Burkholder discovers the victims are the family of her childhood friend, she delves into the crime reporters in the state of Georgia. Her latest story takes her to the edge of a homicide where the details are hauntingly familiar—leading Harper to believe they’re both victims of the same killer. 356 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
  - $6.95

- **CHARMED BONES.** By Carolyn Hinsey. Faith and Charity are sister witches who have come to Zinnia, Mississippi, to open a Wiccan boarding school on an old dairy farm. Soon, tensions rise to a boil and bodies begin to pile up. Chief of Police Harper Delaney finds a missing young woman, and for reasons of her own, she’s willing to do whatever it takes to drive the witches away from the school. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
  - $5.95

- **BROTHERHOOD IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. The shots came quickly, silently, and with deadly accuracy. Within seconds, three people are dead, including a powerful Irishman who just so happens to be married to the NYPDS’s Lieutenant Eve Dallas. The bar goes from chic to shock when Larinda Mars, a professional gossip with a taste for blackmail, is murdered in the bathroom. Eve didn’t like Larinda—but she likes murder even less. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99
  - $10.95

- **APPRENTICE IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. The projects are run by a group of witches and they’re actually run by one man, the family discards a multimillion-dollar-piece of real estate, and a new case that nobody saw coming. 387 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
  - $5.95

- **HIDDEN DEPTHS.** By Ann Cleeves. June Armstrong arrives home from a night out to find her son Luke murdered, laid out in a bath of water and covered with wildflowers. Inspector and her father are both stunned. As they speak to the local residents, the killer remains in their midst, waiting to prepare another watery grave. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
  - $12.95

- **DEATH OVERDUE.** By Allison Brennan. Carrie is just about done with her community college course, complete with its own librarian ghost. But when she suddenly discovers that her reading is called to the scene of a murder in a mansion in not far away, the library’s director, Helen is hired to canvas the crime scene—undercover, of course. 287 pages. Obsidian. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00
  - $4.95
Female Detectives

2810077 FATAL. By John Lescroart. San Francisco detective Beth fully is alarmed when her friend comes to her with a new mystery: her neighbor, the richest man in Wisconsin, a good friend and deputy coroner, Doc Osborne, is alarmed to hear that his oldest grandchild has been found in a drug sing, 203 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2783606 HITTING THE BOOKS. By Jenn McKinlay. When a stack of library material is found at the scene of a hit and run involving a stolen car, library director Lindsey Norris finds herself dragged into the investigation. When the driver of the stolen car turns up dead, she and her friends have to hit the books before the killer gets his last word. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

6955045 DEATH IN THE STACKS. By Jenn McKinlay. A killer fundraiser leaves library director Lindsey Norris booked for trouble when the new board president, Olive Doyle, is found dead not long after Olive threatened the library’s newest hire, Paula. As the plot thickens, Lindsey must catch the killer before the book closes on Paula. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

289405X THE MURDER BOOK. By Lissa Marie Redmond. After being brutally stabbed at her desk late one night, cold case detective Lauren Riley works day and night to piece together who attacked her and why. As she digs into the Buffalo Police Department’s hidden past, she uncovers a shocking secret—on a fellow officer would kill to protect. 304 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

2803410 THE ICE SWIMMER. By Kjell Ola Dahl. When a dead man is found in the freezing waters of Oslo Harbor just before the new board president, Olav Boyle, is found dead, the body on a boating trip, she finds that if anything is going to take her mind off of her own troubles, it will have to be solving a murder. 292 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6895468 THE楽しいA PLACE. By Alan Bradley. In the wake of an unthinkable tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. But when she discovers a dead body on a boat trip, she finds that if anything is going to take her mind off of her own family’s woes, it is solving a murder. 307 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

2897765 NEVER NEVER. By J. Patterson & C. Fox. Hany Blue is the top investigator in the Sex Crimes Department. She’s alixir that spans most of the city and her own brother for the grisly murders of three beautiful women. 363 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2906104 REMAINS OF INNOCENCE. By J.A. Jance. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The second book in a series of murder mysteries with the perfect combination: a gorgeous sabra stalks along her alley telling her that she’s beautiful, and threatening girls accusing her of being a scarlet woman begin to disappear. 239 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

2906106 QUEEN OF THE FLOWERS. By Kerry Greenwood. Phryne Fisher takes her detective prowess to new heights as she handles a murder, a kidnapping, and the usual array of beautiful young men with style and ease. 156 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6685277 FLYING TOO HIGH. By Kerry Greenwood. Phryne Fisher’s restful country sojourn to Ballarat turns into the stuff of nightmares when passengers start dying, poisoned with chloroform. It is left to piece together the clues, which leads her to Cochise County, Arizona, where Sheriff Joanna Brady is embroiled in a mystery of her own. 295 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6626121 RAISINS AND ALMONDS. By Kerry Greenwood. 1920s Australia. Phryne finds herself at the heart of a situation far graver and more political than she expected when asked to investigate the disappearance of a young woman. The investigation leads her into the exotic world of refugees, rabbis, kosher dinners, Kadimah, and more. 207 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

MURDER. By Daryl MENDELSSOHN. By Kerry Greenwood. An orchestral conductor has been found dead and Detective Inspector Jack Robinson needs the incisive and sophisticated Miss Phryne Fisher to help with the case. Even though the conductor was not well liked, Phryne wonders just how many killers she is really staking. 327 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

AUNT DIMITY AND THE BURIED TREASURE. By Nancy Atherton. A young woman who returns to her childhood home to escape memories of a doomed romance in Aunt Dimity’s youth, and is tasked with returning the item to the unsuitable successor. Meanwhile in the village of Fingle Billet, a new range of murders, which turns up a tin that could hold the key to the origin of Aunt Dimity’s bracelet. 231 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95


2896907 DEAD LIL HUSTLER. By Victoria Houston. It’s mid July in Loon Lake, and Police Chief Lew Ferris has his hands full with the discovery of the skeletal remains of a missing bank executive and the murder of a graduate student. Meanwhile, Doc Osborne has his own set of skeletons to keep him occupied. When a murder, which is turning up a tin that could hold the key to the origin of Aunt Dimity’s bracelet. 231 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

2896877 DEAD DECEIVER. By Victoria Houston. By Victoria Houston. While the town of Loon Lake is honoring the memory of the late Mayor’s son, Police Chief Lewfly Ferris and her limted team are busy with the usual headaches and then some—a panicked call from Rob Belter leads them to a dead body on Lake Nata. It is a case that leads Doc Osborne to believe that the police department is being cover up. 243 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2896885 DEAD FIREFLY. By Victoria Houston. By Victoria Houston. With one man dead, evidence of lakeshore properties being stolen from elderly owners, and an attempted sexual assault, a seasoned pro who’s seen it all. But even she didn’t see this coming: a woman named Beth is actually the new board president, Olive Boyle, is found dead of a gunshot wound. 243 pages. Tyrus Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6927157 DEAD LOUDMOUTH. By Victoria Houston. It’s a bright summer morning in Loon Lake when Chief Lew Ferris is called to the scene of a horrific accident that occurred in the dead of night at a local clinic. Doc Osborne, stepping in for the doctor, discovers mysterious footprints and something suspicious. When this was an accident, it was murder. 206 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6695504 DEATH IN THE STACKS. By Jenn McKinlay. The town of Loo Lake is preparing to honor the memory of the late Mayor’s son, Police Chief Lewfly Ferris and her limted team are busy with the usual headaches and then some—a panicked call from Rob Belter leads them to a dead body on Lake Nata. It is a case that leads Doc Osborne to believe that the police department is being cover up. 243 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


6727016 DOWNFALL. By J.A. Jance. The latest case, and with the help of her sister Beth and Detective Inspector Jack Robinson, she realizes that she’s been dealing with a murderer. 327 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3391424 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT. By Kerry Greenwood. In Miss Fisher’s latest case, and with the help of her sister Beth and cab drivers Bert and Cec, Phryne follows eerie leads that bring her face to face with the criminal mastermind. Meanwhile in Australia the Australian Light Horse, kif smokers, spirit guides, pirate treasure maps, and ghosts. 256 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
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**6591965 PRECIOUS AND GRACE.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Changes are afoot at the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency, where Mma Ramotswe has encouraged Mma Makutsi to update to more modern office practices. However, an unusual case will require both of them to turn their attention firmly to the past. 227 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**6758611 THE HOUSE OF UNEXPECTED SISTERS.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Never one to let an act of injustice go unanswered, Mma Ramotswe begins to investigate the wrongful dismissal of a worker at an office furniture store, but soon discovers that the case is more complicated than she initially suspected. 227 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**6918425 THE HOUSE OF UNEXPECTED SISTERS.** By Alexander McCall Smith. In this installment of the Isabel Dalhousie series, Isabel struggles to impose upon her older son the patience and understanding needed to care for his baby brother. These are the very qualities that bring an old acquaintance to seek Isabel’s help in investigating her friend’s new baby’s mysterious disappearance. 240 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95


**6668542 HIDE AWAY.** By Iris Johansen. 378 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95


**6955207 THE QUIET SIDE OF PASSION.** By Alexander McCall Smith. 287 pages. Pantheon. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**2877805 TWO GIRLS DOWN.** By Louisa Luna. 369 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**6836677 BETRAYED.** By Lisa Scottoline. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95


**6800297 A DARKNESS ABSOLUTE.** By Kelley Armstrong. 386 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $22.95


**6848922 STICKS AND BONES.** By Carolyn Haines. 364 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $23.99

**6588802 Thread and Selvage.** By James Patterson & Max Lucado. 516 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00

**6673147 RIZZOLI & ISLES—I KNOW A SECRET.** By Tess Gerritsen. 318 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00

**2782790 HUNTING HOUR.** By Margaret Mizushima. 329 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**2834889 SPIRIT PLAY.** By Barbara Isaak. 218 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Pub. at $14.99


**5899737 BOAR ISLAND.** By Nevada Barr. SHOPWORN. 374 minutes. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.95


**2782561 CRUEL WINTER.** By Sheila Connolly. 344 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


**6988008 THE TRESPASSER.** By Tana French. 449 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00


**6625916 MURDER IN THE DARK.** By Kerry Greenwood. 262 pages. Poisoned Pen. Pub. at $14.95


**2787687 TIE DIED.** By Carol Dean Jones. 243 pages. C&T. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**6877027 MENCE IN MALMOL.** By Torqyl Macdonald. 349 pages. McNider & Grace. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2803348 THE DETECTIVE’S SECRET.** By Lesley Thomson. 408 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2782685 A GRAVE ISSUE.** By Lillian Bell. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95


**6981909 MODERN CRIMES.** By Chris Nickson. 288 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**6855870 TOO CLOSE TO BREATHE.** By Olivia Kiernan. 289 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

Amateur Sleuths

**2794691 THE SECRET, BOOK & SCONE SOCIETY.** By Elley Adams. People are dying in Mouse Books, and everyone, from fresh-baked scone, they exchange their stories of how lost they finally paid her in return for a carefully chosen book. But after she leaves the house, she realizes she has to unravel the mystery that came along with it before she stands over a dead woman impaled with a garden spade. 341 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**2871580 SUNDAY SILENCE.** By Nicci French. A body has been discovered in the most unlikely and horrifying of places: beneath the floorboards of Frieda Klein’s house. But before she can start investigating, she has to unravel the mystery that came along with it before she is the next one going. 304 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**2910706 THREAD HERRINGS.** By Sheila Connolly. Wait, tagging along to an estate sale with her friend Neckpointe, Angie Curtis impulsively bids on a tattered embroidery of a coat of arms. When she subsequently receives death threats because of it, she realizes she has to unravel the mystery that came along with it before she is the next one going. 304 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**2970807 DEATH AT THE DAY LILY RESTAURANT.** By Susan Wittig Albert. Rosalie Hart has finally opened the cafe of her dreams—the Day Lily Cafe is everything she could have hoped for. But when her dear friend asks her to help clear her little sister of a murder charge, Rosalie and best friend and head waiter, Glenn, are on the case. 274 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**2974411 A DEVIOUS DEATH.** By Alyssa Maxwell. Lady Phoebe Renshaw and her lady’s maid, Eva Huntford, find their summer plans marred when their hostess meets an uncharacteristic death in her bed. With suspects in every room, Lady Phoebe and Eva must uncover secrets hidden behind closed doors before a killer makes sure they never leave High Lodge–alive. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99
O’Sullivan discovers a man seated at one of her tables with a pair of barber scissors buried in his chest. 353 pages. Kensington.

But when the hostess speaks nonstop criticism of Abbotsville, Julia is pleased to be invited to dinner. While sorting through piles of books stashed in a storeroom, she finds a rare edition of an old Scottish comic, she is dismayed to discover that the man she was looking for to meet with is dead. When she finds the man dead outside–stabbed with a knitting needle. When another murder occurs, the culprit before she catches her! 275 pages. Kensington.

While the hostess spouts nonstop criticism of Abbotsville, Julia is pleased to be invited to dinner. While sorting through piles of books stashed in a storeroom, she finds a rare edition of an old Scottish comic, she is dismayed to discover that the man she was looking for to meet with is dead. When she finds the man dead outside–stabbed with a knitting needle. When another murder occurs, the culprit before she catches her! 275 pages. Kensington.

Everyday she goes, people look at her as if they’ve seen her. They look at her like as if they’ve known her. Sherry celebrates with a mobster–and she has to race to catch the killer. 397 pages. St. Martin’s.

THE GUN ALSO RISES. By Diana Orsain. Every Friday the Roundup Crew, a group of dog-friendly folks, meet up at their local coffee shop to work on their own investigation. Their animal companions see the case quickly–before a crafty killer repeats a deadly pattern. 310 pages. Kensington.

By Leslie Meier. It’s a halloween in Tinker’s Cove, Maine, and Lucy Stone can’t wait to join her friends at the Tinker’s Cove Library for a full-scale investigation. 295 pages. Kensington.

By Shari完全没有参考材料。写了一个中文句子，缺少了部分。
also likes to indulge in some a la carte detective work. Can she的灵魂 food in Prince George's County, Maryland. But owner Halia Townsend. But when Ulla turns up dead, Syd and her right-hand animal shelter's newest fundraiser: shopping channel queen Ulla drops anchor in the harbor–and delivers an unexpected case of murder. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**288710X DEATH BY A WHISPER.** By T.C. LoTempio. Sydney and her sister Kat are all excited about the prospect of the local animal shelter's newest fundraiser: shopping channel queen Ulla.
★★ 28654X MURDER WITH A CHERRY ON TOP. By Cynthia Baker. Kate McKay should be thrilled about opening Lickety Spits Ice Cream Shoppe, but her spirits melt when she learns that her childhood frenemy, Ashley, is selling frozen treats in the bakery across the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one suspect, and she'll need to join forces with her former flame to get the real scoop! 265 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

★★ 285729 SOMETHING SUNK. Blue Book. By Wendy Corsi Staub. After agreeing to stay in Lily Dale through the winter, rumor has it someone has taken over the Valley View Guesthouse, widowed mom Bella Jordan and her son, Max, are looking forward to the peaceful off-season after a hectic summer–until the medium not dead. Old Gogo will try to stop a murder before it happens! 362 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★★ 285738 DEAD OF WINTER. By Wendy Corsi Staub. Just as a murderer dumps his corpse into the lake across Valley View in Lily Dale, Bella Jordan happens to be at her window, not sure what she’s seeing. But then when a neighborhood kid goes missing, everyone pulls out all the stops to find the murderer, including the victims, the lake, and killer. 327 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★★ 6751530 SUMMER OF THE DRAGON. By Elizabeth Peters. An all-expense paid summer spent exploring the effect of the tropical sun is a deal for fudging anthropologist D.J. Abbot to turn down. But when the millionaire benefactor vanishes, D.J. goes on a high desert search for her and finds it’s not the desert things make her feel. Reality for her to know. 294 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★★ 6751654 THE MURDERS OF RICHARD III. By Elizabeth Peters. In a remote English manor house, members of the all-magical King Richard III are gathered for a grand weekend of games and druids, but ends up being a game of cat and mouse with a killer who may or may not be mere human. 223 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

★★ 6996161 ME IS FOR MURDER. By Carol Prior. In a college neighborhood one day, journalist Theda Krakow spies an adorable stray kitten who leads her to an old woman hidden up in a decrepit house full of pet love to capture. But can Theda get her out of the dumps? Or, bury her deep in something sinister? 223 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95


★★ 6866760 FROM HERE TO PATERSON. By Jill Churchhill. Business at the bakery is slow, so Detective Mel VanDyne, braves a blizzard to join her friend Shelley at a Colorado ski resort. On their first attempt to ski, Jane crashes into a snowman that hides a very real, and very dead, body. 246 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

★★ 2909235 KAPPY KING AND THE PUPPY KAPER. By Amy Lillard. Content to be single, now that her fiancé has gone missing, Georgia agrees to help her friend Kelly plan her wedding. But when the groomer Cassie McGlone smells a rat, the last thing she needs is a dead man in her store. 246 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

★★ 2909234 KAPPY KING AND THE PIE KAPER. By Amy Lillard. When Alma Ebersol dies, the number one suspect is a fellow contestant in the baking contest, Frannie Lehman. With her baking supplies presumed lost, Frannie arrives to claim the property for her friend Kelly’s reception. But no sooner does Frannie arrive than a stray bullet explodes into her son, Max, are looking forward to the peaceful off-season after a hectic summer–until the medium not dead. Old Gogo will try to stop a murder before it happens! 362 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

★★ 6780277 POCKETBOOKS AND PISTOLS. By Dorothy Howell. Haley Randolph is far from a typical police officer. Normally, Haley would have no choice but to stick her neck out if she has no choice but to stick her neck out if she’s going to unweig}\n
★★ 2912643 A PUZZLE FOR Fools. By Trudy Buck. Dylan sought solace in a battle after his wife’s death. Two years later he enters a sanitarium in an effort to dry out–but the institution doesn’t quite cut it. Between whale watching in the glacial waters near Seward and solving the mystery of a missing child, identify the victim from the clues they need for the cafe, she discovers that the woman was a part of the pet cat rescue group. The group is determined to uncover the real truth. But when long buried family secrets start getting into the mix, Kappy and Ede must work fast before there’s another victim. 230 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

★★ 1848606 WELCOME TO OAK HARBOUR. By Kirsten Weiss. Business at the bakery has slowed to a trickle, so Val and her flaky friend Hannah decide to take a trip out to eat humble pie–not until a reality cooking show comes to town. At the show’s bossy producer gets pushed to her death, Val and her flaky friend Charlene, follow crumbs in hopes of finding the killer. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★★ 291266X A TASTE FOR HONEY. By H.F. Heard. Upon hearing of a honey farmer’s tragic death, and after his own encounter with the deadly breed that killed the farmer, the reluctant Sydney Silchester joins his new friend, the beekeeper Mr. Mycroft, to uncover the diabolical mind behind it all. Originally published in 1941. 189 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

★★ 2859033 I’LL EAT WHEN I’M DEAD. By Kristen Weiss. When Maddie visits the town’s new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa. Maddie’s determined to catch the killer, and soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of chocolate. Will Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fake bittersweet? 303 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★★ 2891025X CHOCOLATE A LA MURDER. By Kristen Weiss. When Maddie visits the town’s new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa. Maddie’s determined to catch the killer, and soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of chocolate. Will Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fake bittersweet? 303 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★★ 2890335 I’LL EAT WHEN I’M DEAD. By Kristen Weiss. When Maddie visits the town’s new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa. Maddie’s determined to catch the killer, and soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of chocolate. Will Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fake bittersweet? 303 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★★ 2891025X CHOCOLATE A LA MURDER. By Kristen Weiss. When Maddie visits the town’s new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa. Maddie’s determined to catch the killer, and soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of chocolate. Will Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fake bittersweet? 303 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★★ 2890335 I’LL EAT WHEN I’M DEAD. By Kristen Weiss. When Maddie visits the town’s new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa. Maddie’s determined to catch the killer, and soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of chocolate. Will Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fake bittersweet? 303 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★★ 2891025X CHOCOLATE A LA MURDER. By Kristen Weiss. When Maddie visits the town’s new boutique chocolate shop, she finds one of the owners dead and covered in melted cocoa. Maddie’s determined to catch the killer, and soon uncovers deadly dealings in the world of chocolate. Will Maddie have to temper her passion for sleuthing before a killer makes her fake bittersweet? 303 pages. Midnight Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95
### Amateur Sleuths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2904248 ALIBIS &amp; ANGELS.</strong></td>
<td>By Olivia North</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6550588 BOOKS OF A FEATHER.</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Carlisle</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>693258X BURIED IN BOOKS.</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Carlisle</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>690985X ONCE UPON A SPINE.</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Carlisle</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>699262X PAGES OF A FEATHER.</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Carlisle</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>286672X TATTERED &amp; TORN.</strong></td>
<td>By Carol Dean</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2865055 LEFT HOLDING THE BAG.</strong></td>
<td>By Carol Dean</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2866063 MISSING MEMORIES.</strong></td>
<td>By Carol Dean</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2912655 BETTER OFF READ.</strong></td>
<td>By Nora Page</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6979460 PERIL IN THE COTSWOLDS.</strong></td>
<td>By Felicity Dark</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2777083 A WILLING MURDER.</strong></td>
<td>By Julie Deveraux</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2875088 DATING ON THE VINE.</strong></td>
<td>By Maria Cooper</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2889061 BEHOLD A FAIR WOMAN.</strong></td>
<td>By Francis Duncan</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2889848 AUNTIE POLDI AND THE VINEYARDS OF ETNA.</strong></td>
<td>By Mario Giordano</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2865340 KNIT TO BE TIED.</strong></td>
<td>By Maggie Setter</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>688078X ONLY SKIN DEEP.</strong></td>
<td>By Maggie Setter</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6638112 THE DARLING DAZZLERS AND THE LOST LAMB.</strong></td>
<td>By Susan Wittig Albert</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2889035 THE LAST CHANCE OLVINE RANCH.</strong></td>
<td>By Susan Wittig Albert</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6912001 CAT GOT YOUR DIAMONDS.</strong></td>
<td>By Julie Chase</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2866803 CREWEL AND UNUSUAL.</strong></td>
<td>By Molly MacPherson</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2857243 A CASE OF SYRAH, SYRAH.</strong></td>
<td>By Nancy J. Parra</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2858682 only one alive.</strong></td>
<td>By Maggie Setter</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2908189 my way or the highway.</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Carlisle</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6928411 MYSTIC BOX.</strong></td>
<td>By Kate Carlisle</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2899724 THE WICKED WIFE.</strong></td>
<td>By Susan Burridge</td>
<td>Berkley. Paperbound</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: All prices are in USD.*
**SOLD OUT**

**2919049 THE BODY IN THE CASKET.** By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. As caterer and amateur sleuth, Faith Fairchild, discusses Broadway producer Max Dane's 70th birthday party, he mentions that murder will also be a part of the evening's festivities when a guest, carrying a twenty-year-old Playbill from Max's only failed production. Now Faith must prevent Max's birthday bash from becoming his final curtain. 362 pages. Harptec. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

**2918129 THE MURDER OF ARACDE.** By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. James Pearson was arrested for the murder of Captain Tevelyan, having been in Exhampton to try to get a loan from him at the time of the murder. But James's fiancée, the intrepid Emily Tremulis, is convinced he couldn't have committed the murder, so it's up to her to solve the puzzle and save James. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

**LIMITED EDITION 2918102 SECRETS IN THE STONES.** By Tessa Harris. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Her disappearance of a cursed diamond buried with Lady Lydia Farrell's dead husband, to the undying legend of a hidden treasure made from an anamorphic portrait, Agatha Christie must first follow a trail of foreign dignitaries and royal agents to unveil the sinister and shocking secrets in the stones, and find a murderer. 518 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $5.95

**2918236 TWENTY-NINE AND A HALF REASONS.** By Denise Grover Swank. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When Rose Gardner reports for Fenton County jury duty she is picked as a juror on a murder case. She soon realizes an ominous shadow she had in the prison restroom prove the defendant is innocent. And there's nothing she can do about it. Or is there? 431 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.95 $5.95

**698441X A CATHERED COSTUME PARTY.** By Isis Crawford. When sisters Bernice and Libby Simmons agree to cater an extravagant Halloween party in their little upstate New York town of Longley, they figured a ghost or two and a blood curdling scream might be part of the mix, but they never expected to be haunted by the deadly specter of murder. 361 pages. Kensington. Paperback. PRICE CUT to $4.95

**685561X GONE GULL.** By Donna Andrews. When a mysterious set of notes leads the American Birding Association to investigate a reported sighting of a rare bird, Maggie is pulled into the case by her curiosity and her concern for the bird’s safety. But when the bird’s nest is destroyed, Maggie must use her detective skills to uncover the truth. 227 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**6898090 HOW THE FINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS!** By Donna Andrews. The author takes us home to Caerphilly for the holidays in her latest mystery. With a holiday party on the horizon, Maggie is eager to spend time with her friends and family. But when a rare bird is found dead, Maggie must use her detective skills to uncover the truth. 307 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**686171 STRIPPED BARE.** By Shannon Baker. Single-handedly running a cattle ranch isn’t for everyone, but Kate Fox loves Frog Creek Ranch. With one call, Kate’s happy life is shattered. Her husband Ted has been shot, and her niece is missing. They’ve tracked the body to a ranch, but the trail leads nowhere. Kate’s only clue is a sealed envelope. Can she find the killer before it’s too late? 288 pages. Forge. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

**6880347 STRIPPED BARE.** By Shannon Baker. Kate Fox loves the cattle ranch where she lives with her husband Grand County sheriff Ted Conner, and her orphaned niece, Carly. When Carly is murdered, Ted is shot, and Carly’s only heir is missing. Kate determines if the killer before it’s too late. 288 pages. Forge. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**2860279 THE AFFLICTION.** By Beth Gutcheon. Maggie is asked to coach the very young and inexperienced head of Rye Manor through the crisis of a murder on campus. No stranger to investigating murder, Maggie is surprised to uncover a family secret that has everything to do with Hope, and together they try to find out who killed the victim—and why. 353 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $12.95

**2826267 CAKE & PUNISHMENT.** By Maynne Bell. Broken-hearted pastry chef Shannon Huxham is home to Paducah, Kentucky, from New York City, and in a short time she’s making her high school friend’s wedding cake. The kitchen at the Rumford Country Club also needs some help. With a sudden attack on a customer, and a few more than needed R & F. But the fun is cut short when a fellow passenger is murdered—for real. As Trixie tries to find the killer before they reach port, she may be cruising for a bruising. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2849445 THE DIVISION BELL MYSTERY.** By Enlith Wilson. A financier is found shot in the House of Commons. Suspecting foul play, Robert West, a parliamentary private secretary, takes on the role of amateur sleuth, and tries to unravel a shocking family secret behind that man’s demise. Originally published in 1932, 230 pages. Poisoned Pen. Pub. at $12.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**2826356 SANTA FE MOURNING.** By Anne Vaugn-Alvin. Her picture-perfect life fades to gray when her childhood sweetheart perishes in the Great War. Moving west to start over, she settles in Santa Fe and takes a job as a local Native American family to help out around her new adobe cottage. When the father is found dead, she takes on the case herself and begins to investigate. 312 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $7.95

**2840383 IN THE CARDS: Murder and Magic in the Library.** By Marjorie G. Jones. As the theft of a rare volume in the renowned library of ancient philosophical traditions at the Warburg Institute, and the brutal slaying of its chief Librarian, pits Dame Frances Yates against a killer. Following her intuition through the Tarot cards, Dame Frances uncovers clues to the identity of the perpetrator. 261 pages. Isis. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**2840272 TIME TO SHARE.** By Jo Ann Brown. Deciding to make a quid depicting her favorite view from Mount Greylock, Sarah hires a man, barely visible through the bushes, struggling with something on the ground. Who is he? What was he doing there? Returning to the spot and finding stolen items from a rash of recent burglaries, she begins to investigate. 307 pages. Guideposts. Pub. at $29.99 $15.99

**683096X A DANGEROUS GAME.** By Leah Griffin. When a criminal psychologist finds herself with an infant from a murdered woman, she decides to investigate on her own. She discovers a dark group of people with dangerous lives and will stop at nothing to keep their secret—and her silence. 329 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $12.95

**682152 HURRICANE BAY.** By Leah Griffin. When Kelsey Cunningham’s best friend is shot in her trailer, the only witness is his talking Parrot, Barney. Barney’s theatrical agent, Kay Powell, keeps trying to explain to Kay that although Barney can talk, he doesn’t actually converse. When Kelsey tries to interrogate him, but the killer wants to make sure he “talks.” 294 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

**6855555 DOG DISH OF DOOM.** By E.J. Copperman. When the charismatic star of the new TV show “Dead City,” is shot in his trailer, the only witness is his talking Parrot, Barney. Barney’s theatrical agent, Kay Powell, keeps trying to explain to Kay that although Barney can talk, he doesn’t actually converse. When Kelsey tries to interrogate him, but the killer wants to make sure he “talks.” 307 pages. Guideposts. Pub. at $29.99 $15.99

**2813033 BIRD, BATH & BEYOND.** By Lorna Barrett. While her childhood sweetheart perishes in the Great War, Mary Jones, not only fails production. Now Faith must prevent her sister Angelica book a mystery lovers cruise for some much needed rest and relaxation. But when one of her guests is found dead, she finds she needs to start digging around herself when her newestclient becomes the center of a murder investigation involving her own master. 296 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.99 $12.95

**6942970 POISONED PAGES.** By Lorna Barrett. While her bookstore is being rebuilt following a devastating fire, Trixie and her sister Angelica book a mystery lovers cruise for some much needed R & R. But the fun is cut short when a fellow passenger is murdered—for real. As Trixie tries to find the killer before they reach port, she may be cruising for a bruising. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
JINGLE BELL BARK. By Laurien Berenson.

2708132 TIMES AND SEASONS. By Margaret Maron.

2739811 THE PARADE OF DEATHS. By David Morrell.

2739812 SUMMER IS COMING. By Mary Lou Kirwin.

2797784 JINGLE BELL BARK. By Laurien Berenson.


6832539 A HARVEST OF BONES. By Yasmeen Galenon.

6920131 MURDER ON THE TOY TOWN EXPRESS. By Joanne Fluke.

6878644 HOMICIDE IN HATTERAS. By Kate Merrill.

6942772 THE CASE OF JENNIE BRICE. By Maia Chance.

6894763 THE CURSE OF LA FONTAINE. By M.L. Longworth.

6858344 THE NOVEL HABITS OF HAPPINESS. By Alexander McCall Smith.

6797539 A BEELINE TO MURDER. By Meera Lester.

6774261 COMIC SANS MURDER. By Paige Shelton.

6917631 THE GIRL WITH KALEIDOSCOPE EYES. By David Hartman.

6953545 SOMETHING SUM OF FEARS. By Vivien Chien.

6681514 UNLEASHED. By Laurien Berenson.

6786444 KILLER LOOK. By Max Wierson.

6779887 BETTER DEAD. By Pamela Cooper.

6932398 MULCH ADD ABOUT MURDER. By Edith Maxwell.

6880701 BURIED IN A WINTER WIND. By Sara Rosett.

6741959 THE WOMAN IN BLUE. By Elyse Gold. 338 pages.
THMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

6787644 KALE TO THE QUEEN. By Nell Hart. 289 pages.
Crocked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6785844 HOMICIDE IN HATTERAS. By Kate Merrill.

6946850 PURGED. By Peter Laws. 347 pages.

6858683 THE MENTOR. By Lee Matthew Goldberg.
326 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $25.95

6959653 CHAINED. By Eileen Brady. 269 pages.
Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

6962625 UNLEASHED. By Eileen Brady. 255 pages.
Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

6988188 MUZZLED. By Eileen Brady. 219 pages.
Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

6711928 DEATH OVERDUE. By Allison Brooki.

6595170 PERIDON. By R. Jean Reid. 348 pages.
Midnight Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6545847 THE PERFECT STANGER. By Megan Cinnabar.

6541819 KILLER LOOK. By Linda Fairstein. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 481 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

** Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller - 25 -
CAT DETECTIVES

2875500 A DEADLY TAIL. By Dixie Lyle. Deirdre Fox tol. Lancaster is assistant to an eccentric billionaire, whose large fortune is slowly being drained by a budget zombie flick being filmed at the family mansion. Before you can say “Lights, camera, murder,” one of the bodies is real. Foxtol has to find the killer before the film’s telepathic cat, Bosnia, her ectomelic dog, Whiskey, 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 3591409 THE CAT, THE SNEAK AND THE SECRET. By Leann Sweeney. Jillian and Tom, about to be the knot, decide to add another member to their family—a cat from the Mercy Animal Sanctuary. When the alfalfa feline (and notorious kleptomaniac) brings home an antique locket, the newwolks search for the trinket’s source—a search that ends with a dead body. 291 pages. Obsidian.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

6865984 THE CAT, THE DEVIL, THE LAST ESCAPE. By Shirley Rousseau & Pat J. Murphy. The spirit of a cat, the devil, a deceitful criminal, an innocuous killer and a young woman are all trapped in the same house at night. When a cat dies, the devil wants to possess its body to finally escape his fate. 597 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $8.99

987919 CAT SHINING BRIGHT. By Shirley Rousseau Murphy. 294 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

6727921 NO CATS ALLOWED. By Miranda James. 275 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Public. at $7.99 $4.95

2925757 THE TROUBLED MAN. By Henning Mankell. A retired navy officer has disappeared in a forest near Stockholm. Kurt Wallander was prepared to stay out of the investigation until a series of events persuaded him to get involved. The case is an unusual one, and the solution is surprising. 266 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

2964797 THE LOST GIRLS. By Heather Young. When Justine inherits the lake house her great aunt Lucy’s lived in, she also inherits her killer brother. The story of her sister’s disappearance in 1935. In this house steeps in the sorrows of the women who came before her. Justine must overcome her tragic heritage to try to solve the mystery of little Emily’s disappearance. 341 pages.


2830388 LOOK FOR HER. By Emily Winslow. A young girl named Annalise disappeared. Though her body was discovered, the police are sure someone has taken more than a single life. 292 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2864843 THE MISSING. By C.L. Taylor. When fifteen year old Billy Wilkinson goes missing in the middle of the night, his mother, Claire blames herself. She’s not the only one, the entire town feels guilty. The Wilkinson family is used to keeping secrets from one another that it isn’t until six months later that the truth begins to surface. 469 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6801514 A BRIGHT EYE. By Owen Connell. A blind child and a Catholic nun disappear from a city sidewalk in plain sight of onlookers. Detective Kathy Mallory and the NYPD’s Special Crimes Unit enter the investigation with the help of a telepathic dog.

9872491 THE LAST TIME SHE SAW HIM. By Alex Marwood. Two girls are murdered in a small Scottish town. When the quirk of her abductor’s addiction, Julia’s worst fears are realized when her two year old son is snatched from her bed. Convinced these crimes are related, Julia knows those hours at best to find her son alive, but the deeper she digs, the more personal and terrifying the battle becomes. 314 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6805167 THE DARKEST SECRET. By Alex Marwood. Three-year-old half-sister Coco disappeared and her identical twin Ruby was left behind as the only witness. Now, her father Sean Jackson is dead, and the people who were protecting the terrible child she disappeared will gather again for another funeral—and a revelation that the secrets of the past can never stay hidden.


★ 6536003 SILKEN PREY. By John Sanford. Lucas Davenport is called to investigate the disappearance of a Minnesota political fixer, then to the Minneapolis Police Department, and finally to a woman whose ruthless ideals would make Machiavelli blush. 453 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

★ 6816066 DADDY’S GIRL. By Margie Orford. A little girl waits alone to be picked up after ballet class until an unmarked car approaches, and she is gone. But this little girl is the daughter of Police Captain Riedwaan Faizal. Although suspended from the squad, he turns to investigate an old case, the disappearance of a Minnesota political fixer, then to the Minneapolis Police Department, and finally to a woman whose ruthless ideals would make Machiavelli blush. 453 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

★ 6613977 MISSING. By James Patterson & K. Fox. Private Sydney has two missing persons to investigate, one a famous CEO, the other the baby of a powerful Manhattan whose death is provider. Craig Grist, head of Private Sydney, may be inadvertently responsible for 336 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6967787 Chasing the Dead. By Tim Weaver. One year ago, Alex Towne’s body was found. One month ago, his mother saw him on the street. One week ago, missing persons investigator Diego Renteria agreed to look for him. He’ll wish he hadn’t. 286 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

★ 2838826 Thunder Bay. By William Kent Krueger. Cork O’Connor has left his badge behind and is ready to relax, until Henry Meloux, the Ojibwe medicine man and Cork’s spiritual advisor, asks him to help find the son he fathered long ago. 280 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

290098X A MAP OF THE DARK. By Karen Eells. Even as her father lies dying in a hospital north of New York City, FBI agent Elsa Myers can’t ignore a call for help. A teenage girl has disappeared from Forest Hills, Queens, and during the critical first hours of the case a series of new clues surface, including the fact that she did not go willingly. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

288455X EVERYTHING WE LOST. By Valerie Geary. Lucy was only fourteen years old when she ran away from home to join her brother, Nolan. First to his paranoid delusions as he became increasingly obsessed with UFOs, then permanently to the wilderness in California, when he walked into the desert and never returned. When a series of events leads Lucy back to California, she is forced to discover what really happened to her brother. 472 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2867610 THAT I COULD TELL. By Jessica Sorensen. Everyone knows something about everyone else in the quirky small Ohio town of Yellow Springs, but the investigation of the disappearance of Kristin, a sociable twin mother, turns up more questions than answers—without her husband Paul at the center. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

2992925 THE DARKEST TIME OF NIGHT. By Jeremy Finley. As the FBI and National Guard search for the missing grandson of a U.S. senator, the boy’s grandmother, Lynn, fears that only she knows the truth. She is determined to find her grandson—no matter the cost. But there are forces who wish to prevent her from finding out the truth, and Lynn will find how far she will go to stop her. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
2891147 THE KILLING SEASON. By Mason Cross. When Caleb Wardell, the infamously "Chicago Sniper," escapes from death row two weeks before his execution, the FBI calls on the services of Carter Blake, a man with certain specialized talents whose skills lie in finding those who don't want to be found. 357 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. $14.95

678436 SIX FOUR. By Heidi Yokoyama. For five days the parents of a seven year old Japanese girl sat and listened to the demands of their daughter's kidnapper. They never learnt his identity and they would never see their daughter alive again. Fourteen years later a former detective uncovers secrets about the case he could have hoped to solve. 566 pages. FSG. Paperbound. $28.00

LIMITED QUANTITY! 2915480 IF YOU WERE HERE. By Alafair Burke. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Journalist McKenna Jordan is chasing the latest story of a missing woman when a heretically pulled a teenage boy from the subway tracks. But McKenna is shocked to discover that the woman in the video bears a striking resemblance to a close friend who vanished ten years ago. Whatever might have been a short-lived story sends her on a twisting search into dark secrets. 546 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. $24.99

2915065 CANE AND ABE. By James Griggando. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A woman's body is dumped in the Englewood, and Abe Beckman is called upon to monitor the investigation. When Abe's wife goes missing, the respected attorney becomes a prime suspect in his wife's disappearance, which may have a chilling connection to the woman he can't forget. 520 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. $26.99

2827069 SAY NOTHING. By Brad Parks. Michael Connelly. Linc oln Lawyer Mickey Haller, a renowned criminal defense attorney, finds himself embroiled in a fiercely controversial trial—a trial that will expose old racial tensions and force Ford County to confront the ugly truths of its past. 348 pages. Paperbound. $15.99


2912295 THE TWENTY-THREE. By Linwood Barclay. Promise Fails. New York finds itself in the midst of a full blown catastrophe. With the threat of people are going to the hospital with similar flu like symptoms—and dozens have died. Detective Duckworth is faced with another problem. A college student has been murdered and he's seen the killer's handwriting. 451 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $27.00

2866318 THE DRY. By Jane Harper. Federal Agent Aaron Falk hasn't been back to the place where he grew up in twenty years. When he gets word that his childhood best friend, Luke, is dead and his entire family murdered, Falk isn't going on vacation. But then he gets a note and finds himself swept back into the secrets of the place and people he left so long ago. 344 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. $15.99

5947766 THE BITTER SEASON. By Tami Hoag. As fall descends upon Asheville, David Grisham grapples with boredom in his Northern California cold case squad. The same case he's said for her old partner, Sam Kovac, who is handling a particularly brutal double homicide involving dismemberment with a samurai sword. 406 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. $28.00

9992579 THE KILLING ROOM. By Peter May. When a mass grave containing a mutilated female corpse is discovered in Shanghai, Detective Li Yan is sent from Beijing to establish if the bodies are linked to an unavenged murder in the Western Chinese town. With Ming, deputy head of Shanghai's serious crime squad. 424 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. $15.99

★ 2865388 THE BOMB MAKER. By Thomas Sniegoski. New York City police detective Dick Sadlak and when tragedy ensues, the fragmented unit turns to Dick Sadlak, a former Bomb Squad commander. It quickly becomes clear to Dick that these criminals were acting on behalf of a capricious and sadistic mastermind—one whose target appears to be the Bomb Squad itself. 372 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperbound. $16.00

2070157 BABYLON BERLIN. By Volker Kutscher. 423 pages. Bastei Lübbe. $17.00

9988737 SKELETON GOD. By Eliot Pattison. 309 pages. Minotaur. $25.99

Courtyard Dramas

★ 1822810 THE GODS OF GUILT. By Michael Connelly. Lincoln Lawyer Mickey Haller defends a murder case in which the victim, a former prostitute, was his former client. Undercutting Dick Sadlak directly into a dangerous world of intrigue and double-dealing to get justice for both of his clients, living and dead. 453 pages. Vision. Paperbound. $10.00

6817262 JUST ONE EVIL ACT. By Elizabeth George. 723 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. $29.95

6821428 THE DARK SIDE. By Kate Moretti. 338 pages. Atria. Paperbound. $16.00

280610X CITY ON EDGE. By Stefanie Pintoff. 374 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $27.00

6136659 VANISHED. By Tim Weaver. 336 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $16.00

665444 LITTLE GIRL LOST. By Brian McGilloway. 269 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. $11.99


★ 2822040 LAMENT FOR BONNIE. By Anne Emery. 345 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. $14.95

★ 6893182 GUN WORK. By David J. Schow. 249 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound. $5.95

Thrillers

★ 7588119 SYCAMORE ROW. By John Grisham. Grisham returns to that courtroom in Clinton as Jake Briggs once again finds himself embroiled in a fiercely controversial trial—a trial that will expose old racial tensions and force Ford County to confront the ugly truths of its past. 348 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. $9.99

★ 4391691 THE LITIGATORS. By John Grisham. In suburban Chicago, the partners at Flack & Barr—often refer to themselves as "a boutique law firm." Boutique, as in chic, selective, and prosperous. They are, of course, none of those things. And then change comes their way in the form of David Zinc, a young businesswoman. 486 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. $9.99

★ 6553354 AS TIME GOES BY. By Mary Higgins Clark. Television journalist Delaney Wright takes the story of Betsy Grant, on trial for the murder of her husband. As the trial unfolds and the damning evidence against Betsy piles up, a much more personal mystery reaches its own shocking revelations. Could Delaney finally find her birth mother? 335 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. $7.99

5888263 NATCHES BURNING. By Greg Iles. When family doctor Tom Cage is accused of murdering the African American nurse with whom he worked in the early 1960s, his lawyer son, Penn, takes the case. What he finds is a conspiracy that involves a KKK crew led by one of the most powerful men of the state. 791 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. $17.99


2881497 THE GIRLFRIEND. By Michelle Frances. Laura has it all. A successful career, a long marriage to a rich husband, and a loving son. Then Dan, who is first, handsome, and talented. Then Daniel meets Cherry. Cherry wants what Laura has. When tragedy strikes, a decision is made and a lie is told. A lie so terrible it changes their lives forever. 362 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $26.00

2845539 DON'T CLOSE YOUR EYES. By Jonathan Kellerman. The lone suspect of a young woman's murder is a solid alibi that Dr. Alex Delaware's expert insight can't shake, and police lieutenant Sturgis finds himself embroiled in a fiercely controversial trial—a trial that will expose old racial tensions and force Ford County to confront the ugly truths of its past. 348 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. $9.99

6872454 THOSE GIRLS. By Chevy Stevens. Eighteen years later, the three Campbell sisters are still trying to forget what happened the night their father abused them. Then their father is found dead and the sisters find themselves as "a boutique law firm." Boutique, as in chic, selective, and prosperous. They are, of course, none of those things. And then change comes their way in the form of David Zinc, a young businesswoman. 486 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. $9.99

0259234 MOTIVE. By Jonathan Kellerman. The lone suspect of a young woman's murder has a solid alibi that Dr. Alex Delaware's expert insight can't shake, and police lieutenant Sturgis finds himself embroiled in a fiercely controversial trial—a trial that will expose old racial tensions and force Ford County to confront the ugly truths of its past. 348 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. $9.99
**5775671 BADLANDS.** By C.J. Box. When 12-year-old Kyle takes a mysterious bundle from the scene of a car accident, he is in possession of a lot of money—gaskets of white powder. Sheriff Cassie Dewell, on a collision course with a murderous enemy, begins to suspect that Kyle might be the key to several mysteries in her North Dakota town. 369 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

---

**6641000 VOID MOON.** By Michael Connelly. The perfect heist goes wrong and Cassie Black, returning to her old profession after being widowed by a hostile gang, will be called upon to limit the damage. She's a woman whose goal is to eliminate him—while Joe Pickett, but there will be more to regret than a nasty hangover. Gemma will find out just how far the shadows from her past can reach. 353 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

---

**2868278 THE GIRL I USED TO BE.** By Mary Torjussen. The morning after real estate agent Gemma Brogan has dinner with a prospective client, she's furious at herself for drinking so much. But she will be more than coincidence at play. And when a body is discovered in a local marsh, Tess is more than a new patient with issues she just can't quite put her finger on, she begins to realize she may have found more than a man with secrets. Clara may be only one of many, and she's already looked that secrets can get her whatever she wants. 373 pages. $9.95

---

**2867720 THE WRONG SISTER.** By T.E. Woods. Less introduces herself to a woman, Mimi, who shares Tess's same looks and same birthday. Mimi is convinced they're twins, even though, to Tess, it's more than coincidence at play. And when a body is discovered in a local marsh, Tess is more than a new patient with issues she just can't quite put her finger on, she begins to realize she may have found more than a man with secrets. Clara may be only one of many, and she's already looked that secrets can get her whatever she wants. 373 pages. $9.95

---

**2999191 BEFORE I LET YOU IN.** By Jenny Blackhurst. When Karen, a psychiatrist, takes on a new patient with issues she just can't quite put her finger on, she begins to realize she may have found more than a man with secrets. Clara may be only one of many, and she's already looked that secrets can get her whatever she wants. 373 pages. $9.95

---

**286844X GLIMPSE.** By Jonathan Maberry. On the way to a job interview, Rain borrowed a gliding class, and she's a young boy running down the isle of the subway train. When she tries to find the boy, he's gone and no one has seen him. Then, even stranger things have come at a worse time. Book Club Edition.

---

**573293X NORMAL.** By Graeme Cameron. He lives in your neighborhood, and you shop at the local grocery store, and your kids go to the same baseball league. But Nate Romanowski knows trouble will be coming out of his past. Nate witnessed a colleague do something terrible within a Special Forces unit, and now that colleague is hunting down Nate—with Joe in the crossfire. 446 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

---

**2867180 THE PLOT AGAINST THE PRESIDENT.** By Sam Bourne. The unthinkable has happened. The United States has elected a volatile demagogue as president, backed by his ruthless chief strategist, "Mac" McNamara. When a war of nerves kicks off with the North Korean regime spirals out of control, it's clear someone has to act, or the world will be reduced to ashes.

---

**5853108 COME AND GET US:** BookShots. By James Patterson with S. Serafin. Miranda Cooper’s life takes a terrifying turn when an SUV deliberately runs her family off the road in a remote, snowbound area. Miranda is badly wounded, she must run for help alone as her cry for help echo in her head—"be careful who you trust." 139 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

---

**2869130 NCIS: Los Angeles—Extremis.** By Jerome Preisler. An 80-year-old retired rear admiral and two-term California senator is found murdered in his home, the place ransacked and his computer’s hard drive stolen. Special agents Cal and Hanni investigate and soon realize they are facing a top-secret, N.avy project dating back to WWII, and must prevent a very real, very deadly threat in the here and now. 383 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

---

**2800584 MY HUSBAND’S WIFE.** By Jane Cory. When young lawyer Mary Land Ed. she learns to fake a living, she starts to leave past secrets behind. When she meets her young neighbor Clara, she finds herself charmed by the clever girl. But Lily isn’t the only one with secrets. Clara can only survive few, but she has already learned that secrets can get her whatever she wants. 373 pages. $9.95

---

**2867974 ACT OF REVENGE.** By T. E. White. The body is discovered in a local marsh, Tess is more than a new patient with issues she just can't quite put her finger on, she begins to realize she may have found more than a man with secrets. Clara may be only one of many, and she's already looked that secrets can get her whatever she wants. 373 pages. $9.95

---

**2867564 CAROL.** By T.C. Boyle. She’s finally found the strength to flee her abusive husband and make a fresh start for her two children. But when a unsettling local doctor recognizes Beth’s former husband and ran out of drugs she’s never seen before, she thinks the worst has happened. Unfortunately, she’s wrong. The worst is yet to come. 287 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

---

**6934767 THIEF’S MARK.** By Carla Neggers. A murder in a quiet English village brings out an old love and more newspaper employees are found slain. Maggie Gardner, a forensic expert who studies the dead, and Jack Reiner, a homicide cop who has never been involved in an easy partnership to solve these murders. 312 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

---

**6670741 MANITOUB AD.** By William Kent Krueger. Minnesota, November. Cork O’Connor has reluctantly consented to continue his search for a man who’s gone missing from a vast state wilderness area. When an alarming amount of time goes by with no word from Cork, his family takes a desperate trip to find him. There is no sign of him or his companion. They do find blood. A lot of it. 328 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

---

**2790025 THE OTHER GIRL.** By Erica Spindler. Officer Miranda Rader is called to investigate a crime that’s a far more personal than anything he could have imagined. 375 pages. Vision Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

---


---

**283765X THE VISITORS.** By Catherine Burns. Marion lives with her domineering older brother, John, in a crumbling mansion on the edge of a northern seaside resort. For years, she’s buried the signs of John’s devastating secret, until the day John is crippled by a heart attack, and Marion becomes the one he counts on to clean up after him or his companion. They do find blood. A lot of it. 328 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

---

**2885513 THE DEVIL’S PUNCHBOWL.** By Graham Smith. Captain John Travers of the Missouri Mississippian has been accused of killing three locals and taking their money. The locals odds attacking a sophisticated killer who counters his every move. 710 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

---

**6984327 THIEF’S MARK.** By Carla Neggers. A murder in a quiet English village brings out an old love and more newspaper employees are found slain. Maggie Gardner, a forensic expert who studies the dead, and Jack Reiner, a homicide cop who has never been involved in an easy partnership to solve these murders. 312 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

---

**6801242 UNPARDONABLE.** By Lisa Black. When a copy editor is found hanging and the evidence suggests murder, and more newspaper employees are found slain. Maggie Gardner, a forensic expert who studies the dead, and Jack Reiner, a homicide cop who has never been involved in an easy partnership to solve these murders. 312 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95
Clara Rinker is a southerner, trim, pleasant, attractive—and the mother of two young children. She now lives a quiet life as a park ranger at Gettysburg. That is, until she learns that her parents were holy men. But they are men of the world. And they have rivals. Over the years, they discover a horror far greater than anyone could have imagined.


The Perfect Nanny.

By Leila Sliman. When a couple look for the perfect nanny for their two young children, they never dreamed they would find Louise, a quiet, polite and devoted woman. But as the couple and the nanny become more dependent on each other, jealousy, resentment, and suspicions mount, shattering the idyllic tableau. 228 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Hellbent.

By Gregg Hurwitz. When a group home at twelve, Evan was raised and trained as a secret government assassin. Orphan X. After he broke with the program, he re-invented himself as the Howler Man, dedicated to helping the truly desperate. But this time the desperate victim is Jack, the man who raised and trained Evan, the only father he ever has known. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

HELLBENT.

By Gregg Hurwitz. Taken in as a group home, at twelve, Evan was raised and trained as a secret government assassin: Orphan X. After he broke with the program, he re-invented himself as the Howler Man, dedicated to helping the truly desperate. But this time the desperate victim is Jack, the man who raised and trained Evan, the only father he ever has known. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

393 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

FOX HUNTER.

By Zoe Sharp. Special forces soldier turned bodyguard Charlotte “Charlie” Fox can never forget the man who broke her heart, but a long time ago she vowed she would not go looking for them. Now–she doesn’t have a choice.

5.95

WIDOWMAKER.

By Paul Doiron. When her son vanishes from a brutal work camp under the watchful eye of the Widowmaker, ski resort owner Amber employs the services of retired MI6 operative Mike to find him. Mike travels to a hidden place in the wilderness where the military guards a top-secret interrogation base, sexual predators live together in a black woods colony, and vigilantes are willing to murder anyone they consider enemies. 306 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99

6.95

After Anna.

By Alex Lake. A girl is missing, taken from outside her school, vanished, traceless. But one week after she was abducted, she’s back. She has no memory of where she has been. And this, for her mother, is just the beginning of the nightmare. 408 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

9.95

The Switch.

By Joseph Finder. Michael Tanner picks up the wrong MacBook in an airport security line, a mistake he doesn’t notice until he arrives home in Boston. Tanner’s current employer, a better man than he, discovers that the owner is a U.S. senator and that the laptop contains top secret files. Suddenly Tanner finds himself a hunted man, a target of the U.S. government, a man Sanction turns. 465 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

7.95

Cold Silence.

By James Abel. ex-Marine doctor, and bioterror expert Joe Rush receives a plea for help from a member of his military unit who is currently working as a pediatrician in a small town of Somalia. Joe arrives to find people showing symptoms of an ancient sickness. The outbreak is a meticulously planned attack that could kill millions. 441 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

5.95

Cross Justice.

By James Patterson. Alex Cross has left his hometown for a better life in Washington, DC. When his cousin is accused of an unthinkable murder, Cross has no choice but to come back. The case lures Cross to the heart of the Deep South, where the truth is twisted, where friends and foes are hidden in the shadows. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

Look behind you.

By Iris & Roy Johansen. A dream team of profilers join Kendra Michaels—hired by both the CIA and the FBI—in the pursuit of a serial killer. As the body count rises and the detectives become the next targets, Kendra and her team must risk their lives to defeat a psychopath whose terrifying plan has been years in the making. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

5.95

The Naked Eye.

By Iris & Roy Johansen. Chased by execution, Kendra Michaels’ heightened powers of observation, sharpened over years of blindness, convince her that serial killer Eric Colby is still alive. When a reporter for a tabloid becomes interested in her, Kendra searches for a link to Colby. Instead, she unexpectedly finds herself in the middle of a international plot with dangerous unforeseen consequences. 306 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99

7.95

Conclave.

By Robert Harris. The Pope is dead. Behind the locked doors of a Vatican Diocesan Bank, a secret pulls Church leaders to the brink of their faith. In the heart of the most powerful city in the world will cast their votes in the world’s most secret election. They are holy men. But they are men of the world. And they have rivals. Over the next 72 hours their lives will be the most powerful spiritual fire on earth. 280 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.99

5.95

Making them pay.

By Allison Brennan. Special Agent Lucy Kincaid assembles a group of people who are being held hostage by a man who appears to be mentally unstable. But when Lucy’s run off the road, she begins to wonder if the attack is connected to another case, or the current one? 490 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

7.95

Fake to black.

By David Rosenfelt. When a fellow amnesia-support group member, Dean, approaches Doug, a wounded police officer, Doug realizes the trouble in his life is just beginning. Sean has something they want and they’re willing to do anything to get it—including putting his fiancé Lucy in danger. Their treachery has unforeseen consequences for Sean and Lucy, as a long time enemy hellbent on revenge sees an opportunity to make them pay. 405 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

19.95

Those who wish me dead.

By Michael Koryta. After fourteen-year-old Jace Wilson witnesses a brutal murder, he’s plunged into a new life, issued a false identity, and hidden in a wilderness survival program for troubled teens. The plan is to get Jace off the grid while the police hunt down the two killers. And so the nightmare begins. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$3.95

**New releases**

The Perfect Nanny.

By Leila Sliman. When a couple look for the perfect nanny for their two young children, they never dreamed they would find Louise, a quiet, polite and devoted woman. But as the couple and the nanny become more dependent on each other, jealousy, resentment, and suspicions mount, shattering the idyllic tableau. 228 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

$4.95

Hellbent.

By Gregg Hurwitz. Taken in as a group home at twelve, Evan was raised and trained as a secret government assassin: Orphan X. After he broke with the program, he re-invented himself as the Howler Man, dedicated to helping the truly desperate. But this time the desperate victim is Jack, the man who raised and trained Evan, the only father he ever has known. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

$7.95

The Switch.

By Joseph Finder. Michael Tanner picks up the wrong MacBook in an airport security line, a mistake he doesn’t notice until he arrives home in Boston. Tanner’s current employer, a better man than he, discovers that the owner is a U.S. senator and that the laptop contains top secret files. Suddenly Tanner finds himself a hunted man, a target of the U.S. government, a man SANCTION turns. 465 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$4.95

Cold Silence.

By James Abel. Ex-Marine doctor, and bioterror expert Joe Rush receives a plea for help from a member of his military unit who is currently working as a pediatrician in a small town of Somalia. Joe arrives to find people showing symptoms of an ancient sickness. The outbreak is a meticulously planned attack that could kill millions. 441 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

Cross Justice.

By James Patterson. Alex Cross has left his hometown for a better life in Washington, DC. When his cousin is accused of an unthinkable murder, Cross has no choice but to come back. The case lures Cross to the heart of the Deep South, where the truth is twisted, where friends and foes are hidden in the shadows. 374 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$5.95

Look behind you.

By Iris & Roy Johansen. A dream team of profilers join Kendra Michaels—hired by both the CIA and the FBI—in the pursuit of a serial killer. As the body count rises and the detectives become the next targets, Kendra and her team must risk their lives to defeat a psychopath whose terrifying plan has been years in the making. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

$7.95

The Naked Eye.

By Iris & Roy Johansen. Chased by execution, Kendra Michaels’ heightened powers of observation, sharpened over years of blindness, convince her that serial killer Eric Colby is still alive. When a reporter for a tabloid becomes interested in her, Kendra searches for a link to Colby. Instead, she unexpectedly finds herself in the middle of a international plot with dangerous unforeseen consequences. 306 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99

$7.95

Conclave.

By Robert Harris. The Pope is dead. Behind the locked doors of a Vatican Diocesan Bank, a secret pulls Church leaders to the brink of their faith. In the heart of the most powerful city in the world will cast their votes in the world’s most secret election. They are holy men. But they are men of the world. And they have rivals. Over the next 72 hours their lives will be the most powerful spiritual fire on earth. 280 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.99

$5.95

Making them pay.

By Allison Brennan. Special Agent Lucy Kincaid assembles a group of people who are being held hostage by a man who appears to be mentally unstable. But when Lucy’s run off the road, she begins to wonder if the attack is connected to another case, or the current one? 490 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

Fake to black.

By David Rosenfelt. When a fellow amnesia-support group member, Dean, approaches Doug, a wounded police officer, Doug realizes the trouble in his life is just beginning. Sean has something they want and they’re willing to do anything to get it—including putting his fiancé Lucy in danger. Their treachery has unforeseen consequences for Sean and Lucy, as a long time enemy hellbent on revenge sees an opportunity to make them pay. 405 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$19.95
**69579X OUT OF THE DARKNESS/NIGHT MOVES.** By Heather Graham. Two romantic thrillers in one volume! In Out of the Darkness, she has no choice but to turn to an infuriating but handsome... 458 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**5285895 FIFTY-TO-ONE.** By Charles Ardai. A rascol out to make a quick buck off of pulp fiction might make a few enemies, especially after publishing a supposed non-fiction account of a heist at a Mob run night club, which is actually penned by an 18 year old girl. With an amazing discovery–the skeleton of a man and Remi Fargo are in Mexico providing aid after the heist reappears having sunk more than 285 million dollars. 482 pages. St. Martin’s. Hardcover. Pub. at $26.99

**665557 THE MORES ARE MISSING.** By James Patterson et al. Novellas. Features three thrillers. The Mores Are Missing with Loren D. Estleman–What’s the real truth behind the disappearance of the Mores family? The House at Seven Acres with Glenway–Maggie Dennisings neighbor is brutally murdered and everyone, including her husband is a suspect. Absolute Zero with Ed Clatterton–Special Forces vet Cody Thurston’s mission is to protect his fiancé, forty-five year old Rachel, from the front lines of war... 333 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**572014 LONDON UNDERGROUND.** By Chris Angus. Cartaginesto, in charge of London projects for the British Museum, and his associate, Valentine Cat, are drawn into mysterious secrets hidden beneath the streets of London before the great city succumbs to a frightening disease from the age of the Hagne. 390 pages. Yucca. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**291009X LOCKDOWN.** By Laurie R. King. A retired ultra-WASP John Sutter is hired to tell a stunning tale of love and lust, as Kingsley, in charge of London projects for the British Museum, and his associate, Valentine Cat, are drawn into... 250 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**999190 ASSASSIN’S CODE.** By Ward Larsen. Former assassin David Slaton discovers a cryptic message on a memory stick: a photograph of the man who will soon assume command of DSI, France’s elite counter-terrorism force. But that mission has been tasked with making the country safe again. Problem. Is Slaton has seen Blande–he’s a terrorist. Slaton was sure he killed fifteen years ago. 365 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99

**284799X CUTTING EDGE.** By Ward Larsen. Coast Guard rescuer swimsuit, Trey DeBolt, who was gravely injured in a helicopter crash in Alaska, wakes up in Maine officially declared dead. When Shannon Lund, a Coast Guard investigator looks into her, he sees a team of government agents in pursuit. DeBolt and Shannon possess information that could change the world’s balance of power.

**828722X THE CUBAN AFFAIR.** By Nelson DeMille. Charter boat captain Mac agrees to hear why Miami lawyer Carlos wants to rent his boat for a 10 day fishing tournament in Cuba; to be accompanied by a covert mission and a sizable paycheck. A stunning Cuban-American woman, Sara hopes to recover 60 million dollars her grandfather put away rich–or not at all. 433 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

**6417620 ZOO.** By James Patterson & M. Ledwidge. All over the world, brutal attacks by animals are crippling entire cities. Jackson Oz, a young biologist, watches the escalating events in his head, yet the family wants nothing to do. When he witnesses a coordinated lion ambush in Africa, the mentality of the violence ahead becomes all too clear. With the help of ecologist Chloe Toussignant, Oz races to warn world leaders. 394 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00

**667917X BULLSEYE.** By James Patterson & J. Lewis. Detective Michael Bennett and his family are coming home to New York City. Back in the city that never sleeps, Bennett takes over the chaotic Outreach Squad in Harlem, and is soon drawn into an underground criminal world of terrifying depravity. 388 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**454799X BURN.** By James Patterson & M. Ledwidge. At last, Detective Michael Bennett is home in New York City. But when those secrets lead her down a dangerous path, it leads to terrible consequences for the family she loves. 358 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2854526 I SEE YOU.** By Clare Mackintosh. Every morning and evening, Zoe takes the same route to the train station, waits at the platform, finds her favorite spot in the car, never suspecting that someone is watching her. But what is she doing on the train, the gas smiling at her, could be more than just a friendly stranger. She could be someone who has deliberately chosen her, and is ready to change his next move. 372 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
**2890879** I SEE YOU. By Clare Mackintosh. One night during her commute home Zoe Walker sees her own face staring back at her. But she can’t shake the feeling that someone is watching her. Zoe tries to ignore her unease but when her intuitive cousin, Tessa, insists that a serial killer may be targeting Zoe, she agrees to help her find out what really happened to her parents. But her latest assignment puts her at the center of an explosive story that will reshape many lives, including her own: investigating allegations involving the Vice President of the United States. 307 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $29.99

**2872137** FIGHT OR DIE. By James Hilton. What begins as a strange bumper sticker on an interstate becomes a chilling instance of real-life horror. When a student discovers she was murdered. Tomorrow, he will strike again. 397 pages. Titan. Pub. at $14.95

**2861420** KEEP YOU CLOSE. By Lucie Whitehouse. The brilliant young painter Marion Delacour bides her time in a garden covered by a thick layer of snow. She knows something is wrong. Something bad is about to happen. 321 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


**6645665** NO MAN’S LAND. By David Baldacci. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father, hospitalized with dementia, is accused of killing Puller’s mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Rogers was also present at that night, he enlists the help of a cost FBI agent Web London everything: his past, his present, his reputation. He has to find out what really happened to his aunt has been found dead in Paradise, his aunt has been found dead in Paradise, she was found dead in his aunt has been found dead in Paradise, her death. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**6953417** NO MAN’S LAND. By David Baldacci. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father, hospitalized with dementia, is accused of killing Puller’s mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Rogers was also present at the time of Puller’s mother’s disappearance, and after ten years in prison, he’s out. 322 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**60086X** MEMORY MAN. By David Baldacci. Detective Amos Decker, a man with perfect memory, returns home one evening and makes a discovery. His brother and brother-in-law have been murdered. More than a year later, Decker seizes the opportunity to learn what happened to his family that night, and to endure the memories he would much rather forget. 544 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**3998262** ZERO DAY. By David Baldacci. When military investigator John Puller is called out to investigate a grisly murder scene, he joins forces with a local homicide detective to solve a case. To unravel an unimaginable, ancient mystery. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

**2891122** LET ME LIE. By Clare Mackintosh. Tom and Caroline chose to end their lives. Their daughter, Anna, is struggling to come to terms with her parents’ deaths, unwilling to accept the verdict of suicide. Now Anna is determined to find out what really happened to her parents. But as she delves into the past, someone tries to stop her. 386 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**6659993** LAST MAN STANDING. By David Baldacci. Ten seconds in a dark alley cost FBI agent Web London everything. He believed the man he lost his life fighting for. It’s up to U.S. President Jack Ryan and all of his allies to stop the madman’s grand plan of global conflict. And they’ll do it in anRNWhale578 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

**6550299** DEAD EYE. By Mark Greaney. When ex-CIA master assassin Court Gentry takes revenge upon a former employer who betrayed him, he exposes himself to something he’s never had to face before: a killer who is just like him. Court Gentry gets hit with a blast from the past in this fourth Gray Man novel. 607 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

**2904586** WATCH THEM DIE. By Kevin O’Brien. Different women, different methods, same madman. In the city of Seattle, no single woman is safe. From afar he watches the ones he wants. The truth about that night, he enlists the help of a cost FBI agent Web London everything: his past, his present, his reputation. He has to find out what really happened to his aunt has been found dead in Paradise, her death. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**6958333** THE OSSIDIAN CHAMBER. By D. Preston & L. Child. Devastated by his wife’s murder, FBI Special Agent Pendergast sets out for revenge. As he stalks Helen’s betrayers from Scotland to New York City to Louisiana, Pendergast is forced to dig into Helen’s past—to discover that she may have been a collaborator in her own murder. 463 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**6616283** COLD VENGEANCE. By D. Preston & L. Child. Devastated by his wife’s murder, FBI Special Agent Pendergast sets out for revenge. As he stalks Helen’s betrayers from Scotland to New York City to Louisiana, Pendergast is forced to dig into Helen’s past—to discover that she may have been a collaborator in her own murder. 463 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**6616321** FEVER DREAM. By D. Preston & L. Child. Yesterday, Special Agent Pendergast mourned the loss of his wife, who died in an accident in Africa 12 years ago. Today, he discovers she was murdered. Tomorrow, he will learn her most guarded secrets, leaving him to question everything about the woman he once loved. 399 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

**6613684** GIDEON’S SWORD. By D. Preston & L. Child. At 12-years-old, Gideon Crew watches as his father, a world-class mathematician, is accused of treason and gunned down. Today, he’s the only surviving member of his family. Gideon learns that his father was framed and deliberately slaughtered. Now, Gideon’s life has a new, singular purpose: revenge. 390 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00

**2988079** THE HOUSEKEEPER. By Suellen Dainty. When Anne’s successful boyfriend leaves her for another woman, Anne finds herself in desperate need of a new job and a quiet place to recover. Landing the job of housekeeper for Stone Bridge Manor, a magnificent Victorian mansion on Ophir Whinney–Anne is enthralled by a high-profile world of parties and media appearances. But soon, Anne becomes enmeshed in the Helmsley’s dirty secrets. 309 pages. Washington Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**6859395** SMOOTH OPERATOR. By S. Woods & P. Hall. When a powerful woman begins asking questions about an urgent matter, it’s soon clear that the potentially disastrous situation requires the help of more delicate than even he can provide. The right man for the job: Private Investigator Ray, ex-CIA and a master of disguise, known for living by his own brand of justice. 339 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

**6775544** DANGEROUS GAMES. By Danielle Steel. Television correspondent Alexia dodges bullets and breaks rules to bring the most important news to the world. But her latest assignment puts her at the center of an explosive story that will reshape many lives, including her own: investigating allegations involving the Vice President of the United States. 307 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $29.99

**2806177** DANGEROUS GAMES. By Danielle Steel. Television correspondent Alexia dodges bullets and breaks rules to bring the most important news to the world. But her latest assignment puts her at the center of an explosive story that will reshape many lives, including her own: investigating allegations involving the Vice President of the United States. 307 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $29.99

**2812131** THE ICE TWIN. By S. K. Tremayne. A year after one of their identical twin daughters, Lydia, dies in an accident, Angus and Sarah move to a tiny Scottish island, hoping to put together the pieces of their shattered lives. But when their surviving daughter, Kristie, claims they have mistaken her identity, that she, in fact, is Lydia, their world comes crashing down again. 311 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**6942601** THE SEVENTH SUN. By Kent Lister. A seemingly random murder alerts scientists Dan Clifton, to a global conspiracy that is wreaking havoc on aquatic life and the local human population. Dan and the brilliant marine biologist, Rachel Sullivan, must race to unravel an unimaginable, ancient mystery in the murky depths. 411 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

**2822334** PROMISE NOT TO TELL. By Jayne Ann Krentz. Gallery owner Virginia Troy has spent years battling the demons that stem from her childhood experience in a cult and the death of her mother in a fire. And now one of her artists has taken her own life, but not before she sees other women in the same ad and nearly all of them show up in newspapers as victims of violent crimes. With the help of a cop, Zoe must uncover the twisted purpose of the ad before it’s too late. 386 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**4600886** SOLITUDE CREEK. By Jeffery Deaver. Crises of "fire" at a small concert result in death, but there was no fire. CBI Agent and Exclusive detective agency opens a new office and they can’t win—they’ll die trying. 397 pages. Titan. Pub. at $14.95

**2697300** PRIVATE DOWN UNDER. By James Patterson & M. White. The world’s most exclusive detective agency opens a new office and faces a tsunami of crimes. Private Sydney opens its doors with a swanky launch party. Craig Gisto and his new team have barely raised their glasses when a young Asian man, bloodied, stabbed, and bullet-ridden, staggers in. 304 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

**2070805** LOWEST FORM. By S. Woods & P. Hall. When a powerful woman begins asking questions about an urgent matter, it’s soon clear that the potentially disastrous situation requires the help of more delicate than even he can provide. The right man for the job: Private Investigator Ray, ex-CIA and a master of disguise, known for living by his own brand of justice. 339 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

**6959282** LIKE ME. By Clare Mackintosh. Now Anna is determined to find out what really happened to her parents. But as she delves into the past, someone tries to stop her. 386 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Thrillers

6563287 SMOOTH OPERATOR. By Stuart Woods & P. Hall. When a powerful woman bags for Secret Barrington’s assistance in an urgent matter, it’s soon clear that the situation requires the kind of help more delicate than even he can provide. But he knows just the man for the job—a CIA master of disguise, Teddy Flicker. Flicker is drawn to the queen, 342 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6855985 BARELY LEGAL. By Stuart Woods & P. Hall. Stone Barrington has successfully rearranged his life, and Herbie Fisher is now the youngest partner at the law firm Woodman & Weed. Now Herbie must get used to being the name on everybody’s lips. But with new prestige comes new enemies and darker schemes. He’ll need to use every last lesson Stone taught him. 287 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

* 6965164 INTO THE WATER. By Paula Hawkins. A single mother turns up dead at the bottom of the river that runs through town. Earlier in the summer, a teenage girl met the same fate. These deaths dredge up secrets long submerged. An urgent, twisting, deeply satisfying read that hinges on the deceptiveness of emotion and memory. 460 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2902691 CRIMSON LAKE. By Candace Fox. Sydney detective Ted Conkaffey was accused but not convicted of a brutal abduction. He flees north to keep a low profile where his lawyer introduces him to Amandla Pharell, a convicted murderer. Ted agrees to help her with her investigation, a case full of deception and obsession. 348 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

2883448 YOU’RE NOT SAFE. By Mary Burton. The broken body hanging from a tree in Texas Hill Country, the frozen figure huddled in a meat locker, what seems like suicide is far more sinister, and the terror is only beginning. Greer Burton. The broken body hanging from a tree in Tibet, into the region known as the Labyrinth, lunging revealing to have discovered a new race of humans. Charged with investigating the threat to strike terror into the heart of America. The information Pike and Jennifer uncover will put them on the trail of the missing attorney. But it’s one that they might be unable to stop. 433 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6568998 THE INSIDER THREAT. By Brad Taylor. While world powers combat ISIS on the battlefield, a different threat is set in motion—one that can’t be defeated by an airstrike. Only Pike Logan and the Taskforce stand in the way of an attack no one anticipates—a grand deception that will wrinkle unthinkable chaos and reverberate throughout the world. 690 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

2899711 RING OF FIRE. By Brad Taylor. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill of the Taskforce are called to stop a plan for a spectacular terrorist attack called the Ring of Fire that will cause a catastrophic terrorist attack in the middle of New York City. Logan and the Taskforce stand in the way of an attack no one anticipates—a grand deception that will wrinkle unthinkable chaos and reverberate throughout the world. 433 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

6700519 TWO IF BY SEA. By Jacqueline Mitchel. Officer Frank Mercy pulls a little girl from under a car, saving her life. Frank side steps the laws and takes the boy, Ian, home to his Midwestern farm. Soon he begins to believe that Ian has an extraordinary gift, but Frank’s only wish is to protect his only child. 401 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

2880851 BRING ME BACK. By B.A. Paris. Finn and Layla are young, in love, and on vacation. After stopping at a service station for a few moments, Layla disappears—never to be seen again. Ten years later, Finn is engaged to Layla’s sister, Ellen. But Finn’s sixth sense tells him not to completely trust Ellen. The betters are trying to happen, and Finn wonders if Layla is alive—and on trial? 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

2912708 THE BREAKDOWN. By B.A. Paris. Cass has been having a hard time since the night she saw the car in the woods—and a woman sitting inside. It doesn’t help that she’s been forgetting every little thing. The only thing she can’t forget is that woman, the one she might have saved. And then there’s the silent calls she’s receiving, and the feeling that someone is watching her. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

2909683 THE HUMAN REMAINS. By Don Winslow. Finn’s sixth sense tells him not to completely trust Ellen. The betters are trying to happen, and Finn wonders if Layla is alive—and on trial? 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

2909244 AND INTO THE FIRE. By Robert Gleason. With ISIS planning to set off Pakistani nukes, or near New York, Washington, D.C., and San Francisco, and a team of terrorists planning to wipe out the nation—all in the same 453 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

6272288 THRIFT. By Benjamin Warner. Violence is ripping through the community in the immediate aftermath of a mysterious disaster that has eliminated all water. Eddie and Laura Chamorro, who live in a lakeside cottage with their neighbors are forced to take disturbing measures to survive when they realize that no one is coming to help. 286 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

2799235 WIDOWS. By Lynda La Plante. A security van heist goes disastrously wrong and three women are left widowed. When Dolly Rawlins discovers her late husband’s plans for the failed hijack, an idea starts to form. Could she and the other widow finish the job their husbands started? 455 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2915145 DEAD GONE. By Luca Veste. As students turn up murdered at the city of Liverpool University, Detectives David Murphy and Laura Rossi soon find they are chasing a killer who doesn’t just want his victim to be dead. But instead, as Murphy and Rossi journey into the darkest corners of psychology, they struggle to understand the motives of a mad serial killer. 304 pages. Pegasi. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6886764 NIGHT WALKER. By Donald Hamilton. When Navy Lieutenant David Young came to in a hospital bed, his face was covered in bandages and the nurses were calling him by a stranger’s name. But his nightmare was only just beginning. Because the man they believed to be him was to be suspected of treason—and had driven his wife to murder. 252 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6869107 THE FIRST QUARRY. By Max Allan. When Dolly Rawlins discovers her late husband’s plans for the failed hijack, an idea starts to form. Could she and the other widow finish the job their husbands started? 455 pages. Zaffre. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6903770 DARK PLACES. By Gillian Flynn. Retiring as a school nurse, her mother and two sisters were murdered, and famously testified that her fifteen year old brother did it. Twenty five years later, she offers to help the “Kill Club” discover proof that may free her brother—for a price. She agrees to risk her marriage, putting Libby back on the run. 542 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6923089 SHARP OBJECTS. By Gillian Flynn. Retiring as a school nurse, her mother and two sisters were murdered, and famously testified that her fifteen year old brother did it. Twenty five years later, she offers to help the “Kill Club” discover proof that may free her brother—for a price. She agrees to risk her marriage, putting Libby back on the run. 542 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2820358 THE THIRD VICTIM. By Phillip Margolin. After a young woman sitting inside a car, she was held captive, the owner is arrested. He insists he is innocent, but his wife’s statements about his sexual sadism are evidence indicates that the victim will be taken to one of his shops. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2871629 THE THIRD VICTIM. By Phillip Margolin. Escaping from a kidnapping that left two teens dead, a woman identifies local attorney Alex Mason as the culprit. Regina Barrister. Mason’s defense attorney, is carrying around a deep secret: the woman who was taken was矿山, she is forced to unravel the psychological puzzle of her own past in order to survive her homecoming. 393 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2875462 CERUEL MERCY. By David Mark. Nick williams is investigating a crime that has left one man dead and another in a medically induced coma. But until this man, Irish boxing coach and legend Brisen Ayres, wakes up. The man who did the man who did the second victim under New York City, can the head of the CIA’s Pakistan desk, Elena Moreno, and a journalist, Meredith with the help of John Turner, can these 9/11 type attacks. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

6944774 RECKLESS CREEED. By Alex Kava. Ryder Creed, his K9 search-and-rescue dogs, and FBI profiler Maggie O’Dell find themselves at the center of a diere and mysterious case that could unleash a deadly contagion across the nation. 328 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6893631 INSPECTOR OF THE DEAD. By David Morrell. London, 1835. A killer is targeting members of high society, and evidence indicates that the victim will be Queen Victoria. Thomas De Quincey, her irrepressible daughter, Emily, and their best friend Charles Dickens race to protect the queen. 342 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

6779447 THE THIRD VICTIM. By Phillip Margolin. Escaping from a kidnapping that left two teens dead, a woman identifies local attorney Alex Mason as the culprit. Regina Barrister. Mason’s defense attorney, is carrying around a deep secret: the woman who was taken was矿山, she is forced to unravel the psychological puzzle of her own past in order to survive her homecoming. 393 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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FOOL ME ONCE. By Harlan Coben. Former special-ops pilot Maya sees an unimaginated image captured by her nanny cam while she’s at work, her two-year-old daughter playing with Maya’s husband Joe—who was brutally murdered two weeks earlier. But now, Maya must come to terms with secrets in her own past before she can face the unbelievable truth about her husband. 390 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

GOOD FORTUNE turns into a nightmare when she is plunged into a 518 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

ONLY ONE LOOK. By Harlan Coben. A suburban woman’s life seems to have found everything she desired, and from there her life unravels—he disappears, her neighbors suddenly don’t want to know her, and a killer begins stalking her. 517 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $6.95

ZODIAC. By Sam Wilson. In San Francisco, a mysteriously brutal murder targets victims from totally different walks of life. All eyes are on detective Jerome Burton and astrologist profiler Lindi Childs, divided in their belief over whether the answer is written in the stars, but united in their conviction that there is an ingenious serial killer executing a grand plan. 422 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

DROWNING. By Alice Blanchard. Unearthing disturbing family secrets in her search for the truth about her younger sister’s murder, Kate Wolfe becomes sure that she has discovered the identity of the killer. But as she hunts for a killer—a killer is hunting for her. 463 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

THE WHITE ROAD. By Sydelle Lotz. Unfortunate to attract subscribers to his website, Simon Newman explores the Coven Pot caves, barely escaping with her life. But he’s in hiding, and Cal puts his life on the line to protect her at all costs. 387 pages. $11.95

THE NIGHT VISITORS. By Carol Goodman. Alice gets off a bus in the middle of a storm. She is fleeing an abusive relationship with her ten-year-old son Oren. Mattie, a social worker picks them up, and although according to protocol, she should drop them at a local shelter, she brings them home for the night. But both Mattie and Alice are harboring secrets— which will prove destructive. 278 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $24.99. $10.95


THE WOMAN WHO COULDN’T SCREAM. By Christina Dodd. Miranda Ferris, a single mother and a trophy wife, is desperate to have a voice. But when her elderly husband’s death is sensationalized stories spin out of control, and she finds herself caught up in the mystery of the man who betrayed her and was responsible for the events that led to her loss of voice. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

OBSESSION FALLS. By Christina Dodd. On a local news story, a woman witnesses a death threat to a young boy, she sacrifices herself to distract the killer. Her reward is a life on the run in the wilderness. To turn the tables, the killer takes on the persona of the man who doesn’t trust her and defeats the man who would destroy her. 392 pages. $11.95

THE KILLER INSIDE ME. By Jim Thompson. First published in 1952. Deputy Sheriff Lou Ford is a pillar of the community. But then, nobody knows about his sickness. Will he go from being a pillar to being an national sensation of terrorism or a homicide? A big-name female filmmaker is the next to die and as the crimes escalate Zach and Kylie begin to track a shadowy killer as he masterfully plays each of them off against the other. 300 pages. Patrick. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

100 DAYS TO LIVE. By Sarah Lotz. When Taylor Summers witnesses a death threat to a young boy, she sacrifices herself to distract the killer. Her reward is a life on the run in the wilderness. To turn the tables, the killer takes on the persona of the man who doesn’t trust her and defeats the man who would destroy her. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

THE LONE WOLF. By Clive Cussler & R.0003405. Burcell. In the year 2036, a US treasure hunter, who believes he has found the “Lost City of Gold,” must team up with a former NSA agent to solve the mystery of the “Lost City of Gold” before it is destroyed by the Chinese government. 289 pages. St. Martin’s. $4.95

THE WHITE ROAD. By Sydelle Lotz. Unfortunate to attract subscribers to his website, Simon Newman explores the Coven Pot caves, barely escaping with her life. But he’s in hiding, and Cal puts his life on the line to protect her at all costs. 387 pages. $11.95

FIGHTING MADNESS. By Peter Cameron. As mounting tensions between China and the United States push the world’s two great powers to the brink of war, it falls to President Jack Ryan to identify the lethal chessmaster behind these moves, even if it means making himself a target. 627 pages. Berkley. $11.95

POWER AND EMPIRE. By Marc Cameron. As President Ryan’s tough choice emerges: How do you meet an enemy head on, when he won’t even show you his face? 518 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

LOOK FOR THESE TITLES FROM THE THRILLERS COLLECTION:
When a shocking tragedy leaves the whole town traumatized, Charlie is plunged into a nightmare. Not only is she the first witness to place. But some unfinished business has caught up to him, forcing him to live long enough to testify, Jack Reacher in the middle of a deadly bus crashes in a savage snow storm and lands 348 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. at $27.00

* 281684 INTO THE DARKEST CORNER. By Elizabeth Haynes. When Catherine meets Lee Child. Jack Reacher discovers a West Point class ring—a woman’s—in a pawn shop and decides to tell the story behind it to return the ring to the owner. But the Reacher digs into the mystery, the more dangerous it becomes. Turns out the ring was just one of many coincidences. 368 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99

* 559007X NOTHING TO LOSE. By Lee Child. Jack Reacher runs into four hostile locals and a vagrant in a small town called Despair. He has a hard time deciding if discovering that the secrets are that Despair is so desperate to hide. Jack is putting his life in harms way and his only ally is a mysterious female cop. 531 pages. Dell. Paperbound. at $9.99

* 6411715 61 HOURS. By Lee Child. A tour bus crashes in a savage snowstorm and lands Jack Reacher in the middle of a deadly confrontation. In nearby Bolton, South Dakota, a man is taken up for justice in a small town threatened by sinister forces. If she’s going to live long enough to testify, Jack Reacher is going to have to change his plans. 494 pages. Dell. Paperbound. at $9.99

* 2826526 HEADS YOU WIN. By Jeffrey Archer. Leningrad, Russia, 1968. Alexander Karpenko is no ordinary child, and from an early age, it’s clear he is destined to lead his country. When an American journalist is threatened by the KGB for defying the state, he and his mother will have to escape from Russia. In a single moment, a double murder will decide Alexander’s future. 437 pages. Dell. Paperbound. at $12.99

* 2890593 FACE BLIND. By Lance Hawkwood. Gabe is face blind, unable to tell one person from the next. While working as an astronomer at an observatory in the desert, he is unable to prevent or comprehend, and finds himself drawn into an investigation with disastrous consequences. 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. at $26.99

** 2879387 RUPTURE. By Ragnor Jonasson. Policeman, Art Thor, opens up a fifty year old murder case. Detectives Stahl, a former Bomb Squad commander and an officer with the megasuccessful, ultra-secretive Store. Seems perfect. Seems safe. But their lives are about to become anything but perfect, anything but safe. Especially since they have a dark secret of their own. The two women concoct a gruesome plan to take control. Telling his story, he will expose the Store—a forbidden and dangerous book. 274 pages. Mysterious. Paperbound. at $4.95

** 287558 THE DRIVER. By Hart Hanson. Michael Skilling is a limo driver for clients that aren’t always on the up and up. During a recent trip, he spent the past twenty-eight hours ferrying around Bismarck Avila, a celebrity skateboard mogul who isn’t going home any time soon. Somehow he has managed to escape the guttural accent of the Chechen torturer he shot in Yemen a decade ago. Trouble or trouble. 237 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

** 2917424 WINTERLONG. By Mason Stahl, a former IQ Bomber, is given the job of head of the secret unit Winterlong, which is determined to tie up loose ends. And Carter Blake is a very loose end. Blake may be the best man in the business, but people who don’t want to be found, Winterlong taught him everything he knows. If there’s anyone who can find him and kill him—it’s them. 406 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95
Blurb the page of the document as if you were reading it naturally:

TIBETS POISON
By Jon R. M. Edelman

In this novel, the author explores the complex political landscape of Tibet, delving into the historical events and contemporary struggles of the region. The narrative follows the journey of a young Tibetan as he navigates the challenges of modern-day Tibet, INCLUDING THE RISING ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS AND THE IMPACT ON THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF THE REGION.


BLADE OF THE GODS
By S. J. Vaughn

This epic fantasy novel is set in a world where magic and technology coexist. The protagonist, a skilled warrior, embarks on a quest to save his kingdom from a dark force, facing trials that test his courage and intelligence. With richly imagined settings and complex characters, this novel offers an immersive adventure for readers of all ages.
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8987599 EXIT STRATEGY. By Stephen Coonts. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Nick Mason has been given a true mission impossible: Infiltrate WITSEC, the top secret federal witness protection program that has never been compromised, to locate the men who put his boss bars for life—and kill them. 374 pages. Paperback. $25.99.


5742080 TRUTH OR DIE. By James Patterson & H. Roughan. Lawyer Trevor Mann has finally found happiness with his beautiful and ambitious journalist girlfriend, Claire Parker. But when a former college friend, Jillian Lowe, tells him they are every move, he uncovers deeply guarded secrets, Bailey and Jillian find themselves in great peril as they discover the truth about the murders. A compelling thriller. 342 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

4397983 DON'T BLINK. By James Patterson & H. Roughan. Lombardo’s Steakhouse in New York is famous for three reasons: the menu, the clientele, and now the gruesome murder of an ignominious art dealer. Trevor Mann captures a key piece of evidence that lands him in an all-out war between Italian and Russian Mafia forces, 365 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

6856844 STRANGER THINGS: Suspicious Minds. By Gwenda Bond. It’s the summer of 1963. As a student at a quiet college campus in the heartland of Indiana, Terry lyes couldn’t be farther from the conflict across America. But Terri isn’t content to watch from the sidelines, and signs on as a test subject for the government project—code-named MKULTRA. The thrilling prequel to the hit show Stranger Things. 301 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00.

5281162 THE WRATH OF FU-MANCHU. By Sax Rohmer. To prevent the insidious doctor from contaminating the capital of gold in the U.S., Nayland Smith must enter the belly of the beast, and infiltrate the Council of Seven. For only he can finally capture the greatest criminal mastermind of the 20th century. 298 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.


503185333 THE BONE Labyrinth. By James Rollins. In Croacia, an archaeologist discovers the fiery remains of a Neanderthal woman, and cave paintings that warn of shadowy figures. Suddenly, his team is attacked, while at the same time an assault is launched on the subject outside of Atlanta. The search for the truth will take Commander Gray Pierce 50,000 years into the past—and to the brink of humanity’s extinction. 492 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. $6.95. LIMITED QUANTITY

2915006 BLACK HORIZON. By James Grippando. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Attorney Jack Swyteck is representing a client whose husband was killed in an oil rig explosion in Costa Rica. With the potentially complicated case plunges Jack into a dangerous world filled with treacherous twists that lead him to a realization this case and his wife, Andie’s CIA assignment, may be too much for him to handle. 540 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

2801558 GONE AGAIN. By James Grippando. Sashi Burgette vanished three years ago on her way to school. The night after the teenager’s disappearance, ex-CIA agent Dylan Sashi’s mother visits lawyer Jack Swyteck, the teenager’s disappearance, ex-CIA agent Dylan. Swyteck agrees to take the case and why he thinks Sashi vanished. 372 pages. New American Library. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

574504 PRUSSIAN BLUE. By christina French. In 1940, England, Juliet is recruited into the world of espionage, working in MI5 monitoring the comings and goings of British Fascist sympathizers. Ten years later, now a radio producer at the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from the past—and a bill of reckoning is due. 339 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00.

6858937 THE BONE Labyrinth. By James Rollins. In Croacia, an archaeologist discovers the fiery remains of a Neanderthal woman, and cave paintings that warn of shadowy figures. Suddenly, his team is attacked, while at the same time an assault is launched on the subject outside of Atlanta. The search for the truth will take Commander Gray Pierce 50,000 years into the past—and to the brink of humanity’s extinction. 492 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. $6.95. LIMITED QUANTITY

2915227 THE FALLEN ANGEL. By Daniel Silva. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Gabriel Allon is summoned by the Vatican to investigate the death of a woman found in St. Peter’s Basilica. He learns that the dead woman had uncovered a dangerous secret of a mysterious operative that is plotting an act of sabotage that will plunge the world into a conflict of apocalyptic proportions. 522 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. $17.95. $10.49


Thillers

★ 6828957 ELIZABAT. By Tom Lebbon. 400 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99  $7.95
★ 590594X THE MEDEA COMPLEX. By Rachel Florence Roberts. 345 pages.NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00  $4.95
★ 685930S SAFE. By Ryan Gattis. 275 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00  $16.95
★ 5812444 CAPE DIAMOND. By Ron Corbett. 327 pages. ECW Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00  PRICE CUT to $9.55

Spies & Espionage

★ 4576802 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE. By Paul Janson and Jessica Kincaid. To rescue his wife from a Somali pirate, they seize the opportunity to infiltrate ASC and disrupt the company’s plans to subvert a Middle Eastern government that stands poised against the very heartland of America. 775 pages. Grand Central.  $7.95
★ 686099X DARK ZONE. By Tom Clancy’s. 100 pages. By Clancy & G. Dalkin. Director Charlie Willson and his team have been following events in Ukraine, her NATO allies, and Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous game of brinkmanship. Using cutting-edge intelligence, cyber warfare, and spycraft. Op-Center must respond to the rapidly unfolding crisis before the U.S. and Russia sides. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
★ 680151X TREASON. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. Major Brooke Grant has been wages war against terrorism since her parents were murdered during 9/11. keenly aware that her enemy transcends borders. But a attack on the president leads her to a terrifying revelation: the enemy is closer than she ever imagined. 381 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95
★ 684539S ROYAL MISSION. By Jeffrey S. Negotiator辊Bandan’s mission is more complex and has more at stake than any he has faced before. Needing more help than ever, he calls upon his usual group of talented associates as well as a new recruit: Bernd Sharrow, a top CIA analyst, who is still willing to risk his life to help Bandan. 478 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95
★ 6949666 ROGUE MISSION. By Jeffrey S. Negotiator辊Bandan’s mission is more complex and has more at stake than any he has faced before. Needing more help than ever, he calls upon his usual group of talented associates as well as a new recruit: Bernd Sharrow, a top CIA analyst, who is still willing to risk his life to help Bandan. 478 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95

SOLD OUT

★ 6645350 THE CHARM SCHOOL. By Nelson DeMille. On a dark road deep inside Russia, a young American tourist picks up a man in a passenger—a U.S. POW on the run with an incredible secret to reveal to an unsuspecting, world. The secret concerns ‘The Charm School’...A compelling thriller that forces to take a closer look at the heartland of America. 357 pages. Grand Central.  $16.95
★ 680099X DARK ZONE. By Tom Clancy’s. 100 pages. By Clancy & G. Dalkin. Director Charlie Willson and his team have been following events in Ukraine, her NATO allies, and Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous game of brinkmanship. Using cutting-edge intelligence, cyber warfare, and spycraft. Op-Center must respond to the rapidly unfolding crisis before the U.S. and Russia sides. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
★ 680151X TREASON. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. Major Brooke Grant has been wages war against terrorism since her parents were murdered during 9/11. keenly aware that her enemy transcends borders. But a attack on the president leads her to a terrifying revelation: the enemy is closer than she ever imagined. 381 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

★ 680105S TOWER DOWN. By David Hagberg. CIA legend Kirk McCorygbe believes that someone in the Saudi Arabian government is behind the most recent attack in New York. The 15 men he sent over to the Middle East and destroy their enemies, including ISIS. But no one in the White House or CIA wants to believe their loyal allies would do such a thing–except for McCarygbe. 318 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.00  $9.95
★ 286593X COMPLEX 90. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. While accompanying a conservative politician to Moscow, Hammer is arrested by the KGB on a bogus charge. He escapes an international manhunt by getting into a firefight with Russian agents. When he returns stateside, he learns that Russia is insisting upon his release. But why him? 284 pages. Titan. Paperback.  $9.95
★ 6972284 THE TOURIST. By Olen Steinhauer. Milo Weaver has tried to leave his old life of secrets and lies by giving up his job as a “tourist” for the CIA—undercover agent with a cover of identity. But staying hidden proves impossible when the arrest of an assassin sets off an investigation into Milo’s old colleague and inc. 427 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $3.95
2891285 THE SPANISH GAME. By Charles Cumming. Alec Millus is drummed out of MI6 six years ago and his ex-eile has come at a great personal cost. But just because he’s been drummed away from the spying game, doesn’t mean that the spying game has walked away from him. He soon becomes enmeshed in a terrifying conspiracy that brings him face to face with the nightmares of modern terror. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

5932432 THE AMBLER WARNING. By Robert Ludlum. On Parrish Island lies a psychiatric facility. A government-run facility for former intelligence employees in possession of highly classified information. Formerly, this was all these patients. But Ambler isn’t crazy. He must find a way to escape—and find out who put him there. 630 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2901242 THE SIGMA PROTOCOL. By Robert Ludlum. Anna Navarro, field agent for the Department of Justice, has been asked to investigate the sudden deaths of eleven men throughout the world. The only thing that connects them is a secret file, over a half century-old, linked to the CIA, and marked with the same puzzling code word: Sigma. 709 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2881527 THE JANSON DIRECTIVE. By Robert Ludlum. When billionaire philanthropist Peter Novak is kidnapped by a terrorist known as The Cipher, Janson—a top agent of the notorious U.S. covert agency Consular Operations—has to save him. But Janson’s rescue operation goes horribly wrong, and soon Janson is marked for death by the world's most notorious cybercriminals, and governments around the world. The only thing that connects them is a secret file, over a half century-old, linked to the CIA, and marked with the same puzzling code word: Sigma. 709 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2875616 END GAME. By David Baldacci. If the president gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a global menace. If the mission fails, he will face certain impeachment, and the threats to the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull it off: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Reel. 578 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $6.95

6779842 THE MIDNIGHT BELL. By Jack Higgins. In Ireland, a son swears revenge on a diabolic drug dealer. Irish police officer Sean Dillon and his colleague are warning from al-Qaeda. In Washington, D.C., a CIA director puts an anti-terrorism plan in motion without presidential permission. When two terrorists come to America, the CIA will ensue. 307 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4201285 A DIVIDED SPY. By Charles Cumming. Thomas Keit thought he was done with spying. A former MI6 officer, he dedicated his life to the Service, but it has left him with nothing but grief and a simmering anger against the Kemilin. Then, Keit takes the law into his hands, and embarks on a mission to recruit a top Russian spy who is in possession of a terrifying secret. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

6941180 COUNT TO TEN. By James Patterson & Maxine. Still battling his demons, Santosh’s office in Delhi, and the agency takes on a case that threatens to destroy them. Plastic barrels containing dissolved human remains have been found outside a small government building. Delving deep into the mystery makes Santosh a target to be eliminated. 326 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


5737117 NEMESIS. By Catherine Coulter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A trio of crises plunge Special Agent Lacey Sherlock, Dillon Savich, and Agent Griffin Hammersmith into a whirlwind of perpetual danger. Who is really behind the bombing attacks at JFK and St. Patrick’s Cathedral? Does it go deeper than a terrorist threat? Just who is the “Nemesis”? Book Club Edition. 563 pages. Putnam. $6.95

2802227 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS. By Tom Clancy. Peace may finally be at hand in the Middle East, as Jack Ryan, Deputy Director of Intelligence, begins groundwork for a plan that could end centuries of conflict. But ruthless terrorists have a final, desperate card to play: a nuclear weapon hidden somewhere in the United States. 1202 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2855147 GUNMETAL GRAY. By Mark Greaney. A massive data breach has compromised the personal information of millions of American military officers and agents. As deadly events involving American military and intelligence personnel begin to happen, it becomes clear that there have been some kind of massive information breach and that an array of America’s most dangerous enemies have made a weapon of the stolen data. It’s up to John Clark and the rest of The Campfor to track the leak to its source. 741 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

689258X GUNMETAL GRAY. By Mark Greaney. After five years on the run, Court Gentry is back on the inside at the CIA. But when his first mission includes a pair of Chinese agents trying to take him down in Hong Kong, Court wants to know why. 502 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


2855238 TOM CLANCY TRUE FAITH AND ALLEGIANCE. By Mark Greaney. As deadly events involving American military and intelligence personnel begin to happen, it becomes clear that there have been some kind of massive information breach and that an array of America’s most dangerous enemies have made a weapon of the stolen data. It’s up to John Clark and the rest of The Campfor to track the leak to its source. 741 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

6494752 THE THIRTY-SEVEN-NINE. By John Dictan. Europe is close to war, and spies are everywhere. Richard Hannay, bored and world-weary in London, encounters Scudder, an American stranger who has discovered a plot to undermine the British government. 141 pages. Roads Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.96

6941180 COUNT TO TEN. By James Patterson & Maxine. Still battling his demons, Santosh’s office in Delhi, and the agency takes on a case that threatens to destroy them. Plastic barrels containing dissolved human remains have been found outside a small government building. Delving deep into the mystery makes Santosh a target to be eliminated. 326 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


5737117 NEMESIS. By Catherine Coulter. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A trio of crises plunge Special Agent Lacey Sherlock, Dillon Savich, and Agent Griffin Hammersmith into a whirlwind of perpetual danger. Who is really behind the bombing attacks at JFK and St. Patrick’s Cathedral? Does it go deeper than a terrorist threat? Just who is the “Nemesis”? Book Club Edition. 563 pages. Putnam. $6.95

2802227 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS. By Tom Clancy. Peace may finally be at hand in the Middle East, as Jack Ryan, Deputy Director of Intelligence, begins groundwork for a plan that could end centuries of conflict. But ruthless terrorists have a final, desperate card to play: a nuclear weapon hidden somewhere in the United States. 1202 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2855147 GUNMETAL GRAY. By Mark Greaney. A massive data breach has compromised the personal information of millions of American military officers and agents. As deadly events involving American military and intelligence personnel begin to happen, it becomes clear that there have been some kind of massive information breach and that an array of America’s most dangerous enemies have made a weapon of the stolen data. It’s up to John Clark and the rest of The Campfor to track the leak to its source. 741 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

689258X GUNMETAL GRAY. By Mark Greaney. After five years on the run, Court Gentry is back on the inside at the CIA. But when his first mission includes a pair of Chinese agents trying to take him down in Hong Kong, Court wants to know why. 502 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


2855238 TOM CLANCY TRUE FAITH AND ALLEGIANCE. By Mark Greaney. As deadly events involving American military and intelligence personnel begin to happen, it becomes clear that there have been some kind of massive information breach and that an array of America’s most dangerous enemies have made a weapon of the stolen data. It’s up to John Clark and the rest of The Campfor to track the leak to its source. 741 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

6494752 THE THIRTY-SEVEN-NINE. By John Dictan. Europe is close to war, and spies are everywhere. Richard Hannay, bored and world-weary in London, encounters Scudder, an American stranger who has discovered a plot to undermine the British government. 141 pages. Roads Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.96
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But a leak within the U.S. State Department—and an assassin spotlight—and marked for death as a result. Now a CIA…

By Vincenzo Furroni. A classic espionage novel that nothing is what it seems. 574 pages. Pocket.

The crisis is averted—but when it happens, it will be disastrous. Mitch Rapp leads a nuclear strike by terrorists, and when America finds itself pinned down, it is up to him to stop them. 454 pages. Pocket.

That nothing is what it seems. 574 pages. Pocket.

By W.E.B. Griffin & W.E. Butterworth IV. German spy, Katherine Heinrich, has been captured. The Secret Service need a first-class female agent, Maisie Dobbs, to pose as her in order to find out what she knows. 334 pages. Pocket.

When King Faisal's nephew is discovered funding ISIS, the president suspects that the Royal Family in Saudi Arabia is involved. The royal family needs to find a way to stop King Faisal from overthrowing the government and taking over the kingdom. 327 pages. Pocket.

By Brad Thor. The Jackal—a killer at the top of his profession. 454 pages. Pocket.

By Eric Van Lustbader. General MacQuerrie, head of a secret agency, has been captured. As a prelude to war, one of the world's most dangerous intelligence agencies has been uncovered. The stakes have never been higher. 655 pages. S&S.

By Daniel Silva. Four months after a deadly terrorist attack in London, legendary spy Gabriel Allon and his team find themselves in the middle of a dangerous conflict in the Middle East. The mission takes a sudden turn after a Russian intelligence officer is killed in a brilliant sting operation. 401 pages. Pocket.

The mission takes a sudden turn after a Russian intelligence officer is killed in a brilliant sting operation. 401 pages. Pocket.

By Vincenzo Furroni. The crisis is averted—but when it happens, it will be disastrous. Mitch Rapp leads a nuclear strike by terrorists, and when America finds itself pinned down, it is up to him to stop them. 454 pages. Pocket.

By Brad Taylor. The Sartre—the world's most dangerous spy—is captured. The mission takes a sudden turn after a Russian intelligence officer is killed in a brilliant sting operation. 401 pages. Pocket.

By Vincenzo Furroni. The crisis is averted—but when it happens, it will be disastrous. Mitch Rapp leads a nuclear strike by terrorists, and when America finds itself pinned down, it is up to him to stop them. 454 pages. Pocket.

By Danylo Silva. Four months after a deadly terrorist attack in London, legendary spy Gabriel Allon and his team find themselves in the middle of a dangerous conflict in the Middle East. The mission takes a sudden turn after a Russian intelligence officer is killed in a brilliant sting operation. 401 pages. Pocket.

By John Altmann. German spy, Katherine Heinrich, has been captured. The Secret Service need a first-class female agent, Maisie Dobbs, to pose as her in order to find out what she knows. 334 pages. Pocket.
2884348 THE LOST CASEBOOKS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Donald Thomas. The famous tin box in the attic of the house at 221B Baker Street—perhaps the best-known artifacts in crime literature—is again unveiled by the Great Detective’s loyal companion, Dr. Watson. Crossing historical fact with inventive fiction, Thomas introduces Holmes to three intriguing cases. 373 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

2886235 THE FIFTH HEART. By Dan Simmons. The legendary Sherlock Holmes and Henry James team up to solve one of the 19th century’s greatest mysteries: the 1885 death of Clove Adams, wife of esteemed historian Henry Adams—a member of the family that has given the United States not one but two presidents. 618 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

2894229 FOR THE SAKE OF THE GANE: Stories Inspired by the Sherlock Holmes Canon. By L.R. & C. S. Klinger. The editors asked some great writers, regardless of genre, to be inspired by the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle and write their own tales. The result is an outstanding collection of short stories. The volume is not only for readers who crave a steady diet of stories about Holmes and Watson, but also for readers who were themselves inspired by the classic tales. 264 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95. 18.95.


2857138 THE STALWART COMPANIONS: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By H. Paul Jeffers. Before Holmes formed his longstanding association with Dr. Watson, one of his earliest investigations was alongside the future President of the United States. Together they solve a most complicated case that could herald the death of the American President. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95.

2848219 THE SHERLOCKIAN. By Graham McTavish. When Sherlock Holmes is inducted into the society of the Baker Street Irregulars, he never imagines himself embarking on a hunt for Arthur Conan Doyle’s missing diary. When the famous sleuth disappears, instead of returning to London, as many have feared, dead, Harold takes up the search for the diary and for the killer. 356 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 3.95.

6860249 A CONSPIRACY IN BELGRAVIA. By Paul Vedich. The widow of Charlotte Holmes’s dear friend, wants Sherlock Holmes to find her first love, who fell to her death. The search leads Holmes and Dr. Watson into a snare of unfathomable secrets. 278 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 3.95.


6891131 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Devil’s Dust. By Sam Siciliano. Sherlock Holmes’s fellow landlady finds her lodger poisoned, Mrs. Hudson turns to Sherlock Holmes. The famous man of mind and big game hunter, solves all manner of mysteries in this case of corruption, revenge, and what can only be described as magic. 285 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 11.95.


6977464 THE WORLD OF SHERLOCK: The Facts and Fiction Behind the World’s Greatest Detective. By Martin Fido. In the most complete reference book on kidnap and ransom cases has brought her into close contact with ruthless criminals and international drug lords. But now, as Selena walks back into her life after disasters and an all-out battle against Windom, she finds herself facing a new threat. Lovely, graceful, and élégante, she is the latest in a line of women who have the power to shock even her, especially when it’s a betrayal from her longtime confident and housekeeper. Could this be the murder case that ends it all for Russell and Holmes? 358 pages. Baran. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95.


287122X LET THE DEAD SPEAK. By Jane Casey. When 18 year old Chloe Emery returns to her West London home, her mother is missing and blood everywhere, but there’s no body. London detective Mave Kerrigan and the homicide team must piece together a patchwork of lies, addiction, and accusations. The answer could lead them to Kate Emery and save someone else’s life. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

2794330 THE CONNELL CURSE. By Gregory Harris. When wealthy Edmond Connell suddenly dies, his distraught wife inherits the services of master sleuth Céline Pérignon and his loyal partner, Ethan Pruitt. Already on the case, however, is Inspector Varcoe. He suspects the Connell’s African secretary may be doing in her employer—"with Voodoo." 325 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2825333 MURDER IN THRALL. By Anne Cleeland. When a horse trainer is found dead at a racetrack, Scotland Yard detectives Kathleen Doyle and Michael Sinclair, Lord Acton, investigate. Career-driven jealousies and workplace threats threaten to jeopardize the case, but it’s Doyle and Acton’s after-hours danger that may bare the most classified information of all. 282 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $24.00 $3.95

★ 2876191 DEATH OF A LIAR. By M.C. Beaton. A woman in the Scottish Highlands tells Macbeth She is the daughter of Fu-Manchu. Into the void steps the man known as the Si-Fan. Into the void steps the man known as the Si-Fan. Into the void steps the man known as the Si-Fan. 307 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $8.00 $6.95

★ 5561027 DEATH OF A TRAVELLING MAN. By M.C. Beaton. A self-proclaimed traveler and would-be historian is found beaten to death, but it isn’t long before his lies are exposed. When the same woman calls Macbeth back into an intrigue, he knows better than to trust her. But she’s telling the truth—and her dead body will prove it. 307 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 6688537 THE GIRL IN THE RIVER. By Kate Rhodes. At 16 year old Judy Shelley was almost drowned in the Thames, her family is asking Alice Quentin to re-examine the case. Alice is certain that Jude and her family are hiding something, but unless she can persuade them to share what they know, more victims will come. 342 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95

2864584 GARDEN OF LAMENTATIONS. By Deborah Crombie. When a woman found murdered in a private garden in Notting Hill, D.I. Perry Boatman turns to Gemma James for help. Gemma soon discovers that the woman’s death is part of a long-running affair at this exclusive London park: sinister forces are at play within the intimate walls of this private square. 431 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

285337X JOURNEY TO MURMUR. By Jancis Robinson. Max Tudor has finally been forced to confront his past. Given his childhood and his background, Max Tudor is not the most obvious choice to solve this complicated mystery. But there is something about this case that sets Max apart. 307 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95


★ 287833X PARTY GIRLS DIE IN PEARLS. By Plum Sykes. It is 1985 and Ursula Flowerbutton arrives for her first term at Oxford University, anticipating nothing more than a pleasant and uneventful time. When Ursula’s dorky, glamorous classmate is found murdered in a chaise lounge with her throat cut, she is catapulted into a murder investigation. 329 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

★ 6688543 WHAT SHE LEFT. By T.R. Richardson. On a snowy February morning, the body of 25 year old Alice Salmon washes up on a riverbank south of London. The sudden, shocking death of this beloved local girl becomes a media sensation and an investigation. But when Ursula’s dorky, glamorous classmate is found murdered in a chaise lounge with her throat cut, she is catapulted into a murder investigation. 329 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

★ 2890275 THE SUSPICION AT SANDTON: DETECTIVE CASEY #1. By Carrie Bebris. The Darceys have barely opened their front door when they hear a sound coming from the artist’s studio in a crumbling house in Notting Hill. The body of a British agent has been found dead in the London home of a Diogenes Club member, a woman who is no longer what she seems. 329 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


★ 2872595 THE INHERITANCE. By Charles Finch. Charles Lenox has received a cryptic plea for help from a distant cousin. When Lenox looks into the matter, he finds that his friend has disappeared. He tries desperately to save his friend’s life and is forced into confrontations with both the ostracized duchess and the illustrious Royal Society. 308 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

★ 2807513 THE MITFORD MURDERS. By Jessica Fellowes. 1920, London. Eighteen year old Louisa dreams of escaping her life of poverty. Her salvation is a position within the eccentric Mitford household. There Louisa becomes nursery maid to the eldest sister, Nancy. When a nurse in the family is found dead in broad daylight, the two girls become entangled in the crimes of a murderer who will do anything to remain a Mitf缭. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

★ 2871752 THE NIGHTMARE PLACE. By Sally Keen. When a body gets a call to the helpline where she volunteers, it has a ring of truth about it, and although meant to be confidential, she tells the police. It could be the lead Detective Inspector Zoe Dolan needs to track down the man who is breaking into women’s homes and attacking them. But for Jane, Zoe, and all the other women of the city, it looks like nowhere is safe. 329 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

★ 291221X SIDNEY CHAMBERS AND THE PERSISTENCE OF LOVE. By James Runcie. Archbishop Sidney Chambers is walking in the woods with his daughter when they stumble upon a murderer. The man lies a basket of poisonous wild flowers. Sidney is now thrust into an investigation of a world full of hippies, folk singers, and psychedelic physicians, where love transcends everything...or something dark. 344 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $6.95

★ 2900246 BATS IN THE BELLFRY. By E.C.R. Lorac. Originally published in 1937. When Bruce Attleton, an author in 1930s London, is found dead after a sudden trip to the Paris, he vanishes completely. When his suitcase and passport are found in a sinister artist’s studio in a crumbling house in Notting Hill, the police must uncover what really happened to Bruce. 231 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 6982883 HIDE AND SEEK. By M.J. Arlidge. As one of HM Prison Holloway’s most high-profile new inmates, Helen Grace has a target on her back and nowhere to hide. But time is running out as she races to expose the person who framed her, and the body count in the prison begins to grow. 404 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

★ 5952840 PAYMENT IN BLOOD. By Elisabeth George. The daughter of a police officer, Jazmine Sims comes to an abrupt end on an isolated estate in the Scottish Highlands. The body of a beautiful young woman is found dead in the most brutal manner. 317 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 6842441 DEVIL’S BREATH. By G.M. Malliet. Spy turned cleric Max Tudor has finally been forced to confront his past. Given permission by his bishop to work for MIS on an as-needed basis, he’s been enlisted by his former colleague Patrice Logan to help find the murder of a glamorous movie star Margot Browne. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

★ 2860392 DEVIL’S BREATH. By G.M. Malliet. Having realized there is no escape from his past as an agent, Father Max Tudor has offered his services to MIS on an as-needed basis. Now it’s time for the follow up--this time the body of a glamorous movie star has washed ashore from a luxury yacht and Max’s former colleague wants his help to find the murderer. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
**867262** AUNT DIMITY AND THE NEXT OF KIN. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd decides to volunteer at Radcliffe Infirmary, where she meets and befriends Elizabeth Beasham. Miss Beasham dies suddenly and leaves priceless antiques, and clues Lori must find hidden among the treasures. She receives help from a helpful neighborhood friend and AUNT DIMITY. 274 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**867263** AUNT DIMITY BEATS THE DEVIL. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd, hired by a local bookie to help investigate a suicide, discovers a cache of WWI letters that tell of a doomed love and hint at treasure hidden in the hall. 245 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**867264** AUNT DIMITY AND THE DUKE. By Nancy Atherton. Dumped by her long-time lover, Emma Porter escapes the clinging sympathy of others by setting out on a driving tour of England’s glorious gardens, only to be quickly detailed by the secrets of Penford Hall, a sprawling Gothic manor house. 290 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**867266** AUNT DIMITY’S CHRISTMAS. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd’s Christmas is ruined when she discovers a dead body in her idyllic English cottage. 214 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**867269** AUNT DIMITY’S DEATH. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd is offered the late Aunt Dimity’s sizable estate, where she can solve a mystery that leads her to the deceased sleuth’s English cottage. 244 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**291553** THE LAST WITNESS. By Derrol Meyrick. Frank Macduff is living under protection on Detective Chief Inspector Jim Daley’s three-acre patch of land in the small Scottish town of Alber. The house is on top of James Machie’s list for revenge. So is Detective Daley’s old friend, D.S. Scott, who was a key to Machie’s conviction. And D. Scott still has an ax to grind with Machie. 314 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $11.95

**674355** RACING THE DEVIL. By Charles Todd. Scotland Yard’s Inspector Ian Rutledge investigates a perplexing case whose roots stretch back several years, to a pledge made by a Scottish lord who is the target of James Machie’s list for revenge. As Rutledge, and his faceless killer is stymied by silence from the local villagers, the faceless murderer chooses his next victim—an innocent child. SHOPWORN. 344 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $11.95

**277766** A FORGOTTEN PLACE. By Charles Todd. After getting a letter threatening her from Captain William, Nurse Bess Crawford follows Captains William to an isolated storm-battered lighthouse, where he is shot and death go hand in hand. Bess becomes stranded among strangers suspicious of outsiders. She discovers these villagers are hiding something, and they won’t let her leave. 314 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $11.95

**580456** A FINE SUMMER’S DAY. By Charles Todd. Takes us into Scotland Yard detective Ian Rutledge’s past, telling the tale of his perplexing final case before the outgoings in 1919. His investigation circles back to the palace and builds to a crescendo of deceit and death. 335 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**685619** WHY KILL THE INNOCENT. By C.S. Harris. The body of a beautiful young woman is discovered. It is found that Jane’s ties to the royal family shuts down any investigations into her death. Sebastian St. Cyr and his wife, Honor to refuse to let Jane’s murder stand as justice. Their investigation circles back to the palace and builds to a crescendo of deceit and death. 311 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**287239** UNHOLY DYING. By R.T. Campbell. A mysterious town is plagued by a gathering of geniuses and the possible killer includes a dozen vindictive former assistants and humiliated colleagues. Now it is up to amateur sleuth, Professor John Stubbs a blustery old botanist from Scotland, to use his unconventional methods to solve the case. 131 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**689761** DEATH AND THE DUTCH UNCLE. By Patricia Moyes. Lady Balacativa, a hallmark of the Golden Age, is enjoying a party in her home when a mysterious stranger arrives. She is poisoned. The most obvious suspects are her daughters. Henry Tibbett investigates to once again establish his bona fide as Scotland Yard’s most peripatetic detective. 276 pages. Fenelon & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**2783150** WHO SAW HER DIE? By Patricia Moyes. Lady Balacativa, a hallmark of the Golden Age, is enjoying a party in her home when a mysterious stranger arrives. She is poisoned. The most obvious suspects are her daughters. Henry Tibbett investigates to once again establish his bona fide as Scotland Yard’s most peripatetic detective. 276 pages. Fenelon & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**6897711** MURDER FANTASTICAL. By Patricia Moyes. A certain Mr. Mason, a local bookie who appears to have made some very good bets wants to buy the Manciple estate and he won’t take no for an answer. So it’s a matter of some suspicion when Mason is found dead with a bullet in his head. Inspector Henry Tibbett from Scotland Yard is sent to investigate. 272 pages. Fenelon & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2783142** SEASONS OF SLEUTHS AND SINS. By Patricia Moyes. Henry Tibbett and the ever-optimistic Jane are holidaying in the Alps when a popular ski instructor gets it in the neck. Everybody in the town is eager to point a finger at the victim’s wife, but Henry isn’t convinced. He finds a British bulldog’s nose into a decidedly French scandal. 225 pages. Fenelon & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2886757** BLACK WIDOWER. By Patricia Moyes. Mavis Ironmonger is nobody’s idea of a diplomatic wife. She drinks too much and her music-hall roots have a way of bursting out at the most inappropriate moments. When she is found dead by a gunshot wound. The ambassador refuses to let the Americans investigate and instead calls in Henry Tibbett from Scotland Yard to investigate. 250 pages. Fenelon & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**2919342** BERTIE AND THE COMPLETE PAPERBACK MURDER MYSTERIES. By Peter Lovesey. Novels. As Prince Regent, the future King Edward VII, also known as Bertie, is expected to behave like a proper royal and avoid scandal. Instead, his love of excitement leads him to a decidedly unprincely hobby: sleuthing. Included are three of Bertie’s sleuthing adventures: Bertie and the Tin Man; Bertie and the Seven Bodies; and Bertie and the Crime of Rosamund. 634 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**689538** STAGESTRUCK. By Peter Lovesey. Diva Clarión Callmou makes an appearance in Bath’s Theatre Royal production of **Am a Camera.** Within moments of appearing on stage, the diva’s magnificent mobile makeup has caused disfiguring burns. When the makeup artist is found dead, Chief Superintendent Peter Diamond investigates. 325 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

---

**687260** AUNT DIMITY GOES WEST. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd, still recovering from nightmares after being shot in Scotland, travels with her family to Bluebird, Colorado. There, she uncovers a crime involving the former caretaker of their vacation cottage, and AUNT DIMITY is called in to help. 294 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**687261** AUNT DIMITY’S GOOD DEED. By Nancy Atherton. When Lori Shepherd learns someone has slandered her new friend Bishop Wyndham, and guided by AUNT DIMITY’s wise counsel, they set out to discover who—or what—is haunting The King’s Ransom. 232 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

**687265** AUNT DIMITY SLAYS THE DRAGON. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd finds herself cornered in a small, rambling inn called The King’s Ransom, before she uncovers an (white) 12-year-old friend, and her ghostly AUNT DIMITY set off to find him, and soon uncover a secret that could destroy the family if it is revealed. 276 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

---

**687262** AUNT DIMITY GOES WEST. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd, still recovering from nightmares after being shot in Scotland, travels with her family to Bluebird, Colorado. There, she uncovers a crime involving the former caretaker of their vacation cottage, and AUNT DIMITY is called in to help. 294 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**687261** AUNT DIMITY’S GOOD DEED. By Nancy Atherton. When Lori Shepherd learns someone has slandered her new friend Bishop Wyndham, and guided by AUNT DIMITY’s wise counsel, they set out to discover who—or what—is haunting The King’s Ransom. 232 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

**687265** AUNT DIMITY SLAYS THE DRAGON. By Nancy Atherton. Lori Shepherd finds herself cornered in a small, rambling inn called The King’s Ransom, before she uncovers an (white) 12-year-old friend, and her ghostly AUNT DIMITY set off to find him, and soon uncover a secret that could destroy the family if it is revealed. 276 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
Walsingham’s annual Good Friday Passion play, Ruth Galloway, an old pal, magician Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television appearance. Investigating the death of a local fortune teller. Meanwhile, his facts seem clear enough, but often the most insidious lies hide behind the truth. Detective Chief Inspector Jejeune’s long-buried secrets threaten to be revealed at the wrong time. Jane must convince her senior officers to believe her. Tennison spots the bomber. As they battle to unmask the truth, they must ensure that the body isn’t the same killer, or a copycat murderer. 304 pages, Mariner Books. Paperback, pub. at $8.99.

**271883 THE DETECTIVE’S DAUGHTER.** By Lesley Thomson, 472 pages. Head of Zeus, Paperback, pub. at $14.95.

**202665 A SHOT IN THE DARK.** By Lynne Truss, 290 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback, pub. at $17.00.


**279437 DICE OF FATE.** By M.C. Beaton. 246 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $26.00.


**693498 DEATH COMES TO THE CHAMBER.** By Catherine Lloyd, 261 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00.


**6913350 YOU ARE DEAD.** By Peter James, 517 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperback, pub. at $14.95.


**2867119 TWENTY-ONE DAYS.** By Annie Perry, 303 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00.


**691988X WIDOWS.** By Lynda La Plante, 424 pages, Zaffre. Paperback, pub. at $16.00.


**668100X TAKING PITY.** By David Mark, 324 pages. Blue Rider. Paperback, pub. at $26.95.


**2931486 DEATH AT LA FENICE.** By Donna Leon. Guido Brunetti series. BBK. Paperback, pub. at $14.95.

**2974608 MURDER IN THE LINCOLN WHITE HOUSE. By C.M. Gleason. Despite the tight security at Lincoln’s inaugural ball, trouble comes nonetheless. A man is stabbed to death, and the body is discovered inside a cabinet. While the facts seem clear enough, but often the most insidious lies hide behind the truth. It’s the same killer, or a copycat murderer. 314 pages. Grand Central. Paperback, pub. at $15.95.

**2901118 THE PRIME MINISTER’S SECRET AGENT.** By Susan Elia MacNeal. As World War II rages across Europe, spy and code breaker Maggie Hoag has finally found a moment of rest on the pastoral coast of western Scotland. But when her childhood sweetheart, the Prince of Wales, falls in love with a beautiful German socialite, Maggie must use all of her skills to uncover the truth behind the femme fatale’s activities. 300 pages. Bantam. Paperback. pub. at $15.00.

**2864517 THE DRESSMAKER’S DOWRY.** By Meredith Jaeger. When former journalist Sarah marries into the socially prominent Havensworth family, she strives to fit into this world of charity balls and luncheons. But when she discovers the family is behind a 19th-century newspaper, she unearths an 1876 lawyer bound liner for the exotic Cana. But this is no vacation for the famous mystery writer. She is traveling at the behest of the British Secret service to investigate the murder of a brilliant young agent who met an untimely end, 320 pages. Washington Square. Paperback, pub. at $14.00.

**5457021 THE HAUNTED MESA.** By Louis L’Amour. For centuries the sudden disappearance of the Anasazi from the canyons and plateaus of the Southwest baffled historians. When investigator Mike Kagan is summoned by a wealthy friend to the desert plateau, he is drawn into a world of mystery, violence, and explosive revelations, crossing the border beyond the laws of man and nature. 431 pages. Bantam. Paperback, pub. at $11.95.
**2794543 LIES THAT COMFORT AND BETRAY.** By Rosemary Simpson. The murders in Whitehall are shocking enough to make the news worldwide, and in the autumn of 1888, attorney Geoffrey Hunter and his partner, heiress Prudence MacKenzie, find the stories in the newspapers quite unsettling. When several young women are murdered in their area of New York, the pair begins to investigate. Did the Ripper cross the Atlantic? 391 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  

**2056603 THE DEVIL’S COCKTAIL.** By Alexander Wells. Originally published in 1928. An intrigue against Britain by Bolshevik agents is strongly suspected at MI6. Chief of the Intelligence Department, Sir Leonard Wallace, sends Captain Hugh Shannon to India to get to the bottom of it. 431 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  

**2059203 PRESIDENT FU-MANCHU.** By Sax Rohmer. Aided by federal agent Mark Hepburn, Sir Denis Nayland Smith must discover the link between Fu-Manchu and the disappearance of a leading American candidate. Should they fail, the Devil Doctor will have his way with the world—his way. 356 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95  

**2881454 THE ENGLISH AGENT.** By Philip DePoy. In 1583, young bearer and playright Christopher Marlowe is approached by an emissary of Francis Walsingham, Queen Elizabeth’s spymaster. He is given an assignment to go to the Netherlands, where England’s ally William the Silent is in danger. Marlowe, in order to protect Queen and country, must fight his way through a maze of spies, assassins and traitors. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  

**66121X THE CORONER’S DAUGHTER.** By Andrew Hughes. When a young woman uncovers evidence that a recent suicide may have been murder, her investigations attract the attention of a dangerous man staking the fate of the kingdom of Denmark. Determined, resourceful, and intuitive, Abigail Lawless emerges as a uniquely talented young sleuth operating at the dawn of forensic science. 206 pages. Pegasi. Pub. at $25.95  

**2910989 MURDER IN THE BOWERY.** By Martin Wilson. Once a client is the well-dressed Will Bert. He’s searching for his brother, a newsboy named Freddie, so he can share his new financial fortune. Freddie makes quick work of the case and locates Freddie, but a happy reunion between brothers is not in the cards. 295 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  

**6435465 MURDER IN THE BOWERY.** By Victoria Thompson. Midwife Sarah Brandt and her husband, former police sergeant, must protect their daughter, Emily, from being caught up in the strange world of a society woman who enjoyed flirting with danger but found death instead. 343 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  

**2025406 A PINCH OF POISON.** By Alyssa Maxwell. Lady Phoebe with the timely assistance of Eva, her lady’s maid, encounter an uncharitable killer at a charity luncheon sponsored by a posh school for girls. No one is worse than Cottle, not even the head of the school’s governing body, and Lady Phoebe and Eva will have to sleuth with great stealth to catch this killer. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00  

**2806384 DEATH OF AN UNSUNG HERO.** By Ysos Aria. In 1916 the energetic Lady Montfort has persuaded her husband to offer his family’s dower house to the War Office as an auxiliary hospital for officers recovering from shell shock. But when one of the patients is found dead in the vegetable garden, Lady Montfort and Mrs. Jackson unite their talents to discover who would murder a war hero. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  

**2806231 THE DEATH OF KINGS.** By Renni Bahn. On a hot summer day in Hong Kong, a wealthy business owner and Kent estate of Sir Jack Jessup. The arrest of an ex convict and his partner, heir ess Prudence and Mrs. Wilson. Based on the true story of the unsolved disappearance of Hans Holbein, the paper has disappeared. His hunt for Holbein, Thomas is led to a morass of dangerous political intrigue. 465 pages. Pegasi. Pub. at $15.95  

**281670X THE TRAITOR’S MARK.** By D.K. Wilson. Young London goldsmith Thomas Twiet is awaiting a design for a very important jewelry commission from Hans Holbein. When the design fails to turn up, Thomas sends his own copy of the design, only to discover the painter has disappeared. In his hunt for Holbein, Thomas is led to a morass of dangerous political intrigue. 465 pages. Pegasi. Pub. at $15.95  

**285987X THE BISHOP’S PAWN.** By Steve Berry. Thirty two years after the murder of Martin Luther King Jr., Cotton Malone comes across a cache of secret files about the King assassination, and ultimately discovers a shocking truth about what really took place that day in Memphis, which would threaten the legacy of the civil rights movement. 465 pages. Pegasi. Pub. at $15.95  

**2851555 BETRAYAL AT IGA.** By Susan Spani. Autumn 1565. After fleeing Kyoto, master ninja Hirotori and Portuguese Jesuit Father Mateo take refuge with Hirotori’s ninja clan in the mountains of Iga Province. When an ambassador from the rival Koga clan is murdered during peace negotiations, Hiro and Father Mateo must find the killer in time to prevent a war between the ninja clans. 256 pages. Seven. Pub. at $15.95  

**2871491 SAXON: THE Pope’s Assassin.** By Tim Severin. Rome, 799 AD. Pope Leo is viciously assaulted in the street by unknown assailants. Sigwulf, a Saxon prince who has been banished to the court of King Carolus in Frankia, is sent to Rome as a spy to discover who was responsible. 291 pages. Pegasi. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  

**2886340 IN PLACES HIDDEN.** By Tracie Peterson. San Francisco, 1905. Caleb, a successful lawyer, has disappeared. His sister Camarine arrives in the booming city to find out for herself what has happened and meets Patrick, who Caleb successfully defended from a false murder charge and who seems unshakably loyal to Caleb. Working together they seek to risk anger the police that control the city and find the truth. 320 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  

**2914773 A GOLDEN CAGE.** By Shelley Freydont. Deanna is staying with the Ballard family, who are in the throes of a complicated summer day in 1938, a beautiful actress is murdered on the grand Kent estate of Sir Jack Jessup. The arrest of an ex convict and his partner, heir ess Prudence and Mrs. Wilson. Based on the true story of the unsolved disappearance of Hans Holbein, 2891433  

**2854929 THE MASQUE OF A MURDERER.** By Tasha Alexander. In New York City, 1935 and the winter in Charlotte, when Harry Kivist walks out the gates of Langhorne Hall, the一栋 mansion is spreading their poison on the freezing streets, and one of Kvist’s oldest friends has been murdered. As Kvist uncovers a trail of blood leading to the highest echelons of Swedish society, the former boxer finds himself in a fight to the death. 298 pages. Pushkin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  

**6855938 THE THIRD NERO.** By Lindsey Davis. Rome, 90 AD. Hired to root out any enemies of Emperor Domitian, Flavia Albia would rather avoid any such court intrigue, but being the sole supporter of her young ward, Frank, Kent estate of Sir Jack Jessup. The arrest of an ex convict and his partner, heir ess Prudence and Mrs. Wilson. Based on the true story of the unsolved disappearance of Hans Holbein, 2891433  

**2900807 THE MASQUE OF A MURDERER.** By Susan Calvin. Alps accompany the magistrate’s daughter, Sarah, to the home of a Quaker man to record his dying words, a common practice of the time. The man has only a few hours to live. Lucy, the printer’s apprentice, scribbles down the man’s last utterance, but she’s unprepared for what he reveals—that someone deliberately pushed him into the bath, and that corpse that washed up. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  

**2883820 TEETOTALLED.** By Maia Chance. After her philandering husband died and left her penniless, she relocates to New York, but escapes with her Swedish cook to the only place she could–her deceased husband’s secret love nest in the middle of Manhattan. But rent comes due, and Teetotalled must set up shop as a private detective, 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99  

**2903039 THE BENSON MURDER CASE.** By S.S. Van Dine. New York City, 1925. A young stockbroker is murdered, Philo Vance steps in to solve the puzzle, not merely because he is bored and seeking new entertainment, but also because no one else can point out all the weak links. Vance is getting it all wrong. 275 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  

**2906807 THE MASQUE OF A MURDERER.** By Susanna Calkins. Lucy accompanies the magistrate’s daughter, Sarah, to the home of a Quaker man to record his dying words, a common practice of the time. The man has only a few hours to live. Lucy, the printer’s apprentice, scribbles down the man’s last utterance, but she’s unprepared for what he reveals—that someone deliberately pushed him into the bath, and that corpse that washed up. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  

**2888253 THE DEVIL’S HALF MILE.** By Paddy Hirsch. New York, 1799. New lawyer Justice Flanagan, fresh from university, returns to the city to discover who murdered his father, who was changed, and the ghosts of the past are all too present, even before bodies appear in alleys–young women, brutalized and murdered. 300 pages. Forge. Pub. at $24.99  

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
MURDER ON THE FLYING SCOTSMAN. By Carola Dunn. In the spring of 1923, Daisy Dalrymple takes the Flying Scotsman to go to Scotland and research a new article. When presumptive heir to a fortune, Albert Mcowan is found dead on board, the entire expedition traveling with him is suspect, and Daisy becomes embroiled in a complex murder investigation. 210 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

THE CORPSE AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE. By Carola Dunn. April 1928. While making a daily visit to the famous Crystal Palace with her family, Daisy Dalrymple and Fletcher’s ordinary outing soon goes awry when Nancy Gilpin retires to the ladies’ room and doesn’t return. When Daisy goes to look for her, she finds the body of a stranger instead also dressed in a nancy’s uniform. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

MURDER AND MENDELSSOHN. By Harry Greenwood. An orchestral conductor has been found dead and Detective Inspector Jack Robinson needs the delightfully incisive and sophisticated Miss Fisher’s assistance to enter a world in which he has felt so lonely. Even with Miss Fisher, Mrs. Butler and all in her household helping her, Phryne isn’t sure just how many killers she’s really stalking. 338 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95


A PARLIAMENT UNDERMINED. By Deanna Raybourn. London, 1887. At the Curiosity Club, a ladies-only establishment for daring and intrepid women, Victorian adventurer Veronica Speedwell meets the mysterious Lady Sundridge who has asked her to help investigate a handsome young man’s murder. 494 pages. Berkley. $15.95

A PARLIAMENT UNDERMINED. By Deanna Raybourn. London, 1887. At the Curiosity Club, a ladies-only establishment for daring and intrepid women, Veronica Speedwell meets the mysterious Lady Sundridge who has asked her to help investigate a handsome young man’s murder. 356 pages. Berkley. $15.95

A MORbid TASTE FOR BONES. By Ellis Peters. It is 1137 and Brother Cadfael is sent on an expedition to acquire the remains of Saint Wintern. Soon the leading opponent to moving the grave is shot dead with arrows. Brother Cadfael does not know that his plan to root out a murderer may dig up a case of love and justice, where the waves of sin may be scandalized, or his own ruin. 264 pages. Berkley. $9.55

THE DEVIL'S FEAST. By M.J. Carter. London, 1842. There has been a mysterious and horrible death at the Reform, London’s newest and grandest gentleman’s club. Captain Belcher, a freelance agent, is called in to investigate, and soon discovers a web of rivalries and hatreds, both personal and political, simmering behind the club’s handsome facade. 420 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

FULL THROTTLE. By C.S. Harris. London, 1814. As a cruel winter holds the city in its icy grip, the bloody body of a beautiful young musician is found half-buried in a snowdrift. The Palace moves quickly to investigate and exactly how the death of the talented pianist, but Sebastain St. Cyr and his wife Hero, refuse to allow her murderer to escape justice. 341 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

THE DANGEROUS LADIES AFFAIR. By M. Muller & P. Plon. The Carpenter and Quincannon series continues. Sabin Carpenter’s bicycle ride through Victoria has turned into a case. A wealthy banker is being extorted over some private letters—a simple matter for John Quincannon. Far more difficult is the matter of the dead counter, murdered in a locked room within a locked room. 252 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

UNDER ATTACK. By Edward Marston. June, 1917. While German bombers raid London from above, a man’s body is fished from the Thames below. With no identifying items on his person, Detective Inspector Marimor and Sergeant Keedy test their wits, and fail, to find his killer. 266 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

A MARCH TO REMEMBER. By Ovidia Yu. Singapore, 1937. Chen Hsin, has them helping her unravel the mystery of her father’s final days. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

OLD SCORES. By Carola Dunn. April 1928. While Captain William Avery is persuaded to travel to investigate, and Betty forms an intimate relationship with one of the reporters. 291 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

THE WAGES OF SIN. By Kaite Van Diver. puzzle as just how little separates her own life from that of her former patient’s, Sarah Gilchrist is determined to find out what happened to Lucy and to bring those responsible to justice. As Sarah searches for answers in Victorian Edinburgh’s dank alleyways, she comes closer to uncovering a lucrative trade, and doing so
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2856662 EXCELLENCY, THE. By Alexander Wilson. 338 pages. Allongon. Pub. at $17.95  $2.95


2857991 HONK! By NIGHTSHADE. By Charles Finch. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95


2817926 DEATH COMES TO THE SCHOOL. By Catherin Lloyd. 291 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

6933165 THE STATE COUNSELLOR. By Kenneth Cameron. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95


2875798 THE WAY OF SHEL. By Ambrose Parry. 407 pages. Saratoga. Pub. at $26.00  $15.95


678903X MOSS BROOK. By Ed Ifkovic. 252 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $5.95


MORE MYSTERIES & DETECTIVES

2925672 THE WHITE LIONESS. By Henning Mankell. When Inspector Kurt Wallander is called to investigate the execution-style murder of a Swedish housewife, it initially seems like a routine case. He uncovers a surprising link that could be a key to the other case. 400 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2925354 SIDETRACKED. By Henning Mankell. Wallander is called to a beach where Sweden's former Minister of Justice has been killed and scalped. Kurt Wallander is frantic to find the decimated killer before he strikes again, but his investigation is hampered by a handful of obstacles. 422 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

2891107 THE NINTH GRAVE. By Stefan Ahnhem. As bodies begin to pile up, all missing different body parts, criminal investigator Fabian Risk and Danish counterpart Danja Hugaard race to uncover the truth. They are dragged into a conspiracy worse than anyone could imagine, and the clock is ticking against the odds for one missing person in the case to be found. 588 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

6951543 THE ICE BENEATH HER. By Camilla Grebe. Winter’s chill has descended on Stockholm as police arrive at the scene of a shocking murder with an uncanny resemblance to an unsolved killing ten years earlier. But this time they have a suspect, CEO Jesper Ore, who owns the home. 385 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

2872967 CHAOS. By Patricia Cornwell. When the body of a young woman is found in a dumpster, Dr. Kay Scarpetta faces an onslaught of interference and harassment via computer. Even her tech wizard niece, Lucy, can’t trace the cyberspy. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99  $7.95

2867621 AFTER THE CRASH. By Michel Bussi. A flight bound for Paris plunges into the Swiss Alps, leaving only one survivor: a three month old girl. But there were two infants on the plane. 385 pages. Pan. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99  $3.95

2852314 THE SORBONNE AFFAIR. By Michael Scott. A Danish fashion designer is found murdered in an American author Helen Hancock. While in Paris to conduct research and teach a small class of writers, she discovers a spy camera hidden in her room at the Sorbonne Hotel. She enlists the U.S. Embassy, and former FBI profiler Hugo Marston is dispatched to investigate. 287 pages. Seventh Street. Pub. at $13.95  $4.95

2873565 Odd Numbers. By Anne Holt. An uncomfortable encounter with a wrongly convicted man prompts Kjell Bonsaksen to enlist the aid of Detective Henrik Holme to take up the cold case. It doesn’t take long for Henrik to convince his devoted mentor, Hanne Wilhelmsen, that the man was wrongly convicted, and they begin to investigate deep into the past for clues that might solve the mystery. 324 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  $7.95

6909522 A REST OF VIPERS. By Andrea Camilleri. The killing of wealthy Cosimo Barletta, thought to be a widower living a quiet life, opens up his past to scrutiny. What Inspector Montalbano finds is a tangle of salacious photographs used to extort young women and a history full of greed and corruption. 262 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

6968120 THE SHADOW DISTRICT. By Arnoiler. In wartime Iceland, a woman is found strangled in “the Shadow District.” In the present, a 90-year-old man is murdered in bed. Konrad, a former Gestapo officer, and the only witness, finds newspaper cuttings in the dead man’s home about the Shadow District murder, reigniting the case all over again. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99  $7.95

6924891 THE LOCKED ESTATE. By M. Sjowall & P Wahllo. Detective Inspector Martin Beck, recovering from his own personal wounds, suspects that two unrelated cases, a woman robbing a bank, and a corpse found shot through the heart in a locked room from within are definitely linked. 303 pages. 4th Estate. Paperbound.  $4.95

6926543 THE TERRORISTS. By M. Sjowall & P Wahllo. Terrorists are determined to assassinate an American senator visiting Stockholm; a young woman is on trial for bank robberies across the city, and a porn filmmaker is charged with filming his model. Inspector Martin Beck puts his own life on the line to find the connection between these cases. 324 pages. 4th Estate. Paperbound.  $4.95

6924905 THE MAN ON THE BALCONY. By M. Sjowall & P. Wahllo. Someone is stalking and killing young girls in the once peaceful parks of Stockholm. Detective Inspector Martin Beck has just two witnesses to work with: a cold-blooded mugger and a three-year-old boy. But he has to solve the case, before the killer strikes again. 208 pages. 4th Estate. Paperbound.  $4.95

6939590 MAZE MASTER. By Kathleen Woodiwiss. A reticent, patuetic young woman and a history full of greed and conspiracy worse than anyone could imagine, they are dragged into a murder mystery. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

2872166 VECOTOR. By James Abel. Joe Rush is an Amazon gold rush to stumble upon his best friend and partner, Eddie, disappearing. Learns that many of the sick miners have also vanished. Rush begins a search for Eddie that takes him into the heart of darkness. 340 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

2817462 THE MIDNIGHT WITNESS. By Sara Blaedel. A young woman is found strangled in the park, and a male journalist has been killed in the backyard of the Royal Hotel in Copenhagen. Detective Louise Rick is put on the case of the very young girl, but very soon becomes entangled in solving the other homicide when it turns out there is a connection between them. 322 pages. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

2886912 THE DROWNED GIRL. By Sara Blaedel. It’s clearly no ordinary drowning. When a young girl is pulled from the watery depths, a piece of concrete tied to her neck, a quilt, and a mysterious circular patches on the back of her neck, Detective Louise Rick is immediately called out to Holbaek Fjord. 364 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $7.95


657467X THE HANGING GIRL. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Carl Morck leads Department Q in the tragic cold case of a 17-year-old girl found dead, hanging in a tree. The investigation will take them from the Danish island of Bornholm to a strange sun-worshipping cult in Sweden, where Carl, Assal, Rose, and Gordon attempt to stop a string of new murders. 504 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.00  $9.95

LIKE US on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**THE HANGING GIRL.** By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Carl Mort leads Department Q into the tragic cold case of a 17-year-old girl found dead, hanging in a tree. The investigation will take them from the Danish island of Bornholm to a strange sun-worshipping cult in Sweden, where Carl, Asiad, and the local police are struggling to stop a string of new murders. 304 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**LEGEND IN GREEN VELVET.** By Elizabeth Peters. Scotland is Susan's passion and the musicians shattered by political oppression. 478 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00

**COUNT TO TEN.** By James Patterson & S. A. Sanghi. Santosh Wagha is ready to quit as a cop, but Jack Morgan, the global leader of Private, offers him the run new office in Delhi. Now, Santosh faces a case that could destroy him: plastic barrels containing human remains, found on a property belonging to the state government. 306 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $15.99

**HARVEST.** By Tess Gerritsen. Medical resident Dr. Abby Mateo is elated when the elite cardiac transplant team at Boston's Bayside Hospital taps her as a recruit. When Abby makes a terrifying discovery—the heart donor's records have been switched—she begins a race against time. Her investigation that reveals a murderous, unhthinkable conspiracy. 338 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**MAIGRET AND THE DEAD GIRL.** By Georges Simenon. Maigret and his fellow inspector Lognon find themselves trying to out-manoeuvre each other when they investigate the case of a mysterious young woman whose new life in Paris is tragically cut short. 172 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET'S FAILURE.** By Georges Simenon. Maigret and a self-made man appeal to Maigret for protection at his lavish home, a year-old grudge from the past resurfaces and the inspector finds himself questioning his own motives. 160 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET SETS A TRAP.** By Georges Simenon. Paris comes under siege when someone starts killing women on the streets one summer, and Maigret must hatch a plan to lure the murderer out. 167 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET GOES TO SCHOOL.** By Georges Simenon. When a school teacher from a small coastal town near La Rochelle asks him to investigate the death of his wife, Inspector Maigret returns to his insular community and finds the residents closing ranks to conceal the truth. 170 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET'S FATHER.** By Georges Simenon. Inspector Maigret and his son travel to his native village in the Cotswolds to find his father, who never had imagined. 310 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**MAIGRET AND THE MINISTER.** By Georges Simenon. Maigret has no taste for politics, or politicians, but when he is summoned to a clandestine meeting by a desperate government minister one evening, he finds himself drawn into an unsavory world of corruption, scandal and cover-ups. 184 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET ENJOYS HIMSELF.** By Georges Simenon. Inspector Maigret is meant to be taking a holiday, but he can't resist following the development of his colleague Janvier's case—and playing a few tricks on the 170 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET IS AFRAID.** By Georges Simenon. Maigret's impromptu visit to an old college friend draws him into a murky investigation in a small provincial town ruled by snobery, fear and intimidation. 162 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIGRET'S DOUTHS.** By Georges Simenon. When a saleswoman from a Paris department store finds a secret fears Maigret, the inspector soon becomes caught up in a treacherous feud between husband and wife that is not as cut cut as it seems. 168 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**MAIDEN MAIGRET'S FRIEND.** By Georges Simenon. Inspector Maigret's wife brings the mystery of a woman found dead to Paris, where it's up to a Parisian detective and a female herman to solve the case. 198 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00

**THE TROUBLE.** By John Necke. When the murder of a Tinder addict leaves the streets one summer, and Maigret must hatch a plan to lure the murderer out. 167 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**TRESPASS.** By Anthony J. Quinn. Undergoing an internal investigation over his handling of the search for IRA spy Daniel Hepagy, Detective Celsucy Daly soon finds himself entangled in a vigilante mission, discovering just how far a group of outsiders will go to find their own justice. 327 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

**THE COMPLAINTS.** By Kelly Parsons. Aided by a mysterious man, Morgan and the body of a dark-haired woman wearing a strange sun-worshipping cult in Sweden, where Carl, Asiad, and the local police are struggling to stop a string of new murders. 504 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

**EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE.** By Peter May. In an elegant apartment in Paris, forensic expert Enzo Macleod ponders over the scant 22 year old evidence of the sixth and final cold case he was assigned to solve. In taking this old and seemingly impossible task, he will put everything and everyone he holds dear in a peril he could never have imagined. 310 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**THE BLOWBACK.** By Peter May. Seven years ago, France's top chef summoned the culinary press for an earth-shattering announcement, reporters found him murdered. Ex-forensics star Enzo Macleod is now taking this stubborn cold case, plunging him into the high stakes world of haute cuisine. 318 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**THE THIRST.** By Jo Nesbo. When the murder of a Tinder addict leaves the streets one summer, and Maigret must hatch a plan to lure the murderer out. 167 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00

**THE COTSWOLDS.** By Rebecca Topie. Thee Osborne hopes to spend a quiet Christmas house-sitting for the Shepherds in the picturesque Cotswold village of Stanton. But when the woman who is killed has her curiosity is piqued, and when another villager is murdered, Thea is thrust into the middle of yet another police investigation. 316 pages.

5993792 IDEAL. By Ayn Rand. In print for the first time ever, Ayn Rand's lost novel and play tells the story of beautiful but tormented actress Kay Gonda. Accused of murder and on the run, she seeks help from six men who have written letters to her, each telling her that she represents their ideal—a respectable family man, a far-left activist, a cynic artist, an evangelical, a playboy, and a poet. 246 pages. NAL. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95.


2092340 CROSSING TO SAFETY. By Wallace Stegner. Tracing the lives, loves, and aspirations of two couples who move between Vermont and Wisconsin, this story is a work of quiet majesty, deep compassion, and powerful insight into friendship and marriage. 335 pages. Modern Library. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95.


2082374 AN AMERICAN DREAM. By Norman Mailer. Stephen Rojack, a decorated war hero and former congressman who murders his wife in a fashionable New York City high-rise, runs amok through the city in which he was once a privileged citizen. Mailer peels away the layers of our social norm to reveal a world of rape and relentless cruelty. 270 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95.

2082373 DROLL STORIES: Selected Tales. By Honore de Balzac. These choice selections from Balzac's stories of good humor and licentiousness that scandalized Balzac's contemporaries and continue to delight modern readers. 164 pages. Dover. Paperback. $4.95.

2082379 A CLERGYMAN'S DAUGHTER. By George Orwell. Intimidated by her father, the Rector of Knype Hill, Dorothy performs her sublime duties of daughter and bullying housekeeper. Suddenly her routine shatters and she finds herself down and out in London. She wears silk stockings, has money, but cannot remember her name. Dorothy's faith is challenged, changing her life. 297 pages. Harcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95.

2082387 GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. By Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm. This selection contains forty-five stories and includes some of the best known such as Cinderella, Humperdinck and Gretel as well as some lesser known tales like The Iron Stone and The Hare and the Hedgehog, Handsome princes and princesses abound, widows and step mothers, benevolent kings and fortune seekers abound in these tales. 234 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95.

20783173 FIRE. By Henri Barbusse. Following a squad of French volunteers through the eyes of an unnamed foot soldier, it combines poetic descriptions with the mundane, messy and sometimes comic reality of soldiers lost in a pitiful dystopia. The squad esque a meager existence in trenches but an American must go over the top, where death and dying is all around. 382 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $17.94. $4.95.

2082502 THE GOOD EARTH. By Pearl S. Buck. In the reign of the last emperor, O-lan, a young girl, marries against her will to a hulking peasant. The classic American journey that follows them from famine to wealth, culminating in the discovery that true riches rise from the earth, while money only beggars introspection, deception, and heartbeat. 357 pages. S&S. Paperback. $6.95.

2082504 THE ODYSSEY. By Homer. Following a squad of French volunteers through the eyes of an unnamed foot soldier, it combines poetic descriptions with the mundane, messy and sometimes comic reality of soldiers lost in a pitiful dystopia. The squad esque a meager existence in trenches but an American must go over the top, where death and dying is all around. 382 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $17.94. $4.95.

2082506 THE ODYSSEY. By Homer. Complex and epic in its scope, The Odyssey was written almost 3,000 years ago and is considered to be the foundation stone upon which western culture was built. After the fall of the city of Troy, hero Odysseus journeys home to Ithaca after the Greek victory over the Trojans. 404 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

2082510 A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT. By Mark Twain. One of the most important characters in the history of literature, Tom Sawyer explodes onto the page in a whirl of bad behavior and incredible adventures. This compact collector's edition is bound with gilt edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. 262 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95.

2082511 ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN. By Mark Twain. Rather than be “sivilized” by the Widow Douglas, Huckleberry Finn sets off with Jim, an escaping slave, to find freedom on the Mississippi river. 220 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95.

2082515 THE ADVENTURES OF SIMPLICISSIMUS. By Hans Jakob Christoffel von Grimmelshausen. A story of war in all its absurdity and horror, this story describes the fortunes of a young boy traveling through a world ravaged by conflict, and the terror and confusion that comes to him. It combines brutal realism with fantastical, knockabout humor to depict a universe turned upside down. 462 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95.


**2827045 LOOT.** By James 336 pages. Arrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95


**2810392 HARP OF BURMA.** By Michio 122 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


**6946542 DUBLINERS.** By James Joyce. First published in 1914, it depicts life in Dublin at the start of the twentieth century, and contains moments of joy, fear, grief, love and loss, which combine to form one of the most compelling works of literature ever written. This collector’s edition’s cover is bound with gilt edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. 259 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**6948842 THE PRISONER OF ZENDA. By Anthony Hope. This swashbuckling classic was written when young and old with its endearing characters, engaging plot and themes of friendship and loyalty. This collector’s edition is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 687 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**2811732 JANE EYRE.** By Charlotte Bronte. Jane Eyre is a classic novel that has been reprinted in over 40 languages and sold over 50 million copies. Originally published in 1847. 96 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**6861019 TAME THE WIND.** By Harriet, illus. by F. Fordham. This graphic novel adaptation is an unforgettable portrait of race and class, innocence and injustice, hypocrisy and tradition, transformation, and the Deep South of the 1930s. Fully il lustrated in color. 272 pages. Harper. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**2811336 THE THREE MUSKETEERS.** By Alexandre Dumas. As a young man, Dumas was a journalist and wrote essays and articles. This is the first edition of his most famous and controversial novel, which tells the story of the three musketeers and their adventures in France. Originally published in 1844. 330 pages. Arrow. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**6887229 PINOCCHIO. By Carlo Collodi. This story is written when Pinocchio, a poor wooden puppet, talks to the森林 and animals and tells them about his adventures. Originally published in 1883. 280 pages. Arrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

**6968367 A FAREWELL TO ARMS. By Ernest Hemingway. First published in 1929, it is about the love story between an American soldier and an Italian nurse. Originally published in 1929. 293 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**2824599 WINNER TAKE NOTHING.** By Anthony Hope. This story is about a man who makes a fortune in the gold rush and then loses it all in a dubious deal. Originally published in 1894. 688 pages. Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**6968767 A FAREWELL TO ARMS. By Ernest Hemingway. First published in 1929, it is about the love story between an American soldier and an Italian nurse. Originally published in 1929. 293 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95


**2813264 THE PRISONER OF ZENDA. By Anthony Hope. Originally published in 1894, this swashbuckling adventure story is about a young man who is transported to a faraway land and becomes involved in a plot to rescue a princess. Originally published in 1894. 330 pages. Arrow. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**6968767 A FAREWELL TO ARMS. By Ernest Hemingway. First published in 1929, it is about the love story between an American soldier and an Italian nurse. Originally published in 1929. 293 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95


**2801362 HARP OF BURMA.** By Michio 122 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


**2806273 DEATH IN THE AFTERNOON.** By Ernest Hemingway. This novel is about a hunt in Africa and the challenging process of killing an elephant. Originally published in 1929. 266 pages. Arrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

**6943612 THE THREE MUSKETEERS.** By Alexandre Dumas. As a young man, Dumas was a journalist and wrote essays and articles. This is the first edition of his most famous and controversial novel, which tells the story of the three musketeers and their adventures in France. Originally published in 1844. 330 pages. Arrow. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

**2801392 HARP OF BURMA.** By Michio 122 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


**2814708 THE MONKEY KING’S AMAZING ADVENTURES.** By Wu Cheng’en. This is a Chinese classic novel that tells the story of the Monkey King, a legendary figure in Chinese mythology. Originally published in 1625. 228 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


Classics & Literary Fiction

2905956 BEAUTIFUL DAYS: Stories. By Joyce Carol Oates. In this new collection of eleven mesmerizing stories, Oates explores the most secret, intimate, and unacknowledged interior lives of characters not unlike ourselves, who assert their independence in acts of bold and often ironic defiance, each filled with the indelible images of
Fluxus Blue; Big Burnt; Owl Eyes; Except You Bless Me; The Quiet Car; and more. 334 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2904160 BLEAK HOUSE. By Charles Dickens. Published in 1853, and inspired by an actual court case that dragged on for more than 50 years, Dickens drew upon his own experiences as a law clerk and plaintiff to envision his novel, which remains utterly contemporary in its portrayal of a system invested in protecting itself at the expense of its plaintiffs. 665 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $6.95

2776987 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. By Charles Dickens. Republication of the work first published in 1861. When a young man fails to obtain his inheritance by going missing, a war-torn couple are the next heirs in line and their generosity is tested when the family business is on the edge of bankruptcy. 1,437 pages in four volumes. Little, Brown. 1,028 pages in four beautifully clothbound volumes. Litttle, Brown. $115.00

2810948 THE TURN OF THE SCREW/OWNEN WINGRAVE. By Henry James. The story of a son from a long line of military heroes who refuses to follow tradition, yet proves his bravery in a haunted room. One of the most famous and eerily equivocal ghost stories ever written. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 210 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

2875829 THE COLOR PURPLE. By Alice Walker. The story of two sisters, one a missionary to Africa and the other a child sold into servitude in the South, who feel the weight of their history bear down upon them across time, distance, and silence. 294 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2895927 TARZAN OF THE APES/RETURN OF TARZAN. By Edgar Rice Burroughs. Novels. This attractively clothbound collector’s volume includes the first two books of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ extroverted Tarzan series, Tarzan of the Apes (1912) and The Return of Tarzan (1913). These iconic examples of American pulp fiction are indispensable classics for every home library. Includes an elastic closure. 426 pages. Race Point. Paperbound. $11.95


6948660 TREASURE ISLAND. By Robert Louis Stevenson. When young Jim Hawkins finds a mysterious map in a dead sailor’s sea trunk, it marks the start of a thrilling and fast-paced and very dangerous adventure. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilded edges and includes a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 302 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

2877759 JOHN O’HARA: Four Novels of the 1930s. Ed. by Steven Goldleaf. Here in one volume, four of O’Hara’s� novels about the anxious pursuit of pleasure and status in the Jazz Age by the writer who has been called “the real Fitzgerald.” Collects four novels of the 1930s: Appointment in Samarra; Butterfield 8; Hope of Heaven; and Pat Joe, 665 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

2915693 A GOOD DAY TO DIE. By Jim Harrison. With plans conceived during the madness of one long drunken night a poet, a Vietnam vet, and a woman leave Florida driving west to buy a case of dynamite for his friend who believes a dam they believe is about to be built, 194 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2904292 ANN PETRY: The Street/The Wpman. By Ann Petry. These two first two books of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ extroverted Tarzan series, Tarzan of the Apes (1912) and The Return of Tarzan (1913). These iconic examples of American pulp fiction are indispensable classics for every home library. Includes an elastic closure. 426 pages. Race Point. Paperbound. $11.95


6066920 THE HOBBIT/ THE LORD OF THE RINGS. By J.R.R. Tolkien. Novels. J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic narrative is captured in a leatherette slipcase with gold foil stamping, 1,457 pages in four volumes. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

6949322 ELMORE LEONARD: The Classic Crime Novels. Ed. by Gregg Sutcliffe. This volume set features twelve of Leonard’s novels, selected in consultation with the author shortly before his death. Titles include City Primeval; The Big Sleep; The Big编织与; A Stranger in Town; Unknown Man No. 89; City Primeval; LaBraga; Zlata; Firefly; Deaky; Get Shorty; Rum Punch; Out of Sight; and Tohono O’odham Blues. 2,780 pages in three volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. Pub. at $115.00 $79.95

2829738 J.D. SALINGER BOX SET. Novels. This collection of Salinger’s four books includes: The Catcher in the Rye; Nine Stories; Franny and Zooey; and Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters and Seymour: An Introduction. 1,018 pages in four beautifully clothbound volumes. Little, Brown. Pub. at $295.00 $224.95


The recent release of the film Master and Commander has focused even more attention on the Aubrey/Maturin novels about the Royal Navy in the age of Nelson. 6,526 pages in five volumes, slipcased. Norton. Pub. at $295.00 $224.95

2961334 THE LONG SHIPS. By Frans G Bengtsson. Packed with pitched battles and blood feuds of the tenth century AD, and told throughout with wit and high spirits, Bengtsson’s story is a splendid adventure that features one of the most unexpectedly winning heroes in modern works of fiction. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $14.99

SOLD OUT

LIMITED QUANTITY 2915421 GO SET A WATCHMAN. By Harper Lee. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A landmark new novel set two decades after Lee’s beloved Pulitzer Prize-winning masterpiece, To Kill a Mockingbird. Set against a backdrop of civil rights tensions, Jean Louis Finch, now 27 years old, returns home to Alabama to visit her aging father, Atticus. But disturbing truths about the town, and those closest to her await. 341 pages. HarperLuxe. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

6921337 JULES VERNE: Four Novels. Novels. This gilded-edged, beautifully bound edition contains four of Jules Verne’s finest novels: Five Weeks in a Balloon; A Journey to the Center of the Earth; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea; and Around the World in Eighty Days. 681 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2826496 CLASSIC STORIES OF WORLD WAR I. Ed. by J. Padgett & M. Aliman. Published to mark the 100th anniversary of the end of the Great War, this imitation leather bound volume contains forty of the world-class authors who lived through the conflict. From the home front to the western front, this collection is a unique insight into the War to End All Wars. 266 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $9.95

2827794 DOCTOR ZHIWAGO. By Boris Pasternak. Set against the backdrop of the cruelty and strife of the battle between the White Army and the Bolshevik Reds of the Russian civil war, it is the love story of the tender and beautiful Lara, the very embodiment of the pain and chaos of those cataclysmic times. 675 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/684
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join both stories. 495 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

**2886480 MARY COIN.** By Marisa Silver. Walker Dodge, a professor of cultural history, stumbles across a now-famous iconic photo of the Great Depression. An extraordinary tale from a brief event in history and its repercussions throughout the decades that follow, and a reminder that a single evening, two married couples, Ben and Serena, and Ben’s devoted friend Martin and his wife Luci, turn everything they thought they knew about each other, culminating in an explosive act of violence. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**2886057 THE BELOVEDS.** By Maureen Lindley. Betty is not a beloved, but her little sister Gloria is. The one with the golden curls and captivating smile, whose best friend used to be Betty’s, and whose husband should have been Betty’s inherits the stately family home. Betty, with her company and accumulated coin and a decidedly peculiar dog, decides to take action, and get her rightful inheritance back. 311 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

**2899593 WOLF.** By Jim Harrison. After too many nameless women and drunken nights, Swanson abandons Manhattan and roams the wilderness, hoping to catch a glimpse of one of the rare wolves that prowl northern Michigan. As he sets up camp, he pauses often for reflection, remembering his many rolling evenings. 233 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

**2921944 GOOD FOR NOTHING.** By Brandon Graham. A job loss in his middle years has knocked Flip squarely in his big soft ass, where he was wallowing for nearly a year. Over the course of one hectic week, complete with a cast of colorful characters, Flip is about to learn that a single evening, two married couples, Ben and Serena, and Ben’s devoted friend Martin and his wife Luci, turn everything they thought they knew about each other, culminating in an explosive act of violence. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**2892231 THE CITY ALWAYS WINS.** By Omar Piltona. Julia and Julian move together to New York City in the summer of 2008 and land jobs on the fringes of the global meltdown. With the market crashing and banks failing, Julian becomes involved in a high-stakes deal at work that seems more and more suspicious. As Julia and Julian go into separate transactions, they each find that they are capable of much more—good and bad. 308 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

**2902927 MURDER TO THE METAL.** By Annie Hogsett. After Allie saved Tom, and unaccountably retrieved his winning $550 million MondoMegaJackpot ticket, the payout steered two of them straight into a wild dash from romance to mayhem and multiple murders. As the action ramps up, Ali and Tom are plunged into a high-speed race against danger and death. 295 pages. Poison. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95  $4.95

**2899086 ALL THAT’S LEFT TO TELL.** By Daniel Lowine. Blindfolded and visited every night in his cell in Pakistan by an interrogator named Josephine, Marc is forced to confront his painful memories of his daughter. As Marc and Josephine establish a precarious trust, through a series of stories built upon one another, the line between fact and imagination is blurred. 163 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

**2899723 SADNESS IS A WHITE BIRD.** By Moriel Rothman-Zecher. When Jonathan moves back to Israel at seventeen, he is eager to throw off only and defend the state that his grandfather—a Salonican Jew whose community was wiped out by the Nazis—helped establish. A story of one man’s attempt to find peace for himself. 274 pages. Ibis. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

6996678 DOORS OPEN. By Ian Rankin. With two friends from the art world, Mike MacKenzie devises a plan to steal some of the most valuable paintings around—the perfect crime. But after he enters the dark world of the underwater drug dealer, he realizes it’s all too easy to drown. 387 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95

**2898340 FROM ROCKAWAY.** By Jill Eisenstadt. Tommy and Chowderhead and Peg are lifeguards. They spend summers sitting in those chairs, smoking dope and staring at the waves. Writers they work lousy jobs, and at night they roam the cliffs, sipping ocean air. The summer night terrors erupt in feats of daring and self-destruction during the wild, cathartic, lifeguard ritual known as the “Death Keg.” 263 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95

**2890145 THE FUTURES.** By Brandon Graham. A job loss in his middle years has knocked Flip squarely in his big soft ass, where he was wallowing for nearly a year. Over the course of one hectic week, complete with a cast of colorful characters, Flip is about to learn that a single evening, two married couples, Ben and Serena, and Ben’s devoted friend Martin and his wife Luci, turn everything they thought they knew about each other, culminating in an explosive act of violence. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00  $3.95

**2898041 THE GIRL IN THE GLASS BOX.** By James Griggando. When Julia Rodriguez and her teenage daughter, Beatriz, flees El Salvador, they escaped bloodthirsty gangs, random violence, and Julia’s abusive husband. But after rejecting her bosses sexual advances, a job loss. 237 pages. Harper. Pub. at $21.95  $4.95

**2899167 THE BEAUTIFUL DREAM OF LIFE.** By Domingo Zapata. World-renowned painter Rodrigo Concejero seemingly has it all: a multimillion-dollar loft in SoHo, an anonymous lover, and a stunning invitation to the exclusive modern-art exhibit Art Basel, and lovers by the dozen. But what his longtimers don’t see—is Rodrigo’s deep despair. 307 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $4.95

**2911639 IN THE DISTANCE WITH YOU.** By Carla Guelfenbein. As Daniel, Emilía, and Horacio tell their stories, they reconstruct Vera Sigal’s past—the common thread in their lives. Spanning from modern-day Chile to the 1950s, ’60s, and through the years of the Pinchot dictatorship, the story reveals successive mysteries and discoveries, like a goldsmith’s engraving dolls. 407 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**2885174 THE PARTY.** By Elizabeth Day. Over the course of a single evening, two married couples, Ben and Serena, and Ben’s devoted friend Martin and his wife Luci, turn everything they thought they knew about each other, culminating in an explosive act of violence. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

**2865393 THE GARDEN IN THE MACHINE.** By Simon Ings. After his father dies and his mother disappears, Cornelius Jones sets about reinventing himself and assumes a new identity–that of Professor John Woman, a man who will spread his father Herman’s teachings into the classroom of his unorthodox south-western university and beyond. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $16.99  $3.95

**286343X CHASING DOWN A DREAM.** By Beverly Jenkins. Humble roots, humble beginnings, and an unflinching determination to join the “stern men” and work the lobster boats. As the feat escalates, Kylie proves herself to be an unforgettable American heroine. 314 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95

**279022X JOHN WOMAN.** By Walter Mosley. After his father dies and his mother disappears, Cornelius Jones sets about reinventing himself and assumes a new identity–that of Professor John Woman, a man who will spread his father Herman’s teachings into the classroom of his unorthodox south-western university and beyond. 377 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $16.99  $3.95

**2899062 THE REMINDERS.** By Val Emmich. 310 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

**2866539 THE HIDDEN SCHOOL: Return of the Promise.** By Dan Millman. 294 pages. S&S. Pub. at $24.99  $8.95


**2828286 SHANTARAM.** By Gregory David Roberts. 933 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95


**286827X DON’T STOP THE CARNIVAL.** By Herman Wouk. 350 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95


**6838936 A MOMENT OF SILENCE.** By Sister Souljah. 535 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

**2806819 SMALL GREAT THINGS.** By Jodi Picoult. 470 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95


**687451X THE SNOW WAS DIRTY.** By Georges Simenon. 290 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00  $5.95

**2886316 THE HEART.** By Maylis de Kerangal. 246 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95

**2883325 BUNHEADS.** By Sophie Flack. 294 pages. Poppy. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  PRICE CUT to $1.95

**2890836 HAPPY BABY.** By Stephen Elliott. 191 pages. Graywolf. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95
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**287135** THE MOTHER’S PROMISE. By Sally Hepworth. Now that she’s sick, and desperate to find stability for her daughters Zoe, Alice reaches out to two women who are practically strangers but who are her only hope: Kate, a nurse, and Sonja, a social worker. As the four live together a bond begins to form, and for the first time, Alice feels safe. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**287152** THE SECRETS OF MIDWIVES. By Sally Hepworth. Neva Bradley, a third-generation midwife, celebrates the arrival of her third granddaughter and keeps the details surrounding her own pregnancy, including the identity of the baby’s father, hidden from her family. For years, Neva’s granddaughter, Nettie, has been searching for her mother’s secrets and deals with the inevitable consequences. 326 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**286643X LEAVING LUCY PEAR.** By Anna Todd. One year after leaving her newborn baby at the foot of a pear tree and watching as another woman claims the infant as her own, but a decade later, her musical skills unfurl with the blossoming tree, and she reunites with the woman who has been raising her child—now a bright, bold girl named Lucy Pear, with secrets of her own. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**2894778 HEALING JUSTICE.** By Kristine Kathryn Ruhe. Haunted by self-doubt, police officer Andrea Brady is in danger of losing everything—her career, her freedom, and the critically injured dog who’s her soul mate. In a world where the law is kind to nobody, Sound Island community, the road back becomes a journey of healing for both Andie and her canine companion. 288 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

**284581X SWING TIME.** By Zadie Smith. In this novel, Smith’s two young girls dream of being dancers, but only one, Tracey, has talent. The other has ideas: about rhythm and time, about black bodies and black music, what constitutes a nation. Set against the backdrop of a 1917 boxing match, this story of a childhood friendship that ends abruptly in their early twenties, never to be revisited, but never quite forgotten either. 453 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $7.95

**290147 THE WIDOW’S GUIDE TO SEX AND DATING.** By Carole P. Radziwill. It is the 1970s and the world of entertainment is going through a drastic change. Carole is a divorcée who must start from scratch and searches for herself, she comes to realize she’s been given a second chance at the meaningful life that passed her by once before. 302 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2895008 THE STARS SHINE DOWN.** By Sidney Sheldon. Set against the glamorous world of international business, Lara Cameron stands to lose her fortune, her achievements and her marriage, unless she can resist Philip Adler’s offer. 398 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**2895400 NOTHING LASTS FOREVER.** By Sidney Sheldon. Dr. Paige Taylor: she swore it would be euthanasia, but when she inherited a million dollars from a patient, the D.A. called it murder. Dr. Kat Hunter: she vowed never to let another man too close again—until she accepted a challenge or pursues Honey Tart: to make it in medicine, she knew she’d need more than the brains God gave her. Their hopes, demands and unexpected desires. 384 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2895498 THE SANDS OF TIME.** By Sidney Sheldon. Spain is a land of eternal passion and unceasing bloodshed. From the vantage of a tyrant, four women flee the one safe wash in the content, leaving innocence but not hope behind, they venture into an alien, dazzling world, where each will encounter an unexpected destiny and the truth about herself. 427 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

**6916848 THE BOOKSHOP OF YESTERDAYS.** By Amy Meyerson. Miranda Brooks inherits her Uncle Billy’s beloved bookstore and sets out on a journey of self-discovery. She soon finds herself meeting people from Billy’s past, people whose stories reveal a hidden—and the terrible secret that tore her family apart. 364 pages. Park Row. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**2854113 THE LAST CHANCE MATINEE.** By Mariah Stewart. When celebrated agent Fridays leaves the world of theatrical agents for a trail of Hollywood glory in his wake. Allie and Des are products of Fritz’s marriage to a beautiful curator, and Cara the product of an affair. Believing their family can fulfill their father’s dream in order to inherit their family’s fortune, they come together to overcome problems, pooling their talents to find solutions. 373 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**2903199 THE SECRET TO SOUTHERN CHARM.** By Kristy Woodson Harvey. After finding out her military husband is missing in action, Sloane’s world crumbles as her worst nightmares come true. But Sloane provides a much-needed respite as she puts her personal life on hold to help Sloan. And Sloane’s sisters, Caroline and Emerson, remind her of the family-owned historic theater in his hometown, while living in his family home. Reluctantly the three sisters band together to overcome obstacles, pooling their talents to find solutions. 373 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**2899933 THE SUGARHOUSE BLOOMS.** By Mariah Stewart. With a large inheritance at stake, each of the late Fritz Hudson’s daughters has her own reason for coming to town to care for their children: Tilly, the fragile yet exuberant younger sister to their professor, and Karen, her military husband is missing in action. 645 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**6990973 DREAMS OF FALLING.** By Karen White. On the banks of the North Santee River stands a moss-draped oak that was once the poster child for the Great Depression. The family’s history is one of love, heartbreak and war, with plans to find their fortune. 304 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**278713 FLIGHT PATTERNS.** By Karen White. Delilah’s spent her life sitting through her parents’ pasts and trying to forget her own. But her work as an expert on fine china requires her to return to the place one she swore she’d never return to, and only after all this time, Georgia realizes that something has been missing, and she’ll have to find the courage to confront the ghosts of her past to heal this rift. 404 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**6766021 FLIGHT PATTERNS.** By Karen White. It has been ten years since Georgia left her family home on the coast of Florida and nothing much has changed, but encountering her estranged mother will change everything. To embrace her own life, she will have to find the courage to confront the ghosts of her past and secrets revealed. 424 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**2814633 COOKING FOR PICASSO.** By Camille Aubray. Featuring an array of both fictional characters and the French Riviera’s most famous historical residents, this is a touching, deft and wise story, illuminating the pressures of fame, money, art, and intrigue. 384 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

**289971X RUSH OH!** By Shirley Barrett. It’s the year that proves to be life-changing for people of all ages, and it’s the year that Mary Davidson, tasked with supporting her father’s boisterous whaling crews while caring for five brothers and sisters. But when the handsome John Brannon shows up at the Davidson’s door, Mary’s world is upended. 353 pages. Back Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2917688 ASCENSION OF LARKS.** By Rachel Linden. When globetrotting photographer Magdalena Henry loses the only man she’s ever loved, she turns to care for a widow and young children on a remote island in the Pacific Northwest. 315 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

**2891545 THE OBITUARY WRITER.** By Ann Hood. On the day John F. Kennedy is inaugurated, Claire, an uncompromising young woman and mother obsessed with the glamour of Jackie O. struggles over the decision of whether to stay in a loveless marriage or to follow the man she loves, leaving the family behind. 348 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

**6852777 AN ITALIAN WIFE.** By Ann Hood. The extraordinary story of fourteen-year-old Josephine, who leaves Italy sheltered and naive, forced into an arranged marriage to a man she doesn’t love. Departing for America, the story then follows her life for more than seven decades, including the most famous historical residents, this is a touching, deliciousto read, and wise story, illuminating the pressures of fame, money, art, and intrigue. 384 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95
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Women in Fiction

2915685 THE MOMENT OF TRUTH. By Damian McNicholl. Mexico, 1950s. As World War II begins, the promise of peace and stability is still just around the corner, and a young woman named Luz meets Gabriel Redford, a charismatic and enigmatic man who she soon comes to love. Their relationship is filled with passion and promise, but it is also marked by secrets and betrayal. Luz must decide if she is willing to risk everything for the man she loves, or if she will choose a life of safety and security instead. 683 pages. Altair. Pub. at $26.00

2891979X THE PARIS KEY. By Juliet Blackwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. As Genevieve's marriage crumbles, she finds herself on an incredible journey to return to the magical city of her youth to take over her late uncle's lock-smith shop. But as she absorbs all that Parisian culture has to offer, she realizes that the city holds secrets about her family that could change her life forever. 495 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95

291798X Unbroken. By R. Calcaterra & R. Maloney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. They were five kids with different fathers and an abusive, alcoholic mother. Yet through it all they had each other. Now, the last of them is left to face the challenges of life on her own. Sara and her siblings are forced to leave their home and make a new life for themselves. 328 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2915413 GIRL UNBROKEN. By R. Calcaterra & R. Maloney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. They were five kids with different fathers and an abusive, alcoholic mother. Yet through it all they had each other. Now, the last of them is left to face the challenges of life on her own. Sara and her siblings are forced to leave their home and make a new life for themselves. 328 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95


280597Z AVA'S PLACE. By Emily Beck Cogburn. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


2868542 THE HIGH TIDE CLUB. By Mary Kay Andrews. 47/0 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99


Romance

2901218 RHETT BUTLER'S PEOPLE. By Donald McCagg. Meet Rhett as a boy, a free spirit who is rejected by the repressive world of the Low Country, and learn of the ruthlessness of Rhett’s father, whose desire for control resulted in unspeakable tragedy. Throughout, Reggie encounters people who shaped him in other ways as well. And then there’s Scarlett O’Hara herself, 500 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

289396X THE HEART’S APPEAL. By Jennifer Delamere. Strong-minded and independent Elinor has come to London to study medicine and become a doctor, a profession that has only just opened up to women. When she witnesses a serious accident, Elinor seizes the lead of an ambitious young barrister named Michael Stephenson. It’s only later that she learns he could be instrumental in destroying her dreams for the future. 376 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6715245 HANG TOUGH. By Lorelai James. When Tobin Hale stopped in to help Garret Evans’s son from railroad ing his out of her own home, he knew moving in with her could be seen as strange. But nothing prepared him for the arrival of Garret’s fiery, beautiful grand-daughter. Jade—or her attraction to him. 300 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


3901570 THE UNION QUILTRES. By Cynthia Swanson. In the autumn of 1960, Angie Glass is living an idyllic life in her Wisconsin hometown, married to an honest, hardworking man, and living with her identical twins and a baby boy. But one phone call changes her life forever. 340 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $25.99

2814765 THE GLASS FOREST. By Cynthia Swanson. In the autumn of 1960, Angie Glass is living an idyllic life in her Wisconsin hometown, married to an honest, hardworking man, and living with her identical twins and a baby boy. But one phone call changes her life forever. 340 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $25.99
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gorgeous rake of a duke. But Olympia is bent on a getaway. Doing the virtues. For reasons that elude her, Olympia is supposed to marry a Philemon Ancaster, seventh Duke of Ripley, will never win prizes for

282616X

second chan ces really do e xist. 37 7 pa ges. Sour cebooks. firefighter, Kent’s missing only one thing from his life: passion. As they together, and a profound love blooms. 385 pages. Gallery.

* 286156X KASSIE’S COWBOY . By Lora Leigh. Kassie Ancaster is a woman with a fistful of secrets. In the shadow of those, she wants nothing more than to be the woman she was before the Duke of Harlowe, who destroyed her. What she needs is a man who will protect her. But when she is kidnapped, she has fallen under the spell of the town’s premier divorce attorney–and playboy–Brad De Luca. Adults only. 299 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. At $11.99.

* 578972X COWBOY HEAT: Western Romance for Women. Ed. by Delilah Devlin. He may have saved that woman’s life, but he’s certain the cowboy in our heart never goes out of style. Enjoy this collection of Western romance stories which includes Unfinished Business by Cat Johnson; Mrs. Morgan and the Mortal, by Emma Jay, Cowboy Downtime, by Cheyenne Blue; and many more. Adults only. 213 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. At $15.95.

* 69907X AN EARL LIKE YOU. By Caroline Linden. Hugh Deveraux receives an offer to marry a woman’s daughter before he can turn his attention to the woman in question. To prove that now his love is real. 373 pages. Avon. Paperbound. At $7.99.

* 2869241 STRAWBERRY HILL. By Catherine Anderson. Vicke never wanted to be a camp cook, led by the gorgeous British security contractor who

2866439


* 289869X THE DUKE THAT I MARRY. By Cathy Maxwell. Newly named to the ducal title, Matthew is determined to discover the secrets behind Mayfield, the bankrupt estate he has inherited. He doesn’t have time to coddle a headstrong heiress who is determined to ditch him as ‘Missy.’ But as Missy realizes the shocking truth. Beneath the ill-fitting suit, his son’s tutor is a woman! But he can’t dismiss her–or while he’s learning so much about passion. 372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. At $7.99 $5.95

* 2866439 HOME TO WIND RIVER. By Lindsay McKenna. Foreman Jake Murdoch is ready to walk away. 324 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. At $7.99 $5.95


* 2884771 AMISH RESCUE/COURTING HER AMISH HEART. By U. Gwalt & M. Davis. Novels. Asvoon’s Englisher–Sarah Miller escapes her captor by hiding in the buggy of an Amish carpenter, Joachim, who is her only hope. And in Courting Her Amish Heart, Kathleen Yoder is determined to prove that she and her fiancé’s medicine means sacrifice–no Amish man will do a wife for a friend. With a no nonsense attitude has made

288972X HIGHLAND PROMISE. By Alison Mcay. Dara Mackenzie vowed never to let a woman near her heart after his bride to be betrayed him, sparing a blood feud between his clan and the Frasers. With all-out war in the

2827441 ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS A COWBOY. By Jessica Clare. A snowstorm causes her to be found unconscious by surly, silent cowboy Eli. When Cass waves she has no memory of who she is. Eli takes one look at Cass, and like a Christmas miracle, she comes to life. Can she give her heart to this cowboy if she’s not sure his heart to her? 297 pages. Berkley. At $7.99 $5.95

68929X HOLDING ON TIGHTER. By Eve Langlais. While he’s been told that he is in protect his own life, she sees the signs of passion conscious by surly, silent cowboy Eli. When Cass waves she has no memory of who she is. Eli takes one look at Cass, and like a Christmas miracle, she comes to life. Can she give her heart to this cowboy if she’s not sure
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headstrong Baylei girds her road, irresistibly drawn to each other

...two extraordinary people: loner Owen Blackthorne and beautiful, Austin never meant to put his career on the circuit before Carly. But waiting for a wedding ring, Carly's done with being a rodeo widow.


6778453

THE LAST TRUE COWBOY.

By Joan Johnston. Captured by Comanchas as a boy, Jarrett Creed grew to manhood torn between two worlds. Now, as a secret government mission brings the Texas Ranger to lovely Cricket Stewart’s door, he faces a new challenge: winning the heart of a free-spirited beauty who is sworn to love no man. 453 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


684680 COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.

By Fern Michaels. Novels. In Woven in Velvet the beautiful, well-bred Virginia Rawlings sees only one way to avoid an arranged marriage—switch places with a tavern maid. And in Whistling Katarina Vascenkov, who’s madly in love with the marauders who destroyed her village and stole her priceless horses for the mad czar. 600 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

891395 FATE & FORTUNE.

By Fern Michaels. When American-born Katerina Vaschenko moves to London, and has made it painfully clear that she’s outgrown her girlish obsession with Lachlan MacTier. But now that she’s decided to grow up, Niall and his brothers know the eldest must marry a clan bride. An attractive lady. But she promises to work hard for them. And she promises to be a good mother. So he’ll become the Duke of Durham. Some might even lead her to someone she never, ever expected to meet. 387 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

593516 A NOTORIOUS VOW.

By Joanna Shupe. Oliver Hawkes reluctantly agrees to a platonial marriage, with his own condition. The marriage must end after one year. Much to his surprise, his bride is more beginning than he imagined. When they move into a new home, he finds out what he's looking for...an engaged couple's life. 376 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

290924 FITNESS & FORTUNE.

By Sara Simpson. Lisbeth Parker was Alec Jansen’s refuge from the world again, toward a family who may need her as much as she needs them. 357 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

290478 HOLLY AND IVY.

By Fern Michaels. Since the plane crash that killed her husband and children eight years ago, Ivy has been submerged in grief. But as Christmas draws near she meets Daniel, the gruff dad of eleven-year-old Holly, and their shared concern for a troubled boy brings them together. But is there life in the old dog yet? 2844680 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

395261 TRUE-BLUE COWBOY.

By Sara Richardson. Everly Bowers is finally living her dream. Renting a farm in Colorado is the perfect antidote to her high-stress life back in San Francisco. It’s the ideal place to run her farm to table restaurant. There’s just one problem–her new tavern maid. And in Whitefire Katerina Vascenkov, who’s madly in love with the marauders who destroyed her village and stole her priceless horses for the mad czar. 600 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

288156X MAD, BAD, AND DANGEROUS IN PLAID.

By Suzanne Ench. High-spirited Rowena MacLawr has come to the Highlands after a devastating breakup. She’s been let down by a scheming crook, but the only other man she can trust is...a man. But she promises to work hard for them. And she promises to be a good mother. So he’ll become the Duke of Durham. Some might even lead her to someone she never, ever expected to meet. 387 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2901260 SOMEBODY LIKE YOU.

By Donna Alward. Recently divorced, there’s nothing Laurel wants less than to recreate a long-ago fairy tale, and she finds the perfect candidate...with no fairytale, and Laurel has never quite forgiven Aiden for breaking her heart. But now that she’s back in town, Laurel can’t deny that there’s still a strong flicker between her and his old flame. 309 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2989582 MARRYING WINTERBORNE.

By Lisa Kleypas. Savage ambition has brought commerce to the wilds of America and success. In Business and Beyond, Rhys gets exactly what he wants. And from the moment he meets the shy, aristocratic Lady Helene, he’s determined to possess her. If he must take her virtue to ensure she marries him, so much the better. 408 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2905490 DREAM LAKE.

By Lisa Kleypas. Alex Nolan is about as bitter and cynical as they come. He battles his demons with the help of a whiskey bottle. And then a ghost shows up. Only Alex can see him. Has he crossed over the threshold to insanity? Soon Zoe Hoffman comes into Alex’s life and makes him promise that if he’s not the right thing. But his search for an heiress goes..."
heals them both.


★ 692509 TEXAS FIERCE. By Janet Dailey. She was born to privilege, and raised to do the right thing. But Suddenly his family felt anything like the fire she feels for Bull Tyler. Yet can she defy her father’s strong will and leave her secure life for a rambling roamer? She’d have to be crazy or crazy in love. 324 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 674401X SANTA IN MONTANA. By Janet Dailey. Patriarch Chase Calder is determined to make this holiday the happiest–especially for his daughter, Cat. This secret Santa has a mystery solved, a special visitor, and the greatest gift of all: true love. 311 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 290120X REUNION PASS. By Emily March. The Amish community knows all about a daring escape, a tragic trip, he returns to Eternity Springs a damaged man. Who better to help mend his spirit than his high school sweetheart Lori Reese, the woman who has dedicated her life to healing broken wings? 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★ 6804074 TALK TO THE PAW. By Melinda Metz. After suffering through The Year of the Non-Coupling Summer, The Year of Self-Absorbed Man, and The Year of the Forgot to Mention I’m Married Man, Jamie Snyder is ready to celebrate The Year of Me–and Maybe, just maybe, for her to believe a new life is possible, the gossip and prejudice he left starts to follow him again. Will Mark be able to find the real culprit behind the gossip? 288 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. $4.95

★ 2884941 THE BLESSING. By Jude Deveraux. The rake who could guarantee justice, Jason Wilding has reluctantly agreed as a favor to his brother David, to spend a week as a live-in babysitter for David’s new girlfriend, Amy. Expected to be annoying, Jason is surprised to discover that Amy’s life for her, her love for her son, and her sparrow humor are irresistible. Their mutual attraction is glowing bright, but what to do about David? 327 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $5.95

★ 2806770 SIN & SUFFER. By Pepper Winters. She came from a past Arthur “Kill” Killian never forgot. She tugged him from the shadows and showed him he wasn’t as dead as he thought. And with his resurrection came betrayal, deceit, and war. But then they took her. Now Kill craves revenge for his enemy’s crimes. 458 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

★ 280672X RUIN & RULE. By Pepper Winters. She is a woman divided. Desperate to get the truth, she must turn to the one man who may also be her greatest enemy. He is the president of Pure Corruption MC. A heartless biker and retribution deliverer. And now he has stolen her heart and soul. Adults only. 454 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

★ 698102X THE ILLEGITIMATE DUKE. By Sophie Barnes. Lady Juliette Matthews longs to be much more than just another pretty ornament in society. But using her fortune to do some good is more than she anticipated. And the one gentleman who could help her mission is stubborn, handsome–and far too honorable to act on their mutual attraction. 375 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 280832X THE SIMPLE CHRISTMAS. By Charlotte Hubbard. Marcus has high-tailed it back to Willow Ridge. He rejected his Amish roots long ago, but behind the bad-boy image is a gifted horse trainer who’s counting on some not too broken-down horeses and a new lease on life. He can’t erase the past, but a sparkling attraction with the strong and spirited Rosalyn holds the promise of a second chance to build a bright tomorrow. 268 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 690115 HIS GUilt. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Mark Fisher once again is worriedly accused of assault by his Amish wife who believed she was being attacked when a friend of the woman he loves is attacked. Mark fears he knows the real culprit and is determined to find the perpetrator before his beloved Neeta becomes the next victim. 268 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.55

★ 6732267 HER SECRET. By Shelley Shepard Gray. After a stalker goes too far, Hannah Hilty and her family are forced to leave the Amish community up. Hannah has become afraid of trusting anyone–even Isaac, the friendly Amish man who lives next door. 247 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95

★ 2804622 HIS RISK. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Richard babe’s illegal criminal activity alarms the Amish community in Hart County, and even targets Alice, a local nursery school teacher. Calvin fears that his double life has put everyone he loves at risk. As for Alice, she can’t help but wonder if the brave and honorable man she’s lost her heart to is far more dangerous than she could imagine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 6728782 HIS GUILT. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Shattered by the biggest of all. Her Amish community is Hart County, and even targets Alice, a local nursery school teacher. Calvin fears that his double life has put everyone he loves at risk. As for Alice, she can’t help but wonder if the brave and honorable man she’s lost her heart to is far more dangerous than she could imagine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
WEDDINGS AT PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. The Amish community of Promise Lodge is thrilled with the arrival of Bishop Monroe Bushholder and when Christine Bender meets him it’s love at first sight. But Preacher Amos finds him too good to be true. As the newlyweds live a new life, Monroe returns home and now intends to make an honest man of him. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

A MOTHER’S LOVE. By Christina Hubbard. For Amish widow Rose Raber, it’s been a year of tragic loss and difficult decisions. She thought providing for her young daughter was the greatest challenge she faced. Until her dying mother revealed that Rose wasn’t adopted—and her birth mother is someone with much to lose if the secret is revealed. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

THE HEAT OF SUMMER. By Melissa Cutler. At the Broscroo Ranch in Texas, Michal knows trouble when he sees it, and all it takes is one glimpse of celebrity wedding planner Remy Law. Lane’s princess ain’t for him to know he’s met his match. He and Remy clash at every turn, but does love stand a chance or will this fire burn too hot for either of them to handle? 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

SOLD OUT. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Journey with four Amish families as their lives change forever, including When image becomes reality from Beth Wiseman; A Son for Always from Amy Clipston; A Heart Full of Love from Kathleen Fuller; and An Unexpected Blessing from Vannetta Chapman. 415 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.


A CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. It’s not just work that’s brought, Hollywood mogul, Mick, back to Mustang Creek. Even since his first wife, free spirit Claire, has taken his head. Their attraction is undeniable, and so are their differences. Putting down roots in the Wild West wasn’t in the script. But there are some things you can’t walk away from. 408 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

THE QUILTING CIRCLE. By Linda Lael Miller. Tall, dark, and Cajun. By Siobhan McKenna. Half of Louisiana beauty owner Charmaine LeDoux has a loan shark on her tail, and her gorgeous ex, Raoul, has dropped a bombshell on her—he’s married! With the moon shining over their family homestead in Mexico. What he doesn’t know is that Raoul’s love is just may get her way.

THE RED-HOT CAJUN. By Stacia Deutsch. It’s been a year of tragic loss and difficult decisions. She thought providing for her young daughter was the greatest challenge she faced. Until her dying mother revealed that Rose wasn’t adopted—and her birth mother is someone with much to lose if the secret is revealed. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

TALL, DARK, AND CAJUN. By Siobhan McKenna. Half of Louisiana beauty owner Charmaine LeDoux has a loan shark on her tail, and her gorgeous ex, Raoul, has dropped a bombshell on her—he’s married! With the moon shining over their family homestead in Mexico. What he doesn’t know is that Raoul’s love is just may get her way.

THE WEDDING BELL. By Amy Lillard. The Amish women of Wells Landing are determined to start her life over in Parable after the end of her marriage from. 408 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

THE RAINFOREST CHRISTMAS. By Vannetta Chapman. In the small town of Wells Landing, Oklahoma, Ivy Reed Morgan. But soon the chemistry between them and joi ns a wagon train captained by the brothers, Alexandra disguises herself as a boy to escape the murderous Grady. While fleeing from the murderous Grady. While fleeing from the murderous Grady.

THE QUEEN OF HEARTS. By Beth Wiseman. When image becomes reality from Beth Wiseman; A Son for Always from Amy Clipston; A Heart Full of Love from Kathleen Fuller; and An Unexpected Blessing from Vannetta Chapman. 415 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

A MARISH CRADLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Journey with four Amish families as their lives change forever, including When image becomes reality from Beth Wiseman; A Son for Always from Amy Clipston; A Heart Full of Love from Kathleen Fuller; and An Unexpected Blessing from Vannetta Chapman. 415 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

BEAUTIFUL SINNER. By Sophie Jordan. If there’s a silver lining to the hell that Cruz went through when his mother pleads with him that he go back to Sweetheart, North Dakota, and save her small hometown. Blake uses money to solve his problems, but when he’s up to his neck in debt, he trades his fancy shoes for cowboy boots, and gets a little help from the loveliest lady in town. Natalie. 601 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95.

DANGER, SWEETHEART. By MaryJanice Davidson. Rich and carefree, Blake finds himself in the hands of a man who pleads with him that he go back to Sweetheart, North Dakota, and save her small hometown. Blake uses money to solve his problems, but when he’s up to his neck in debt, he trades his fancy shoes for cowboy boots, and gets a little help from the loveliest lady in town. Natalie. 601 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95.

KISS THE BRIDE: THREE SUMMER LOVE STORIES. By Amy Lillard. Three Summer Love Stories. By Melissa McClone et al. Novellas. Note: These novellas bump up to 100,000 words, so if you’re anything, in Picture Perfect Love: A June Wedding Story, it’s up to love to rescue the heart. I’m Hope You Dance: A July Wedding Story, it’s up to love to rescue the heart. And in Love on a Deadline: An August Wedding Story, Remy Law.


BEAUTIFUL SINNER. By Sophie Jordan. If there’s a silver lining to the hell that Cruz went through when his mother pleads with him that he go back to Sweetheart, North Dakota, and save her small hometown. Blake uses money to solve his problems, but when he’s up to his neck in debt, he trades his fancy shoes for cowboy boots, and gets a little help from the loveliest lady in town. Natalie. 601 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95.

A WEDDING TO DIE FOR. By Tess McMillan. Half of Louisiana beauty owner Charmaine LeDoux has a loan shark on her tail, and her gorgeous ex, Raoul, has dropped a bombshell on her—he’s married! With the moon shining over their family homestead in Mexico. What he doesn’t know is that Raoul’s love is just may get her way.

THE QUEEN OF HEARTS. By Beth Wiseman. When image becomes reality from Beth Wiseman; A Son for Always from Amy Clipston; A Heart Full of Love from Kathleen Fuller; and An Unexpected Blessing from Vannetta Chapman. 415 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

THE GROOM'S GAME. By Tessa Dare. Alexandra Mountbatten has taken on the difficult task to transform a pair of wild orphans into proper young ladies. But they need a loving home rather than just discipline. Try telling that to their guardian, Chase Reynaud, the duke’s heir. Somehow she must reach his heart—without risking her own. 373 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

ONE TRUE LOVE. By Lori Copeland. Ever since the wagon train pulled into town, Copper butt ed heads with wagon master Josh Redlin, and now she must depend on him for her very life. But as Copper is forced to count on others for life’s basic needs because of her injuries, she starts to surrender and let her guard down around the one man whom she’s despaired for so long. 379 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

A SNOW COUNTRY CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Caleb Halliday has never met a young woman quite like Lily. The innocent, headstrong woman swears she doesn’t need a man—but her sweet curves and passionate response to his caresses make her prove wrong. 379 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

THE KISSING CIRCLE. By Martha Keeler. Maura as far more than somebody’s problem. The prominent Scottish family’s ward Maura Bain, is called upon to fix the problem with a family’s property, and Rachel’s in for a parcel of a year of tragic loss and difficult decisions. She thought providing for her young daughter was the greatest challenge she faced. Until her dying mother revealed that Rose wasn’t adopted—and her birth mother is someone with much to lose if the secret is revealed. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

THE KISSING CIRCLE. By Martha Keeler. Maura as far more than somebody’s problem. The prominent Scottish family’s ward Maura Bain, is called upon to fix the problem with a family’s property, and Rachel’s in for a parcel of a year of tragic loss and difficult decisions. She thought providing for her young daughter was the greatest challenge she faced. Until her dying mother revealed that Rose wasn’t adopted—and her birth mother is someone with much to lose if the secret is revealed. 330 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.
But she has a city and a career she loves waiting for her. So why does Springs. When her sessions with her physical therapist, Tucker*


2874792 THE AMISH BLISS. By M.S. Clark & S. Meissner. Rachel has been patient as she waits for Tyler to make up his mind about committing to an Amish church for good. Conflicted, Tyler prays for direction and peace only to find himself being pulled to the outside world yet again. Will Tyler choose to become an Englisher or will he find his way back in love with his Daniel? Palace? But when he leaves after graduation without a backwards glance, Cami grew up and moved on. After spending the last twelve years as a Navy fighter pilot, Landon Palazzo fell in love with Landon. But when he

2889292 A NEW LEASH ON LIFE. By Debbie Macomber. Megan Anderson loves the animals at her no kill shelter. When Craig Williams arrived at the shelter for help, he didn't expect a fiery young woman to blaze into his life. They spend together, but the more he realizes it's not just animals Megan is adept at saving, she could be the one to rescue his heart. 348 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $7.99.

6779129 CLOSE TO YOU. By Kristen Proby. Cami Laloo was five years old when she first fell in love with Landon. But when he left after graduation without a backwards glance, Cami grew up and moved on. After spending the last twelve years as a Navy fighter pilot, Landon Palazzo fell in love with Landon. But when he

6779127 A COURTSHIP ON HUCKLEBERRY HILL. By Jennifer Beckstrand. Then she meets stone Mason Charity Anderson back to her home town of Kings. But Kenneth has returned from war and is

6715362 IRRESISTIBLE. By Mary Balogh. Sophia Armitage hopes to enjoy a Season in London as her niece makes her social debut—until, that is, she uncovers a threat she can reveal to no one. When she falls in love with a handsome aristocrat, she has no choice but to resist that urge, as revealing her secret could mean her downfall. 374 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00.

6717187 SOMEONE TO LOVE. By Mary Balogh. Avery Archer keeps others at a distance. Yet nothing prompts her to help Landon as she discovers he isn't the enemy he seemed at first, Hannah isn't sure their love will ever see the light of freedom. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

6703524 UNFORGIVEN. By Mary Balogh. Moira hasn't seen Kenneth Woodfall in nearly eight years, nor does she want to see him anymore. Their great-grandfathers' days. But Kenneth has returned from war and is not interested in the parade of women his best friend Emmer pushes under his nose. His thoughts keep returning to Ember—with her captivating combination of curves and sass. But what's it going to take to convince her she’s the woman for him? 375 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


2898336 LADY DERRING TAKES A LOVER. By Julie Anne Long. Delilah Swanpoole never again to place herself at the mercy of a man. But when charismatic Captain Tristan Hardy vows never again to place herself at the mercy of a

2779955 WHENEVER YOU COME AROUND. By Robin Lee Hatcher. An unfortunate event sends Charles Anderson back to his first love. Has Nick changed enough to meet Samantha in the middle? Can she realize that a risk in love might be worth taking?

277884X FREEDOM'S LIGHT. By Colleen Cobe. A stormy night brings a shipwrecked sea captain to lighthouse keeper, Hannah Thomas's door, and though he is a Tory, her heart is as trusting as her hands. When Hannah discovers he is not the enemy he seemed at first, Hannah isn’t sure their love will ever see the light of freedom. 305 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.
**2810476 THE CONFESSIONER’S TALE.** By Laura Madeleine. At the fancy Parisienne Clermont, a chance encounter with the owner’s daughter has given one young man a glimpse into a life he never knew existed: of sweet cream and melted chocolate, golden caramel and powdery light, as air—and a forgotten love affair. 333 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $25.99 $3.95

**5825644 NOT ALWAYS A SAINT.** By Mary Jo Putney. Daniel Herbert has buried his grief at the loss of his sweeter-than-honey maid. When he warly accepts an inherited title and estate, he accepts that he must enter society and seek a wife to oversee his properties. Dangerous, handsome Daniel, Jesse Kelham fears if he recognizes her, the demons of her past will surely erupt. Yet Daniel and Jessie 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

**2909908 THE SOUND OF RAIN.** By Sarah Loudin Thomas. Joined together in the wake of a hurricane that changes Myrtle Beach forever, Judd Markley’s and Larkin Heyward’s dreams pull them in divergent directions. It will take a significant sacrifice to keep them both together; but if she accepts the miracle, 331 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**2999078 ALL FOR LOVE.** By Mary Conneely et al. Novellas. Three historical and heartwarming stories of couples finding a love worth giving up everything for. Each novella in the Enchanted Village of Chilbury hearts are breaking as sons and husbands leave to fight and when the war finishes, it will take a significant sacrifice to keep them together, 453 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**6902227 THE CHILBURY LADIES’ CHOIR.** By Jennifer Ryan. Book Three. The idyllic village of Chilbury hearts are breaking as sons and husbands leave to fight and when the war finishes, it will take a significant sacrifice to keep them together, 354 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $6.95

**6910432 DYLAN’S REDEMPTION.** By Jennifer Ryan. Book Three. The idyllic village of Chilbury hearts are breaking as sons and husbands leave to fight and when the war finishes, it will take a significant sacrifice to keep them together, 453 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**2845660 MONTANA HEAT: Escape to You.** By Jennifer Ryan. As they shed past roles and find common ground, Ashley and Trigger can’t help but fall slowly, carefully, in love. But danger lurks outside the boundaries of Hope Ranch, for when the crooks are finally taken down, 436 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**6774075 AT WOLF RANCH.** By Jennifer Ryan. Ella Wolf rushes to her family’s ranch to find her mother dead. The last thing Ella expects is to be rescued by a rugged Gabe Bowden, a man with his own agenda. But then an unexpected partnership sparks into something so much more, and Ella’s past dragged back into the spotlight, 373 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

**6774156 WHEN IT’S RIGHT.** By Jennifer Ryan. Blake Bowden’s reckless past is far behind him, and as a newly named co-owner of Three Peaks Ranch, his only concern is protecting his family. But then his partner’s granddaughter Gillian arrives—strictly off-limits. But when a new danger surfaces, Blake will do anything to keep her safe, even if it means risking everything for her heart. 368 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

**6875770 TEMPTED BY LOVE.** By Jennifer Ryan. Alina Cooke–little sister of his two best friends–is the last woman DEA agent Jay Bennett should be thinking about any time, let alone next to the man he’s resourceful and very, very dangerous. But on the way home, Jay fears his job has made her a target. But the threat is closer than either of them think. 392 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7674105 HER LUCKY COWBOY.** By Jennifer Ryan. Bell would do anything for Dane Bowden. He’s the fantasy that always kept her going. Despite finding success as a young surgeon, she’s still the awkward girl who’s never had a boyfriend. So why does Dane, a notorious playboy and cowboy, insist on taking her on a real date? 375 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2909987 TRUE TO YOU.** By Jennifer Ryan. Undercover DEA Special Agent Dawson King spent his whole life throwing away Montana probation to establish a fake identity to take down a ruthless drug dealer and put him behind bars. Unfortunately the killer’s daughter, Cara, who may appear to be on the right side of the law, is talented musician. Dawson has learned the hard way to trust no one—she 307 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**6556680 THE RETURN OF BRODY MCBRIDE.** By Jennifer Ryan. When the man she loved broke her heart and skipped town, Rain Evans picked up the pieces. But along with heartbreak, Brody left her something infinitely better than she could have imagined. Two beautiful daughters. Brody is shocked to discover he’s a father, and he’s determined to win back Rain and protect his girls. 408 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2854171 DIRTY LITTLE SECRET.** By Jennifer Ryan. Roxy shares Noah’s last name, but nothing else. Betrayed by her father, haunted by regrets, and eager to escape her notorious mother’s past, she is forced to fulfill her father’s last wishes and share a home with the man she loves, and oh so tempting Noah. But what will happen when Noah discovers her dirty little secret? 352 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

**2875020 A PLAIN LOVE SONG.** By Jen Yee-Soon Kim. The woman who never’s anything more than a music teacher. It’s all she’s ever desired, to sing and play the guitar and write her own songs. But it’s a dream that will never come true in the confines of her strict Amish community. Thus, when a chance encounter brings her back on family, faith, community, and the gentle farmer she can’t get out of her mind, to pursue her dreams? 352 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**6753908 BENEATH THE SUMMER SUN.** By Kelly Irvin. It’s been four years since Jennie’s husband died in a farming accident. She knows it’s time to remarriage, and the elders in her Amish community think it’s time to marry again for the sake of her seven children. But fear—and a terrible secret in her past—keeps her from moving forward. 369 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

**6754056 LOST AND FOUND.** By Kelly Irvin. Phoebe Christler is thrilled when the fortunes of her close-knit Amish community decide to spend a week at the lake. She feels she’s earned a break, and it doesn’t hurt that Michael Daughtery will be coming along. But when tragedy strikes, the two are torn apart by their pain and guilt. Will they discover that they can be forgiven by their community—and by God? 350 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

**2899906 UNTIL IT FADES.** By K.A. Tucker. After rescuing a man she discovers is a hockey icon, Catherine hides her identity so as not to have her past dragged back into the spotlight, and on a national tour with him. But when she finds the man she saved standing on her doorstep, Jackson shows up to rescue her. Possessing all the skills she’s missing he’s just the man to show her how to survive out West. But by the time she confesses her deepest secret, it may be too late. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**2816681 THE LETTER.** By Kathryn Hughes. Tina Craig works all the hours she can and volunteers in a charity shop to avoid her unhappy home. Going through the pockets of a second-hand coat, she finds inside a old letter, the envelope firmly sealed and unfranked. Tina opens the letter and reads it–a decision that will alter the course of her life forever. 396 pages. Headline. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95
**278424** SEASON OF WONDER. By Raeanne Thayne. A long way from New York City, Elle Windham is a second choice to her daughters who have found a home at last. Adjusting to the charming mountain community isn’t easy, and her 13-year-old begins to act out, with her six-year-old returning to her neighbor, Ruben Morales. As the holidays draw near, Ruben takes a chance and shows Dani just how special Christmas in Haven Point can be. 317 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $5.95

**8804837** THE VALENTINE-TWO STEP. By Raeanne Thayne. Novels. Single father Matt Harte’s daughter Lucy has plans for her father, she’s determined to get him to fall for the beautiful yet Ellis Webster by putting together on the Valentine’s Day dance committee. In The Color Of Courage by Patricia Davids a woman desperate to save her horse must put her trust in 291 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $5.95

**6780390** THE PINES OF WINDER RANCH. By Raeanne Thayne. Novels. Come home to Winder Ranch in two romantic tales. In A Country Girl from the city to the living room, Glenna reconnects with high school queen bee Tess Claybourn, who is now serving as her dying mother’s hospice nurse. In A Cold Creek Reunion, Winder Ranch is the setting as Taji gets a second chance with the woman who once crossed him. 410 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $7.99

**2885735** A SOLDIER’S RETURN/THE DADDY MAKEOVER. By Raeanne Thayne. Returning home to California Beach and living in Brambleberry House, a place where good things seemed destined to happen, had brought Melissa and her young daughter joy. Perhaps it was no accident when she bumped into Eli, the ex-soldier and doctor, who was also back in town. Was now the time to put old ghosts to rest? 427 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $5.95

**2827379** A SEAT BY THE HEARTH. By Amy Clipston. To the community. Returning the left years ago. Priscilla returns with her six year old son. Desperately needing a friend, she catches the eye of Mark. But as affection grows between them, the dangers that haunt her. He vows to do whatever it takes to gain her trust, because Isaac encounters Isaac, who tries to protect her from the memory haunts him still. When he seeks out Seb’s grieving fiancée to convey his condolences, the last thing he expects is to fall in love. Jason finds himself visiting Veronica’s Amish bake stand every week, and it’s for more than the raspberry pies. 304 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2874636** THE FORGOTTEN RECIPE. By Amy Clipston. Jason is with Seth when he lost his job, and now he makes a quid for herself as a gesture of their friendship. 300 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2739037** CHRISTMAS AT CARNTON. By Tamara Alexander. Healing from his wounds received at the Battle of Chancellorsville, Confederate sharpshooter Jake Winston is ordered to assist with a local Women’s Relief Society auction. He respectively objects, but orders are orders and he soon discovers this group of ladies—one in particular—far more than he bargained for. 240 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2884971** A DREAM FOR TOMORROW. By Melody Carlson. It’s the summer of 1857, and Elizabeth Martin is pursuing the dream she shared with her late husband to take their two children west and start a new life. Joining a substantial wagon train, Elizabeth catches the eye of fellow traveler Will Bradford, and also of Eli Kincade, the handsome scout for the wagon train. 298 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

**2885565** PLAYING FOR KEEPS. By Jill Shalvis. Both guarded and vulnerable, tattoo artist Sadie Lane and Caleb Parker, the straight-faced mogul, are complete opposites. Or are they? Shocked at their undeniable connection, he’s not to wanting more? That all depends on what they’re each willing to risk. 375 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**2998976** THE TROUBLE WITH MISTERS. By Jill Shalvis. Wilma can’t deny that Keane’s changed since high school—he’s less arrogant, for one thing—but can she trust him not to break her heart again? It’s time to throw in the coin in the fountain, make a Christmas wish, and let the misfit do its work. 296 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99

**2888299** HOT WINTER NIGHTS. By Jill Shalvis. Molly Malone, office manager at Hunt Investigation, has been having fantasies about Lucas Knight. Lucas realizes that Molly is the hottest, smartest, strongest woman he’s ever known, so when she breaks his butt if she discovers he’s been assigned to babysit her first case. And hot enough to melt his cold heart this Christmas. 375 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
Byler's new property has landed him next to the orphaned Yoder family. Life suddenly gets complicated when a series of events by favor ite authors including Amy Clipston, Ouida Browne, and LeeAnn Byrd. Stories are by favor ite authors including Amy Clipston, Ouida Browne, and LeeAnn Byrd. Stories include A Promise for Miriam, The Midwife's Dream, and The Midwife's Promise. Each story features a unique character and setting, and challenges Miriam has never faced before.

684714 SARAH'S ORPHANS, By Vannetta Chapman. Sarah Yoder belongs to a Plain community in Oklahoma, but her days are far from simple. Life suddenly gets complicated when a series of tragic events unfold, leaving her in charge of the household. Paul Byler's new property has landed him next to the orphaned Yoder family—and a calling from God he can't seem to ignore. 363 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

287517 A WEDDING FOR JULIA, By Vannetta Chapman. Julia Beechy is stunned when she is told that she must either marry or move from the family home on her mother's imminent death. Caleb thinks his time for marrying was long past, but his destiny forces him to introduce a stranger as her real boyfriend. Verity's life suddenly becomes much more complicated. 401 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2899213 CHASING CHRISTMAS EVE, By Jill Shalvis. Spencer Baldwin's commitment to his heart for Julia. But can Julia marry the man she loves? When she is told that she must either marry or move from the family home on her mother's imminent death, Caleb thinks his time for marrying was long past, but his destiny forces him to introduce a stranger as her real boyfriend. Verity's life suddenly becomes much more complicated. 401 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2875071 A PROMISE FOR MIRIAM, By Vannetta Chapman. Miriam King loves her students and her school. Most women her age are married with children, but she hasn't yet met anyone who can be her husband. Then new teacher Michael Miller steps into her life, bringing his daughter, an air of mystery, and challenges Miriam has never faced before. 342 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2874814 ANNA'S HEALING, By Vannetta Chapman. When a tornado hits the farms surrounding Cody's Creek, Oklahoma, Anna Schwartz's life is changed forever. She suffers a devastating injury, and has to negotiate her work on a wheelchair. When Anna wakes on one morning, she finds herself healed. How did it happen? Why did it happen? And what is she to do now? 343 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

2875197 A WEDDING FOR JULIA, By Vannetta Chapman. Julia Beechy is stunned when she is told that she must either marry or move from the family home on her mother's imminent death. Caleb thinks his time for marrying was long past, but his destiny forces him to introduce a stranger as her real boyfriend. Verity's life suddenly becomes much more complicated. 401 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2899213 CHASING CHRISTMAS EVE, By Jill Shalvis. Spencer Baldwin's commitment to his heart for Julia. But can Julia marry the man she loves? When she is told that she must either marry or move from the family home on her mother's imminent death, Caleb thinks his time for marrying was long past, but his destiny forces him to introduce a stranger as her real boyfriend. Verity's life suddenly becomes much more complicated. 401 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99


2814233 AN AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT, By Amy Clipston et al. Novellas. In Naomi's Gift, Naomi might receive more than she has ever hoped for this Christmas. In An Unexpected Joy, Abigail has driven other suitors away, but can Micah find a way to show her he cares? In A Christmas Visitor, Frannie Maddox returns to Bainbridge Island, to the immediate consternation of her mother. 409 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

9290508 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD, By Thomas Hardy. Independent and spirited, Bathsheba Everdene owns the hearts of three men. Striving to win her love in different ways, their relationships with Bathsheba complicate her life in idyllic Wessex, and cast shadows over their own. Bathsheba experiences the tortures of unrequited love and betrayal, and discovers how random acts of chance can alter life's course. 429 pages. William Collins. Paperbound.

6728049 GLAD TIDINGS, By Debbie Macomber. When three Washington State women are finalists in a national fruitcake contest, reporter Emma Collins is given the story. There's just one problem: they dislike fruitcake and hates Christmas. Little does she know, these three wise women—and one new love—will soon open her heart to the season. 380 pages. Mira Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

6941923 COTTAGE BY THE SEA, By Debbie Macomber. Annie Warden has two big dreams: to operate her own bakery and to marry her Amish boyfriend, Ezra. But can Micah find a way to show her he cares? In A Christmas Visitor, Frannie Maddox returns to Bainbridge Island, to the immediate consternation of her mother. 409 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

2856344 IF NOT FOR YOU, By Debbie Macomber. Sam is everything Beth is not—and her parents' worst nightmare. She isn't exactly Sam's usual beer-drinking type of woman, but if not for an awkward setup one evening, she might never have been involved in a car accident. But when the story turns out to be a tale of mystery, her standoffish neighbor, Cain Maddox, presents a challenge. Slowly she feels herself falling in love. 334 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.97

2888877 TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS, By Debbie Macomber. Navy Brat, looking for a hero to inspire her novel, Parker is perfect, but he wants to be a hero in her life, not just in her novel. 394 pages. Mira Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


67755X LAST ONE HOME, By Debbie Macomber. Cassie and her sisters were close, until she ran away to marry the wrong man. Arriving back in Seattle, now divorced, she crosses paths with a handsome and gruff contractor. Slowly she feels herself falling in love. Exciting possibilities await, including a chance at romance. Cassie's and her sister's last one home... 227 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound.

2874776 THE AMISH BRIDE, By M.S. Clark & L. Gould. Menominee-raised Ella Bauer has two big dreams: to operate her own bakery and to marry her Amish boyfriend, Ezra. But can Micah find a way to show her he cares? In A Christmas Visitor, Frannie Maddox returns to Bainbridge Island, to the immediate consternation of her mother. 409 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

6890580 HANNAH'S LIST, By Debbie Macomber. On the day of her mother's funeral, Lila finds herself saying yes when Nash unexpectedly proposes. Even though it's strictly a business proposal. My Hero tells the story of Bailey who is looking for a hero to inspire her novel, Parker is perfect, but he wants to be a hero in her life, not just in her novel. 394 pages. Mira Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
**694504X THE BEST OF ME.** By Nicholas Sparks. Twenty-five years after falling in love and then following radically divergent paths, Amanda and Dawson are summoned to Lancaster County for a funeral. Neither has lived the life they imagined—and neither has lived the life they thought they wanted: a good job, loyal friends, a marriage. But now with a fierce nor'easter closing in, two wounded people will turn to each other for comfort, in two journeys. 475 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. 694504X

**6945038 AT FIRST SIGHT.** By Nicholas Sparks. Jeremy Marsh is engaged to the love of his life, Lexie, and anticipating the start of their family. But just as everything seems to be settling into a blissful page, a mysterious letter sets off a chain of events that will test the strength of Jeremy and Lexie’s love. 367 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. 6945038

**6945015 FIRST SIGHT.** By Nicholas Sparks. Jeremy Marsh is engaged to the love of his life, Lexie, and anticipating the start of their family. But just as everything seems to be settling into a blissful page, a mysterious letter sets off a chain of events that will test the strength of Jeremy and Lexie’s love. 367 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. 6945015

**6945040X THE BEST OF ME.** By Nicholas Sparks. Twenty-five years after falling in love and then following radically divergent paths, Amanda and Dawson are summoned to Lancaster County for a funeral. Neither has lived the life they imagined—and neither can forget the passionate first love that forever changed their lives. 349 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. 6945040X

**6945147 DEAR JOHN.** By Nicholas Sparks. The attraction between John and Savannah is mutual and quickly grows into the kind of love that leaves Savannah vowing to wait for John while he finishes his degree. But when Savannah’s old family friend tells her that 9/11 is about to change the world. When he finally returns home, John will discover how love can transform us in ways we never could have imagined. 375 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. 6945147

**6945178 TRUE BELIEVER.** By Nicholas Sparks. Jeremy Marsh is a born skeptic and a science journalist who specializes in debunking the supernatural. While investigating phenomena in the Amish community, he falls hopelessly in love with Lexie Damell. Jeremy must make a difficult choice—return to the life he knows, or take a giant leap of faith. 465 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00. 6945178

**6945203X THE CHOICE.** By Nicholas Sparks. Travis Parker has everything a man could want: a good job, loyal friends, a waterfront home in small-town North Carolina. That is until Gabby Holland moves in next door. He can’t help but write back. Phoebe, too, looks forward to receiving his letters. Will fate bring them together? 326 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. 6945203X

**6949286 WRITTEN IN LOVE.** By Kathleen Fuller. When Jalon Hopkins was included in a piece of misdirected mail, he can’t help but write back. Phoebe, too, looks forward to receiving his letters. Will fate bring them together? 326 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. 6949286

**2875136 RIVER OF MERCY.** By BJ Hoff. Rachel Brenneman thought she could never love again after Elia’s death, but Captain Gabriel Bradley wants solitude. But when a negative decision is rendered, Rachel and Jeremiah try to move on with their separate lives. Book two of The Riverhaven Years trilogy. 261 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. 2875136

**2875187 WHERE GRACE ABIDES.** By BJ Hoff. Rachel loves the people of her Riverhaven Amish community, but she also deeply loves the “outsider”, Jeremiah Gant, an Irish-American conductor for the Underground Railroad. Jeremiah asks the bishop for permission to leave the community, but when a negative decision is rendered, Rachel and Jeremiah try to move on with their separate lives. Book two of The Riverhaven Years trilogy. 262 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. 2875187

**6945279 THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR.** By R.A. Dick. Burdened by debt after her husband’s death, Miranda Muir sells a cheap Gulf Cottage despite multiple warnings that the house is haunted. Upon discovering the rumors to be true, the young widow ends up forming a special companionship with the ghost of a handsome former sea captain. 174 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. 6945279

**6812473 WORDS FROM THE HEART.** By Kathleen Fuller. As Noah Schlabach and Ivy Yoder work side by side cleaning out the attic of Noah’s Aunt Celestia, they come across a treasure: a packet of letters written during the Komin War. Soon they are swept up in the story of two young people falling in love—even as they remain determined not to fall in love themselves. 283 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. 6812473

**2850392 THE TEACHER’S BRIDE.** By Kathleen Fuller. When Mennonite teacher Chloe moves to Birch Creek to accept a teaching position in the rapidly growing Amish community, he’s determined to put the rambunctious school in order as well as check another task off his list: find a wife. Of course, it would be much easier if women were like textbooks, straightforward and logical. 307 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. 2850392

**2884860 AN UNBROKEN HEART.** By Kathleen Fuller. One minute Joanna was arguing with her parents, and the next her parents’ lives were claimed in a bizarre accident. Her heart is broken, but her heart is in even deeper pain. Joanna hears God whispering to her, “be strong and courageous,” but she’s afraid that courage looks a lot like walking away from her dreams and the man she loves. 327 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. 2884860

**2917793 THE PROMISE OF A LETTER.** By Kathleen Fuller. Roman left the Amish tradition long ago. But when he learns that a deceased uncle’s unusual will has Pandora spending Christmas in Lancaster with him, he’s all for a little reunion with his family. 292 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. 2917793


See more titles at erhbc.com/684

❤️ 666914 UNDONE. By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Night Shield, Jonah Blackhawk knows trouble when he sees it. And Ally Fletcher definitely falls into that category. In Night Moves, Maggie Fitzgerald has retreated from her former fast-paced life, seeking solitude to heal her broken heart. 475 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

❤️ 6981046 ONLY YOU. By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Boundary Lines, when long feuding Jillian and Aaron are threatened by a common enemy, they must decide what's more important—decades of mistrust or an unexpected passion they can't deny. In The Right Path, Morgan meets a smooth talking playboy while on vacation in Greece. Can this Greek tycoon be trusted? 475 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

❤️ 6954332 ENDLESS SUMMER. By Nora Roberts. Novels. Two reader favorite tales about summer love. In One Summer, a celebrity photographer and cynical photojournalist disagree about everything except the fierce attraction they have for each other. In Lessons Learned, a publicist never mixes business with pleasure, but her newest client is determined to whet her appetite for love. 472 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

❤️ 2875160 AN UNEXPECTED MATCH. By Gayle Roper. When the help of an English neighbor, Rachel Beiler embarks on the unthinknable—a hidden second life as a college student. If her secret should be discovered, she would surely face the barn. She loves her Amish life, yet she yearns for knowledge. How can she reconcile these two great passions? 342 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

❤️ 656420X AN IRISH COUNTRY LOVE STORY. By Patrick Taylor. Patrick. Taylor. Ever since the war, Number One Main Street, Ballybucklebo, has housed O'Reilly and his practice. An unexpected turn of events threatens to drive O'Reilly from his home for good, unless the entire village can rally behind their doctor and prove he can conquer all. 384 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

❤️ 6898086 AN IRISH COUNTRY PRACTICE. By Patrick Taylor. Doctor O'Reilly's thriving practice is growing by leaps and bounds. As the doctors cope with domestic and professional challenges, they look after their patients. Despite the village's plenty of joy and merriment to be found in Ballybucklebo, from an eye? 330 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

❤️ 689805X AN IRISH COUNTRY LOVE STORY. By Patrick Taylor. Ever since the war, Number One Main Street, Ballybucklebo, has housed O'Reilly and his practice. An unexpected turn of events threatens to drive O'Reilly from his home for good, unless the entire village can rally behind their doctor and prove he can conquer all. 397 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

❤️ 2912929 AN IRISH COUNTRY LOVE STORY. By Patrick Taylor. For decades, ever since the war, Number One Main Street, Ballybucklebo, has housed O'Reilly and his practice. An unexpected turn of events threatens to drive O'Reilly from his home for good, unless the entire village can rally behind their doctor and prove that love really can conquer all. 460 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

❤️ 2874962 LOVE COMES TO PARADISE. By Mary Ellis. When Lewis Miller comes from Harmony, Maine, unexpectedly to offer Nora King a lifetime of unconditional love, Elam Detweiler’s interest in her quickens. Having followed Elam, with his reformed rowdy cowboy to build a life of his own? 287 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $8.95

❤️ 2875039 A PLAIN MAN. By Mary Ellis. Though Caleb Beatty tried the English world for some years, he is a Plain man at heart. But when he decides to return to the Amish lifestyle, he discovers there’s more to embracing his faith and reconnecting with the community than merely driving the Amish from the Barn. How will he overcome his problems before making a decision to move back to paradise? 343 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

❤️ 2874938 THE LADY AND THE OFFICER. By Mary Ellis. As a nurse after the devastating battle of Gettysburg, Olive Howard saves the life of Elliott Haywood, a colonel in the Confederacy, who won’t forget the nurse who did so much for him. But her heart and political sympathies soon draw her into a Union Army Corps commander. Will his faith in God help show her the way to a bright future? 347 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

❤️ 2874946 A LITTLE BIT OF CHARM. By Mary Ellis. Rachel King, still recovering from the death of her parents, watches both of her older sisters find happiness in homes of their own. What will happen when Amish men she meets at church and singings start pursuing her, Rachel has important decisions to make. What does a young woman do when her faith is shaken? 362 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

❤️ 2874830 A COWBOY AT HEART. By L. Copeland & V. Smith. Kansas, 1886. Jesse Montgomery is beginning to feel restless. He’s been off the Chisholm Trail and on a family farm changed when Esther is introduced to Joseph Zook, her widowed neighbor down the road. 343 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95

❤️ 6847418 A HEART ONCE BROKEN. By Jerry S. Eicher. When an unexpected tragedy strikes, Zagly Wagner is at a loss in knowing God’s will. But one of three girls knows and is not afraid to speak it. Can they overcome their problems before making a decision to move? 271 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

❤️ 6847873 FOLLOWING YOUR HEART. By Jerry S. Eicher. When Susan Hostetler returns to her Amish community after life in the outside world, she brings trouble with her in the form of her English friend, Teresa, and Teresa’s son. Wanting to raise her son in the Amish faith, Teresa is forbidden to attend the church services. With two Amish suitors interested in her, Teresa has a decision to make. Book two of The Fields of Harmony Series. 347 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

❤️ 6847857 MARY’S MOTHER. By Jerry S. Eicher. On a crisp November morning, Mary Yoder awakens in a lovely little valley near the Amish community after a wedding day, brokenhearted and alone. Months later, as Mary struggles to accept the Lord’s will, she must determine whether or not one of her potential suitors can give her the future that she desires. 344 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


❤️ 6847492 KATIE’S JOURNEY TO LOVE. By Jerry S. Eicher. Katie Raber never thought her manners would marry again. Not with her reputation in the Amish community as strange. “Nor did she ever think she could become the object of Ben Stoll’s attention. How will she make sense of her world when it all comes crashing down?” After the afternoon of the worst betrayal she can imagine? Book two of The Emma Raber’s Daughter Series. 346 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

❤️ 6875101 REBECCA’S PROMISE. By Jerry S. Eicher. Rebecca Keim has just declared her love to John Miller and agreed to become his wife. But she’s haunted by her schoolgirl memories of a long-ago love—a person she believes is just a fantasy come back to destroy the beautiful present, or is it real? Book one of The Adams County Trilogy. 260 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

❤️ 2911565 THE MATCHMAKERS OF MINNOW BAY. By Kelly Harris. Lilly’s painting career is stalled, her relationships are criminally, she’s been evicted, and worst of all, she has no one to blame but herself. Lilly decides she must rectify the piece of her life, and the first item on her list of things to fix is her annulment—from ten years ago. 280 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
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LIMITED QUANTITY 2918277 THE WEDDING PEARLS. By Carolyn Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Nell’s lesbian grandmother is dazzlingly beautiful, and her biological mama who gave her away at birth. When Branch enters the picture, it soon becomes clear she is on the road to the biggest adventure of all: true love. 431 pages. Center Point. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

★ 2889680 A THEORY OF LOVE. By Margaret Brador. Sharon. Helen, a British journalist on assignment on the west coast of Mexico, meets Christopher, an intriguing half-French, half-American lawyer who has come alone to surf. Living lives that never stop moving from their first encounter to marriage in London. Helen and Christopher must decide how much they exist for themselves—and how much for each other. 275 pages. Eco. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


★ 6963714 RANCHER’S DREAM. By B.J. Daniels. Tainted by secretion and slander, Deirdre Hunter starts to doubt everything, including her sanity. Only Hawk Cahill, the stubborn cowboy from her school days, believes the threats are real. But is he willing to forget the reasons ending his nightmare? 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2788887 ROGUE GUNSLINGER. By B.J. Daniels. Bestselling author TJ Clementine thought she’d be safe with her sisters during the holidays. She was wrong. Now her “biggest fan” has followed TJ to Whitehorse. The only person who can help TJ is ruggedly handsome loner Silas Walker, and him, 436 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2804301 RUGGED DEFENDER. By B.J. Daniels. Cowboy Justin Cahill is certain that Chloe Clementine is the one who got away. Now she’s back in Whitehorse, for the holidays, and Justin’s ready to make his move. But is she still the woman he used to know? Can they find out who is it before their fairy tale Christmas turns into a nightmare? 440 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2808379 STROKE OF LUCK. By B.J. Daniels. With the Sterling Ranch full of guests and a Montana blizzard threatening, Will Sterling gets engaged to Washingtown’s Danny Carmichael. But as the snow deepens outside, the guests’ suspicion and mistrust turn sinister inside. Will a confrontation with a killer mean Will and Poppy’s reunion is short lived? 378 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 6858643 INTO DUST. By B.J. Daniels. As the daughter of a presidential candidate, Cassidy Hamilton left the Montana family ranch to escape notoriety. But when someone tries to abduct her on a Houston sidewalk, Cassidy finds protection in the tall, dark, and sexy form of cowboy Jack Durand. He doesn’t recognize her, wants nothing from her and is determined to prove her safe. 364 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2840669 WRANGLER’S RESCUE. By B.J. Daniels. Everyone believes Cyrus Cahill is dead, even the sheriff. Everyone but Ashley Somerfield, and she suspects foul play and won’t rest until Cyrus is back in Gilt Edge, right where he belongs. The suspenseful conclusion of The Montana Cahills series. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2917408 WILDE IN LOVE. By Eloisa James. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Lord Alanis White, son of the Duke of Lindow, is the most celebrated man in England, revered for his dangerous adventures and rakish good looks. He has no idea of his own celebrity until his boat is met by mobs of screaming ladies. But just as he grasps the significance, but notorious, he encounters the very private, very witty Miss Willa Flynche. 469 pages. HarperLuxe Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

2997680 SEVEN MINUTES IN HEAVEN. By Eloisa James. Witch and elusive Eugenia has all she needs to be a great bodyguard—she’s a member of her prime minister’s government—except the powerful Edward Reeve, who bursts into her office with his arrogant demands. No question that Eugenia enjoys crossing wits with the brilliant inventor, but Ward wants more than a bodyguard. He wants Eugenia, and he’ll stop at nothing to have her. 420 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

6818335 SEVEN MINUTES IN HEAVEN. By Eloisa James. Witty and elusive Eugenia Snowe has all she needs to be a great bodyguard—she’s a member of her prime minister’s government—except the powerful Edward Reeve, who bursts into her office with his arrogant demands. No question that Eugenia enjoys crossing wits with the brilliant inventor, but Ward wants more than a bodyguard. He wants Eugenia, and he’ll stop at nothing to have her—including kidnapping. 344 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95

2871777 WILDE IN LOVE. By Eloisa James. Lord Alanis White, son of the Duke of Lindow, is the most celebrated man in England, revered for his dangerous adventures and rakish good looks. He has no idea of his own celebrity until his boat is met by mobs of screaming ladies. But just as he grasps the significance, but notorious, he encounters the very private, very witty Miss Willa Flynche. 306 pages. Avon.

6947777 WILDE IN LOVE. By Eloisa James. Lord Alanis White, son of the Duke of Lindow, is the most celebrated man in England, revered for his dangerous adventures and rakish good looks. He has no idea of his own celebrity until his boat is met by mobs of screaming ladies. But just as he grasps the significance, but notorious, he encounters the very private, very witty Miss Willa Flynche. 306 pages. Avon.
2804330 A HORSE FOR ELSIE. By Linda Byler. Elsie is desperate for a horse of her own, so when Elam asks her to help out at his father’s horse farm she agrees. As their friendship grows, she tries to stamp out the complicated feelings she has for him. Does Elam ever come to realize he has feelings for Elsie, and someone to muck out the stalls or something more? 186 pages. Good Books.

2800099 THE HEALING. By Linda Byler. John’s seven brothers are constantly overwhelmed by his big brothers who seem to all be stronger, smarter, and better looking than he is. When John’s older brother Samuel begins to date Lena Zook, he tries to hide it for them, but it’s hard to feel jealous. But over time, John and Lena develop a special connection that’s hard to explain–especially to Samuel. 332 pages. Good Books.

5936512 THE LITTLE AMISH MATCHMAKER. By Linda Byler. Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he’s afraid the sparks between them were only because he’s so shy. So, in this romantic holiday tale, Simon’s little brother, Isaac, takes matters into his own hands. 187 pages. Good Books.

2794944 BECKY MEETS HER MATCH. By Linda Byler. Becky has lots of spunk. Never mind that she’s Amish, she regularly confronts people without trembling. But she can’t believe how to let Daniel know how much she likes him. Her weight (she’s been since birth) gets in the way every time. But during the night of the Christmas singing, she finds out if she can be her full self when riding a horse for the first time.

6921809 THE CHRISTMAS VISITOR. By Linda Byler. One moment, Ben Miller was high up in the rafters at the barn raising. In the next, his foot slipped, leaving his wife Ruth a widow and her children disadvantaged. But as Christmas approaches, banana boxes full of food, treats, and money begin to appear on Ruth’s front porch. 237 pages. Good Books.

2849869 THE WAR BRIDE’S SCRAPBOOK. By Caroline Preston. Lila Jerome has never been very lucky in love. She has always been more interested in studying architecture and, more recently, supply chain management. On Christmas Eve, Lila receives a propitious job offer. But in the fall of 1943, a chance spark with a boarder in her apartment sets Lila on a course that shakes up all her ideas about romance. Fully illustrated, most in color, 278 pages. Good Books.

2010544 SOMEONE LIKE YOU. By Lia Riley. 274 pages. Forever.


6629148 A SISTER’S WISH. By Shelley Shepard Gray. 344 pages. Revell.

2889157 HEALING HEARTS. By Beth Wiseman. Novellas. In Healing Hearts, empty nesters Levina and her husband rekindle the fire of love they once shared. In A Change of Heart, will Leah’s role as an Amish wife and mother force her to set aside her creative life? In A Choice to Forgive, is there enough forgiveness in Lydia’s heart to overlook the past and move into the future?

20655X MAKIN’ MIRACLES. By Lyn Stepp. 261 pages. Kensington.

2806991 SOMEONE LIKE YOU. By Leigh Greenwood. 406 pages. Sourcebooks.


2804670 CHRISTMAS IN WHISPERING PINES. By Scarlett Dunn. 313 pages. Zebra.

684215 REDMATES. By Nichole Chase. 366 pages. Morrow.


2866353 SOME LIKE IT ROUGH. By Kate Pearce et al. Adults only. 261 pages. Kensington.


2894157 HEALING HEARTS. By Beth Wiseman. Novellas. In Healing Hearts, empty nesters Levina and her husband rekindle the fire of love they once shared. In A Change of Heart, will Leah’s role as an Amish wife and mother force her to set aside her creative life? In A Choice to Forgive, is there enough forgiveness in Lydia’s heart to overlook the past and move into the future?


6090324 DO GONE MAD. By Rebecca Fann. 250 pages. Loveswept. The Patron Saint of Lost Dogs, Cyrus is determined to make Beside Manor, his father’s veterinary practice, thrive. Not an easy goal with a national vet chain across town determined to crush its competitor. Not only that, but Cyrus finds himself competing for Amy’s attention with a handsome stranger who shows up out of nowhere. 324 pages. Hachette.

2819123 WHICH WAY HOME? By Linda Byler. Second book in the Hunter’s Hunt for Home series. Born a Native American but brought up Amish, Hester Zug leaves home at 20, eventually marrying an Amish man; their marriage subsequently falters. When a Native American brave asks her to marry him and gives her a deadline for her decision, she asks her five questions, putting the answers in her diary, but in each other. 332 pages. Good Books.

299059X IT’S IN HIS KISS. By Julia Quinn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. To Hyacinth, who’s feistily smart and devilishly outspoken, Owen St. Clair’s cool and calm looks say nothing about what lies beneath. But when she still offers to translate a diary for him. As they delve into the text of this old family diary, they discover that the answers each they seek lie not in the diary, but in each other. 332 pages. HarperLuxe.

2891652 HISTORICAL REDEEMED. By Christine Johnson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Two years ago, Prosperity Jones waved farewell to a soldier behind, and will bring back the woman she loves. The desert, where she works to remain undetected, is a remote and dangerous part of Mexico to rescue someone. 332 pages. Good Books.

2858665 RUTHLESS. By Lisa Jackson. 714 pages. Zebra.

2862998 LIGHTNING LINGERS. By Abigail Wiseman. 370 pages. Sourcebooks.

2794944 BECKY MEETS HER MATCH. By Linda Byler. Becky has lots of spunk. Never mind that she’s Amish, she regularly confronts people without trembling. But she can’t believe how to let Daniel know how much she likes him. Her weight (she’s been since birth) gets in the way every time. But during the night of the Christmas singing, she finds out if she can be her full self when riding a horse for the first time.

2804670 CHRISTMAS IN WHISPERING PINES. By Scarlett Dunn. 313 pages. Zebra.

2806991 SOMEONE LIKE YOU. By Leigh Greenwood. 406 pages. Sourcebooks.


280354 UPSIDE DOWN. By Lil Ryde, 274 pages. Forever.

2814722 AN ENDLESS CHRISTMAS. By Cynthia Ruchti. 230 pages. Worthy.


2804670 CHRISTMAS IN WHISPERING PINES. By Scarlett Dunn. 313 pages. Zebra.

2814722 AN ENDLESS CHRISTMAS. By Cynthia Ruchti. 230 pages. Worthy.


2806541 LOVE’S ABUNDANT HARVEST. By Beth Shriver. 364 pages. Sourcebooks.

2891652 HISTORICAL REDEEMED. By Christine Johnson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Two years ago, Prosperity Jones waved farewell to a soldier behind, and will bring back the woman she loves. The desert, where she works to remain undetected, is a remote and dangerous part of Mexico to rescue someone. 332 pages. Good Books.

2858665 RUTHLESS. By Lisa Jackson. 714 pages. Zebra.

2862998 LIGHTNING LINGERS. By Abigail Wiseman. 370 pages. Sourcebooks.
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320 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

2847663 IN THE FALL. By Jeffrey Lent. A fierce and gripping vision of America in the Cold War and the Depression. It conjures the history of generations of an American family and the dark secrets that blister at its core. 542 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2912317 THE WILDING SISTERS. By Eve Chase. Jesse is desperate to move her family out of their London home and gorgeous Applecote Manor nestled in the English countryside seems the perfect solution. But Jesse finds herself increasingly isolated in their new home, at 89 with her sixteen-year-old stepdaughter, and haunted by strange rumors that surround the estate. The confluence of generations, global events, and the secrets of the house comes to light. 350 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2911738 THE MYTH OF PERPETUAL SUMMER. By John C. Crandall. A test for an emotional constant of her older brother Griff. Tallulah James would be lost. When betrayal and death arrive hand in hand, she takes to the road, headed to what turns out to be the not so perfect paradise of the Groves. When disaster strikes her brother, she returns home, only to discover the secrets that destroyed her family. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

2875432 THE MISTRESS. By Danielle Steel. Sunday Times Bestseller. Letting go of a lover is the hardest thing she'll ever have to do. Emily is devastated to learn that Benedict, the man she loved for years, has moved on with her best friend from college. Emily's world is turned upside down as she faces the reality of losing the man she thought she knew best. 542 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2911493 THE ABANDONED HEART. By Laura Benedict. A young housewife, Charlotte Bliss, lives with her husband and their two young children in the gorgeous Bliss family home. On the surface, theirs seems a calm, picturesque life, but soon tragedy befalls them, a series of shocking deaths, with apparently simple explanations. But nothing is simple if Bliss House is involved. 320 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

★ 698630X TO BE WHERE YOU ARE. By Jan Karon. After twenty years of life as a housewife and mother, Jem Sutherland is content—until she realizes he doesn’t need a steady job to prove himself. Then he’s given one. As for what it proves, heaven only knows. Welcome back to Mitford, America’s favorite small town. 452 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 6984789 CHINA RICH GIRLFRIEND. By Kevin Kwan. It’s the eve of Rachel Chu’s wedding, and she should be over the moon. Still, Rachel morns the fact that her birth father won’t be there to walk her down the aisle. Then a chance accident reveals his identity, and suddenly Rachel is drawn into a dizzying world of Shanghai splendor. 479 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6283388 THE LAST RANCH. By Michael McAlpine. When Matthew Kerney returns to his ranch in the beautiful San Andres Mountains after serving in Sicily during WWII, he must not only fight to recover physically and emotionally from a devastating war injury, but he must also battle attempts by the U.S. Army to seize control of his land for expanded weapons testing. 525 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

6292979 THE LAST RANCH. By Michael McAlpine. When Matthew Kerney returns to his ranch in the beautiful San Andres Mountains after serving in Sicily during WWII, he must not only fight to recover physically and emotionally from a devastating war injury, but he must also battle attempts by the U.S. Army to seize control of his land for expanded weapons testing. 524 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 6671518 BACK BAY. By William Martin. Metthe release of an author from Siberian prison, Hilyard is on a dangerous quest for a priceless relic hidden in the Cape for over two hundred years. 827 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6898211 THIS WAS A MAN. By Jeffery Archer. This sixth book in the Clifton Chronicles showcases Archer’s trademark twists and turns as an extensive cast of characters engage in a range of complicated pursuits. Romance, possible espionage, financial distress, and professional in-jeretsies explored. 404 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

2873411 COMETH THE HOUR. By Jeffery Archer. This seventh book in the Clifton Chronicles concludes. Harry Clifton’s story began in 1920, as a dock worker in England, and now he is set to write his magnum opus. As he reflects on these few days, the lives of his family continue to unfold with their dreams, desires, and disappointments. 469 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

2878216 MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD. By Jeffery Archer. The Clifton Chronicles continue. Harry lobbies for the release of an author from Siberian prison; Emma faces the repercussions of an IRA attack during the MV Buckingham’s maiden voyage; SF Giles Barrington sees a chance to rise to power through the hard of his two-year-old adversary; and more. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

2899218 START WITHOUT ME. By Joshua Max Feldman. Adam is a former musician and struggling to navigate thwarted dreams, lost close-knit friends, now scattered and emotionally from a devastating war injury, must not only fight to recover physically and emotionally from a devastating war injury, but he must also battle attempts by the U.S. Army to seize control of his land for expanded weapons testing. 308 pages. Back Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

6799467 MILLER’S VALLEY. By Anna Quindlen. 257 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

286545X THE WEIGHT OF AN INFINITE SKY. By Carrie La Seur. 259 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95


2877426 PERVERSE. By Olen Butler. 273 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

★ 6898424 BY INVITATION ONLY. By Dorothea Benton Frank. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95


Coming-Of-Age Novels

2885298 SNOW IN AUGUST. By Pete Hamill. A working-class Brooklyn neighborhood in 1947. Michael Devlin, an 11-year-old Irish boy, and Rabbi Judah Hirsch, a refugee from Prague, form an unlikely friendship amidst the neighborhood interventions—and only one thing can save them from the hate around them. A miracle. 356 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2899477 INVINCIBLE SUMMER. By J.B. Adams. Eva, Benedict, Sylvie, and Lusie graduate in 1997. As their dizzying twenties evaporate into their thirties, the once close-knit friends, now scattered and struggling to live their dreams, find themselves drawn together once again in stunning and unexpected ways. 308 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95

2931346 ALL MY FRIENDS ARE GOING TO BE STRANGERS. By Larry McMurtry. Desperate to break from the mundane happiness of Houston, budding writer Danny Deck punches on a car ferry to the West Coast, launching a road trip filled with broken hearts and the stark realities of the aspiring artist. 277 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

2899795 SILENT MUSIC. By Jane Hawking. Growing up in London in the aftermath of WWII. Ruth is an observant and thoughtful child who finds herself in a confusing and mysterious adult world. She seeks refuge in her memories of her early childhood and in the picturesque East Anglian countryside. Ruth eventually finds the motivation to pursue the tantalizing dream which has governed her childhood. 531 pages. Alma. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95
Comedy & Farce in Fiction

**2778858** GOOD OMENS. By T. Pratchett & N. Gaiman. The world will end on Saturday. Next Saturday in fact. Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, and every third teapot has sprouted legs and begun leafing complaints to the United Nations. The end is nigh. And, yes, in fact, it is the end of the world. **$9.95**

**2838708** ORDINARY GRACE. By William Kent Krueger. New Bremen, Minnesota, 1961. The twins were playing their debut season, ice-cold root beers were 400 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $24.00

**2899643** A SEPARATE PEACE. By John Knowles. 1940s New England. Gene is a lonely, introverted intellectual. Prentice is a handsome, taunting, daredevil athlete. What happens between the two friends one summer, like World War II itself, banishes the innocence of their boys and their band of 208 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2892725** NO MAN’S LAND. By Simon Tolkien. From the slums of London to the riches of an Edwardian country house, from the dark seamai mine to the exposed terrors of the trenches in France, Adam Raine’s journey from boy to man is set against the backdrop of a society on the cusp of a new reality. 578 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

**2899637** THE GALLERY OF LOST SPECIES. By Nina Berkhout. Edith grows up in the beautiful Aosta Valley, surrounded by diseased birds and disaffected sheep. Her mother is set against the backdrop of a society too steeped in fear of the unknown to see what is right in front of its eyes. 307 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2839823** CRIMES AGAINST MY BROTHER. By David Adams Richards. A horrific accident in which childhood friends Harold, Evan and lan all play a part scars each boy in a different way, leaving the bond between them and leaving each with a debt to be paid. As adults seeking to rise above this debt, they decide upon very different paths, and discover that their destinies and the debts they must bear are inextricably linked. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

**2811065** ALFIE THE HOLIDAY CAT. By Rachel Wells. Alfie and George just can’t seem to keep out of trouble. So when they are tasked with watching the boss’s cousin’s cat in his absence, the outcome is predictable but delightful. While vacating, Pieter meets Bruno, an adventurous local boy. Together they spend many summers exploring the mountains, and a fast-living demon who have grown rather falling, and everything appears to be going downhill. **$5.95**

**2899094** ANOTHER BROOKLYN. By Jacqueline Woodson. August, Sylvia, Angela and Pati share the loneliness and limited perspective of their neighborhood streets, a place where the girls believed that they were the most beautiful, brilliantly talented, with a future that belonged to them. But beneath the hopeful promise there was another Brooklyn, a dangerous place where madness was a mere sunset away. 175 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**2814439** THE CROOKED PATH. By Irma Joubert. In WWII era South Africa, Lettie is beginning a successful career as a doctor. But when she decides to cancel a trip to London to help her former employers in their relationship problems, they find a happiness neither thought possible. 401 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**2906082** THE EIGHT MOUNTAINS. By Elena Petro is a lonely, beautiful girl in Milan. With her parents becoming more distant each day, the only thing the family shares is their love for the mountains that surround Italy. When local alpinist Pietro invites Bruno, an adventurous local boy, together they spend many summers exploring the mountains, and find the true meaning of friendship and love. 356 pages. Alina. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

**2890608** LIVES OF SANTA HAYLEY. By Hannah Tinti. Samuel isn’t like the other fathers in Olympus, Massachusetts. A loner who spent years living on the run, he raised his beloved daughter, Lou, on the road. Now that he’s taken over the Halsey Drugstore, he gives her a normal life. But growing more and more curious about the mother she never knew, Lou begins to investigate. 376 pages. Dial. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

**2897063** THE TOLLSTEDTMAN. By Alex Kuskov. Russian pierrots are struggling to make ends meet. 136 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**2847141** BLESS ME, ULTIMA. By Rudolfo Anaya. 290 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95


**2899507** THE LAST BUS TO WISDOM. By William Kent Krueger. New Bremen, Minnesota, 1961. The twins were playing their debut season, ice-cold root beers were selling out at the soda counter of Halderson’s Drugs, and Hot Stuff comic books were a mainstay on every babysitting magazine rack. For 13 year old Frank, a preacher’s son, it was a grim summer, full of death in many forms. 307 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2899539** THE GALLERY OF LOST SPECIES. By Nina Berkhout. Edith grows up in the beautiful Aosta Valley, surrounded by diseased birds and disaffected sheep. Her mother is set against the backdrop of a society too steeped in fear of the unknown to see what is right in front of its eyes. 307 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2879745** THE HOLLYWOOD DAUGHTER. By Kate Alcott. The headline grabbing scandal of Ingrid Bergman having a baby out of wedlock, throws 17 year old Jessica’s life into confusion. Her father, a publicist for the Selznick Studio, had helped build Ingrid into a star. She always viewed the star as an icon of beauty and integrity—and now Jessie must navigate the gray area of moral contradictions that can shape or ruin lives. 305 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

**2899644** ANOTHER BROOKLYN. By Jacqueline Woodson. August, Sylvia, Angela and Pati share the loneliness and limited perspective of their neighborhood streets, a place where the girls believed that they were the most beautiful, brilliantly talented, with a future that belonged to them. But beneath the hopeful promise there was another Brooklyn, a dangerous place where madness was a mere sunset away. 175 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

**2811061** THE MIRACLE ON MONHEGAN ISLAND. By Elizabeth Kelly. When Spark Mountain, the sturdy grodi dog, is stumps unannounced to his family’s dilapidated home on Maine’s rugged picturesque Monhegan Island, his arrival launches a summer the likes of which Maine has never seen. But they’re not expecting to land in the sea and be rescued by a North Korean ship, harboring contraband uranium. Soon Allan and Julius are at the center of a complex and complicated diplomatic crisis. 435 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**2895007** KNOW YOUR BEHOLDER. By Adam Rapp. An uproarious and affecting novel about what we do when our lives have crumbled around us and we must collect the jagged pieces and begin anew. 341 pages. Back Bay. Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2891144** ANOTHER BROOKLYN. By Jacqueline Woodson. August, Sylvia, Angela and Pati share the loneliness and limited perspective of their neighborhood streets, a place where the girls believed that they were the most beautiful, brilliantly talented, with a future that belonged to them. But beneath the hopeful promise there was another Brooklyn, a dangerous place where madness was a mere sunset away. 175 pages. Amistad. Pub. at $22.99 $3.95
**The Daughters of Ireland**


**1982607**


**2901198**

By Jeff Shaara. The master of military historical fiction now turns his eye to the Korean War, telling the story of ordinary Americans and Chinese who squared off in one of the deadliest campaigns in the annals of combat: the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, also known as “The Chosin Commitment.” New York: Ballantine. Paper. At $29.99

**2847965**

By Warren Murphy. The Falcons are an immigrant family living in New York City in 1920. Their patriarch, Tony, is a respected police officer. His sons Tommy and Mike are men of the streets, rackets and guns. 287 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. At $27.99

**6989254**


**6898786**


**2901199**

By Carl Hiaasen. Honey Sanita is off her meds, reacting rapidly to everything. The last person the anonymer is a telemarketer from Texas. Her revenge? Invite him to a paid ecotour of the Everglades. Soon they encounter a brawling cast of characters: a Miami Dolphin with plates that read COJONES. Before he knows it, Spree is up to his cojones in corrupt Florida politicos and some very sick puppies, including a millionaire Northwest native frozen for females. 435 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. At $9.99

**6989255**

By Jean Marie Pierson. A heartbreaking and magical story of how Santa Claus, Comet, and Christ himself, all disguised as a clockmaker, a six-pint buck, and a businessman, come to reassure a grieving boy that his memory of his lost men, despite of his father in a small seaside town during WWII. 239 pages. Post Hill. Pub. At $21.00

**6991846**

By Mary Nichols. Fated to be together, Julie and Harry maintain a fragile respect for each other. But it’s now 1939. Harry has enlisted in the Royal Air Force, and Julie must face the Blitz in wartime London alone with her son. After she is injured in a bombing, she subdues her memory of loss and love and is given a new identity, 351 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound.

**6992729**


**2901200**

By Nicholas Guild. On a cold night, along the outskirts of a peasant village, two Russian youths want to perform an ancient rite of passage. A family, while of unremarkable men, who rise to the moonlight and claim their manhood by killing the adults. They are our own history, and the Spartans have no idea how terrible an enemy they have in their midst. 400 pages. Harper. At $16.00

**6959378**

By Vaona Bennett. Evie arrives in Jazz Age Paris, home to her long-stranged bohemian grandmother, in search of adventure. But just as Evie arrives, her grandmother becomes very ill, and before she dies she compels Evie to carry out her final wish: find a man from her past known only as Zhenya. With the world on the brink of war, she becomes embroiled in espionage plots and combations. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. At $29.95

**6989310**

By Sally Catton Bagg. As Martha Jefferson Randolph becomes constrained by the demands of marriage, motherhood, politics, scandal, and her family’s increasing impoverishment, she learns to fight for her own survival, to make her mark on Virginia, and above all to embrace her life as a woman on the American scene. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. At $22.95

**287802X**

By Sarah Dunant. It is 1502 and Rodrigo Borgia, a self-confessed womanizer and master of political corruption, is now on the papal throne. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. At $25.99

**2904438**

By D.S. Dawson & K. Heane. Once upon a time a hero, the Chosen One was born—no, not that fairy tale. There is a Chosen One, but he is not the One who has ever been chosen. In the land of Pell, when a quest goes painlessly wrong, it’s up to a talking goat, a mighty warrior, an assassin, and a cursed bard to set everything aright. 379 pages. Morrow. Pub. At $26.99

**1983228**


**2901199**

By Jeff Shaara. The master of military historical fiction now turns his eye to the Korean War, telling the story of ordinary Americans and Chinese who squared off in one of the deadliest campaigns in the annals of combat: the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, also known as “The Chosin Commitment.” New York: Ballantine. Paper. At $29.99

**2847965**

By Warren Murphy. The Falcons are an immigrant family living in New York City in 1920. Their patriarch, Tony, is a respected police officer. His sons Tommy and Mike are men of the streets, rackets and guns. 287 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. At $27.99

**6989254**


**6898786**


**2901198**

By Jeff Shaara. The master of military historical fiction now turns his eye to the Korean War, telling the story of ordinary Americans and Chinese who squared off in one of the deadliest campaigns in the annals of combat: the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, also known as “The Chosin Commitment.” New York: Ballantine. Paper. At $29.99

**2847965**

By Warren Murphy. The Falcons are an immigrant family living in New York City in 1920. Their patriarch, Tony, is a respected police officer. His sons Tommy and Mike are men of the streets, rackets and guns. 287 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. At $27.99

**6989254**


**6989255**

By Jean Marie Pierson. A heartbreaking and magical story of how Santa Claus, Comet, and Christ himself, all disguised as a clockmaker, a six-pint buck, and a businessman, come to reassure a grieving boy that his memory of his lost men, despite of his father in a small seaside town during WWII. 239 pages. Post Hill. Pub. At $21.00
(Continued from previous page)

2877570 THE WITCHES OF ST. PETERSBURG. By Imogen Edwards-Jones. Based on a true story, this transporting historical fiction debut depicts the fascinating lives of two women whose bond, based on love and a shared respect for another woman, engulfs Western Gotaland into a whirlwind of intrigue and ruthless power plays, headstrong politics, and naive Arna is forced to leave the woman he loves behind and take up arms to battle the infidels in the Holy Land. 338 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2891500 THE GOOD PEOPLE. By Hannah Kent. As three women in nineteenth-century Ireland are brought together in the hope of restoring a young boy to his former healthy life, their world of family and female traditions and stories, tightens around them. It will lead them down a dangerous path and force them to question everything they have ever known. 415 pages. Brown. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

2895441 WARS OF THE ROSES. Bloodline. By Conn Iggulden. In England, Richard, Duke of York, is dead, his ambitions in ruins, his head spiked on the walls of the city. King Henry VI is still held prisoner. With the death of York, Henry’s wife, Margaret, and her army are thirsting for revenge. But in the mud of battle, Margaret has yet to find her sons. 404 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6657299 WARS OF THE ROSES: Bloodline. By Conn Iggulden. Winter, 1461. Richard, Duke of York is dead. King Henry VI is still held prisoner. Yet in life and in death, Henry’s family have other plans, and as an adult Jane is invited to the King’s court to serve as lady in waiting. 305 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

6654717 WARS OF THE ROSES: Margaret of Anjou. By Conn Iggulden. It is 1454, seventeen years after the Lancastrian king Henry VI took the throne. For more than a year he has been struck down by a disease that has sapped his strength and his soul. 414 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.95 $18.95

2912723 THE BERIES AND THE DEAD. By Peter Connolly. Rachel Berrie, a high priestess of the canaanite religion, a shameful reminder of her ancestors, has finally earned her deputy sheriff’s badge. She uses her office to help the poor and the destitute, but her passion for justice and her desire for vengeance make her a formidable opponent. 235 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $16.95


2899183 THE BEDLAM STACKS. By Natasha Pulley. In 1859, ex-East India Company smuggler, Merrick Tremayne is trapped in a dangerous adventure with an injury that almost costs him his leg. When the India Office recruits him for an expedition to fetch quinine from deep within Peru, he knows it’s a terrible idea—but he sets off against his better judgment in the arm of an eccentric Englishman with a past. 800 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

2892134 THE RED SPHINX. By Alexandra Dumas. Where The Three Musketeers is left off, continuing the stories of Cardinal Richelieu, Queen Anne, and King Louis XIII—and introducing a charming new hero, the Comte de Toulouse, the four defend the honor of the regiment against the guards of Cardinal Richelieu. 360 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

2912150 THE THREE MUSKEETERS. By Alexandre Dumas. The story of the early adventures of the young Gaon gentleman, D’Artagnan and his three friends from the regiment of the King’s Musketeers—Athos, Porthos and Aramis. Under the watchful eye of Cardinal Richelieu, the plot thickens as the four defend the honor of the regiment against the guards of Cardinal Richelieu. 356 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

2895683 THE DISTANT HOURS. By Kate Morton. An unexpected letter leads Edie to Mildenbur Castle, where the eccentric Blithe family has returned to their home. Edie’s mother was billeted during WWII. On a search for family history, Edie instead uncovers secrets long hidden deep within the castle walls. 562 pages. Washington Sq. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

2886448 A LIGHT ON THE HILL. By Connilyn Cossette. Though Israel has found relative peace, Moriyyah has yet to find her own. Attempting to avoid the scorn of her community, she’s spent the last seven years hiding behind the veil she wears. Underneath, her face is branded with the mark of the Canaanite gods, a shameful reminder of her past captivity in Jericho. 335 pages. Bethany House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.45

6898610 JANE SEYMOUR, THE HAUNTED QUEEN. By Alison Weir. Ever since she was a child, Jane has longed for a closer relationship with her family. But her large noble family has other plans, and as an adult Jane is invited to the king’s court to serve as lady in waiting to Queen Katherine of Aragon. Jane is determined to reclaim what is rightfully hers, no matter the cost. 595 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

2890240 THE STORM. By Arif Anwar. Shahryar, a recent PhD graduate and father of nine year old daughter Anna, must return to the US when his visa expires. That story intersects with those of a Japanese pilot, a British doctor stationed in Burma during World War II, and a privileged couple in California. Together they are forced to make choices that will bring them to move to East Pakistan. SHOPWORN. 306 pages. Atina. Pub. at $26.00 $9.55

6592578 THE GOOD SOLDIER SVEJK AND HIS FORTUNES IN THE WORLD WAR. By Jaroslav Hasek. In the Austro-Hungarian Empire’s army in 1914. Joseph Svejk embarks on a wild trip through war-ravaged Europe as he takes ill. He is captured by his own men, but his bizarre and comical adventures are so different from war that he is posted to the immovable line. 752 pages. Harper. 388 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2911728 MY NAME IS A KNIFE. By Alix Helena. In the 1150s, a young Swedish woman, Eilis, is forced to leave the home she’s known all her life to move to East Pakistan. While there, she meets Graciela, a young Mexican immigrant, who helps her adjust to her new life on the other side of the world. 335 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2899183
Historical Fiction

**$699789 A COLUMN OF FIRE.** By Ken Follett. When Princess Elizabeth becomes queen in 1558, all Europe turns against England. The shrewd, ambitious Elizabeth sets up the country’s first secret service to give her early warning of assassination plots, rebellions, and invasion plans. As Europe erupts, can one young spy protect the queen? 916 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99.

**$689124 LILLY DOWN WITH LIONS.** By Ken Follett, Ellis the American, Jean-France, the Frenchman. They were two men on opposite sides of the Cold War, with a woman torn between them. Together they formed a triangle of passion and deception, race from terrorist bombs in Paris to the violence of Afghanistan—known as the first modern novel in French and one of the first. 456 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.

**$2056352 WINTER OF THE WORLD.** By Ken Follett. Book Two of The Century Trilogy. The First World War, to the explosions of the American and Soviet atomic bombs. The Century Trilogy continues the gripping tale of a world torn between the political, and economic turmoil, beginning with the rise of the Third Reich, through the Spanish Civil War and the great dramas of World War II, to the experience of peace, the American and Soviet atomic bombs and the Cold War. 940 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $36.00.


**$2807106 WORLD WITHOUT END.** By Ken Follett. Two centuries after the townspeople of Kingsbridge finished building their exquisite Gothic cathedral, four children slip into the forest and witness a killing—an event that will bring their lives together forever. 1029 pages. Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**$2899787 SIDE BY SIDE.** By Jenni L. Walsh. In 1930, he’s locked up, and she’s left waiting, their dreams of a life together dwindling every day. When Clyde returns from prison damaged and distant, unable to keep a job, and dogged by the cops, Bonnie knows the law will soon come for him. But there’s only one road forward for them. 330 pages. Forge. Pub. at $7.95.


**$2891356. THE FLAME BEARER.** By Bernard Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Richard Shakespeare dreams of a glittering career in one of the London playhouses, a world dominated by his older brother, William. But Richard is a penniless actor, and when a priceless play goes missing, suspicion falls on Richard. He is then entangled in a high stakes game of betrayal that threatens his career. 520 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.

**$6802363 THE FLAME BEARER.** By Bernard Cornwell. England’s greatest warrior, Uhtred of Bebbanburg, at last has the chance to take back the home his traitorous uncle stole from him years ago. But when new enemies enter the fight for England’s kingdom, the precarious peace that threatens to turn into a war of annihilation. Nevertheless, Uhtred is determined to regain his birthright. 284 pages. Harcourt Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

**$6893421 THE FLAME BEARER.** By Bernard Cornwell. The enemies Uhtred has made and the oaths he has sworn combine to distract him from his dream of recapturing his home. Yet he is determined that nothing—not the noose of imprisonment, suspicion, ambition, and secrecy, vividly portraying England’s most volatile royal era. 359 pages. Touchstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

**$2777789 JEAN DE SAINTRE: A Late Medieval Education in Love and Chivalry.** By Antoine de La Sale. Written in 1456 and purported to be the biography of an actual knight, this has been called the first modern novel in French and one of the first historical novels in any language. An encyclopedic compilation of medical curiosities, it provides insight into the world of chivalry. 235 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $35.95.

**$2901420 WHERE THE LIGHT FALLS.** By Allison & Owen Patkai. As chaos threatens to undo the progress of the French Revolution, the demagogic young Jacobin breeders instability and paranoia, the lives of compañero’s Jean-Luc, an idealistic young lawyer. Andres, the son of a former patushel and revolutionist, and Marie, a young aristocratic widow, find themselves in a world where survival seems increasingly less likely. 368 pages. Dial. Pub. at $28.00.

**$2875544 LEARNING TO SEE: A Novel of Dorothea Lange, the Woman Who Photographed the Great Depression.** By Geraldine Brooks. The gripping account of the ambitious woman behind the camera who risked everything for art, activism, and love. Woodstock, 1937. To keep the home fires burning, Dorothea Lange, creator of the most iconic photographs of the twentieth century, dare to be different. 362 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

**$2899426 THE HORSEMAN.** By Tim Pears. Somerset, 1911. The forces of war come to the countryside of England, where the rhythms of lives are dictated by the seasons and the land, remains untouched. The story of a family, a country, and its landscape, as the war comes from, 302 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $29.00.

**$2915359 THE FLAME BEARER.** By Bernard Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A violent tale of ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set between them. Together they formed a triangle of misadventure and misfortune. 302 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $29.00.

**$2915367 FOOLs AND MORTAls.** By Bernard Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Rich in color and characters, in great adventure and thrilling conflict, this is the magnificent tale of how Shakespeare dreams of a glittering career in one of the London playhouses, a world dominated by his older brother, William. But Richard is a penniless actor, and when a priceless play goes missing, suspicion falls on Richard. He is then entangled in a high stakes game of betrayal that threatens his career. 520 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.

**$2915286 THE PAlE HORSEMAN.** By Bernard Cornwell. B ook Three of The Last Kingdom series. The year is 1018. A young lawyer; Andres, the son of a former patushel and revolutionist, and Marie, a young aristocratic widow, find themselves in a world where survival seems increasingly less likely. 368 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $16.99.

**$6742874 PRAYERS THE DEVIL ANSWERS.** By Shayne McCrum. In 1930 West Virginia, he is encouraged to talk about his life as the first black attorney to practice law there. His most famous case, in 1987, was his defense of a white man accused of killing his wife—a case that has become one of the most controversial cases in history. 358 pages. Atira. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99.

**$6958260 THE UNQUIET GRAVE.** By Shayne McCrum. When attorney James Gardner finds himself embroiled in an unspeakable suicide attempt, in 1930 West Virginia, he is encouraged to talk about his life as the first black attorney to practice law there. His most famous case, in 1987, was his defense of a white man accused of killing his wife—a case that has become one of the most controversial cases in history. 358 pages. Atira. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99.

**$2871034 ARCHDUKE FRANZ FERDINAND LIVES! A World Without World War I.** By Richard M. Pankhurst. What if Archduke Franz Ferdinand had never been assassinated? Pankhurst constructs alternate narrative accounts of the events that led to World War I. The result is a tantalizing look at the absence of the assassination and illustrates them with alternative biographies of key people. 246 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $19.95.

**$2856808 UNDER SIEGE.** By Edward Marston. When the daughter of the French ambassador is kidnapped, a task of entering Lille, “the pearl of forresses,” under siege to steal vital plans. Meanwhile Daniel’s beloved Amalia is herself under siege, as a determined to have his wife, even if he has to have Daniel murdered first. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.


**$2840262 MASTER OF HIS FATE.** By Evan Hunter. Told as a child, James Falconer quickly rises through the ranks in Victorian England, proving himself both hardworking and trustworthy, catching the eye of Henry Malvern, head of the Malvern real-estate company of London. But when Henry Malvern’s reputation and his life emerge, James will have to prove that he truly is the master of his fate. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.


**$6974079 WORTHY BROWN’S DAUGHTER.** By Philippa Gregory. When attorney James Gardner finds himself embroiled in an unspeakable suicide attempt, in 1930 West Virginia, he is encouraged to talk about his life as the first black attorney to practice law there. His most famous case, in 1987, was his defense of a white man accused of killing his wife—a case that has become one of the most controversial cases in history. 358 pages. Atira. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99.

**$2864008 UNDER SIEGE.** By Edward Marston. When the daughter of the French ambassador is kidnapped, a task of entering Lille, “the pearl of forresses,” under siege to steal vital plans. Meanwhile Daniel’s beloved Amalia is herself under siege, as a determined to have his wife, even if he has to have Daniel murdered first. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

188663 THE LONELY MEN. By Louis L’Amour. When Apache braves kidnap Tall Sackett’s nephew, Tell is forced to cross the border into the Sierra Madre to bring his boy back. But even more troubling is the boy’s mother, who seems to be intentionally luring Tell right into the center of an ambush. 171 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

188647 THE DAYBREAKERS. By Louis L’Amour. You had to push to start a fight with Orrin Sackett, but not with his brother Tyr. Tye had been born into trouble, and the night he stepped between his brother and a bull’s head he changed the course of both their lives forever. And ultimately, when a loose end from their past turns up, one brother is forced to fight to his brother’s behalf, and his dreams are to be realized. 204 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

458772 RIVERS WEST. By Louis L’Amour. Jean Talon’s dream of building massive steamboats to ply the rivers of the American frontier are put on hold when he stumbles upon a deadly conspiracy and a ruthless band of renegades. If he doesn’t stop these people, it will not only put an end to all his dreams, it may change the course of history. 181 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

580433 CONAGHER. By Louis L’Amour. Evie Teale and her children are alone in an untamed country where Indians and thieves rule the land. In 1856, when Conagher—a dark-eyed drifter—finds notes tied to tumbleweeds that echo his own whispered prayers for companionship, who is this mysterious woman on the other side of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains? Will she prove strong enough to give Evie Teale and her children a chance at survival? Or will they never be one family again? 135 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

580442 LONG RIDE HOME. By Louis L’Amour. From the rough and tumble streets of San Francisco to the dry desert plains of Texas, from a tough-guy gambler willing to wager his own life on a single bet to a killer with a heart, eight intertwining tales of the Old West are included in this collection. Includes “Bad Place to Die,” “Shandy, the Scoundrel” and “A Start for Shanghai.” 264 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

587578 TREASURE MOUNTAIN. By Louis L’Amour. Orrin and Tell Sackett had come to New Mexico looking for answers to their father’s disappearance twenty years before. But with one question could disappear in the bayous before they even set foot on the trail—and never discover the secret that was worth killing for. 187 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.
VALLEY OF THE SUN. By Louis L’Amour. A collection of nine remarkable tales that are gritty, unflinching, and uncompromisingly authentic. Here is the West as it really was, a land where for every friend there is an enemy, for every handshake a fist, for every dispute a resolution—usually in an explosive shower of blood and bullets. Includes “No Man’s Mesa,” “Valley of the Sun,” and “That Slash Seven Kid.” 177 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95.

WEST OF DODGE. By Louis L’Amour. From purple sage to gambler’s gold, from a senorita’s tempting smile to a splat of blood in the dust, and with relentless suspense and unforgettable drama, here are fourteen exciting stories that paint a vivid portrait of our western heritage that will live forever. Includes To Make A Stand. “West of Dry Creek,” “Home Is the Hunter,” and “To Hang Me High.” 220 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95.

THE CALIFORNIANS. By Louis L’Amour. Sean Mulhern and his brother set out to retrace their father’s footsteps in the search for the gold that so many of those who are in search of a questionable treasure. But with creditors, greedy neighbors, and ruthless gunfighters watching every move, the limits of their faith and the laws of nature will be tested as they seek the truth about the treasure. 207 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95.


RENEZVOUS. By Richard S. Wheeler. Mountain man Barnaby Skye is on the run in the 1826 Columbia River wilderness. Heed mercenaries, the British military, and American Indian leaders, brutal warriors in all the American Northwest are on Barnaby’s trail. He must now fight like a cornered puma to survive. 340 pages. Forge. Paperbound. At $7.95 $7.95.

BLOOD SKY AT MORN/APEACHE SUNDOWN. By Jory Sherman. In Blood Sky at Morning Zac Cody has been appointed by President Grant to defend the western heritage of California and his forefathers. But will the men be tough enough to survive the killing ground of the High Rockies, and return to civilization with their fortune in tins? 266 pages. Forge. Paperbound. At $7.99 $7.95.

TRAPPER’S MOON. By Jory Sherman. Mountain men Lemuel and Morgan Hawk have known violence back East, but nothing like the bloody brutality they will face in the wildlands of California. For Lemuel, it is a long way. But will the two men be tough enough to survive the killing ground of the High Rockies, and return to civilization with their fortune in tins? 266 pages. Forge. Paperbound. At $7.99 $7.95.

WESTERN'S & WESTERNS STORIES.

VALLEY OF THE SUN. By Louis L’Amour. A collection of nine remarkable tales that are gritty, unflinching, and uncompromisingly authentic. Here is the West as it really was, a land where for every friend there is an enemy, for every handshake a fist, for every dispute a resolution—usually in an explosive shower of blood and bullets. Includes “No Man’s Mesa,” “Valley of the Sun,” and “That Slash Seven Kid.” 177 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95.

WEST OF DODGE. By Louis L’Amour. From purple sage to gambler’s gold, from a senorita’s tempting smile to a splat of blood in the dust, and with relentless suspense and unforgettable drama, here are fourteen exciting stories that paint a vivid portrait of our western heritage that will live forever. Includes To Make A Stand. “West of Dry Creek,” “Home Is the Hunter,” and “To Hang Me High.” 220 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95.

THE CALIFORNIANS. By Louis L’Amour. Sean Mulhern and his brother set out to retrace their father’s footsteps in the search for the gold that so many of those who are in search of a questionable treasure. But with creditors, greedy neighbors, and ruthless gunfighters watching every move, the limits of their faith and the laws of nature will be tested as they seek the truth about the treasure. 207 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95.


RENEZVOUS. By Richard S. Wheeler. Mountain man Barnaby Skye is on the run in the 1826 Columbia River wilderness. Heed mercenaries, the British military, and American Indian leaders, brutal warriors in all the American Northwest are on Barnaby’s trail. He must now fight like a cornered puma to survive. 340 pages. Forge. Paperbound. At $7.95 $7.95.

BLOOD SKY AT MORN/APEACHE SUNDOWN. By Jory Sherman. In Blood Sky at Morning Zac Cody has been appointed by President Grant to defend the western heritage of California and his forefathers. But will the men be tough enough to survive the killing ground of the High Rockies, and return to civilization with their fortune in tins? 266 pages. Forge. Paperbound. At $7.99 $7.95.

TRAPPER’S MOON. By Jory Sherman. Mountain men Lemuel and Morgan Hawk have known violence back East, but nothing like the bloody brutality they will face in the wildlands of California. For Lemuel, it is a long way. But will the two men be tough enough to survive the killing ground of the High Rockies, and return to civilization with their fortune in tins? 266 pages. Forge. Paperbound. At $7.99 $7.95.

Robert B. Parker’s mission is to go deep behind enemy lines.


Ranger, the mission is to go deep behind enemy lines.


5801786 THE BIG SHOWDOWN. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. A peaceful New Mexican morning erupts in a barrage of gunfire, and when the dust has settled, Caleb York has gunned down two bad men. In a town drowning in blood and crime, Caleb York is the right man at the right time. 303 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.


5853005 UNION PACIFIC. By Mace Grey. Set against the epic backdrop of the building of the Union Pacific Railroad, this swashbuckling tale follows the adventures of civil engineer William Neal, Texas gunslinger Larry Red King, and Allie Lee, the sole survivor of an Indian raid in the Black Hills. 416 pages. ForgePaperback.

5848210 FIGHTING CARAVANS. By Zane Grey. Clint Belmont’s parents were killed in a Comanche raid when he was young, but that hasn’t stopped him from taking a job leading freight caravans across the Plains. But Clint has enemies far greater than the Comanches—like the man who has his eyes on Clint’s true love. 361 pages. SkyhorsePaperback.

5806029 THE BLOODY SPUR. By Mace Grey. Murder in the family. Murder in the town. Murder on the ranch. Bring the killer to justice, and protect the woman he loves, Caleb York must strap on his .44 and iron a bullet into the heart of the man who wants to drive a spurn through his town. He intends to put up a fight. Sheriff Caleb York rides out to reason with his old friend. But with Cullen’s ex-partner and a hired gun with two cronies in town, Caleb keeps a firm grip on his Colt .44. He’ll take dead aim to keep the peace. 290 pages. Pinnacle. Pub. at $7.99

2883940 SHADOW KILLERS/DEATHWALK. By Matt Braun. When a gang of cattle rustlers makes a pit stop on the ranch of a widowed farmer, he tells them to stay in line and avoid trouble. But settling down in Austin with a wife and son didn’t settle Ben’s taste for the sporting life. 523 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.

2878461 RIO GRANDE. By Matt Braun. Tom Stuart, a hard-drinking, fast-talking steamboat captain who knows every shovelful and eddy of the Rio Grande from the Big Bend to Brownsville, has a dream of building a shipping empire. But before he can take to the stage, one of their troupe robs the bank. 438 pages. ForgePaperback.

2893199 THE SISTERS BROTHERS. By Patrick deWitt. Hermann Kermit Warm is going to die, and hired guns Eli and Charlie Sisters will make sure of it. Though Eli doesn’t share his brother’s appetite for whiskey and killing, he’s never faced the road from Oregon City to Warm’s gold-mining claim. Eli begins to question what he does for a living—and whom he does it for. 328 pages. DoubledayPaperback.

2931999 THE LONG HIGH NOON/THE ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY VERMILION. By Loren Estleman. Johnny Vermilion, the Long High Noon, cowboys Randy and Frank have spent decades attempting to annihilate each other. If either remembers the reason for the feud, it seems to be lost in the adventures of Johnny Vermilion, his brother’s troupe brings masterpieces to the Wild West, and while they take to the stage, one of their troupe robs the bank. 438 pages. ForgePaperback.
Westerns & Cowboy Stories

★2836556 LONA HANSON. By Thomas Savage. In the ranch woman Lona Hanson, published in 1948, Savage creates an extraordinary character: passionate, driven, domineering, and ultimately tragic. Following up on his first novel The Pass, Savage completed a comprehensive survey of the American West and set up the primary themes and characters of his six subsequent Western novels. 306 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

★2365772 THE PASS. By Thomas Savage. The compelling story of the ranch family in the high country along the Montana-Idaho border, where the author spent his youth. This novel sets the stage for several of his later western novels. 335 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.


[овых участи, за которые он несет ответственность. На следующий день после нападения, и его CIA и Британские пароли напоминают Джеку, что он не должен идти в непредсказуемые ситуации. Он не должен забывать о своей работе. Они говорят ему: "Ты не должен быть там. Ты должен быть здесь."


6987563 GHOST TOWNS. By Loren D. Estes. 309 pages. Paperback. $17.95.


★2820390 WILD WEST. By Elmer Keaton. 403 pages. Forge. Paperback. $16.95. [SOLD OUT]

★6984657 STAGECOACH TO PURGATORY. By Peter Brandvold. 390 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95.


Military Fiction

5865166 THE TRUE STORY OF HANSSEL AND GRETEL. By Louise Murphy. In the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland, two children are left to find safety in a dense forest. Because their real mothers are Jewish, they are renamed “Hansel” and “Gretel.” They wander in the woods until they are taken in by Magda, an old woman called “witch” by the nearby villagers. She is determined to save them even as a German officer arrives with his plans for the children. 297 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $3.95.

6920888 THE GIRL FROM VENICE. By Martin Cruz Smith. Venice, 1945. The war is waning, but the city known as La Serenissima remains a strategic position. Lina Cercos comes across a woman floating in the lagoon and soon discovers that she is alive and in trouble. Born to a wealthy Jewish family, Giulia is on the run and Cercos opts to protect her. 308 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95.

6776073 THE ALPHABET HOUSE. By Lisi Adler-Olsen. When British pilots James Toadsdale and Bryan Young are shot down on a reconnaissance mission near Dresden, Germany, they escape capture by jumping absolutely literally landed away from the hospital behind enemy lines. Their only hope is to fake insanity until the war ends. But they aren’t the only ones in there under false pretenses. 359 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95.

2894297 SUMMER OF MY GERMAN SOLDIER. By Bette Greene. Patty Bergen knew something exciting was going to happen in Jenkinsville Arkansas. German prisoners of war arrived to make the prison camp in Jenkinsville their new home. To the rest of the town these prisoners are Nazis. But to Patty, a young Jewish girl, one of them is her older brother Will. Patty’s heart was touched when the young soldier who’s supposed to be watching over him was reassigned. She befriends him, and he breaks into the camp to help her brother escape. 360 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95.

2814084 THE FOURTH HORSEMAN. By David Hagberg. Legendary CIA assassin Kirk McCarvey has accepted the most critical contract of his career—kill the most dangerous, heavily protected terrorist alive—a man who is about to hand over 200 **SOLD OUT**
Gay & Lesbian Fiction

6972793 THIS LEADING MAN. By Ashlyn Kare. Drew Beaumont is bored of the same old roles: action hero, vampire, and villain. He’s not going to let a fresh gay buddy comedy languish just because they can’t find him the right co-star. So Drew bats his eyelashes and convinces everyone that he should play Drew’s not so straight man. 210 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

68866X THE LAWRENCE BROWNE AFFAIR. By Cat Sebastian. Lawrence Brown, the Earl of Radnor, is a brilliant scientist, hiding himself away in his family’s crumbling estate, unwilling to venture into the outside world. When and annoyingly handsome man arrives at Penkellis, claiming to be her secretary, her carefully planned world is turned upside down, 304 pages. Avon. Paperback. $5.95

6856665 IT TAKES TWO TO TUMBLE. By Cat Sebastian. Ben is perfectly content with the quiet, predictable life of a country vicar, free of turmoil. When he’s asked to look after an absent naval captain’s three wild children, he reluctantly agrees, but instantly falls for the hellions. And when their step but gloriously handsome latter arrives, Ben is tempted in ways that make him doubt everything. 288 pages. Avon. Paperback. $4.95

685700 THE SOLDIER’S SCOUNDREL. By Cat Sebastian. After the chaos of war, Oliver Rivington craves the safe predictability of a gentleman’s life. But Jack Turner tempts Oliver like no other man has before. Soon his yearning for the unattainable becomes a passion that Jack’s pleasure in watching the soldier’s genteel polish crumble every time they’re together. 308 pages. Avon. Paperback. $5.95

6903592 BAD TO THE BONE. By Nicki Bennett. Now Alex’s glory days are nothing but a memory. As his twenty-year high school reunion draws near, his football aspirations, his marriage fell apart, and his dreams of making a difference as an environmental lobbyist are as dead as his fantasies of sport star-dom. But could one change in one magical night when Ricky Lee shows up at their high school reunion. 198 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

2919214 SOLSTICE. By Joyce Carol Oates. When her favorite teacher, and recently divorced schoolteacher, while Trask a worldly, sophisticated, and nocturnal writer painted by the needs of her art. Over a period of months, a friendship develops between Trask and Winter, a young woman he nearly kills to then a near-fatal obsession, 239 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


6885694 THE RUIN OF A RAKE. By Cat Sebastian. 326 pages. Avon. Paperback. $5.95


Erotic Short Stories

5918863 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXX: Extreme Sex, Maximum Pleasure. The 30th volume of this bestselling series explores the darkest and most extreme sexual fantasies. Adults only. 314 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

7229653 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE X: The Hottest Stories America Loves to Read—A Perfect Ten and Rated X. The most torrid stories from people like you, or people you’d like to be. Join brave and happy explorers of all sexual adventures, and broaden your own sexual horizons. Adults only. 339 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3523136 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXVIII: Threesomes, Foursomes and Moresomes. In the thrilling world of Penthous, a threesome is hotter than a twosome, foursomes are a scorcher, and more is a dream come true, as these stories attest. Adults only. 296 pages. Warner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

589498X LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXVII: The First Time Is the Hottest. When it comes to new sexual frontiers, everybody’s a virgin: no matter how experienced you are, there’s still something you haven’t tried. Here, Penthous readers reveal how they lost their inhibitions and found a whole new world of pleasure. Adults only. 314 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95

681486X PASSIONS: Erotic Fantasies for Couples. Ed. by Blue Violet. These eighteen lust-inflicting fantasies include spanking, exhibitionism, role-playing, threesomes, and sensual adventures that will embolden couples to reach new heights of passion. Adults only. 192 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2608863 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIX. For the amorous adventurers with a sweet tooth that cup of sugar is never sweeter. So join the neighborhood watch that will keep you up (way) all day and all night. Adults only. 276 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

5918901 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXX: Sinful Sirens & Their Dirty Little Secrets. In these sultry, unoctomised stories, virgins and virgins, and their husbands and hookers and hitchhikers set their sights on pleasure at its most raw and most satisfying. Adults only. 310 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


5756700 DARKER EDGE OF DESIRE: Gothic Tales of Romance, Ed. by Mitzi Szereto. Writers who infuse passion into their paranormal tales come together for an irresistible Gothic collection ripe with the forbidden and the sensual. In these stories, love and lust are bound, while all nature of beings—vampires, werewolves, ghosts and more—abound after the sun goes down. Adults only. 226 pages. Temple. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

2883317 CHATEAU SOUSSION. By Louise Maitse. Contains three stunning tales. In Chateau Souisson, Ladies rule. Domestics serve and the Rod is paramount, whether it’s the middle class opinion, or the bottom is safe. Buffed by bad behavior from boys, a Granddaughter seeks advice and gets it in Grandmother’s Footsteps. In Miss Beauchamp’s Reward she faithfully serves Miss Beauchamp. Limited Romance. Papers-and-Club. Pub. at $16.95

2608871 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXX: Meet the brave and sexy soul who isn’t afraid to dare, but take the plunge and make their hottest fantasies happen. Everyone has sex fantasies, but in this collection, where nothing and no one is ever too wild, they actually get fulfilled. Adults only. 291 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/684
Erotic Short Stories

★ 2894971 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXII: Girl on Girl! Presents dozens of amazing, erotic letters from female readers. Adults only. 295 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2894912 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XII. If you’re looking for the most erotic stories between the covers, you’ve come to the right place. Be prepared to be enticed, seduced, and left begging for more, because these are true confessions from real people just like you. Adults only. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

★ 2895256 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIX: Sinful Sexexploits. 10 Penthouse readers, this oversized collection of erotic letters is their bible. Now you can follow them inside secret dens of desire, as they reveal the sinful revels of hot-blooded lovers who go all the way—and beyond. Adults only. 339 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 2876904 LEGENDS OF LUST: Erotic Myths from Around the World. By Autumn Bardot. A sultry debut collection of fourteen steamy, erotic short stories that is an explosion of sexy and romantic re-tellings that will take you on a girl-gone-lovin’ new level. Titles include Mistress of the Isle; By Sword Tip; Under the Arjuna Tree; The Kiss; Riding the Mare; Good Medicine, and more. Adults only. 294 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 5918990: The Erotic Treasury. Ed. by Susie Bright. Open this treasury up and slip into the hottest short stories ever written. Susie Bright, the reigning mistress of erotica, has gathered together stories, both new pieces and favorites, from the “Best American Erotica” series. Slipcased. Adults only. 367 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

★ 2895218 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE VI: Feel the Heat. Letters to the hottest publication going, romantic and raunchy, straight and kinky, lovers talk about their true adventures in and out of the bedroom. Adults only. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2895212 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE VIII: The Sexual Revolution Meets the Millennium...Are You Ready? Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. These two collections in one extraordinary volume. See how the sizzle started, and discover what makes the fire burn hotter than ever. Adults only. 292 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 2895325 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIV: Exposed—Unexpected Horny Hookups. Enjoy an unscheduled reunion on the checkout line that reignites the flames with an old college flame. Dig in with the naked chefs, a beautiful wife, and her randy best friend, as they serve a delicious double course to satisfy all your appetites. Adults only. 292 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2894904 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE III: Hot, Bothered, and Ready. Everyday people reveal their most outrageous adventures, all featuring sex, sex, and more sex. Whatever their persuasion, swapping or peeping, solo sex or threesomes, girl on girl or whipped cream and feathers, the only taboo is no. Adults only. 231 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2895412 PENTHOUSE UNCENSORED. Originally published as Letters to Penthouse III and Letters to Penthouse IV. Two classic collections in one extraordinary volume. See how the sizzle started, and discover what makes the fire burn hotter than ever. Adults only. 502 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 2895013 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIV: Exposed—Unexpected Horny Hookups. Enjoy an unscheduled reunion on the checkout line that reignites the flames with an old college flame. Dig in with the naked chefs, a beautiful wife, and her randy best friend, as they serve a delicious double course to satisfy all your appetites. Adults only. 292 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

★ 2884925 EROTIC TERRORS. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. From dominant/submissive relationships to futuristic settings, these 18 erotic stories have captured the thrill of terror, suspense, and excitement. Adults only. 351 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


★ 2885005 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIII: Go Sex Yourself. Now in delicious detail, happy addicts to the solitary vice reveal how, sexually speaking, they take matters into their own hands, whether as a steamy solo performance or a torrid team effort. Share the guilty pleasure with gals and guys, spies and showoffs, fetishists and toy covers. Adults only. 296 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.65

★ 2889420 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XII: Celebrate the Rites of Passion. Explore the endless facets of desire, and discover that there are as many roads to pleasure as there are people who travel them. Adults only. 355 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $6.95

★ 2895226 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE VIII: Celebrate the Rites of Passion. Explore the endless facets of desire, and discover that there are as many roads to pleasure as there are people who travel them. Adults only. 355 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2895447 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XIX. Some people will do anything; as long as a sexy idea turns them on, the people in these stories of erotic tales are no exception. Adults only. 324 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

★ 2894939 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XIX. Speaking sexually, whatever your taste, missionary position or kinky decadence, slow teases or wham-bam coupling, you’re come to the right place. Adults only. 384 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95
**Erotic Short Stories**

- [**2890521**](#) PENTHOUSE-BETWEEN THE SHEETS: A Collection of Erotic Bedtime Stories. Ed. by Alison Tyler. Every kind of bondage is explored in this playful, inspirational, and surprising romp through the world of BDSM. Powerfully seductive stories of men and women in the throes of pleasurable restraint, secured by ropes, locked in handcuffs, or bound simply by a lover’s command. Adults only. 246 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

- [**5998328**](#) THREE-WAY: Erotic Adventures. Ed. by Alison Tyler. This collection of 21 stones offers sex with an extra helping: steamy and often surprising variations on the menage a trois theme. 366 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


- [**6953733**](#) THE TALE OF THE BODY THIEF. By Anne Rice. The second novel in Anne Rice’s *The Vampire Chronicles.* A young vampire—half-dead, half-human—sets out to follow the vampire hero and seduce or mortals, embarks on the most dangerous enterprise he has undertaken in all the danger-haunted years of his long existence. 430 pages. Knopf. Hardcover. Pub. at $13.95

- [**2822032**](#) THE HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY. By John Everson. Rumor has it that an abandoned house is haunted by the ghost of a witch. But rumors don't stop Mike Kostner from rehabbing the place as a haunted house attraction. Needing people on Halloween for a dark ritual, the witch makes sure Mike reopens the house. While the witch may be dead, she doesn’t intend to stay that way. 250 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- [**281724**](#) THIRTEEN DAYS BY SUNSET BEACH. By Ramsey Campbell. Ray and Sandra go on family holiday to the mysterious island of Vasilema. Their tours take them to a holiday resort that is unnaturally deserted during the day and to a cave where more than one gruesome discovery lies in wait. Before their holiday is over, they may learn too much about the secret that keeps the island alive. 277 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>PAGES</th>
<th>PUBLISHER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE HUNGER.</td>
<td>G.L. Vasilema.</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>Wordsworth Editions</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HUNGER DEAD.</td>
<td>By John Russo.</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>Kensington.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HUNGER.</td>
<td>By George Saunders.</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HUNGER DEAD.</td>
<td>By Simon Kurt Unsworth.</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SIREN AND THE SPECTER.</td>
<td>By Jonathan Janz.</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>Flame Tree.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SORROWS.</td>
<td>By Jonathan Janz.</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>Flame Tree.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ghost & Horror Story Collections**


- **SOLD OUT 2780232** BAG OF BONES. By Stephen King. After the death of his wife, novelist Mike Noonan can no longer bear to face the blank screen of his computer. Returning to his Maine summer house, he finds his beloved town in the grip of a powerful millionaire. As he draws into their webs, the wealthy man becomes ever more dangerous as the saving of his town rests in the hands of making him wonder what kind of forces have been unleashed? 529 pages. Scribner. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.00


- **2890860** HOUSE OF ECHOES. By Brendan Duffy. When Ben inherits land in the village of Swanhaven, in a remote corner of New York, he has no idea what lies in store for him. But as Ben uncovers the hidden secrets and his venture deepens into the surrounding forest, strange things begin happening. And they begin to doubt if they may not be the first they needed. 407 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

- **2892138** THE BEETLE. By Richard Marsh. From out of the dark and shadowy corners of the human soul, a creature of horror emerges that can change its form at will. It is bent on revenge for a crime committed against the devotees of an ancient religion. At large in London, it pursuing its victims without mercy. 276 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

- **2848627** MEDUSA’S WAY. By Tim Price. In the wake of their Aunt Amy’s suicide, Scott and Mandee Madden are summoned to Cavelot, the eerie and dangerous mansion in the Hollywood Hills where their disappeared. While Scott desperately wants to go back to their previous lives, he cannot. He may be the only way out of this haunted “House of Usher in the Hollywood Hills” that is a conduit for the otherworldly medusa’s way. 250 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

- **2808685** I AM BEHIND YOU. By John Aycock. A lonely young woman is shocked when four average families wake up in an ordinary campsite. Everything outside the campgrounds has disappeared, and the world has turned launchers on an unstoppable wave of grass and sky. The families are forced to face their deepest fears as they fight to find a way back to reality. 405 pages. St. Martin’s. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.00

- **2843863** HAUNTED: Horror of Hawerfordwest. By G.L. Davies. Blistering beginnings for a young couple turn into a nightmare after purchasing their dream home in Wales in 1989. Their love and their resolve are torn apart by an indescribable entity that pushes paranormal activity to the limit. 232 pages. 6th Books. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

- **2849916** PET SEMATARY. By Stephen King. When Dr. Louis Creed takes a new job and moves his family to the idyllic rural town of Ludlow, Maine, this new beginning seems perfect. But as the town reveals ever more chilling truths... 396 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

- **58011680** THE LONG WALK. By Stephen King writing as R. Bachman. In a dystopian future America, 100 boys annually compete to face the blank screen of their computer. Returning to his Maine summer house, he finds his beloved town in the grip of a powerful millionaire. As he draws into their webs, the wealthy man becomes ever more dangerous as the saving of his town rests in the hands of making him wonder what kind of forces have been unleashed? 529 pages. Scribner. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.00


- **2879425** THE HUNTING OF HENDERSON CLOSE. By Catherine Cavendish. 229 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

- **67776X** CLOSE TO HOME. By Lisa Jackson. 424 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00


- **2878726** CREATURE. By Peter Shea. 276 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


- **2778726** CREATURE. By Hunter Shea. 276 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

- **2801035** DRACUL. By D. Stoker & J.D. Barker. 493 pages. Pulpm. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00


**See more titles at erhbc.com/684**
GHOST AND HORROR STORY COLLECTIONS

2865734 WEIRD SHADOWS OVER INNSMOUTH. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Offers 17 magnificent short stories by 20th-century’s master of horror, H.P. Lovecraft. Includes: Innsmouth Bane by John Glaspby; Rising, Not Dreaming by Angela Slatter; The Widow by Ramsey Campbell; Fish Bride by Caitlin R. Kiernan; and more. 375 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

2865726 WEIRD SHADOWS OVER INNSMOUTH. Ed. by Stephen Jones. The World Fantasy Award-winning editor assembles 17 of the most skilled practitioners of the Lovecraftian craft, delivering chilling tales like Brian Lumley’s ‘The Tart; Paul McCauley’s Take Me to the River; and Kim Newman’s ‘Another Fish Story.’ For collectors of Lovecraftian fiction. 353 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

281502 IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF DRACULA: Tales of the Un-Dead Count. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Features more than thirty chilling stories and novellas by Bram Stoker’s Count Dracula, following, from his origins in Transylvania, through his travels down the decades, into a dystopian twenty-first century. Where vampires rule the night. 679 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

2862175 ALIEN INVASION SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. What horrors lurk in the unending darkness of space? Or should we direct our fear closer to home? From tentative first contact to all-out war, all this and more is explored in this powerful collection of original and classic short stories and novel extracts. Featuring H.G. Wells, A. Merritt and more! 353 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

2804360 CHRISTMAS EVE ON A HAUNTED HULK. By Frank Cooper. When he finds an abandoned duck pond on Christmas Eve, a hunter runs out into the marsh and comes across a shipwreck. He climbs aboard to explore, and finds himself trapped when a surge of wind blows away his punt float. Sleep overtakes him, and soon he discovers that it’s not only the one trapped on the derelict ship. 67 pages. Biblios. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $3.95

2804889 GHOST STORIES OF AN ANTIQUARY, VOLUME 1. By M.R. James. M.R. James disdained gore in his fantasy stories, and so created a quite different ghost story, M.R. James disdained gore in favor of atmosphere and suggestion, his enduring supernatural tales are masterpieces of understated horror. Included here in graphic novel form, are Canon Alberic’s Scrap-book; Lost Hearts; The Mezzotint; and more! 593 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


2814689 KWAIAND: Stories and Studies of Strange Things. By Lafcadio Hearn. Many of the twenty stories included are based on Japanese tales of long ago told to Hearn by his Japanese wife. Whatever he saw was clearly drawn to the hidden realms of the spirit world and to strange facts and marvels. 240 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

281462X JAPANESE TALES OF MYSTERY AND TERROR. By Edogawa Ranpo. Collects nine bloodcurdling tales that combine the quick tempo of Western writing with the rich fantasy of the East. Titles include: The Doll-Master; The Psychological Test; The Catapult; The Hell of Mirrors; Two Copped Men; and more. 222 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2814213 THE INVISIBLE EYE. By E. Erkänn & L.A. Chatrin. This collection brings together the finest weird tales by Emilie Erkänn & Louis Chatrin. The world of which they wrote has long since vanished but their strange narratives have lived on to the darkest depths of the nineteenth century, a time when anything could happen, and occasionally did. 408 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

2813961 PHANTOMS: Haunting Tales from the Masters of the Genre. Ed. by Marie O’Rogan. The brightest names in horror showcase a Gallery of fifteen ghostly tales from the most creative writers of horror, including: M.R. Carey; The Adjoining Room; A.K. Benedict; The Restoration by George Mann; and more! 400 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2820333 TALES FROM THE DEAD OF NIGHT. Selected by C. Robert Cargill. For this hair-raising collection of terror stories, Cargill conjures shimpling tales of dark imagination that will give you nightmares. 593 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6984711 AMERICAN FANTASTIC TALES. Ed. by Peter Straub. An unrivaled collection of 86 stories from the American Gothic tradition, from the masters of terror and the uncanny. Includes Stephen King, Joyce Carol Oates and Steven Millhauser. 1,459 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. Pub. at $70.00 $49.95

6705022 INTERIOR DARKNESS. By Peter Straub. Presents a monumental collection of short fiction from the acclaimed master of horror and the bestselling author of 16 stories, drawn together from 25 years of dazzling excellence, serve as a thrilling, highly entertaining, and terrifying testament to Straub’s dark gift. 476 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95 $16.95

2819435 THE DOLL-MASTER AND OTHER TALES OF TERROR. By Joyce Carol Oates. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A haunting collection of six stories. In the title story, The Doll-Master, a young boy becomes obsessed with his cousin’s doll after she tragically passes away from malaria. When strange things begin to house sit, until an intruder forces his way into the house while she’s there. Also includes Soldier; Equatorial; and others. 367 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.95 $9.55

2809048 NIGHT-GAUNTS AND OTHER TALES OF SUSPENSE. By Joyce Carol Oates. In these stories, the author explores the deepest entwining of lust and repulsion, and creation and dissolution. The stories in this collection include: The Woman in the Window; The Girl of the Beast; The Experimental Subject; Walking Wounded; and Night-Gaunts. 336 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

2847562 THE DOLL-MASTER: And Other Tales of Terror. By Joyce Carol Oates. Technically daring stories from this best-selling author. Titles include: The Doll-Master; Soldier; Gun Accident: An Investigation; Equatorial; Big Momma; and others. 299 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.55

6964208 CLASSIC CAMPFIRE STORIES: Four Spooky Tales. By William F. Wimsatt. Need a scary story to tell around the campfire while serving gooy’s s’mores? Collected here are four of the scariest classic folktales that will send shivers up anyone’s spine. Titles include: The Valley of the Blue Mist; The Human Hand; The Lost Hunter; The Walking Stick; and the Fork and more. 374 pages. Falcon. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2816709 HAIL!!! THE Herald Angels Scream. Ed. by Christopher Golden. From chauvinist ghosts to blood-soaked Santas, the tradition of Christmas horror stretches from Dickens’s A Christmas Carol up to the contemporary tales like It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year and Gremlins. Christmas, not Halloween, is horror’s most fertile realm, as seen in the eighteenth original and chilling stories collected here. 570 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

PRICE CUT to $9.95
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Ghost & Horror Story Collections


**282092** THE GOTHAMES OF H. P. LOVECRAFT. 268 pages. Barricade Books. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**277804** THE CALL OF CTHULHU AT THE MOUNTAINS OF MADNESS. By H. P. Lovecraft. 170 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**6828736** DARK MASQUES. Ed. by J. N. Williamson. 302 pages. Tor. Pub. at $12.95 $10.95

**6936881** VAMPIRE STORIES. Ed. by Adrian Conan Doyle. 271 pages. Styxlogger. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6781837** CHILLING GHOST SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


**691196X** AFTERWARD. By Edith Wharton. Illus. 87 pages. Biblioprep. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95


Adventure

**6569047** GIRL UNDERWATER. By Claire Keil. A sophomore on her university’s swim team, Avery Delacorte loves the water—at least until her red-eye flight crashes into a mountain lake. She is ultimately rescued from the brutal Colorado wilderness, but on her way back to her university’s swim team, 19-year-old Avery Delacorte loves the water. The journey is harrowing. But it pales in comparison to what happened deep in the jungle where I was taken as a slave by a savage tribe unknown to the outside world. 330 pages. St. Martin’s Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

**6779239** THE LOST ORDER. By Steve Berry. When news about the uncovered treasure amassied by the Knights of the Golden Circle gets out, the remaining factions rush to seize their share. Thrust into this battle is former Justice Department agent Austin and Joe Zaval a must race to find a cure for a deadly disease. For the ancient Emperor Sulachan lead a vast army of Death Reapers and plans to finish what Richard and Kahlan set in motion. Kahlan, the last Confessor, must defend their followers from a series of terrifying threats. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

**296886X** THE SHAPE OF WATER. By Guillermo del Toro & D. Kraus. Made into an Academy Award film. If the story of a young woman who comes across an amphibious man captured in the Amazon and brought to the Research Center where she works. Using sign language and a shared love of music, the two fall in love. Eventually Elisa has no choice but to risk everything to save her beloved from certain death. Illus. 315 pages. Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**2824779** ALL CLEAR. By Connie Willis. Winner of the Hugo and Nebula Awards. Turing back in time across a power of some sort. Animals are drawn to her and she sees a new vista: a boat full of ancient people approaching her across the silvery water. 330 pages. St. Martin’s Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99. SOLD OUT

**2865168** AT THE SIGN OF TRIUMPH. By David Weber. The Church that stands upon the brink of defeat. In the end, only one thing is left. Adapted for broadcast in December 1984. 764 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

**6907866** YOU DIE WHEN YOU DIE. By Angus Watson. When his settlement is massacred by a hostile empire, Finn and his clan make their escape across an unforgiving land. But battling the dead is nothing compared to the determined assassins, powerful tribes, and each other to fulfill a prophecy that is their only hope. 495 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.10 $4.95

**6798791** THE CITY OF MIRRORS. By Justin Cronin. The Twelve have been destroyed, and the terrifying hundred year reign of darkness that descended upon the world has ended. The survivors are stepping up to take over their post-apocalyptic society anew. But far away Zer0 waits. His fury will only be quenched when he destroys humanity’s only hope. 602 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**2897318** GHOST RADIO. By Leopoldo Gout. From the cramped bowels of a dimly lit radio station, Ghost Radio is beamed onto the airwaves. More than a call-in show for scary stories and urban legends, Ghost Radio is a sanctuary for those sleepless denizens of the night, lost halfway between this world and the next. 353 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**2663103** THE BOOK OF DUST. By Philip Pullman. Pullman returns to the world of His Dark Materials with this fantasy tale, the first in a new trilogy. At his father’s inn on the river Thames, young spy Malcolm and his daemon Asta find themselves drawn into a mysterious substance called Dust. Then, the spy’s message was intended for finds Malcolm. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

**28033X** URBAN ENEMIES. By Jim Butcher et al. If there’s a villain trying to tear it all down—and in this star studded urban fantasy anthology, the villains get their say. Told from antagonists’ points of view, this is a rare glimpse into the dark side of your favorite series. 449 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**6929001** A GREEN AND ANE RN LIGHT. By Frederic S. Durbin. In the forest near a young boy’s grandmother’s cottage, a long-abandoned garden of fantastic statues, a grove of monsters, where sunlight sets the leaves aglow. Hidden within is a riddle that has l lain unsolved for centuries. To solve it will require courage, sacrifice, and friendship with the most unlikely allies. 299 pages. S&S. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

**27850X** SEVERED SOULS. By Terry Goodkind. From the far reaches of the D’Haran Empire, there they discover that an ancient Emperor Sulachan lead a vast army of Death Reapers and plans to finish what Richard and Kahlan set in motion. Kahlan, the last Confessor, must defend their followers from a series of terrifying threats. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95

**2678862** WARHEART. By Terry Goodkind. The time of the bringer of death has arrived. With Richard dead, it is up to Kahlan, the last Confessor, to discover why the Sword of Truth is bonded to him, why ancient weapons lie in the first place, and why the first Confessor was such an integral part of its creation. The answer to that will determine the fate of existence. 463 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

**2875365** CAMELOT RISING. By Michael Clary. It’s been three years after the events in Excalibur and Arthur still hasn’t changed his ways. Now, a new threat has invaded the kingdom. The Black Knight. He leads an army of Death Reapers and plans to finish Arthur and Kahlan for good. Book two of The Camelot Wars. 289 pages. Permuted Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**280642** CLOSER TO THE CHEST. By Mercedes Lackey. Someone has discovered many secrets of the woman of the Court and the Collegia—and is using those secrets to terrorize a young man. Only a mage and a couple will have to track down someone who leaves few clues behind. They must thwart whatever plans have been set in motion, and quickly—before terror turns to murder. 297 pages. Permuted Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2801126** DOG’S WAY HOME. By W. Bruce Cameron. Star of the Academy Award-winning film Ghost Radio is beamed onto the airwaves. More than a call-in show for scary stories and urban legends, Ghost Radio is a sanctuary for those sleepless denizens of the night, lost halfway between this world and the next. 353 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

Fantasy Novels & Story Collections

**6987435** CRIMSON DEATH. By Laurell K. Hamilton. When Anita joins forces with her friend Edward to stop the rogue vampires’ campaign. Damian will be at their side, even if it means turning against his land where she is. His nightmares spring from—a place that couldn’t be less welcoming to a vampire, an assassin, and a necromancer. Ireland. 708 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95
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THE ETERNITY WAR: Pariah. By Jamie Sawyer. The
soldiers of the Simulant Operations Program are mankind's elite
veterans. A universe so vast it needs a fleet of 20,000 ships to
uncover the truth. The Doctor takes Romana on a wild
adventure through the time and space of the Eternity War, where
they uncover what lies at the heart of a common enemy.
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dying Earth. But when the blast doors open, the
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EXTINCTION VICTORY. By Nicholas Sansbury Smith. In
space, a devastating new enemy threatens the human race. The
Doctor and Romana must travel back in time to
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205029X HAZARDS OF TIME TRAVEL. By Joyce Carol Oates. A child of the future who learns of her tightly controlled future world is punished by being sent back in time to a region of North America—Wainscott, Wisconsin—that existed eighty years before. 324 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

2898632 YESTERDAY. By Felicia Yap. In an alternate society where classes are divided by how much they can remember, Claire and Mark are a rare mixed marriage of Monos (who can hold only one’s worth of memories) and Dupes (who can hold two). They are a shining example of a new vision of equality and cooperation. 704 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $34.95. $4.95

292210X THE YEAR OF THE GEEK. 365 Adventures from the Sci-Fi and Fantasy Universe. By James Clarke. A day to day diary of the geek year celebrating the most important events, authors, characters and adventures in the sc-fi and fantasy universe. This volume covers all geek things in a new and intriguing way. Fully illus. in color. 365 pages. Workman. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

2830114 THE INVISIBLE MAN. By H.G. Wells. Arriving in a town where no one knows him, disguised in bandages and dark glasses, the invisible man uses crime and violence to cover his secret before his revelation. Originally published in 1897. 146 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00. PRICE CUT to $3.95

2813378 THE TIME MACHINE. By H.G. Wells. In this hugely influential, groundbreaking science fiction, a brilliant scientist constructs a machine, with the pull of a lever, propels him to the year AD 802,701. This collector’s edition includes ill-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 111 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

2813416 THE WAR OF THE WORLDS. By H.G. Wells. This classic gripping adventure with a semi-documentary style is the seminal man versus machine adventure which has inspired countless science fiction stories and novels. This collector’s edition includes ill-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 218 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

2778297 MEN LIKE GODS. By H.G. Wells. Republication of the work first published in 1923. Mr. Barnstable’s trip to Mars, his experiments with the Martians who devastate Earth and feed on their victims, and his return to Earth, is called back home. But an unstoppable force of advance weaponry, threatens to ignite a war among the seal-like Martians who devastate Earth and feed on their victims, and his return to Earth, apparently undamaged by its fall from the sky. It space ship of phenomenal dimensions, with a crew of brilliant scientists constructs a machine, with the pull of a lever, propels him to the year AD 802,701. This collector’s edition includes ill-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 218 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

27046X THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME: SF Masterworks. By H.G. Wells. Originally published in 1933. When Dr. Philip Pole, founder of the League of Nations, dies in the 1930s, he leaves behind a book of dreams outlining the visions he has been experiencing for many years, detailing events that will occur on Earth for the next two centuries. 424 pages. Gollancz. Pub. at $6.95.

2813181 JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH. By Jules Verne. When the chance discovery of an ancient cryptogram reveals a path to the Underworld, the adventurous Professor Otto Lidenbrock sets off to Iceland, determined to reach the center of the earth. This collector’s edition includes ill-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 336 pages. Macmillan. PRICE CUT to $7.95

2813386 TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. By Jules Verne. When a strange creature is spotted outside the Galapagos, all at sea assume the creature is a möchte. It is not, and all seems to be as it should. But all is not as it seems. Out in the vast expanse of the Pacific they find not a beast but a submarine—the Nautilus, an advanced craft captained by the enigmatic Captain Nemo. This collector’s edition includes ill-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 336 pages. Macmillan. PRICE CUT to $7.95

2928364 JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH. By Jules Verne. Professor Otto Lidenbrock’s adventure begins when he discovers a coded inscription that reveals the existence of a passageway leading to the center of the earth in an extinct volcano. The professor and his two companions, the geologist and the physicist, descend into the center of the earth where an amazing prehistoric world awaits them. 191 pages. Archway. Paperback. $4.95


4795115 THE SONGS OF DISTANT EARTH. By Arthur C. Clarke. 320 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95


2778300 A MODERN UTOPIA. By H.G. Wells. 392 pages. Dover. Paperback. $0.95

5624513 THUNDERBIRD. By Jack McDevitt. 368 pages. Science Fiction. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95

4577094 COMING HOME. By Jack McDevitt. Book Club Edition. 358 pages. Ace. $3.95

6942618 LEGACY OF ONYX. By Matt Forbeck. 462 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

6781350 ULTIMA. By Lrrarian. 288 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

6781950 H.G. WELLS SHORT STORIES. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95


569848X THE DROWNED WORLD. By J.G. Ballard. 196 pages. Livrington. Pub. at $23.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95


6565296 ULTIMA. By Stephen Baxter. 495 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $5.95


6919384 DUNE. By Frank Herbert. 884 pages. Ace. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. $4.95


2781719 STAR WARS—RETURN OF THE JEDI: Beware the Power of the Dark Side! By Tom Angleberger. Illus. in color. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $7.95


6781259 SCIENCE FICTION SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $9.95

5641151 ONE YEAR AFTER. By William R. Forstchen. 302 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95


2810325 BINTI. By Nnedi Okorafor. 90 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

6994714 HARLEY QUINN, VOLUME 1: Hot in the City, by A. Conner & J. Palmotti. Who else but Harley Quinn could handle all that Brooklyn’s criminal underworld has to offer—Russian spies, senior citizens, and rival roller derby teams included—and still have time for a little chili dog or six? Harley Quinn #0-8. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

6884377 DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE, by Colleen Bunn. Cletus Kasady is back, and his image symbolizes his need to know that’s never going to last, right? They’ve had enough and it’s time to get the band back together. Will Carnage spread Deadpool all over the land? Will Deadpool talk to this sociopath’s ear? Collects Deadpool vs. Carnage #1-4 and Superior Carnage Annual #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

6915426 THE TESTAMENT OF SISTER NEW DEVIL, VOLUME 5. By Tetsutó Uesu. After Tetsutó Uesu. in the final issue of the series, the testament of Sister New Devil is finally making their move, seeking the Demon Lord’s power that hides within Mio’s body. But during the assault, the pinnacle moment of Basara’s past is revealed, and the culmination of Mio’s mysterious power—the Banishing Shift! Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

686011X THE TESTAMENT OF SISTER NEW DEVIL, VOLUME 2. By Tetsutó Uesu. in. the final issue of the series, the testament of Sister New Devil is finally making their move, seeking the Demon Lord’s power that hides within Mio’s body. But during the assault, the pinnacle moment of Basara’s past is revealed, and the culmination of Mio’s mysterious power—the Banishing Shift! Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6750885 MY MONSTER SECRET, VOLUME 1. By Eiji Masuda. Akashi is such a terrible liar that an old friend/enemy writes tabloids around his secrets. When Akashi falls in love with Shingamai Yuuko, he decides to tell the truth about the new reports. But her secret is bigger: she’s a vampire! A funny manga tale of high school gossip and supernatural beings. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3914918 LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOLUME 1. by Tsuakya Kawaguchi. The country of Brune is on the brink of civil war, and their neighboring rival Zhelt has seized the country of Gatacan. The nobleman, is dispatched to the battlefield where he encounters En, one of Zhelt’s Vanadis—a group of women who fight with daggers and swords. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6890172 LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOLUME 2. by Tsuakya Kawaguchi. Tigre remains a prisoner of the Vanadis Elen, and his absence is being felt back home. En, a vagabond, is asked by the ruler of a small kingdom to return to his homeland. Tigre convinces En to help him. Are they smart enough to win? In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6890180 LORD MARKSMAN AND VANADIS, VOLUME 3. by Tsuakya Kawaguchi. The Vanadis are warrior women who fight with powerful, dragon hewn weapons. At Zhelt’s royal palace, three of the most powerful maidens, Soly, Ludmilla, and Elen reunite. Ludmilla and Elen exchange heated words, and it’s up to Soly to settle the spat. Cheer on the battle between them! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2837757 THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF DOCTOR STRANGE. By Nick Jones et al. This lavish illustrated guide offers a magical mystery tour of the unique, magical world of Doctor Strange, the Master of the Mystic Arts, in Marvel’s magical Super Hero extraordinaire. This collector’s edition is packed with fantastic facts and astonishing artwork and is attractively bound with gift pages. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8 1/2 x 11. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99 $19.99

2780798 PEEPLEAND, by C. Faust & G. Phillips. A gritty comic book noir set in Times Square, 1986. When a chance encounter with a public-access pornographer unearths a dangerous and deeply entwined secret relationship that will destroy both Royz Bell and her punk rock ex-partner find themselves under fire from criminals, crooked cops, and the city elite. Adults only. 120 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

2876876 DEADPOOL: Bad Blood, by Rob Liefeld. Deadpool’s been shooting, stabbing and otherwise annoying people for a long time now. He’s made a lot of enemies. One he can’t quite place is the brutal Thumper, who keeps showing up out of the blue to pound him into jelly. Adults only. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

2808749 THE BATMAN ADVENTURES: Mad Love, by Paul Dini. This story reveals the origins of Harley Quinn as she proves her love to the Joker by trying to eliminate the Dark Knight on her own! Also features a behind the scenes look at the layouts and color guides. Collects The Batman Adventures: Mad Love, Harley Quinn #14. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

2856484 MESSAGES IN A BOTTLE: Comic Book Stories, by B. Kirgstein. Assembles the very best of the storied comic book artist’s work, starting with his earliest creative rumblings, through his glory days at EC Comics, to his final daring experiments for Stan Lee’s Atlas Comics. Two stories have been regarded as “lost” By Tsukasa Kawaguchi. Paperbound. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2877368 JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Darkseid War–Power of the Gods. by Peter J. Tomasi et al. What happens when a god dies? A new set of gods rise to take their place! But an even stronger enemy has appeared. Doomsday, a cosmic monster that has been saved from the White-Masked Demon, but an even stronger enemy has appeared. As the timetable tightens on the new Demon Lord’s reign, he’ll stop at nothing to gain the power that resides in his predecessor’s daughter. But a childhood friend of Basara could still save the day. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2875109 THE TESTAMENT OF SISTER NEW DEVIL, VOLUME 3. by Tetsutó Uesu. In the final issue of the series, the testament of Sister New Devil is finally making their move, seeking the Demon Lord’s power that hides within Mio’s body. But during the assault, the pinnacle moment of Basara’s past is revealed, and the culmination of Mio’s mysterious power—the Banishing Shift! Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


2929708 SUPERMAN/BATMAN: Saga of the Super Sons, by B. Haney & D. O’Neil. Have you ever considered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Now, revealed in all of its boyhood, the comic book version of the world has ever known! Superman Jr. and Batman Jr. form Collects World’s Finest Comics #215, #216, #221, #222, #224, #228, #230, #231, #233, #238, #242, #263 and Elseworlds 80-Page Giant #1, 148 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2929709 SUPERMAN/BATMAN: Saga of the Super Sons, by by B. Haney & D. O’Neil. Have you ever considered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Now, revealed in all of its boyhood, the comic book version of the world has ever known! Superman Jr. and Batman Jr. form Collects World’s Finest Comics #215, #216, #221, #222, #224, #228, #230, #231, #233, #238, #242, #263 and Elseworlds 80-Page Giant #1, 148 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2876795 SUPERMAN: The Coming of the Supermen, by J. Rosenberger & T. Breidenthal. In the not so distant future, Apokolips has been destroyed. Krypton has been reborn. The Earth is safer than ever. And from Metropolis to the streets of Steel Jared takes the skies—righting wrongs and saving lives all over the world. Collects Superman: The Coming of the Supermen #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

2773122 THANOS: The Infinity Relativity, by Jim Starlin. Annihilus, Lord of the Negative Zone, makes a renewed assault on the positive universe in search of a source of infinite power. To stop him, a fragile alliance of cosmic protectors forms: the ragtag band of adventurers known as the Guardians of the Galaxy. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

5785480 THANOS: The Infinity Revelation, by Jim Starlin. Thanos—the Mad Titan, slayer of gods and breaker of worlds—must pursue a trail of clues across the cosmos in order to prevent a cosmic calamitation that will ensure the future. By his side is the resurrected form of the hero who had once been his greatest foe. Adam Warlock. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95
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DC COMICS.

JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000, VOLUME 2: The Camelot War. By K. Giffen & J.M. DeMatteis. When a lycan lantern has been reduced to a flicker of his former self, Superman, Batman, and Wender Woman are at each other’s throats. And the Five have reveale...

DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

IDENTITY CRISIS 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Brad Meltzer. When Sue Dibny, wife of the Elongated Man, is murdered in her own home, the superhero community is devastated. Every hero on earth is shaken. They come together and immediately begin a worldwide search to find her killer. Collects Identity Crisis #1-7. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

MONSTROUS COLLECTION OF STEVE NILES & BERNIE WRIGHTSON. Collecting the collaborations between two horror legends, this Monstrous Collection includes three complete tales. Collects Dead! She Said #1-3; The Ghouls #1-3; and Doc Macabre #1-3. In B&W. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 77, VOLUME 2. By Marc Andreyko et al. Amazon Princess and Faith poker to see who’s better. The sisters was most worthy, Diana, daughter of the Amazons’ queen, emerged the victor. Taking the name Wonder Woman, she became a hero to all the world. Wonder Woman #69-100. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $7.95

WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 77, VOLUME 1. By Marc Andreyko. Amazon Princess and Faith poker to see who’s better. The sisters was most worthy, Diana, daughter of the Amazons’ queen, emerged the victor. Taking the name Wonder Woman, she became a hero to all the world. Wonder Woman #69-100. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

The MONSTEROUS COLLECTION OF STEVE NILES & BERNIE WRIGHTSON. Collecting the collaborations between two horror legends, this Monstrous Collection includes three complete tales. Collects Dead! She Said #1-3; The Ghouls #1-3; and Doc Macabre #1-3. In B&W. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

691504 VOLUME 8. By Okayado. Kimihito’s eyes are about to pop. The mothers of not one, not two, but three of the monster girls who live with him are coming for a visit. It doesn’t help that this trio of mothers is every bit as sexy as their children. And that they’re all together in the same tent. Collectors—be prepared. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

6915264 SECRET OF THE PRINCESS. By Mikki Morinaga. Fujiwara is the school’s most admired student and captain of the volleyball team, but her reputation is at risk when she agrees to accept his most prized possession, a priceless vase, in this all new yuri manga. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

686482 MONSTER MUSUME, VOLUME 7. By Okayado. Kimihito’s eyes are about to pop. The mothers of not one, not two, but three of the monster girls who live with him are coming for a visit. It doesn’t help that this trio of mothers is every bit as sexy as their children. And that they’re all together in the same tent. Collectors—be prepared. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

6915035 MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOLUME 3. By Mitsuki Mihara. Kazuki Hayashizaki has made progress as a summoner with his contracted diva, Leme, but the results of his efforts are soon threatened by the summoner, but the Magika’ a only male student. Collectors: Don’t miss this action-packed series. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

6915043 MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOLUME 4. By Mitsuki Mihara. Kazuki Hayashizaki has made progress as a summoner with his contracted diva, Leme, but the results of his efforts are soon threatened by the summoner, but the Magika’ a only male student. Collectors: Don’t miss this action-packed series. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

SPIDER-MAN: THE CURSED SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOLUME 6. By Mitsuki Mihara. Master swordsman Kazuki Hayashizaki is settling into his predetermined role of a summoner, but the Magika’s only male student is ready to step away from his new life in the shadows. Collectors: Be prepared for another exciting chapter in this fast-paced series. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

WONDER WOMAN. By G. Weizman & D. DeMatteis. It’s the 1970’s, and a tyrannical Imperium ruled by brutal beings of godlike power called the Five rule the known universe. In a last ditch bid for truth and justice, the Five have done the impossible, resurrecting the only heroes capable of ending the Five’s reign of terror—the Justice League. Collects Justice League #3000 #1-7. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000, VOLUME 1: Yesterday’s Lives. By K. Giffen & J. M. DeMatteis. It’s the 21st century, and a tyrannical Imperium ruled by brutal beings of godlike power called the Five rule the known universe. In a last ditch bid for truth and justice, the Five have done the impossible, resurrecting the only heroes capable of ending the Five’s reign of terror—the Justice League. Collects Justice League #3000 #1-7. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

WONDER WOMAN #58-62. By J. Ostrander & L. Wein. Out of the ashes of the greatest interplanetary holocaust comes a new generation of superheroes: Wonder Woman, the Suicide Squad, the Flash, and the all-new Justice League! But first they must take on a fight to the finish with the League of Darkseid the Destroyer. Collects issues #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

WONDER WOMAN. By M. Deodato & W. Messner-Loebs. Many years ago, the Amazons agreed to send an emissary into Man’s World. In a series of flashbacks, the sisters was most worthy, Diana, daughter of the Amazons’ queen, emerged the victor. Taking the name Wonder Woman, she became a hero to all the world. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $7.95

WONDER WOMAN: The Darkseid War. Collects issues #1-4. By G. Weizman & D. DeMatteis. The Flash is dead (again). The Green Lantern has been reduced to a flicker of his former self, Superman, Batman, and Wender Woman are at each other’s throats. And the Five have revealed their secret weapons. But the Five have revealed that the League of the Five has been the League’s enemy all long. Collects Justice League 3000: The Camelot War #6-13. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

IDENTITY CRISIS 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Brad Meltzer. When Sue Dibny, wife of the Elongated Man, is murdered in her own home, the superhero community is devastated. Every hero on earth is shaken. They come together and immediately begin a worldwide search to find her killer. Collects Identity Crisis #1-7. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

The MONSTEROUS COLLECTION OF STEVE NILES & BERNIE WRIGHTSON. Collecting the collaborations between two horror legends, this Monstrous Collection includes three complete tales. Collects Dead! She Said #1-3; The Ghouls #1-3; and Doc Macabre #1-3. In B&W. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 77. By Marc Andreyko et al. Amazon Princess and Faith poker to see who’s better. The sisters was most worthy, Diana, daughter of the Amazons’ queen, emerged the victor. Taking the name Wonder Woman, she became a hero to all the world. Wonder Woman #69-100. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $7.95

The MONSTEROUS COLLECTION OF STEVE NILES & BERNIE WRIGHTSON. Collecting the collaborations between two horror legends, this Monstrous Collection includes three complete tales. Collects Dead! She Said #1-3; The Ghouls #1-3; and Doc Macabre #1-3. In B&W. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 77. By Marc Andreyko et al. Amazon Princess and Faith poker to see who’s better. The sisters was most worthy, Diana, daughter of the Amazons’ queen, emerged the victor. Taking the name Wonder Woman, she became a hero to all the world. Wonder Woman #69-100. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

WAR OF THE GODS #1-4. By Paolo Rivera. war of the gods is coming to the world. Collects #1-3; and Doc Macabre #1-3. In B&W. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

WONDER WOMAN. By G. Weizman & D. DeMatteis. It’s the 21st century, and a tyrannical Imperium ruled by brutal beings of godlike power called the Five rule the known universe. In a last ditch bid for truth and justice, the Five have done the impossible, resurrecting the only heroes capable of ending the Five’s reign of terror—the Justice League. Collects Justice League #3000 #1-7. DC...

**596406** THE PARASITE DOCTOR SUZUNE, VOL. 1. By Haruki. Dr. Suzune is a strange doctor, but her speciality is parasites. When those parasites take up the habit of nesting inside human genitalia and overriding their senses with lust, her job is bound to get more than a little messy! A hot and heavy read with a steamy, sci-fi and mystery. Adults only. In B&W. 233 pages. Project-H. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

697502X THE SPECTACULAR SISTERSHOLD OF SUPERWOMEN: Awesome Female Characters from Comic Book History. Collects Batman/Wildcat #1-3; Batman/Wildcat #4-6; Green Lantern #17-20; Green Lantern Corps #17-20; JSA #35-37; Red Lanterns #35-37; Sinestro #6-8; and Green Lantern Annual #3. DC. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**292687** SANDMAN MYSTERY THEATRE: Book One. By Matt Wagner. In this tale, the Dark Knight; the Man of Steel; and the Spectre are drawn together. A hot and heavy读物 that mixes sexy and busty models live together under one roof. Where young actresses, beautiful musicians, and Kuala Lumpur biker gang leaders all coexist to much the delight of the female fans. Collects The Spectre #7-9; Nightwing #5-6; and Detective Comics #841-942. DC. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**292973** TRINITY: Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman. By Matt Wagner. The Dark Knight, the Man of Steel; and the Amazon Princess join forces to defend Earth against an oncoming apocalypse, a legendary alliance is born! Collects Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman: Trinity #1-3; Adventures of Superman #88; Wonder Woman #254; and Batman #627. Vertigo. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**2929503** BATMAN: Year 100 and Other Tales. By Paul Pope. Batman, a forgotten icon from the past is wanted for murder in the year 2090 when a federal agent has been killed. He is operating deeper in the shadows than ever before, and heavy reads ahead! Collects Batman #100; The Batman Chronicles II: Batman; Gotham Knights #1-5; and Sole #3. DC. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

**2877280** GREEN LANTERN: The Wrath of the First Lantern. By Geoff Johns et al. The fate of the universe now lies in the hands of the newest Green Lantern, Simon Baz—an admiral in the Iraqi Army. Can he master his power in time to grant Jordan and Sinestro one more rebirth? Collects Green Lantern #17-20; Green Lantern Corps #17-20; Red Lanterns #17-20; and Green Lantern: New Guardians #17-20. DC. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


668159X IDIOLHOUSE. By Takayoshi Sano. Step through the doors of IDIOLHouse, where young actresses, beautiful musicians, and Kuala Lumpur biker gang leaders all coexist. A steamy and heavy read that mixes sexy

685225 MUSHUKO TENSEI, VOLUME 4: Jobless Reincarnation. By Ritijun na Magorota. Yudexi Geyrat’s new life takes a shocking turn when the country of Rea is overthrown by a blinding light, leaving the fate of his family and friends unknown. When a mysterious figure appears before him, claiming to be a guide and offering advice. Rudy must decide whether or not this stranger can be trusted. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

287671X BATMAN: Night of the Monster Men. By Steve Orlando et al. In this tale, the Man of Steel is assailed from all sides, and Thor stands alone against the entire Deviant race. Collects Loki #1-4; Thor: For Asgard #1-4; Thor: The Deviants Saga #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

2929651 SPIDER-MAN: Revenge of the Green Goblin. By Howard Mackie et al. As the mentally addled Norman Osborn does battle with Spider-Man, the Green Goblin seeks revenge in the shadowy heart of Gotham City. The guardians of this sprawling urban center—Nightwing, Batwoman and the Batman himself—think they’ve prepared for the worst. But they haven’t. Collects Batman #7-9; Nightwing #5-6; and Detective Comics #841-942. DC. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


287711X G.I. ZOMBIE, VOLUME 1: A Sparring Partner. By Steve Orlando. Codename G.I. Zombie is best the soldier of the U.S. Army. He’s been in countless combat situations, survived torture at the hands of the most sadistic torturers in years of training. Along with partner Carmen King, they are assigned to infiltrate a group of running bikers in Mississippi. Collects Star Spangled War Stories: Stories #1-8 and Star Spangled War Stories: Futures End #1. DC. Hardcover. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**5827582 FETISHISMS: Immoral. By Takahiko Ushida. Welcome to Hotel Naked, a common meeting ground for sex-crazed ladies, forbidden lovers, and just about anyone looking for a thrill. From a threesome involving animal cosplay to sex with forbidden lovers, and just about anyone looking for a thrill. From a threesome involving animal cosplay to sex with
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**DEADPOOL, VOLUME 1.** By G. Duggan & B. Posehn. Deadpool has his hands full with dead presidents—not in a good way—as the world’s latest super hero faces a plague of reanimated American leaders. Forget impeachment, impeachment’s the least of his problems. Collects Deadpool #1-12. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99 $12.95

**287993 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER: The Gunslinger Born.** By Peter David. This volume delves in depth into the Gunslinger Born arc, while long-time fans are treated to adventures merely hinted at in Stephen King’s novels. Collects Dark Tower: The Gunslinger Born #1-7. Adults only. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**2821448 STEVE CAVENY–The Journey Begins.** By Ed Brubaker. Two new mysterious women—ero-scouts, bounty hunters of a new kind—are introduced in Steve Caveny—The Journey Begins. Meanwhile, the Cuban Missile Crisis plays out, and Caveny and the very freedom he fought for is put to the test. Collects The Red Pluton #1-3 and The Legend of Wonder Woman digital chapters #1-27. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**6890201 MASAMUNE-KUN’S REVENGE, VOLUME 4.** By Hazuki Takesaka. It’s summer vacation and that means it’s time to hit the beach! But there’s no time for suntans when Gunso and his friends head to Aki’s villa, there Masamune proclaims in front of everyone that he and Aki are going out. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95

**6884148 CAPTAIN AMERICA: Winter Soldier.** By Ed Brubaker. Two new mysterious women—ero-scouts, bounty hunters of a new kind—are introduced in Steve Caveny—The Journey Begins. Meanwhile, the Cuban Missile Crisis plays out, and Caveny and the very freedom he fought for is put to the test. Collects The Red Pluton #1-3 and The Legend of Wonder Woman digital chapters #1-27. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**6843262 DEADPOOL, VOLUME 1.** By G. Duggan & B. Posehn. Deadpool has his hands full with dead presidents—not in a good way—as the world’s latest super hero faces a plague of reanimated American leaders. Forget impeachment, impeachment’s the least of his problems. Collects Deadpool #1-12. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99 $12.95

**2929538 CAPTAIN AMERICA: White.** By J. Leob & T. Sale. For Steve Rogers, the hardest thing about being a man out of time is being a man without a country. This volume comes to a close as Steve’s terms with his loss, he longs for the black and white moral simplicity of WWII. Collects issues #0-5. Marvel. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**2890706 ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN, VOLUME ONE.** By Jeff Parker et al. Originally published in magazine form as Adventures of Superman 1-5. These are the adventures of the world’s greatest hero, as seen through the eyes of comics’ greatest storytellers including Jeff Parker, Jeff Lenticchia, Craig Rousseau, Stjepan Sejic, and many others. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**2831858 CIRIUS, VOLUME 3.** By Saburouta. In this yuri manga series you’ll discover interstellar love and romance. A love that transcends the universe, across the ages, and through time. And in the end, that love may save the galaxy. Kodansha. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**6955754 ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT: Classics Illustrated No. 56.** By Erich Maria Remarque. It’s a disturbing look at war from the perspective of young German soldiers. Their tale of agony and disillusionment, young innocents compelled to kill and limp, unmindful of the events that created the war. Collects issues #1-12. Classic Comic Store. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**2878992 MONSTERS UNLEASHED: Battleground.** By Jim Zub et al. Spider-Man fearlessly fights freakish but, will Wade Wilson lend a helping hand? Spider-Man, the ultimate Cold War assassin, will do whatever it takes to put an end to the Mutant government that has shut down the city’s power! CollectsAvengers #1; Spider-Man/Deadpool #1-All New X-Men #1; Champions #1; Doctor Savage #1; Uncanny Inhumans #1; Guardians of the Galaxy #1; and The Totally Awesome Hulk #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**2876884 DEATH OF HAWKGOWN.** By Mark Andreyko. Traveling through space via the incredible power of the Zeta beam, Adam Strange again proves that the universe is both the best friend and the worst enemy of the heroic world of Rann as its greatest guardian. Now he’s retired to his home planet of Earth. But when he finds that the small town of Seabrook has been overrun with the forces of the evil John Farsen, a s the Gunslinger–The Journey Begins.


**2919931 THE PRISONER: Shattered Visage.** By David Molter & M. Askitw. The official authorized sequel to the original TV show starring Patrick McGoohan. Set twenty years before the two are getting hot and heavy. That’s just one of 10 tales in this legendary volume. Adults only. In B&W. Project-H. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**2925858 DC COMICS: Zero Year.** By Scott Snyder. Six years ago, the age of super heroes is just beginning. The young Bruce Wayne has only recently emerged as Batman and already he is facing a full-scale all-out assault by the ancient Merlin and the Riddler, who has now turned out for the city’s power! Collects Batman #24-25 and all twelve Zero Year tie-in issues from across the DC Universe. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**2879166 SUPERMAN: Secret Identity.** By Mark Millar & Steve McNiven. Superman’s identity has been revealed to the world. Clark Kent from Pickettville, Kansas, is just a normal kid—until the day he can fly, see through walls, and shrug off speeding bullets. For decades, he’s been known as the Man of Steel. Now he has powers to try to prove he can make the world a safer place. Collects issues #1-4. DC Comics. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**2879271 WONDER WOMAN: The True Amazon.** By Jill Thompson. The story of a Princess Diana unlike any we’ve seen before! Legends come to life in a way only this Eisner Award-winning artist could imagine. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

**2929686 ROGUE ONE: A Star Wars Story.** By J. Houser & D. Swierczynski. All looks lost for the Empire at the Battle of Yavin when C-3PO’s actions allow a small Rebel transport to slip past the forces of the evil John Farsen, a s the Gunslinger–The Journey Begins.

**2929684 ROGUE ONE: A Star Wars Story.** By J. Houser & D. Swierczynski. All looks lost for the Empire at the Battle of Yavin when C-3PO’s actions allow a small Rebel transport to slip past the forces of the evil John Farsen. It’s the equivalent of a second agent being a woman with incredible power falls to Earth, he could spell the end for the Man of Steel. Collects Superman Unchained #1-9, and Superman Unchained Director’s Cut #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**6884326 DEADPOOL, VOLUME 1.** By G. Duggan & B. Posehn. Deadpool has his hands full with dead presidents—not in a good way—as the world’s latest super hero faces a plague of reanimated American leaders. Forget impeachment, impeachment’s the least of his problems. Collects Deadpool #1-12. Marvel. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**2929684 ROGUE ONE: A Star Wars Story.** By J. Houser & D. Swierczynski. All looks lost for the Empire at the Battle of Yavin when C-3PO’s actions allow a small Rebel transport to slip past the forces of the evil John Farsen. It’s the equivalent of a second agent being a woman with incredible power falls to Earth, he could spell the end for the Man of Steel. Collects Superman Unchained #1-9, and Superman Unchained Director’s Cut #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**2878892 ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS STORY: MARVEL EDITION.** By Mark Waid et al. The story of a Princess Diana unlike any we’ve seen before! Legends come to life in a way only this Eisner Award-winning artist could imagine. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

**2876833 DC COMICS: APE, VOLUME 1.** By Otto Binder et al. It’s a comic about you, and you have not been kind to the Simian race, and we will have your revenge. Your one extra chromosome will not save you from our superior strength. Collects the story of a man with a chimpanzee for a best friend. A massive ape has shut down the city’s power! Collects Batman #24-25 and all twelve Zero Year tie-in issues from across the DC Universe. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**2878633 ROGUE ONE: A STAR WARS STORY.** By J. Houser & D. Swierczynski. All looks lost for the Empire at the Battle of Yavin when C-3PO’s actions allow a small Rebel transport to slip past the forces of the evil John Farsen. It’s the equivalent of a second agent being a woman with incredible power falls to Earth, he could spell the end for the Man of Steel. Collects Superman Unchained #1-9, and Superman Unchained Director’s Cut #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95
**Graphic Novels & Comics**


287903X STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: Rise of the Sith. By Jan Sienkiewicz. When Luke Emperor Palpatine is left at death’s door? Or will Darth Vader find a way to save him in the ominous Ghost Prison? Collects Star Wars: Darth Maul #1-4; Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace, & #1-12. Star Wars: Episode I Anakin Skywalker, Queen Amidala, Qui-Gon Jinn & Obi-Wan Kenobi; and material from Star Wars #4-6 and Star Wars Tales #3, #5, #7, #14, & #26. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

287902X STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: The Rebellion. By Brian Wood et al. When Leia announces plans to marry, will the Rebellion lose a princess—or gain a new leader? And will Darth Vader find a way to save the Clone Wars? Collects Star Wars #13-20; Star Wars: Empire #19-27; and material from Star Wars Kids #1-20. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99

287900X STAR WARS LEGENDS EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 3: The Empire. By Haden Blackman et al. Will the Empire’s rise be forestalled when Emperor Palpatine is left at death’s door? Or will Darth Vader find a way to save him in the ominous Ghost Prison? Collects Star Wars: Darth Maul #1-4; Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace, & #1-12. Star Wars: Episode I Anakin Skywalker, Queen Amidala, Qui-Gon Jinn & Obi-Wan Kenobi; and material from Star Wars #4-6 and Star Wars Tales #3, #5, #7, #14, & #26. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

6929430 BATMAN: Gates of Gotham. By S. Snyder & K. Higgins. At the turning of the century, three old and prominent families shape the construction of modern Gotham City, but now a madman with three hundred pounds of heavy-duty explosives is threatening to bring it all crashing down. Collects Batman: Gates of Gotham #1-12, and Batman: Gates of Gotham Annual #12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

2801450 THE COMPLETE JAMES BOND-GOLDFINGER: The Classic Comic Strip Collection 1960-66. By Brian Scott. When James Bondcreator, Ian Fleming's, created the character, he never imagined that the classic 1960s comic strips. Also included are Rico; From a View to a Kill; For Your Eyes Only; The Man with the Golden Gun; and The Living Daylights. In B&W. Titan. 11½x10¼. Pub. at $39.99


687889X CANNON. By Wallace Wood. Programmed to be the perfect assassin and wakening to the value of human life, John Cannon, endures nude torture by beautiful women, explosive gunplay, naked catfight, Hitler, nihilistic love-making, nuclear bombs, war, women, and more naked women in these comic adventures. Includes Overseas Weekly, Heroes Inc., and others. Adults only. In B&W. 284 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00

6980388 WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: Secret of Hordorica. By Carl Barks. When Uncle Scrooge loses vital papers in a plane crash in the jungle, the boys find the nephews to retrieve them. Then, who should inherit Scrooges’ vast business empire? Donald and Gladstone vie to who can save the world and the most. These stories and many more outrageous adventures are included in this legendary comic collection. 194 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99

6659008 WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE: The Lost Crown of Genghis Khan. By Carl Barks. Delivers another action-packed collection of hilarious hijinks, preposterous perils, and cartooning brilliance, all starring everyone’s favorite mischievous mallard. In these classic comics, Uncle Scrooge searches for the missing crown of Genghis Khan; discovers earthquake-creating creatures; and more. 266 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $21.95

6984452 WAR AGAINST CRIME! VOLUME 1: The Ec Archives. By Lee Ames et al. Thrilling tales of conflict between gangsters and cops. From the twisted artistic talents of Al Feldstein, John Craig, Lee Ames, and others. Collects War Against Crime #1-6, with original stories presented in digitally remastered color. 203 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.99

2879069 STAR WARS—EPISODE VI: Return of the Jedi. By Archie Goodwin. These are grim times for the Rebel Alliance. Han Solo and Chewbacca are on the run and the Hutt. The Jedi Master Yoda grows weak. Emperor Palpatine is determined to turn Luke to the dark side, and Darth Vader’s new Death Star is terrorizing the galaxy. Collects Star Wars: Return of the Jedi #1-4. 112 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99

6883907 AGE OF ULTRON. By Brian Michael Bendis. The artificial intelligence known as Ultron has fought for years to eradicate mankind, and now it has succeeded. The few remaining heroes are battered, broken, almost beaten, and left considering desperate measures—some more desperate than others. Collects Avengers #12.1 and Age of Ultron #1-10. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

6883923 AKUMA NO RIDDLE, VOLUME 3: Riddle of Story of Devil. By Yuno Kougou. Working on the play will bring all the girls closer, for better or worse. Secrets will be revealed, and now it has succeeded. The few remaining heroes are battered, broken, almost beaten, and left considering desperate measures—some more desperate than others. Collects Avengers #12.1 and Age of Ultron #1-10. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
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**2867628 STAR WARS: Heroes for a New Hope.** By Mark Waid et al. Leia Organa was forced to watch the destruction of her home planet, leaving her a princess without a world. Now, following the fall of the Death Star, the verdant Empire has targeted the scattered few remaining Alderaanians and it’s up to a young girl’s left of her people. Collects: Hellboy: Darkness Calls; Hellboy: The Wild Hunt; Hellboy: The Storm and the Fury; and the short story The Mole. 526 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

**2867690 ALL-NEW, ALL-DIFFERENT AVENGERS.** By Mark Waid et al. As the Chiliauaptor Warbringer lives up to his name, three young champions—Kamala Khan, Miles Morales and Sam Alexander—rise to the occasion alongside stalwarts Iron Man, Vision, Captain America and Thor. Collects: All-New, All-Different Avengers #1-15; Annual #1; Avengers #0; Free Comic Book Day 2015 (Avengers) #1; and Free Comic Book Day 2016 (Civil War II) #7. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99.

**2914174 PROWLER.** By the EC Archives. By Marie Severin et al. Features a collection of stories showcasing the cunning and cruelty of the pirates that sailed the seven seas. Across these pages sail plunderers, pillagers, buccaneers, whales, smugglers, pearl divers, treasure hunters, multimen, and more. 300 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00.

---

**2867612 AVENGERS: Standoff.** By Nick Spencer et al. Lives will be altered, bonds broken and new alliances forged as rival teams vie to unlock the mysteries of Pleasant Hill. But who is the playful little girl at the center of it all? Collects: Avengers Standoff: Welcome to Pleasant Hill #1, Avengers Standoff: Assault on Pleasant Hill Alpha #1, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. #3-4; Uncanny Avengers #7-8; All-New, All-Different Avengers #7-8, and more. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99.

**6708330 AVENGERS.** By Nick Spencer. Some things are bigger than the town of Timelyville. It hides a dark secret—one that draws in three different Captain Americas and ignites a war between Marvel's most powerful teams. Collects: All-New, All-Different Avengers #1-8. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

---

**6899096 SUPERMAN: The Golden Age Dailies, 1944–1947.** By Alvin Schwartz. The Man of Steel’s newspaper adventures run for more than twenty-five years. This volume presents the complete comics from October 1944 to September 1947, when the creative torch is passed to writer Alvin Schwartz and artist Wayne Boring. Presented are sixteen storylines that begin while WWII is still raging and continues in the post-war era. In B&W. 272 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $49.99.

**6774551 BATMAN, VOLUME 4: The Golden Age Omnibus.** By Bill Finger et al. This expansive collection gathers together for the first time the groundbreaking postwar comics that cemented Batman’s place as the medium’s most popular hero, the Dynamic Duo battles foes old and new—with classic characters from the Three Musketeers to Santa Claus! Collects Detective Comics #93-112; Batman #26-35, and World’s Finest Comics #1-22, 780 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95.

**2867889 JSA: The Golden Age Deluxe Edition.** By James Robinson. In the Golden Age of the 1940s, extraordinary men and women of exceptional ability arose to defend the home front. But the war ended, and the nearer heroes started to wane. But when it becomes clear that a new hero called Dynamite has a dark agenda, only the Mystery Men of the Golden Age can stop him. Collects: The Golden Age: #1-4. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99.

---


**2835352 JIM HENSON’S Labyrinth, Volume One: Coronation.** By Simon Spurrier. Long before Sarah ventured to save her brother from the Goblin King, another young champion rose to defend the home front. By way of her baby brother from the clutches of the Goblin King, another young champion rose to defend the home front. By way of her father’s mystical gem around her neck, she finds herself battling against his own professional assassin. But when his latest contract turns out to be an old acquaintance by the name of kicking beastly behind! Collects: Sensation Comics #15-24; Comic Cavalcade #2-5; All-Star Comics #21-22; World’s Finest Comics #15-16; All-Different Avengers #7-8; New Avengers #6-10; Captain America: Sam Wilson #7-8; Illuminati #6; Howling Commandos of S.H.I.E.L.D. #6; and Avengers Standoff: Assault on Pleasant Hill Omega #1. Marvel. Pub. at $50.00.

**2910804 Avengers Standoff: Assault on Pleasant Hill Alpha.** By Dennis Hopeless et al. Lives will be altered, bonds broken and new alliances forged as rival teams vie to unlock the mysteries of Pleasant Hill. But who is the playful little girl at the center of it all? Collects: Avengers: Standoff: Assault on Pleasant Hill #1, Avengers: Standoff: Welcome To Pleasant Hill #1, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. #3-4; Uncanny Avengers #7-8; All-New, All-Different Avengers #7-8, and more. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.
**FANTAGRAPHICS. 9x11¼. Pub. at $29.99**

**BRENDA STARR: THE COMPLETE PRO-CODE COMICS BOOK, VOLUME 2.** This collection of comic books reprinted here found their way to newstands from 1949 through 1963 and as comic strip historian Al Feldstein observed "Brenda has a habit of spending a lot of time adjusting her stockings, running around in negligees and taking bubble baths." Collects issues #1 and #2. Dynamite. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. *$3.95*


**296110 DEVOiLMENT.** By Rick Remender. Every living creature on Earth has been devolved—the evolutionary clock turned back, reverting all life to odd mutations and prehistoric anatomical cross sections, this volume delves into Batman's detailed theories on the physiology of twelve key characters from the DC Universe, offering insight into abilities such as Superman's heat vision and Swamp Thing's regenerative capacities. Special, 258 pages. 9x11¼. Pub. at $39.99. *$11.95*
### Graphic Novels & Comics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Artist</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HELLBOY,</strong> VOLUME 2: The Complete Short Stories</td>
<td>Mike Mignola</td>
<td>Dark Horse</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>2808773</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CALL OF CTHULHU: Dark Tales</strong></td>
<td>H.P. Lovecraft</td>
<td>Dark Horse</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>2785005</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMAZING AGENT LUNA OMNIBUS 5, VOL. 10-11.</strong></td>
<td>By Peter J. Tomasi</td>
<td>DC Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>6884164</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANARCHY IN POP ART: Omnibus</strong></td>
<td>By Brian K. Vaughan</td>
<td>SelfMadeHero</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
<td>6795219</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE 20TH CENTURY IN CARTOONS</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Tony Husband</td>
<td>McMeel</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>2926423</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE STORY OF AMERICA IN CARTOONS</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Tony Husband</td>
<td>McMeel</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>2930567</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELITA</strong></td>
<td>By Tetsuto Uesu</td>
<td>Pegasus Press</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td>6890521</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE ISLAND OF DOCTOR DOOM</strong></td>
<td>By Mary Kopp</td>
<td>Fantagraphics</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>6879861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BRIDE OF JACOB MARLOWE</strong></td>
<td>By H.P. Lovecraft</td>
<td>Dark Horse</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>2785006</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE STORY OF HUMANITY</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Tony Husband</td>
<td>McMeel</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>2931412</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Cartoons & Comic Strips**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUPERMAN, VOLUME TWO: The Golden Age</strong></td>
<td>By Jerry Siegel</td>
<td>DC Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>6802806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BEST OF ARCHIE COMICS, BOB ROY</strong></td>
<td>By Bob Bolling</td>
<td>Archie Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>2931419</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRAIGHT OUTTA COOLVILLE</strong></td>
<td>By Rome Dryer</td>
<td>Archie Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>2931421</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE COMIC BOOK COMIC, VOL. 2</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Schomburg</td>
<td>Archie Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>2931420</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HELLO BELLIEH:</strong> STRANGE PLACES, OMNIBUS 2**</td>
<td>Mike Mignola</td>
<td>DC Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>6937195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BEST OF AMERICAN CARTOONS</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Tony Husband</td>
<td>McMeel</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>2931400</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YOUR NEW JOB TITLE IS “ACCOMPlice”</strong></td>
<td>By Scott Adams</td>
<td>Harper Perennial</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>6922295</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HELLBOY IN HELL OMNIBUS, VOLUME 4</strong></td>
<td>By Mike Mignola</td>
<td>Dark Horse</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
<td>6879544</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE COMPLETE TRANSMUTATION ANOMALY</strong></td>
<td>By Alex Schomburg</td>
<td>Archie Comics</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>2931422</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE FOURTH CENTURY IN CARTOONS</strong></td>
<td>By Tony Husband</td>
<td>Arcturus</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>2931401</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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858578X WALT DISNEY'S BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Sunday Comics 1939-1942. By Al Taliaferro. Starting from the very beginning, here are more than three full years of Disney's back Sunday comics, reproduced from pristine original material in the Disney Vaults. A hit from the very start, Donald's adventures with nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie are essential to any Disney fan's library. 168 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x13½%. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95.

671241X BINGE PARENTING, NO. 34: A Baby Blues Collection. By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. This baby blues strip collection, brilliantly written and evoking the joy and the insanity of modern parenting, Daryl and Jenny have been a staple of the Baby Blues collection for nearly 30 years. Spanning from the earliest strips to the most recent, this collection will make perfect reading for both new readers and to those already enjoying the joy of parenthood. 250 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10½x14½%. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

5842115 GROSSI! A Baby Blues Collection No. 33. By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. The only underground comic book strip that has never been more apparent or hilarious than in Baby Blues, the beloved comic strip classic of more than 25 years. From gargantuan messes to legendary sibling disputes, more misadventures of the MacPhersons—Darryl, Wanda, parents to Zoe, Harlem, and Gage—continue in this retrospектив of strips from '65 to '66. Fully illus. 313 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $13.95.

6886590 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS, 1965-1966. By Charles M. Schulz. Schulz has long been among the most important and influential cartoonists of our time. With the success of the Peanuts comic strip, Schulz has become one of the world's most sought after cartoonists. The Peanuts strip has been in print for more than 50 years, and remains one of the most popular comic strips in the world. The collection contains 784 pages of Peanuts comics, many of them collected in this edition. The collection also includes a foreword by the author, a biography of Schulz, and a chronology of the strip's history. 10½x14½%. Paperbound. Pub. at $74.99. PRICE CUT to $49.95.

278923X GARFIELD COMPLETE WORKS, VOLUME 1, 1978 & 1979. By Jim Davis. Jim Davis's phenomenally successful comic strip. Featuring the adventures of Garfield, the world-famous cat, and an introduction to the series, this collection will make perfect reading for both new readers and those already enjoying the joy of parenthood. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

2849844 GARFIELD I AM WHAT I AM! By Jim Davis. In this funny little collection of comics, Garfield discovers who he really is. Fully illus. Ravette. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.00. $4.95.

2849836 GARFIELD GOING FOR GOLD. By Jim Davis. Garfield shows us what his idea of exercise really is in this fun little collection of comics. Fully illus. Ravette. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.00. $4.95.

2849852 GARFIELD WICKED! By Jim Davis. The wicked side of Garfield comes out for all to see in this fun little collection of comics. Fully illus. Ravette. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.00. $4.95.

6595706 GASOLINE ALLEY, VOLUME TWO: The Complete Sundays, 1923-1925. By Frank King. Discover the poignant humor and dazzling beauty of 1920s America—as seen through the eyes of creator Frank King and his characters, Walt & Skeezix. Using the King family's collection of proofs, this giant-sized volume reprints in full-color every Gasoline Alley Sunday strip from January 1923 through May 1925. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dark Horse. 12½x18½%. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95.

2816530 GARFIELD COOKS UP TROUBLE! By Jim Davis. The4@6"poodle foofie is back with a banquet of all new strips to satisfy your comic cravings. Whether he's fixing a tail end meatball or baking a giant pile of potato soup or making Grandma's soup, Garfield always has fun on the menu. Fully illus. in color. 94 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10½x14½%. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $9.95.

2926514 GARFIELD FAT CAT 3-PACK, VOL. 12. By Jim Davis. Garfield may have gone through a few changes, but one thing has stayed the same: his enormous appetite for food and fun. Here are some super sized laughs with the insatiable cat, because too much fun is never enough! Fully illus. in color. 264 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95.

1890840 PEANUTS GUIDE TO LIFE: Wit and Wisdom from the World’s Best-Loved Cartoon Characters. By Charles M. Schulz. Charles M. Schulz was the first cartoonist to use the human condition, rather than action and adventure, as the basis for a comic strip. His unique perspective, close observations and most charming counsel, filtered through the eyes of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, and the rest of the Peanuts gang. Fully illus. 128 pages. Running Press. 6½x9½. Pub. at $12.95.

2921393 SILLY SYMPHONIES, VOL. 3: The Complete Comics, 1939-1942. By M. de Mars & H. Karp. Direct from the Disney Vaults comes all the spectacular Silly Symphonies Sunday pages from 1939 to 1942, including the original comic strip publication with an exclusive run of Pluto comics, The Ugly Duckling, and an extended series starring Little Hiawatha. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x13½%. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95.

2926520 POLLY AND HER PALS 1933, VOLUME 3: The Library of American Comics Essentials. By Cliff Sterrett. Debuting in 1912 as one of the first Sunday comic strips, Boneheads, featuring the adventures of Polly and her pals, was one of the most popular comic strips of its time. Starting in 1925, that Sterrett entered his peak period, developing a new style replete with Art Deco decorations, abstract backgrounds, and distinctive surreal perspectives. The strips reprinted here are the complete year of 1933 daily. Illus. 331 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95.


2926511 THE FAMILY CIRCUS: The Complete Comics from the Beginning, 1960-61. By Bill Keane. The Family Circus has been in print for more than 50 years, and remains one of the most popular comic strips in the world. The collection contains 784 pages of the strip, many of them collected in this edition. The collection also includes a foreword by the author, a biography of Keane, and a chronology of the strip's history. 10½x14½%. Paperbound. Pub. at $74.99. PRICE CUT to $49.95.

2926510 BLONDIE FROM HONEYMOON TO DIAPERS & DOGS: Complete Daily Comics 1933-1935. By Chic Young. For young comic strip enthusiasts, this book is the perfect collection to pick up. The collection features the early strips of Blondie, picking up just after their wedding, which follows the couple on their madcap honeymoon, followed by their attempts to settle into middle class married life. Fully illus. 280 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8½%. Pub. at $39.95. $21.95.


2926508 POGO THROUGH THE BLUE WONDER, VOLUME 1. By Walt Kelly. From 1948 well into 1973, Walt Kelly's Pogo was one of the brightest spots on any newspaper comic page. Fortunately enough to have it bright in terms of its characters (colorful even in the black and white daily strips) and bright in the sense of being witty and smart, Gathered here are 1949-1955, 284 pages. Fantagraphics. 11½x14½%. Pub. at $45.00. $32.95.
DOCTOR WHO

When the villain Stewy Stinker threatens to hold up Santa Claus on Christmas Eve, will Calico be able to save the day? Ages 4 & up. Illus. pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $17.99

2892955 DOCTOR WHO—PEACEMAKER. By James Swallow. In the town of Redwater, the Doctor and Martha investigate a mysterious order of salesmen whose patent medicines actually cure their patients. But when the Doctor and Martha investigate they discover the truth is stronger and far more dangerous than they ever dreamed of. Together, they set out to discover just how wild the West can become. Ages 12 and up. 239 pages. BBC. Pub. at $9.99


2929333 DOCTOR WHO—WISHING WELL. By Jonathan Green. In a small village well is just a curiousity—something to attract tourists intrigued by stories of lost treasure. Unless something alien and terrifying could be lurking inside the well, something utterly monstrous. No one wants to believe the Doctor’s warnings about the deadly horror lying in wait—but soon they’ll wish they had. Ages 12 and up. 239 pages. BBC. Pub. at $9.99

2815102 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. By Jules Verne. Professor Pierre Aronnax, a French marine biologist, joins a U.S. Navy expedition to destroy a terrifying sea monster rumored to be wreaking havoc on ships in the Pacific. This time-honored classic was originally published in 1870, and itsNH characters are more beloved than ever since. Ages 9-12. Color illus. 384 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $9.99

286598X GRANDMA FORGETS. By Paul Russell, illus. by N. Johnston. Grandma is a little more forgetful than she used to be. But that’s okay, it just means her family has to make new memories for her! An uplifting story about a family bond that no matter what else might be forgotten. Ages 3-8. Fully illus. in color. EK. Pub. at $17.99

6843387 COAT OF MANY COLORS. By Dolly Parton. Dolly Parton’s classic song “Coat of Many Colors” is lovingly reimagined in this heartwarming tale for young readers and their families. Based on her childhood in rural Tennessee, Parton captures her family’s delightful illustrations. Ages 4 & up. Grosset & Dunlap. 10¼x10¼. $16.95


2840030 HELLO, HARVEST MOON. By Ralph Fletcher, illus. by K. Kiesler. Every night the moon works its magic, conversing with moonflowers and moths, pulling the tides high, bathing streets and yards in its brilliance. Nothing is as breathtaking as a moon rising ripe and huge over autumn fields. With evocative text and radiant illustrations it offers a glimpse of nature’s nightlife after bedtime. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. Whitman & Company. Pub. at $9.99

*287590X A TREASURY OF CURIOUS GEORGE. By Margret & H.A. Rey. In this beautiful edition you’ll find eight timeless stories about the beloved and immortal Curious George, from the yellow hat, and their friends. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. HMH. Pub. at $11.99

*2812231 THE HOUSE AT POOH CORNER. By A.A. Milne. Rediscover all the characters you meet in Winnie the Pooh: Christopher Robin, Eeyore, Owl, Piglet, Kanga, Tigger and of course, Pooh himself. Joining them is the thoroughly bouncy and lovable Tigger, who leads the rest into unforgettable adventures. All ages. Illus. 180 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $16.00

6844376 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS GET READY FOR BED. By Mike Berenstain. When the sun goes down, it’s time for bed in Bear Country. Lift the flaps and see how Country and his friends save the day by helping everyone to escape, without succumbing to despair themselves? Ages 12 and up. 180 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.95

2827857 DISNEY DUMBO. By Richard Dinnick. The Eleventh Doctor and Amy are desperate to find out what’s happened to their children, Charlie Brown and friends as they prepare for the holiday. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Golden. Pub. at $7.99

2929325 DOCTOR WHO—UNDERWATER WAR. By Richard Dinnick. The Eleventh Doctor and his companions are on board the Cosmic Rover, a spaceship orbiting the water-planet Hydron. Joining the crew, they journey underwater on a scientific exploration. But nothing is as it seems in the high-tech submarine, and the crew, the Doctor discovers the ship is hiding a dangerous secret. Ages 12 and up. 163 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $9.99

2892014 THE BOXCAR CHILDREN. By Gertrude Chandler Warner. Henry, Jessie, Violet and Benny are brothers and sisters. They’re orphans too, and the only way they can stay together is to make it on their own. When an abandoned bear in the woods, they decide to call it home—and become the Boxcar Children! Ages 7-10. Illus. 154 pages. Albert Whitman & Company. Pub. at $12.95

2827823 THE HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS. By John Bellairs. When Lewis Baranvelt, an orphan, comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle Jonathan is the wealthiest man in the world and he is both magicians! But soon Lewis unknowingly resurrects the former owner of the house, who built a clock that could obliterate humankind—and the Baranvelts have to stop it! Ages 8 & up. Illus. 179 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $7.99

2837044 THE POKY LITTLE PUPPY. By Janette Sebring Lowrey, illus. by G. Tenggren. Read all about the little puppy who was so poky he missed the strawberry shortcake in this classic Golden Book. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Golden. Pub. at $4.95

2827856 CALICO THE WONDER HORSE. By Virginia Lee Burton. Way out west in Cactus County lived a horse named Calico. She wasn’t very pretty but she was smart and could run like greased lightning. When the villain Stewy Stinker threatens to hold up Santa Claus on Christmas Eve, will Calico be able to save the day? Ages 4 & up. Illus. 58 pages. Harpercollins. Pub. at $9.99


2892014 THE BOXCAR CHILDREN. By Gertrude Chandler Warner. Henry, Jessie, Violet and Benny are brothers and sisters. They’re orphans too, and the only way they can stay together is to make it on their own. When an abandoned bear in the woods, they decide to call it home—and become the Boxcar Children! Ages 7-10. Illus. 154 pages. Albert Whitman & Company. Pub. at $12.95

116
**2836524** 600 BLACK SPOTS, By David A. Carter. Spend countless hours of fun searching for the black spots throughout the clever pop-up pages where tricks and surprises abound. Ages 3 & up. Fullly illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $25.99  
**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**2838859** BLUE 2: A Pop-Up Book for Children of All Ages. By David A. Carter. Sequel to One Red Dot. From A to Z each letter gives a clue to where the Blue 2 is hidden in these spectacular pop-up sculptures. Ages 3 & up. Fullly illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $29.99  
**PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**2838885** WHITE NOISE: A Pop-Up Book for Children of All Ages. By David A. Carter. Challenges readers of all ages to find one red dot in each of the magnificent pop-up sculptures. From the flip flop flaps to the whimsical wobble wobbles, each page is an original piece of art. Ages 3 & up. Fullly illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $27.99  
**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**2838753** ONE RED DOT: A Pop-Up Book for Children of All Ages. By David A. Carter. Challenges readers of all ages to find one red dot in each of the magnificent pop-up sculptures. Ages 3 & up. Fullly illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $29.99  
**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**2838604** BIRTHDAY BUGS: A Pop-Up Party. By David A. Carter. Join in the fun as we celebrate the Birthday Bugs—and there’s a different one popping out of each birthday present. Fullly illus. in color. S&S. Pub. at $12.99  
**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**PRICE cut to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $11.99**

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**2807912** DEAR EVAN HANSEN. By Val Emmich et al. 358 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $18.99  
**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.99**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**2837110** SCUFFY THE TUGBOAT. By Gertrude Crampton, illus. by T. Gerety. Fullly illus. in color. Golden.  
**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**2837226** TOOTLE. By Gertrude Crampton. Fullly illus. in color. Golden.  
**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6765751** HALLOWEEN AT THE ZOO: A Pop-Up Trick-or-Treat Experience. By George White, illus. by Kelly Valley. Fullly illus. in color. S&S.  
**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**PRICE CUT to $26.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**6694440** BOB THE ARTIST. By Marion Deuchars. Fullly illus. in color. Laurence King. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $15.95.  
**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**
**SHORT STORY ANTHOLOGIES**

- **2896647 ONLY WOUNDED: Stories of the Irish Troubles.** By Patrick Taylor. Spanning thirty years of sectarian strife, this collection of sixteen stories captures the hopes and despair of everyday people on both sides of the Troubles in Northern Ireland, tracing an intricate path through the bitterly divided counties of Ulster. 282 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

- **2845498 VANDERING.** By Louis L’Amour. This collection takes the reader on a guided tour through many of the short stories that were never published in L’Amour’s lifetime. As with all L’Amour collections, this series also contains exclusive bonus materials. 306 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $9.95

- **2845776 SHAKEN AND STIRRED: Intoxicating Stories.** Ed. by Diana Secker Tesdell. An enticing collection of twenty-seven stories about drinking and making merry by great writers from the past two centuries. Authors include Roald Dahl, Edgar Allan Poe, Jack London, P.G. Wodehouse, John Cheever, Charles Dickens, Mark Twain, and more. 393 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

- **2822842 ETHAN FROME AND OTHER STORIES.** By Edith Wharton. Along with Wharton’s classic, Ethan Frome, this collection of her short stories also includes four of Wharton’s celebrated tales of the supernatural: The Triumph of Night; Kerfol; Afterward; and The Ghosts. 310 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

- **2917815 STORIES I LOVE TO TELL.** By Gene Edwards. The author is one of America’s most beloved Christian writers. Edwards offers this collection of stories that will make you laugh and cry. With superb storytelling, most of all drawing you into the fascinating world of well told stories about people whose stories are worth telling. 212 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $15.00 $6.95

- **2914509 JAPANESE LEGENDS AND FOLKLORE.** By A.B. Mitford. Includes a fascinating selection of thirty stories on the people and culture of Japan, presenting tales from a broad cross-section of Japanese prose covering practically every part of Japanese life. 320 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **6923062 KOLYMA STORIES, VOLUME ONE.** By Vazim Shalom. A masterpiece of twentieth-century literature, this epic array of short fiction tales reflects the fifteen years that Shalom spent in the Soviet Gulag, and is the first complete English translation of his stories and the only one to be based on the authorized Russian text. 741 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

- **2871327 THE MERRY SPINSTER: Tales of Everyday Horror.** By Mallory Ortberg. Adapted from the beloved Children’s Stories Made Horrific series, this volume takes up the traditional fairy tale and reimagines them for a modern audience by frightening the readers. This collection of eleven darkly mischievous stories based on classic fairy tales will delight all 190 pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

- **2857151 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2018.** Ed. by Roxane Gay with H. Pitol. A collection of twenty artful, profound, and sometimes funny stories that transport readers from a fraught family reunion to an immigration detention center and from a psychiatric hospital to a coed class sleepover in a natural history museum. 322 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95


- **2838752 BRENT HARE’S GOLD RUSH.** These fifteen short stories bring the California Gold Rush to life with a humorous assemblage of rough-clad miners, pistol-packing preachers, iron-willed women, and philosophical gamblers. The first western writer to become popular was a poet, a journalist. Hare’s stories helped shape the world’s perception of the Old West. 178 pages. Heyday. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

- **2929007 MURDER MAYHEM SHORT STORIES.** Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. A chilling selection of original and classic short stories, packed full of monsters, psychopaths, and high body counts. Tales of death and destruction from such classic authors as H.P. Lovecraft, Ambrose Bierce, Franz Kafka and many more, are cast alongside stories by exciting new hardcore crime writers. Beautifully bound with gold foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

- **2914051 IN GHOSTLY JAPAN.** By Lafcadio Hearn. A collection of fourteen images of ghosts, ghouls, and goblins, interweaving their spooky stories with the folklore, superstitions, and traditions of old Japan. 241 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

- **2838727 1917: Stories and Poems from the Russian Revolution.** Selected by Boris Dralyuk, Evgeny Yevtushenko, Yevgeny Long, and Gary Springall. These fifteen stories bring the Russian Revolution to life with a boisterous assemblage of workers, artists, revolutionaries, and romantics fill these electrifying poems and prose pieces, written between 1917 and 1921, with the spirit of the Russian Revolution. 366 pages. Pushkin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.45

- **299680X PROBING.** By Bill Myers et al. The stakes are higher than ever as authors Bill Myers, Frank Peretti, Angela Hunt, and Alfonso Sanchez – as well as debuts, rising talent, and Harbingers for four more stories set in a world on the brink of destruction. Titles include Leviathan, The Mind Pirates; Hybrids; and The Village. 200 pages. Tyndale. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.45

- **6909345 CHANCE DEVELOPMENTS: Stories.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Inspired by vintage photographs, these five lyrical stories capture the surprising intersections of love and friendship, and after life’s journeys. Brimming with the author’s trademark grace and humor, they are a testament to the power of human connection. SHOPWORN. 240 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

- **2891131 WE’RE ALREADY GONE THIS FARE.** By Patrick Dacey. In this stunning collection of thirteen short stories, Dacey draws us into the secret lives of recognizable strangers. In a small town, after more than a decade of boom and bust, everyone is struggling; a lonely woman attacks a memorial to a neighbor’s veteran son, a disaffected housewife goes overboard with plastic surgery; and more. 206 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

- **2890798 THE GRAYBAR HOTEL.** By Curtis Hawkins. This collection of fourteen stories is a multifaceted exploration of the lives of incarcerated men and the ways in which they struggle to retain their humanity in near-impossible circumstances. 210 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

- **2977151 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2018.** Ed. by Roxane Gay with H. Pitol. A collection of twenty artful, profound, and sometimes funny stories that transport readers from a fraught family reunion to an immigration detention center and from a psychiatric hospital to a coed class sleepover in a natural history museum. 322 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Short Story Anthologies

2917211 THE ROAD AHEAD: Fiction from the Forever War. Ed. by A. Bonenberger & B. Casinr. Twenty-four diverse warrior voices reflect the choices of combat and the haunting truths only fiction can reveal in these powerful stories. 349 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $24.95

289985X SWIMMER AMONG THE STARS. By Kanishk Tharoor. This collection of thirteen world-spanning stories speak to contemporary challenges of environmental collapse and cultural appropriation, but also to legends and their timeless human truths. 239 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00

6967000 TRAJECTORY: STORIES. By Richard Russo. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Each of these stories is shot through with the humor and humanity that have made each Russo has long been acclaimed. Titles include Horseman; Voice; Intervention; and Milton and Marcus. 354 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00.

2841657 ADVENTURE AT HIGH RISK. Ed. by Cameron M. & Kerry L. Burns. This collection of fifteen stories will captivate anyone with a love of adventure and the spirit. 205 pages. Lyons. Paperback.


694485X DIS MEM BER AND OTHER STORIES OF MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE. By Joyce Carol Oates. 237 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $10.00


6978827 DEATH ON KATAHDIN: And Other Misadventures of Lincoln Trail Travelers. By Tracy Salcedo. 218 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95


2814848 DESERT BOYS. By Chris McCormick. 226 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.00


2906309 THE FOLKS TALES OF SCOTLAND. By Retold by Norah & William Montgomery. Taken down from storyteller, these folktales of Scotland would hold the attention of the listener or reader as though a spell had been cast over them. These 53 stories take place in the sandy beaches of the Arabian Peninsula. Illus. 556 pages. Skyhorse.

2843587 SCARY URBAN LEGENDS. By Tom Baker. Urban legends are stories that people believe to be true, and they are based on fears and concerns. Nearly all of the stories in this volume are false, based on nothing more than rumors passed around by people who believe them to be true, but two of the stories are based on real events.

2906473 SCOTTISH TRADITIONAL TALES. Ed. by A.J. Bruford & D.A. MacDonald. Taken from a variety of sources, from the Highlands to the islands. These well-known stories are based on real events.


6912184 JAPANESE FOLKTales: Classic Stories from Japan’s Enchanted Past. Compiled by Ye Theodore Ozaki. A fascinating collection containing stories that range from the time of the gods and the immortals to the time of the samurai warriors. The stories are based on real events.

2912957 MYTHOLOGY: Tales of the Gods, Sagas and Heroes. By Abbie Farwell Brown et al. This fascinating collection contains stories from the Greek and Roman mythologies, as well as the Norse mythology and the sagas of the ancient world of the Vikings. The stories are based on real events.


683806X NORTHERN LEGENDS. By K. Homan. 256 pages. Copper Point. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


6921019 THE BROTHERS GRIMM: 100 Fairy Tales. By Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm. The works originally collected by the Brothers Grimm in the early 1800s are not necessarily the stories collected in this new edition. 246 pages. Seabury. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2913437 GEORGETOWN MYSTERIES AND LEGENDS. By Elizabeth Harlow. Ten popular folklore storytellers and tour guide is her best in this collection of nineteen tales that are both mysterious and haunted places. Georgetown, County, South Carolina. Titles include The Storm Ball; The Money Pit; The Sampal Drawbridge; Cintho; Frilled Duck; and more. 133 pages. John F. Blair. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

291344X BOOGERS AND BOO-DADDIES: The Best of Blair’s Ghost Stories. By Charles Harry Whedbee. The fifteen fascinating tales in this collection are every bit as engaging as those in Whedbee’s other volumes. Titles include The Great Mountain; The Gray Man of Patapsco; The Wicked Witch of Nantahala; The Witches’ Fair; The Ghost Who Rang the Gatehouse Bell, and more. 133 pages. John F. Blair. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

2802255 AEGISOF THE FABLES. Illus. by Arthur Rackham. This work brings nearly 300 of the wonderful classics to a new generation. Illus. 239 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

2830486 NORTHERN LEGENDS. By K. Homan. 256 pages. Copper Point. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


682666X NORTHERN LEGENDS. By K. Homan. 256 pages. Copper Point. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


Beverly Lewis. Leona Speicher got the "sister" she never knew. The charming plottings and steadfast moral principles of Aegis’s timeless tales still stand the test of time.

Gates, and more. 141 pages.


More Fiction

2899949 THE WISH. By Beverly Lewis. Lemon Spricht got the "sister" she always dreamed of. The great northern tales. Through his deft and homely and humor and wisdom, and more. 141 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


697591X ANGELS ON CALL. By Robert D. Leslly. 280 pages. Harvest. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

697596X GREAT AMERICAN SAILING STORIES. Ed. by Tom McCarthy. 275 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.00


See more titles at erhbc.com/684
More Fiction

**2871467 THE PROVING.** By Beverly Lewis. After five years as an Englisher, Amanda Dieringer is shocked to learn her mother has passed away and left her Lancaster county’s most popular Amish bed and breakfast. Reluctantly, Amanda accepts the challenge to run it for 12 months—or she will lose all she can claim it. But will she be able to fulfill the terms of her inheritance? 342 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 2910942 THE MAN WHO WATCHED THE TRAINS GO BY.** By Georges Simenon. Originally published in 1938, Kee Popinga is a respectable Dutch citizen and family man. Until the day he discovers his boss has bankrupted the shipping firm he works for, and he is about to be laid off, on some dark impulse, he boards a train, and begins a new life of reckless violence.


**2918617 THE ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS.** By Jeanne Bice. An entertaining, touching, and wistful collection of stories of holiday magic and a little mania. From the kindness and generosity of strangers to the turkey that got away, this treasury will make you laugh and cry and help you celebrate everything that is delightful. 290 pages. HCI Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**★ 2804603 ANTIQUES HO-HO-HOMICIDES.** By Barbara Allan. Murder turns merry as Brandy Borne and her ditzy diva mother, Vivian, gather collectibles for a yard sale who dimmed a pageant star’s twinkles, and bung the humbug helper who snuffled a sidewalk Santa. Aided by Sushi, their shi tzu, our seasonal sinistres crumble a bountifuln batch of Christmas cookies. 239 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2779862 HER BROTHER’S KEEPER.** By Beverly Lewis. Charlotte Dolinsky is not about playing dress-up and telling a few lies to find out what happened to her only brother, Ethan, and why he had to die. Betraying a quiet Amish man named Logan Miller, she begins to rethink her motives, but will she ever learn the truth? And what will happen if her new community learns the truth about her? 305 pages. Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $4.95

**★ 2811074 A SEASON TO CELEBRATE.** By Fern Michaels et al. A collection of stories from the most popular names in Amish fiction. Includes A Reunion in Pinetree by Shelley Shepard Gray, Summer Storms by Amy Clipston, Lakeside Love by Kathleen Fuller, and The Wish by Kelly Irvin. SHOPWORN. 372 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**6677495 THE DOG THAT WHISPERED.** By Jim Kraus. Resigned to a life alone, professor William Steel sees his world change when his much-loved golden retriever dies. As the year fades, everyone in Jane’s circle is in a celebratory mood. But when one of the yeuletide revelers dies, Jane must discover the truth and stop the killer before another victim strikes. 329 pages. Soho. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**2818699 A LOT LIKE CHRISTMAS.** By Connie Willis. Features twelve brilliantly reimagined holiday tales. These stories affirm the faith in love, magic, and the wonder of the season. Stories include Miracle: A Christmas Tale by Shelly Shepard Gray; FaithWords. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**★ 4575415 GRACE’S FORGIVENESS.** By Molly Jebber. Grace is a young Amish woman whose distasteful birthmark prevents her from marrying, until a newcomer to the community sees past it. She is soon planning a wedding quilt of her own, until her father finds out that her fiancé’s shunned brother is hiding somewhere in town. Despite all obstacles, abiding love can inspire miracles. 310 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**★ 2804891 THE PEPPERMINT MOCHA MURDER.** By Colette London. Heading to New England with her friend Travis, for the opening of his holiday musical, it’s beginning to look like a merry Christmas for Hayden. But when the show’s producer is murdered, Hayden trades sampling Chocolate Santas for finding the killer—especially since this happens to be her sister-in-law, Sarah. SHOPWORN. 291 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**578431X THE BARK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** By Laurie Berenson. Everything goes awry at Howard Academy’s biggest fundraiser when a prizewinner at the Sweater Drive is found dead. Before her Jack Russell Trixie discovers a corpse, she and her dedicated detectives, Trixie and Twinkletoes the cat, must snuff out the killer. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**★ 2820374 TRUE COWBOY CHRISTMAS.** By Caitlin Crews. Gray Everett doesn’t believe in the magic of Christmas. His neighbor, Abby Douglas, would love to have a Christmas miracle; the two are equals. But when he proposes a marriage of convenience to save their land, Abby can’t refuse. Can she convince Gray that their trust can lead to love? 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**★ 670844 AN ANGEL’S TOUCH.** By Heather Graham. On Christmas Eve, a haggard train hits Don and Cathy’s car, and the two thirty-somethings find themselves looking down at the mangled mess and their own bodies. They learn they must perform six miracles to save themselves, and these two reluctant angels soon find there is no greater miracle than the gift of love. 204 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**676760 AN ANGEL’S TOUCH.** By Heather Graham. On Christmas Eve, a haggard train hits Don and Cathy’s car, and the two thirty-somethings find themselves looking down at the mangled mess and their own bodies. They learn they must perform six miracles to save themselves, and these two reluctant angels soon find there is no greater miracle than the gift of love. 188 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99 $2.95

**6933424 THE COLOR PURPLE.** By Alice Walker. Set in the South, it is the tale of Celie, a young black girl born into poverty and segregation. Rapeled repeatedly, she has two children taken away, is separated from her beloved sister, and trapped into an ugly marriage. Suddenly she meets Shug Avery and gradually Celie discovers the power and joy of her own spirit. 262 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**680019X THE BELOVED HOPE CHEST.** By Amy Clipston. Mattie Fisher’s daughter knows that she’s been keeping a secret from them, and with each item pulled from the family hope chest, the truth gets closer to exposing it. But Mattie isn’t ready to open those old wounds—or to face their inevitable aftermath. 290 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**6709960 A LOVE MADE NEW.** By Kathleen Fuller. Abigail’s boyfriend has fallen in love with another girl, and her two sisters have won’t be satisfied until everyone on his shopping list is dead, Mistletoe Murder 291 pages. Berkle.

**6549895 A MAN OF HIS WORD.** By Kathleen Fuller. In just a few short months, Moriah Miller’s perfect life unravels. Newly wed and newly pregnant, she is abandoned by her husband Levi, Gabriel Miller’s twin sister has found love. All Abigail has is heartbreak and chocolate. A reason bafled by the call he’s received from God to pursue Abigail, who seems determined to turn him away. Will she allow herself to stop running away? 302 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**6903207 THE TWELVE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS.** By David Rosenthal. A neighbor reports Martha “Pups” Boyer, a dog resuer working with the local shelter, to the city for having more than the legal number of dogs. Pups is a survivor who has relied on watercots and had no idea a dog was still alive. Carpenter comes to her rescue. When the neighbor turns up dead, all the evidence seems to point to Pups, suddenly Andy has a murder case on his hand. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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